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ABSTRACT 

 
This research explores small-scale digital audio broadcasting (DAB) in the 

United Kingdom by providing an historical contextualised framework with 

contemporary findings. The research begins with an overview of digital audio 

broadcasting, which is underpinned with evidence from a range of literature, 

which includes public facing reports, white papers and policy documentation 

relating to this area of research. This includes the Department for Digital, 

Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) with relevant published articles, which feature 

within parts of this work. Reports and relevant documentation from non-

government stakeholders also feature in this work. This includes the Office of 

Communications (Ofcom), research organisations such as the Radio Joint 

Audience Research (RAJAR), along with broadcasters and academic articles. 

These combined sources provide historical examples and contemporary 

evidence of digital audio broadcasting in the United Kingdom. 

 

A significant part of this work draws upon primary sourced qualitative research. 

This consists of semi-structured interviews with stakeholders and includes 

comprehensive discussions with a range of research analysts, broadcasters, 

radio organisations and multiplex operators. The interviews provide a detailed 

level of expert analysis and discussions, which offers a direct insight into digital 

audio broadcasting. The key research questions discuss; the setup and launch 

process of small-scale DAB; geographical coverage of small-scale DAB; cost of 

broadcasting on and operating a small-scale DAB multiplex; available multiplex 

capacity, including the significance of DAB+; long term licensing and roll out of 

small-scale DAB; and broadcast audio quality. 

 

The research also includes a primary sourced quantitative survey. The survey 

was formulated in direct response to the stakeholder interviews to address a gap 

in industry knowledge relating to broadcast audio quality, which was identified 

during the interview process. The survey data, results, analysis and discussions 

provide original contribution to knowledge as the research identifies and 

addresses a gap in knowledge regarding listeners’ opinions, perceptions and 

threshold limitations of analogue and digital broadcast audio qualities. These 

qualitative and quantitative research methods are combined and triangulated 

with the underpinning of relevant public facing literature. 

 

This research provides stakeholders with a detailed account of small-scale DAB, 

which draws upon relevant and original research data, results and analysis. It is 

anticipated that local and community broadcasters can make informed decisions 

based on areas of this research, to reduce their digital broadcasting costs, while 

simultaneously providing their audiences with reliable DAB services. This 

research is relevant to broadcasters intending to broadcast their output on a 

DAB multiplex, and for broadcasters who are already broadcasting their services 

on a multiplex but are looking to reduce their transmission costs. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 
1.1. Introduction 

This chapter sets out the design structure of this research. Each section details 

the encompassing factors relating to this area of research by providing an 

overview of what is included within this work and the thesis itself. The research 

topic is explained within the relevant contextualised framework along with the 

specific research problem. The objectives and level of distinctiveness of this 

research are also explained within this chapter. Clarifications of specialist 

terminologies with an overview of this thesis are provided in this chapter, which 

include the restrictions and limitations of this research. 

 

1.2. Research context 

The UK has a large, diverse and vibrant radio sector, with a choice of platforms 

that listeners can choose to listen on. (Ofcom 15th December 2004) This 

includes the long-established AM and FM analogue broadcast platforms, as well 

as the newer digital audio broadcasting (DAB) radio platform, television and 

online streaming, which is accessible via a computer, handheld tablet, 

smartphone and voice activated smart speaker. Radio’s transition from analogue 

to digital platforms has an established history of research and development that 

spans several decades.  

 

Initial research and developments during the 1980s into the feasibility of digital 

broadcasting created a standardised approach using digital audio broadcasting 

(DAB). This standardised method was led by the Eureka-147 consortium project, 

which represented stakeholders including European governments, 

manufacturers and broadcasters. The Eureka-147 DAB system was originally 

intended to replace the inefficient analogue AM and FM broadcasting platforms. 

(Hoeg and Lauterbach 2009) This situation, which originally consisted of a single 

digital platform, in the form of DAB, was intended to eventually replace analogue 

broadcasting, has developed into a complex multiplatform broadcast sector. 

(O’Neill 2007) 

 

[As a result of this, radio broadcasting has undergone a] significant 

transformation over [several] years as a number of new digital 

broadcasting technologies offer enhanced audio quality and reception, 

integrated data and multimedia content, and more efficient use of the radio 

spectrum. Digital Audio Broadcasting - or DAB, as it is often known - is the 

most established of these technologies [and was developed] in Europe as 

the Eureka-147 standard in the mid-1980s. (O’Neill 2007, pp.1-2) 
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However, while the United Kingdom was an early adopter of Eureka-147 DAB, 

other digital media platforms such as digital television, online streaming via 

smartphones and portable computer tablet devices have emerged and 

consequently have established themselves within the digital broadcasting 

sector. (Blake 2007)  

 

Prior to Ofcom’s 2015 small-scale DAB trial; broadcasters with limited financial 

budgets, such as community and local radio stations, found broadcasting on the 

national and regional DAB multiplexes financially challenging and often 

unaffordable. (Hallett 2018) These large-scale multiplexes were also unsuitable 

for community and local broadcasters, as national and regional multiplexes 

cover significantly larger geographical areas compared to small-scale 

multiplexes, which transmit at a ‘localised’ level. (Ofcom 9th November 2018) 

Furthermore, national and regional multiplexes mostly operate using prime 

transmission sites with higher site and broadcast carriage costs, complex 

transmission systems, networks and infrastructure. These aspects increase the 

transmission costs for each broadcaster carried on a national and (or) regional 

multiplex, compared to if they were carried on a small-scale multiplex. However, 

there is a ‘trade off’ for most broadcasters and multiplex operators between 

geographical coverage and costs. Usually, the larger-scale multiplexes will 

command higher transmission fees and vice-versa for the small-scale 

multiplexes. However, small-scale multiplexes may also be unsuitable for larger 

broadcasters, such as a national or regional radio service, due to the limitations 

of geographical coverage on a small-scale multiplex. (Hallett 2018) 

 

The national and regional DAB market was also unsuitable for community radio 

stations. Arqiva holds the monopoly share of the communications and 

transmission infrastructure market and is responsible for operating and 

maintaining most of the national and regional transmission infrastructure 

networks across the United Kingdom. (Arqiva 2018) This monopolised 

framework prevents many community and local broadcasters with limited 

financial budgets from transmitting their services on digital broadcast platforms 

and therefore remains often financially unviable for smaller broadcasters with 

limited financial options. This challenge was highlighted in Radiocentre’s 

response to the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) small-

scale DAB licensing consultation, which stated that: 

 

[…] many smaller analogue stations (broadcasting on FM or AM 

frequencies) have been unable to broadcast digitally on the DAB 

platform. This is typically due to transmission costs that reflect multi-

transmitter networks which can make it unaffordable for some operators 

and the fact that existing DAB multiplexes often cover much larger 

geographical areas than smaller stations wish to serve. (Radiocentre 

2018, p.1) 

 

In response to the lack of affordable broadcast platforms for community and 

local broadcasters, and to address this gap in the localised DAB market, the 
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Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) initiated and funded a 

trial project to investigate the feasibility of DAB in localised areas. Reporting to 

the DCMS, the Office of Communications (Ofcom) was instructed to licence and 

coordinate a trial from 2015 onwards, to test and develop a cost-effective and 

spectrum efficient method for localised DAB broadcasting. This approach is 

known as small-scale DAB and may also be referred to as ‘localised DAB’. The 

initial nine-month small-scale DAB trial provided a test bed to demonstrate 

increasingly efficient transmission methods, such as DAB+ in ‘real world’ 

environments. (Ofcom 9th November 2018) 

 

The overall operational cost for small-scale DAB is significantly lower compared 

to large scale; regional and national multiplex operations. This is because, unlike 

large-scale multiplexes, a small-scale multiplex covers a significantly smaller 

geographical area as it uses lower transmission power with ‘open source’ 

equipment and software. The small-scale digital transmission method consists of 

a low-powered transmitter, which typically uses 100 watts of effective radiated 

power (ERP) and utilises ‘open-source’ software to operate the multiplex. 

(Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small scale DAB trials: Final report) 

 

Small scale DAB keeps costs low by making use of relatively 

inexpensive transmission equipment and the freely available ‘open-

source’ software maintained by Open Digital Radio [which is] a non-profit 

organisation whose activities include maintaining open-source digital 

radio transmission software and tools. (Ofcom 26th September 2016, 

Small scale DAB trials: Final report, p.1) 

 

This localised approach to DAB offers a cost-effective route to transmission for 

local and community broadcasters on limited financial budgets in small 

communities and localised areas. (Radiocentre 2018) 

 

In February 2015, the Office of Communications (Ofcom) invited stakeholders to 

apply for one of the ten selected trial multiplex licences. In response to this 

request, Ofcom received a total of 51 applications to operate one of the ten 

available multiplex licences. In June 2015, Ofcom announced the ten successful 

applicants that had been awarded a licence to operate one of the ten small-

scale DAB multiplex trials. The multiplex trial locations were located in towns 

and cities across the country. These included Aldershot, Birmingham, Brighton, 

Bristol, Cambridge, Glasgow, London, Manchester, Norwich and Portsmouth. 

(Ofcom 19th February 2015, Small scale DAB trial licence awards statement) 

 

The Office of Communications (Ofcom), which coordinated and licensed the 

small-scale DAB trial, “provided assistance with technical development and 

support [during the initial nine-month trial period] and supplied transmission 

equipment to the triallists [sic].” (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small scale DAB 

trials: Final report, p.1) Ofcom, “have now scaled back [their] technical support 

role, partly because the initial trial period has now elapsed, and partly because 

licensees are now more familiar with the operational aspects of their equipment.” 

(Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small scale DAB trials: Final report, p.10)  
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The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), which funded the 

initial nine-month trial period, stated in their ‘small scale DAB licensing 

consultation’ on 4th January 2018 that, “These technical trials were designed to 

test the viability of small scale DAB technology and eventually involved more 

than 100 small commercial and community radio stations broadcasting on a 

terrestrial DAB platform for the first time, including many new services.” (DCMS 

2018, pp.17-18) More specifically, the trials had three fundamental aims, which 

were: 

 

to test how well the small scale DAB technology worked; to test how well 

the technology lends itself to several parties coordinating their services 

(this is because DAB broadcasting involves several radio stations being 

transmitted as part of the same signal); and to give the market an 

opportunity to learn about small scale DAB and the potential 

opportunities the technology affords. (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small 

scale DAB trials: Final report, p.1)  

 

On 26th September 2016, the Office of Communications (Ofcom) published their 

final report, after the initial nine-month trial period, which concluded that the 

trials were “successful and achieved [these] three objectives.” (Ofcom 26th 

September 2016, Small scale DAB trials: Final report, p.2) The trial and Ofcom’s 

report concluded that the small-scale DAB had been a success and achieved 

the three objectives by proving the feasibility of a cost-effective approach to 

digital audio broadcasting. (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small scale DAB trials: 

Final report) However, there were some concerns regarding the multiplex 

transmission power levels and signal strength. (Radiocentre 2018) Despite the 

aforementioned drawbacks, success and developments in the small-scale DAB 

trials have continued. As a result, the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and 

Sport (DCMS) confirmed in an open letter to Ofcom on 1st March 2018 that the 

small-scale DAB trials will operate and will be licensed until 31st March 2020. 

This will allow new licensing arrangements, in the form of policy and a legislative 

framework to be implemented. (DCMS 2018) Small-scale DAB continues to 

provide broadcasters with cost-effective routes to transmission, with increased 

spectrum efficiency, which offers listeners a greater choice of radio stations in 

digital broadcast quality. 

 

1.3. Overview of research topic 

Before Ofcom’s small-scale DAB trial launched in the summer of 2015, there 

were “up to 400 local commercial and community radio stations” that were 

available on local analogue broadcast platforms but were unable to broadcast 

on a local DAB multiplex. (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small-scale DAB trials: 

Final report, p.3) As of 2019, there are over 170 local commercial and 

community radio services that are carried across the ten small-scale 

multiplexes. (Wohnort 2019) The number of services broadcasting on these ten 

small-scale multiplexes is continuing to increase, as more services are opting to 

broadcast via a small-scale DAB multiplex. However, the number of services will 
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eventually ‘plateau’, as small-scale DAB multiplexes reach their carriage 

capacity. “Small-scale digital audio broadcasting (DAB) is an innovative 

technology designed to allow local stations to achieve affordable transmission 

on digital radio.” (Ofcom 9th November 2018, Small-scale DAB licencing)  

 

The wide scale rollout of small-scale DAB is likely to be commissioned once the 

broadcast regulator, Ofcom, has completed its consultation work with existing 

stakeholders, including radio broadcasters and the small-scale multiplex trialists, 

along with prospective organisations who have expressed an interest in small-

scale DAB. (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small-scale DAB trials: Final report) 

Ofcom state in their final report into the small-scale DAB trials that “[they] 

believe that there is a significant level of demand from smaller radio stations for 

small scale DAB, and that a wider roll-out of additional small-scale services into 

more geographical areas would be both technically possible and commercially 

sustainable.” (Ofcom 2016, p.2) 

 

On March 7th, 2018, Ofcom “proposed to further extend the licences of the ten 

trial small-scale DAB multiplexes. The trials, which started in 2015, have proved 

to be successful. […] By further extending the trials, [until the first half of 2020, 

more] radio services will continue to be available to listeners [via a ‘localised’ 

digital broadcast platform]. (Ofcom 9th November 2018, Small-scale DAB 

licencing; Ofcom 1st March 2018, DCMS-letter-requesting-extension-of-small-

scale-DAB-trials.pdf) 

 

From an historical context, DAB has faced and has mostly overcome some of 

the initial challenges. For example, prior to the first quarter (Q1) of 2018, RAJAR 

data showed that most audiences were listening via an analogue platform, such 

as AM and FM. (RAJAR Q1 2018) This was a problem for DCMS and Ofcom, as 

it was hard to justify an analogue to digital radio ‘switch over’ timescale, as the 

50 per cent share of listening via a digital platform had not been reached until 

the first quarter (Q1) of 2018. (RAJAR Q1 2018) Costs of purchasing DAB radio 

receivers are now more affordable, compared to when they were first launched 

in 1999. Ownership of DAB radio receivers in the UK continues to increase 

during each quarter, with 66.5 per cent of adults aged 15 and over owning a 

DAB radio receiver during the first quarter of 2019. (RAJAR Q1 2019)  

 

DAB radio receivers are easier to operate compare to existing FM radio 

receivers. For example, changing between radio services on a DAB radio 

receiver consists of a simple ‘push button’ exercise, compared to ‘fine tuning’ on 

an analogue device. (Hendy 2000) Similar to other digital platforms and devices, 

DAB radio provides the benefits of digital sound quality compared with analogue 

radio. (Medoff and Kaye 2017) However, the ‘digital quality’ is dependent on the 

bitrates and is counter argued that FM offers better sound quality, compared to 

lower bitrates. (Anderson 2014) DAB provides greater efficient frequency 

spectrum bandwidth allocation, compared to existing analogue platforms, such 

as AM and FM. This results in an increased range of DAB radio services, 

choices and data using the same frequency, compared to FM radio. (Lax 2017)  
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This research will use established and developing DAB/DAB+ radio as an 

exemplar, which will help to articulate an original contribution to professional 

knowledge in the form of a model of the interactions between long-term policy 

making and unpredictable technological change. It is expected that this model 

will look beyond the simple binary between technological determinism and social 

construction to provide a nuanced and informative view of future policy. 

 

1.4. Definition of terminologies  

It is important to define the specific terminologies that apply to this research 

work, such as ‘bitrate’, ‘broadcaster’, ‘DAB’, ‘multiplex’, ‘multiplex operator’, and 

others.  

 

The broadcaster is an organisation, such as a national, regional, local and (or) 

community radio station or data service provider, which provides radio 

programme and (or) data output to audiences. (Oxford English Dictionary 2019) 

 

A multiplex is a method of broadcasting multiple digital radio and data services 

using a single transmission frequency. Each multiplex has a maximum of 864 

capacity units. An individual multiplex can carry a mixture of DAB and DAB+ 

radio and data formats at different bitrates. Each service carried on a multiplex 

occupies a set amount of capacity units. For example, 112 kilobits per second 

stereophonic music-based radio service, using MPEG 2 DAB, will occupy 84 

capacity units per service on a multiplex. (Future Digital Norfolk 2015) 

 

A ‘multiplex’ consists of a stream of digital information containing a 

mixture of the audio from a number of services and other data. [Placing] 

services together in this way, makes […] efficient use of transmission 

resources: the UK has several multiplexes, which between them contain 

many radio services, and the number continues to expand. Some are 

available nationally, and some cover localised areas. This type of 

packaging [is not] possible with FM and AM which is why [there were] 

fewer stations before the advent of digital radio. (Radio and Television 

Investigation Service 2019) 

 

A ‘multiplex operator’ is an organisation, which operates one or more multiplex 

sites in accordance to their awarded Ofcom broadcast licence agreement. The 

“multiplex operators are required to comply with as a condition of their 

Broadcasting Act and Wireless Telegraphy Act multiplex licences.” (Ofcom 4th 

February 2019, p.3) “Radio multiplex licences are awarded by Ofcom in a 

competitive process” (Ofcom 17th April 2019, p.1) It is the responsibility of the 

multiplex operator to manage the 864 capacity units, which is the maximum 

available on each multiplex, to ensure efficient usage and to maximise the 

financial return (profit). (Future Digital Norfolk 2015) The multiplex operator is 

also responsible for maintaining the multiplex site(s) and for the transmission 

(not the content) of services, which are carried on the multiplex(es). (Lax 2009) 

Therefore, the multiplex operator is responsible for ensuring a consistent and 

reliable transmission of services, twenty-four hours a day. For example, if 
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electrical power is temporarily lost at the multiplex transmission site, then the 

multiplex operator is obliged, under their awarded Ofcom licence, to liaise with 

the relevant contactors and stakeholders, such as the broadcasters, to ensure 

the impact on services is minimised.  

 

The terminology of ‘bitrate’, refers to the amount of digital binary data, which is 

broadcast from a multiplex site(s) to a DAB radio receiver(s). Digital audio 

broadcasting bitrates are measured in kilobits per second (Kbps). (Fries and 

Fries 2005; Bartlett and Bartlett 2013) The audio signals are compressed at the 

transmission site, through a multiplex system, which encodes the signals into 

digital binary data. “The […] purpose of using compression is to reduce 

transmission overheads and maximize [sic.] the available bandwidth.” (Chin 

2004, p.430) Bitrates can vary in terms of high and low quality, depending on the 

type of service being broadcast or application being used. For example, a lower 

bitrate would usually be suitable for speech-based audio, compared to a higher 

bitrate for stereophonic audio broadcasts. (Future Digital Norfolk 2015) Higher 

quality bitrates are displayed with higher value numbers and vice versa for lower 

audio quality. For example, 128 kilobits per second is a higher bitrate and offers 

higher audio quality, compared to 64 kilobits per second. (Penttinen 2015)  

 

As a result, bitrates refer to the amount of compressed data, which is 

transmitted on a DAB multiplex and is expressed in kilobits per second. The 

higher the kilobits per second bitrate, results in a higher amount of transmitted 

data. Thus, resulting in higher audio quality. The opposite applies as the lower 

the kilobits per second bitrate, results in a lower amount of transmitted data. 

Thus, resulting in lower audio quality. Terrestrial broadcast DAB bitrates in the 

United Kingdom commonly ranges from 64 up to 192 kilobits per second for 

DAB. DAB+ bitrates commonly range from 24 up to 48 kilobits per second. 

However, the bitrates are governed by several factors, which include 

transmission costs, available multiplex capacity to carry the service and whether 

the service is a predominately speech or music-based audio format. Depending 

on these factors will result in higher or lower broadcast bitrates for each service. 

However, it is recommended that permanent stereophonic music-based services 

should be at least 112 kilobits per second. Permanent monophonic music-based 

services should be at least 80 kilobits per second. Permanent monophonic 

speech-based services should be at least 64 kilobits per second. Data rates 

below 112 kilobits per second are monophonic only, and therefore are 

unavailable in a stereophonic format. Data rates below 80 kilobits per second 

are not recommended for music services. Data rates of 64 kilobits per second 

are available for data IP use only. (Future Digital Norfolk 2015) 

 

Digital audio broadcasting (DAB) services, such as audio output from radio 

stations, are grouped together in multiplexes, which are sometimes referred to 

as ensembles. (Fischer 2010) Digital audio broadcasting, is also referred to as 

DAB, is a standardised method of digital broadcasting, which was developed as 

a European Economic Community (EEC) research project, called Eureka 147, 

which was formed in 1987. (EUREKA-147, 1997) Digital audio broadcasting 

compresses audio using MPEG-1 audio layer II for 48 kHz sampling frequency 
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and MPEG-2 audio later II for 24 kHz sampling frequency. (ETSI EN 300 401 

V1.4.1, 2006) 

 

DAB+ builds upon the original transmission algorithms of DAB as DAB+ is a 

more advanced broadcasting method as it uses MPEG-4 High Efficiency 

Advanced Audio Codec v2 (HE-AAC v2). The DAB+ audio codec offers more 

efficient audio compression and allows almost up to three times as many 

services per multiplex compared to standard original DAB. (World DAB 2012) 

 

The Office of Communications (Ofcom) was established under the 

Communications Act 2002 and is the regulator for communications services in 

the United Kingdom. Ofcom operates under the direction of the Department for 

Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS). (Ofcom 28th March 2018) 

 

These and other terminologies will be discussed within this chapter. A list of 

acronyms and other terminologies, which feature in this work, can be found on 

pages 14 to 16. 

 

1.5. Research problem 

The wireless, or ‘radio’ to give the contemporary name, is the oldest form of 

electronic broadcasting and has so far lagged behind other traditional media 

platforms such as television, in the push to go digital. (O’Neil 2010) Radio 

remains the only broadcast medium that not only transmits on analogue 

platforms, which includes amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation 

(FM), but also on digital platforms, which includes digital audio broadcasting 

(DAB), online and television. Since the introduction of these digital platforms, 

RAJAR data suggests that there has been a gradual ‘migration’ as audiences 

are encouraged by various marketing campaigns and are therefore choosing to 

listen on digital platforms, rather than traditional analogue platforms. (RAJAR Q1 

2019)  

 

Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR) figures from quarter one of 2018 

shows that 50.9 per cent of all radio listening is via a digital platform. This 

compared to 47.2 per cent in the first quarter of 2017 “and to 24.0% in Q1 2010 

when the Government’s Digital Radio Action Plan, which outlined a programme 

of work to progress digital radio take up, was launched.” (Radio Today 2018) 

This is a significant result for the radio industry as this achievement will trigger 

action from the government about the future of DAB. In 2014, the Department 

for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) stated that the government will 

implement a phased digital radio switchover plan once digital radio listening has 

reached at least 50 per cent; national DAB coverage is comparable to FM; and 

local DAB reaches 90 per cent of the population and all major roads (DCMS 

2014).  

 

This digital radio switchover will aim to encourage remaining analogue listeners 

to permanently switch to digital platforms. “With the 50% digital listening 

threshold now met, it is anticipated that the Government will undertake a review 
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to assess digital radio progress and determine next steps in due course.” (Radio 

Today 2018) Therefore, one of the challenges that the radio industry faces are 

migrating audiences from the established and traditional analogue broadcast 

platforms of FM and AM, which listeners have become familiar with, to digital 

platforms, which includes DAB, television and online. 

 

Another challenge is the lack of industry knowledge and research regarding 

broadcast audio quality. This is significant as broadcasters with limited financial 

budgets are potentially wasting money on unnecessarily high audio bitrates 

rates, when listeners cannot notice any significant audio degradation from lower 

bitrates. According to the Office of Communications’ (Ofcom), annual report, as 

of 30th November 2017, there are at least 337 DAB radio services broadcasting 

in the United Kingdom. (Ofcom 30th November 2017) This number is likely to 

increase as more radio stations, including new and existing analogue 

broadcasters, begin broadcasting their services on DAB. However, different 

radio stations broadcast their DAB output at different audio bitrates. For 

example, BBC Radio 3 broadcasts at 192 kilobits per second. However, other 

stations broadcast their services at lower bitrates. For example, Fix Radio, 

among others, transmits its DAB output at 64 kilobits per second, which is a 

considerably lower broadcast quality compared to BBC Radio 3’s 192 kilobits 

per second bitrate. However, this is not always a fair comparison as the BBC is 

a national public service broadcaster and BBC Radio 3 is a national BBC radio 

station, which is funded differently compared to a commercial radio station such 

as Fix Radio, in this example.  

 

Despite the vast differences in financial budgets and operational costs, many 

broadcasters transmit their services at different bitrates. However, DAB 

multiplex bitrates are not always permanent. For example, with consultation and 

agreement from each affected radio station on a specific multiplex, the multiplex 

operator may be required to reduce a station’s DAB bitrate to allow additional 

long-term and short-term services to be carried on the multiplex. This could 

include a short-term ‘pop-up’ DAB radio service, which may be required to cover 

a significant music or sports event. Therefore, occasionally some existing radio 

services may be required to reduce their bitrate to allow additional services to 

occupy a proportion of the multiplex. If sufficiently reduced, the bitrate reduction 

should create a sufficient amount of vacant multiplex capacity to allow additional 

services to be carried. However, this example only applies if the multiplex has 

reached, or is close to its operational capacity. 

 

Another reason why radio stations broadcast at different DAB bitrates is due to 

financial expenditure. The higher the kilobits per second bitrate, the higher the 

audio quality and thus the higher the radio station’s transmission costs. 

Therefore, by broadcasting on DAB at a lower bitrate, such as 64 kilobits per 

second, radio stations can look to reduce some of their carriage costs. However, 

reducing the DAB bitrate comes with a potential cost, as lower bitrates can 

degrade the overall audio quality, and listener experience, which can be off-

putting for audiences. 
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An upgraded version of EUREKA-147 DAB, which is known as DAB+, was first 

trialled in the United Kingdom throughout 2013, before launching with regular 

services in June 2016. (World DAB 2017) DAB+ overcomes some of the 

problems associated with lower bit rates in relation to audio quality. This 

therefore means that DAB+ is regarded as a cost-effective alternative compared 

with EUREKA-147 DAB, as DAB+ allows radio stations to broadcast at lower 

bitrates, without significantly degrading the audio quality. DAB+ is approximately 

two and a half times more efficient at encoding and decoding audio, compared 

to EUREKA-147 DAB.  

 

This is because DAB+ is based on the original DAB standard but uses a 

more efficient audio codec. Whereas DAB uses MPEG-1 Audio Layer II, 

DAB+ uses [High-Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding] v2 (also known as 

AAC+). This allows equivalent or better subjective audio quality to be 

broadcast at lower bit rates. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 2009, p.117) 

 

The High-Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding “is the most efficient audio 

compression scheme available worldwide and allows for up to three times as 

many services per multiplex as the original DAB.” (World DAB 2012) Therefore, 

DAB+ potentially offers a cost-effective transmission route for radio stations on a 

financially tight budget, as DAB+ carriage costs are lower, compared to original 

EUREKA-147 DAB. The radio industry acknowledges that there is a lack of 

understanding regarding what listeners consider acceptable and unacceptable 

broadcast audio quality, and where those threshold limitations lie. (Allan 2017) 

Therefore, there is currently a gap in industry knowledge. As a result, a survey 

was formulated as part of this research, which aims to establish the perception 

of broadcast audio quality and whether quality, content or both are equally 

significant factors. The survey is discussed over the forthcoming sections and 

chapters. 

 

1.6. Research aims and objectives 

This research examines the impact that small-scale digital audio broadcasting is 

having on audiences, broadcasters, multiplex operators and the community 

radio sector. Small-scale digital audio broadcasting is an emerging digital 

broadcast platform, which provides an opportunity for broadcasters with limited 

financial budgets, such as community radio stations, a cost-effective digital 

broadcast platform. (Hallett 2018) Small-scale digital audio broadcasting has 

increased competition in the digital broadcast market and provided new 

opportunities in the digital radio sector by allowing more broadcasters and 

service providers to access a digital broadcast platform; this means a greater 

choice and diverse range of services for audiences. (Ofcom 9th November 2018, 

Small-scale DAB licencing and Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small-scale DAB 

trials: Final report) 

 

The research looks at the current and potential future of broadcast radio 

regarding small-scale digital audio broadcasting. This includes discussing the 

setup and launch process of small-scale DAB; geographical coverage of small-
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scale DAB; cost of broadcasting on and operating a small-scale DAB multiplex; 

available multiplex capacity, including the significance of DAB+; long term 

licensing and roll out of small-scale DAB; and broadcast audio quality. 

Qualitative research is formulated from a range of primary sourced semi-

structured interviews with stakeholders, which offer a unique and direct insight 

into the radio industry.  

 

This research also aims to identify broadcast audio quality thresholds, limitations 

and perceptions among audiences. As a result, a contribution to new and 

original information and knowledge is offered to address the lack of industry 

knowledge regarding audience opinions, perceptions and threshold limitations of 

broadcast audio quality. This is in the form of primary sourced quantitative 

survey data, which aims to identify listeners’ thresholds regarding different 

broadcast audio qualities. 

 

As a result of providing new information and knowledge, it is hoped that this 

research will have a positive impact in the community radio sector; mainly 

community radio stations in relation to reducing their DAB transmission costs, 

without impacting audiences’ listening experience, and small-scale multiplex 

operators, in relation to increasing their income, by managing the multiplex more 

efficiently.  

 

This research impact is formulated from knowledge and data, which has been 

generated from the mixed qualitative and quantitative research methods, which 

have provided a range of detailed results. These include the qualitative data that 

was generated from the semi-structured stakeholder interviews and the 

quantitative audio quality survey data from 155 respondents. This research 

enables stakeholders, such as community broadcasters and small-scale 

multiplex operators to make informed decisions based on the research 

evidence. 

 

This research aims to foster new knowledge to predominately benefit the 

community radio sector in the United Kingdom. It is anticipated that this research 

will also benefit a range of other radio industry stakeholders by providing them 

with a comprehensive insight into the emerging area of small-scale DAB based 

upon the research results, findings and analysis generated from the semi-

structured stakeholder interviews and listening survey data. This will enable 

stakeholders to make informed decisions to reduce their operational overheads. 

The research draws upon a range of relevant industry reports, and 

documentations coupled with semi-structured stakeholder interviews, which 

focus on small-scale digital audio broadcasting along with survey data 

generated from respondents’ opinions, perceptions and threshold limitations of 

broadcast audio quality. 

 

This research aims to address a gap in industry knowledge. The gap in 

knowledge was identified in the qualitative research method, while conducting 

the semi-structured interviews. One of the stakeholders highlighted that the 

radio industry does not currently know how audiences perceive broadcast audio 
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quality. This is significant as broadcasters and multiplex operators continue to 

broadcast services at different audio qualities and bitrates. However, some of 

these differences in terms of broadcast audio quality are due to different 

services broadcasting different content. For example, speech-based audio does 

not always require such a high bitrate, compared with stereophonic music 

broadcast services. (Watkinson 2001; 2013b; 2013c; Hoeg and Lauterbach 

2003) 

 

These differences in what defines high and low broadcast audio quality, in terms 

of bitrate, can have a financial impact on broadcasters, especially for community 

radio stations who operate with limited financial budgets. This is because 

broadcasting at a higher bitrate provides higher broadcast quality and higher 

financial costs for the broadcaster. The financial costs are reduced as the bitrate 

is also reduced, thus reducing the broadcast quality. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 

2003) However, this research has established where the audience threshold 

limitations are in terms of what is good and poor broadcast audio quality. Please 

refer to ‘Chapter 4 – Results’ and ‘Chapter 5 - Thematic analysis and discussion’ 

for further details regarding the results, discussion and analysis. 

 

1.7. Distinctiveness of this research 

This research is distinctive as it explores an emerging and developing aspect of 

digital audio broadcasting. Small-scale digital audio broadcasting, which was 

initially developed as part of a nine-month Ofcom trial in 2015, provided a unique 

range of possibilities and a level of flexibility by using low-cost transmission 

equipment to provide a cost-effective digital broadcast platform for local 

community radio services. (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small scale DAB trials: 

Final report)  

 

This research provides information relating to the small-scale DAB and DAB+ 

trials along with offering a unique insight into the broadcast radio sector. This 

was achieved through conducting a range of primary sourced qualitative 

research interviews with sixteen industry stakeholders. The stakeholders 

represented small-scale and regional DAB multiplex operators, radio research 

analysts, community radio stations, national radio broadcasters and radio 

research organisations. These comprehensive research interviews identified a 

gap in industry knowledge.  

 

One significant aspect, which led to the formulation and development of the 

listening survey, was a lack of understanding and knowledge regarding listeners’ 

opinions, perceptions and threshold limitations towards broadcast audio quality, 

and in particular, DAB and DAB+. This research is also distinct, as it has 

identified a gap in industry knowledge regarding the limitations of broadcast 

audio quality on audiences. This research therefore aims to address this gap in 

industry knowledge by offering new knowledge regarding listeners’ opinions, 

perceptions and threshold limitations of broadcast audio quality. 
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1.8. Reflexivity of a research practitioner 

This research area stems from working as a radio practitioner in the BBC, 

commercial and community radio sectors since early 2003. This practice-led 

research is underpinned with teaching and research experience in the higher 

education sector since 2009. Therefore, this research field is relevant to my 

working practices and knowledge; having worked in the radio broadcast industry 

along with conducting research and increasing my awareness towards aspects 

relating to emerging radio broadcast platforms, such as DAB+. 

 

1.9. Definition of Professional Doctorate research 

It is important to emphasise and note that this research is presented for the part-

time Professional Doctorate award and not a full-time Doctor of Philosophy 

(PhD) award. While traditional Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) research draws upon 

theoretical aspects in an academic context, a Professional Doctorate applies 

practice-based knowledge and research. (University of Liverpool 2018) 

 

The primary difference between PhD and professional doctorate programs 

[sic.]. is the type of research conducted in the independent research 

phase. […] Professional doctorate students are expected to expand and 

apply existing knowledge and research to existing problems in their 

professional field. This is often referred to as applied research. (Capella 

University 2018)  

 

Therefore, the Professional Doctorate award focuses on practice-led research, 

rather than academic theory and research. Unlike a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) 

award, a Professional Doctorate is “intended to create knowledge that advances 

professional practice, rather than furthering academic pursuits.” (University of 

Liverpool 2018) The Professional Doctorate programme focuses on deepening 

the understanding of professional practice. As a result, professional doctorate 

research may appear “in professional or trade journals, rather than […] peer-

reviewed academic journals.” (Times Higher Education 2017)  

 

Most of this professional doctorate research, which appears in this work, “takes 

place in an environment with less support [compared to a PhD. However] 

findings must have an impact on a professional setting as well as making a 

contribution to knowledge.” (Times Higher Education 2017) The professional 

doctorate programme focuses on the practical application of knowledge and 

practice that already exists within the research area and allows for continued 

work in the field, while applying knowledge gained to make improvements. 

(Northcentral University 2014) Therefore, the Professional Doctorate applies, 

“existing knowledge [which is] aimed at solving real-world problems.” (Capella 

University 2018) 

 

It is also important to emphasise that this part-time Professional Doctorate 

programme included, “some taught elements in addition to the research 

dissertation” which consisted of several modular based units and assignments, 
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which were completed in the first academic year during 2012-13. (QAA 2014, 

p.18) The research proposal and ethical research forms (RS1 forms – which can 

be found in the appendices) were completed and processed during the following 

2013-14 academic year. The initial research into this work began during the 

academic year of 2014-15 onwards. The maximum period of registration for a 

part-time professional doctorate programme can vary from six to twelve years. 

(University of Nottingham 2015; Cardiff University 2018; King’s College London 

2017) However, this depends on the university awarding the doctorate degree 

and on the specific part-time professional doctorate award. 

 

It is also worth noting that this is not PhD-lead research. Instead it is practice-

based  research in the form of a Professional Doctorate – and “whilst the 

professional doctorate is not expected to draw so heavily on theory, there does 

need to be an acknowledgment of the framework(s) in which questions are 

being asked and analysed – whether they are influenced by existing frameworks 

about developments in media technologies, political economy issues relating to 

regulation of the spectrum, audience studies and so on.” (O’Neill and Mitchell 

2018, ‘Final Joint Report’ Professional Doctorate Examination Report, not 

publicly available, pp.1-2) 

 

1.10. Reason for selecting this research topic 

This area of research was chosen due to the emergence of small-scale digital 

audio broadcasting (DAB) technology in the United Kingdom in 2015. It was 

during this time that the Office of Communications (Ofcom) launched an initial 

nine-month trial to test the feasibility and practicality of a localised approach to 

digital audio broadcasting. Prior to and during the Ofcom small-scale DAB trial, 

government and stakeholder research has continued into this emerging area of 

using low-cost equipment to broadcast local radio services to a range of 

communities. However, the range of comprehensive and current research 

remains somewhat limited in this emerging market of small-scale DAB 

compared to more established areas of digital audio broadcasting. Therefore, 

prior to the arrival of the small-scale DAB trials, there has been lack of current 

and comprehensive practice-led industry research within this niche area of 

digital audio broadcasting.  

 

Consequently, this research aims to fill this gap of practice-led industry research 

by fostering new knowledge, while developing new industry practices in relation 

to small-scale digital audio broadcasting. This is also a contemporary area of 

research as according RAJAR listening figures for the first quarter of 2018, 

which were publicly released on May 17th, 2018, over 50 per cent of listening in 

the UK is now via a digital platform. (RAJAR Q1 2018) These results are a 

significant milestone as it is anticipated that the government will look to 

introduce a phased digital switchover process, which will encourage more 

listeners to switch from analogue to digital radio. (Radio Today 2018) Small-

scale digital audio broadcasting “is worthy of specialist consideration because it 

is, after all, a critical attribute from the perspective of the communities served by 

this type of media.” (Meadows et al 2007, p.13) 
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1.11. Overview of thesis 

The thesis begins with a review of pre-existing literature, which documents 

historical and contemporary findings regarding digital audio broadcasting in the 

United Kingdom. The literature review chapter explores a range of relevant 

subtopics relating to this area of research. This includes providing an historical 

and contemporary overview of the UK radio sector with analogue platforms, 

which include AM and FM broadcasting. These legacy broadcast platforms are 

explored in relation to established and emerging digital radio platforms. This 

includes digital television, online radio streaming and digital audio broadcasting 

(DAB). More specifically, the literature review provides an insight into the 

legislation and policy framework, which governs and regulates the UK radio 

sector. This includes the developments in relation to the context of legal, 

legislative and ethical practices and policies along with the securing of new 

broadcast licences, contracts. The research also explores other digital 

broadcasting platforms including opportunities presented by new multiplex 

systems and networks. 

 

Historical and contemporary RAJAR research data is examined as part of the 

literature review. This provides relevant statistical information regarding the 

analogue and digital radio receiver sales market. The RAJAR data also shows 

the radio listenership levels over quarterly and annual time periods. This may 

potentially reveal emerging audience behavioural patterns and habitual trends 

relating to the DAB radio sales market and overall listening. The literature review 

explores the various aspects regarding AM and FM analogue broadcast 

platforms with digital platforms. These include television, online Internet 

streaming and digital audio broadcasting (DAB). 

 

The thesis concludes by exploring current and future practices of the 

interactions between long-term policy-making and technological change. Beyond 

the consideration of historical and contemporary digital audio broadcasting 

practices, the research explores the possible future, by examining current 

developments and trends. This offers the potential to counter such current 

capacity constraints and practices by providing opportunities for additional future 

digital audio broadcasting practices to be drawn from. 

 

1.12. Restrictions and limitations of research 

Unlike large-scale and complex research projects, the majority of PhD and 

Professional Doctorate research is conducted using a smaller sample size with a 

limited financial budget. Identifying the limitations in any research project is 

important as it “establishes the scope of the study, distinguishes the essential 

from the unessential, helps define steps in the process and determine pertinent 

variables, and informs both the reader and the researcher as to what is 

purposely being omitted.” (Colwell 2006, p.56) 
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Due to ethical practices, respondents’ data remained anonymous throughout the 

duration of the survey. However, this was an insignificant limitation factor as 

personal and identifiable information was not a requirement for the purpose of 

this research, as this aspect did not form part of the research. Due to time and 

financial limitations, it was not possible to visit all ten small-scale DAB multiplex 

trial sites. However, several small-scale multiplex sites were visited in order to 

gain a deeper understanding of how the DAB system operates at a ‘localised’ 

level. Another reason for this was to avoid repetition, as the majority the ten 

small-scale multiplexes used identical, and occasionally similar, hardware and 

open sourced software systems. 

 

Careful considerations have been made to ensure all aspects relating to the 

designed methodology of approach and delivery of this piece of research is 

robust. However, there are inevitably restrictions and limitations associated with 

this research. As this is a Professional Doctorate award, the overall timeframe 

constraints and the available financial funding limit the scale of this research. As 

a result, surveys, questionnaires and fieldwork are dependent to some extent on 

the available financial funding to support the scale of the research project. 

Additional limitations relate to the commercial sensitivity, availability and 

agreement of individual stakeholders and organisations. For example, there was 

the possibility that stakeholders and survey respondents may not wish to 

participate in this research and as a result may decline to comment or be 

interviewed. Specific restrictions, limitations and details relating to the selected 

research methods can be found in the research methodology chapter. 

 

1.13. Summary 

Unlike large-scale digital audio broadcasting, which includes national and 

regional multiplexes; small-scale digital audio broadcasting is an emerging and 

developing area of digital radio. Since the launch of Ofcom’s small-scale digital 

audio broadcasting trials in 2015, there has been much anticipation and 

determination for multiplex stakeholders to provide a cost-effective route to 

transmission for community broadcasters on limited financial budgets and a 

reliable local DAB service for audiences.  

 

Small-scale digital audio broadcasting is an emerging radio sector, which 

provides an opportunity for research into aspects including the rollout of small-

scale DAB, listeners’ perception of broadcast audio quality and the relevant 

licensing and legislative framework surrounding small-scale DAB. There is a 

substantial amount of historical and contemporary research and analysis 

regarding large-scale DAB. However, unsurprisingly research relating to small-

scale DAB is increasing, but is somewhat limited due to its recent public 

emergence during Ofcom’s small-scale DAB trials in 2015. 

 

The following chapter provides a detailed contextualised overview of the 

historical and contemporary impact of DAB, particularly small-scale DAB in the 

United Kingdom. A range a relevant literature in the form of academic, policy 
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and legislative work is included to support and underpin the various points and 

examples that are discussed throughout. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Literature review: 

An historical overview of DAB 

 
1.1. Introduction 

This chapter draws together a range of historical and contemporary research 

with policy documents to provide an overview of the radio sector and its 

audiences in the UK, with a focus on digital audio broadcasting (DAB). It begins 

by clarifying the relevant terms used, including 'analogue' and 'digital'. The 

chapter then explores advantages of DAB and demonstrates the existing 

popularity of radio as a medium. This is linked to the sociological context of radio 

and DAB and with the disadvantages of analogue radio for the audience. The 

chapter also provides an overview of the historical and current situation of DAB 

regarding financial costs, audience fragmentation, choice of services and the 

marketing of DAB in the UK. This includes exploring existing and developing 

practices, such as small-scale DAB and DAB+ services; the uptake of DAB radio 

receivers; consumer habits; listening data and legislative policies and 

frameworks. In particular, consideration is made regarding the more recent 

emergence of small-scale DAB, used by the community radio sector. 

 

1.2. A brief introduction of analogue and digital broadcasting 

“The history of broadcast radio is now a relatively long one. Scientific 

developments, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, provided 

prototypes of the required technological platforms.” (Hallett 2015, p.5) Analogue 

radio consists of long wave (LW), medium wave (MW) and frequency 

modulation (FM), and is the oldest broadcast medium, spanning over a century. 

(Bidgoli 2006; Grami 2016; Ala-Fossi 2013) “The first public broadcast radio 

services introduced in the 1920s were in the long-wave (LW) and then medium-

wave (MW) band, using amplitude modulation (AM) [these were] limited by the 

technology at the time.” (Sinclair and Dunton 2007, p.198) 

 

Analogue radio has been broadcast in the UK since 1922 and is 

transmitted in AM and FM formats. AM radio (which broadcasts on Low 

Frequency [LF] and Medium Frequency [MF]) was introduced to the UK 

by the BBC, which remained the only UK authorised radio broadcaster 

until 1973, when independent commercial radio commenced. FM 

(broadcasting on the Very High Frequency [VHF] band) was introduced 

in the mid-1950s and enabled a rapid increase in the number of radio 

services available from the 1970s onwards. Over the years the majority 

of analogue radio listening has moved from AM to FM, which delivers 
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improved quality and reduced interference. (Ofcom 10th November 2016, 

p.5) 

 

However, radio remains the only medium that continues to simultaneously 

broadcast on analogue and digital platforms. (Lax 2009; Straubhaar et al. 2016) 

“Radio [is] the oldest form of electronic broadcasting [and] has thus far lagged 

behind [television] in the push to go digital, but efforts have been underway for 

over [thirty] years in Europe to create digital platforms for radio.” (O’Neill et al. 

2010) Unlike other broadcast platforms, such as terrestrial television, radio is yet 

to fully migrate from analogue to digital. “One of the major contemporary 

challenges facing all radio broadcasters is the shift [from analogue] to digital 

broadcasting and the impact that the internet [sic.] has had as an audio delivery 

platform, [and is] leading to a post-broadcast era.” (Oakley and O’Connor 2011, 

p.193) As a result, the radio landscape has evolved from the first radio 

broadcast service in the United Kingdom by the British Broadcasting Company 

on November 14th 1922, into the twenty-first century, as the radio sector and 

audiences migrate from analogue to digital media platforms. (Bouckley 2016) 

 

The evolution of radio is highly dependent not only on the national 

cultural contexts but also on the overall social, political and economic 

development of the societies. In addition, it happens in interplay with all 

the other forms of media and this is why there is no universal or separate 

evolution of radio. The growing importance of the internet and increasing 

popularity of mobile broadband together with the ongoing economic and 

demographic changes on a global scale continue to have a polarized 

effect:  in the Western world, broadcast radio may have already had its 

all-time high, while in Asia and Africa, broadcast radio has still a huge 

potential for growth. (Ala-Fossi 2013) 

 

Radio has remained, and continues to remain popular, but the way audiences 

are choosing to listen is changing. (Lax 2009; MIDAS Spring 2019; RAJAR Q1 

2019) Listening habits have evolved and continue to do so, particularly with 

emerging digital media platforms and devices. (Ala-Fossi 2013) This includes 

internet-based voice activated smart speakers, smartphones and handheld 

computer tablet devices, along with more established digital broadcast 

platforms, which includes television, DAB and DAB+. (Hallett 2018; MIDAS 

Spring 2019; RAJAR Q1 2019)  

 

As mentioned by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD) in 2013, digital media platforms and devices provide audiences with an 

increased level of ‘flexible’ on-demand listening, interactive and immersive 

experiences, along with a greater range of content choice and services: 

 

Content […] is now available on a […] number of digital platforms, 

available through many devices [as] consumers now experience a wider 

range of over-the-air channels and enhanced quality in reception. 

[…] from podcasts to streaming music services [digital media platforms] 

have given users greater choice as to how they consume their 
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audio content, as well as making these markets much more competitive. 

[…] consumers can decide where, when and how they access content 

from a vast array of choices, in part as a result of the increasing range of 

devices such as smartphones and tablets that now have the capability to 

access and play audiovisual [sic.] content. (OECD 2013, p.178) 

 

Listening via a digital platform is continuing to grow in popularity, as audiences 

migrate from analogue to digital (RAJAR Q1 2019), “Like the television sector, 

radio is being disrupted by the growth of digital platforms, connected devices 

[along with] on-demand and streaming services.” (Ofcom 2nd August 2018, 

Communications Market Report, p.4) Despite these challenges, the radio sector 

continues to play a significant role in the United Kingdom’s digital, media and 

economic landscape. (Radiocentre 2016) A study by Oxford Economics, which 

was commissioned by Radiocentre in 2016, found that the commercial radio 

sector was estimated to be worth £683 million to the UK economy. (Oxford 

Economics and Radiocentre 2016) Overall, the entire UK radio industry 

generated revenue worth approximately £1313 million in 2017. (Ofcom 2nd 

August 2018, Communications Market Report, p.3) Therefore, the UK radio 

sector plays a significant role for the British economy and society. The 

sociological impact of radio, among other aspects, are discussed in the 

forthcoming sections within this chapter. 

 

1.3. Initial challenges, advantages & benefits of DAB 

Digital audio broadcasting was marketed to prospective audiences as the ‘future 

of radio’ as DAB would provide better sound quality and a greater choice of 

radio stations compared to analogue. (Lax 2014) One of the advantages and 

selling points of DAB for audiences, compared to existing analogue platforms, is 

a greater diverse choice and offering of radio services and programme content. 

(Hoeg and Lauterbach 2003) This is because digital audio broadcasting allows 

broadcasters to simultaneously transmit multiple audio and data services using 

one specified frequency from a multiplex using one or more transmitters. (Hendy 

2000)  

 

The DAB multiplex system therefore allows multiple services to occupy a 

specified frequency. (Lax 2009) Unlike DAB, analogue radio such as frequency 

modulation (FM) uses a specified frequency or, in some instances, a range of 

frequencies to transmit one service to multiple geographical locations. (Belmas 

et al. 2017) For example, BBC Radio 1 occupies 97.6 to 99.7 megahertz on 

national FM, depending on which transmitter a listener is receiving the signal 

from. (BBC 2014) Therefore, DAB is more frequency efficient compared to 

analogue platforms, such as AM and FM, as DAB uses one specified frequency 

to broadcast multiple services. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 2009) 

 

As a result, digital audio broadcasting (DAB) overcomes the inefficiencies of 

analogue broadcasting that are associated with AM and FM, as DAB combines 

several individual radio services and transmits these via a multiplex system 
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(occasionally abbreviated to mux) using a single frequency network (SFN). 

(Arokiamary 2009; Khan 2009) This is also supported by Ofcom as: 

 

A DAB multiplex can be broadcast from many transmitters, all using the 

same transmission frequency, to cover a wide area. This is in contrast to 

analogue radio, where stations are simply broadcast on individual 

frequencies, and neighbouring transmitters cannot generally use the 

same frequencies as each other. (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small 

scale DAB trials – final report, p.3) 

 

Another fundamental advantage is that digital broadcast platforms, such as DAB 

and DAB+ suffers little or no adjacent channel interference (ACI) and therefore 

provides clearer sound quality compared to analogue. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 

2009) Tuning or re-tuning is not required with DAB, as to switch between DAB 

radio stations is a simple press of a button. (Hendy 2000) Scrolling text-based 

information is an additional benefit for the listener, as it can allow for audience 

interaction with the radio content via scrolling text messages on a DAB radio 

receiver. This can be, for example, details of how to contact a radio programme 

(phone and text numbers). (Hendy 2000) 

 

This consists of real-time scrolling metadata text, called Dynamic Label 

Segment (DLS), which is similar to the Radio Data System (RDS) found in most 

modern FM radio receivers. (Hendy 2000) However, DLS is more advanced 

than RDS, as DLS allows for scrolling text such as travel, weather, news and 

song information updates in real-time to be displayed on the DAB radio receiver, 

which is contained within the audio broadcast signal itself. DAB can give the 

listener a greater exposure and control of the content.  

 

The initial costs associated with digital audio broadcasting were initially more 

expensive compared to existing analogue platforms. (Sterling 2004) “For 

community radio services and for small-scale commercial operators, the 

situation regarding DAB has always been worse.” (Gordon; Hallett 2009, p.53) 

National and regional DAB multiplex systems are “insufficiently flexible to 

accommodate small scale broadcasters and, […] remains expensive to 

implement and maintain.” (Gordon; Hallett 2009, p.53) While “DAB, and its later 

variant, DAB+ may still offer some potential benefits for larger operators, [these 

large-scale DAB] technologies remain an unattractive [and often unaffordable] 

proposition for smaller stations.” (Gordon; Hallett 2009, p.53)  

 

However, the financial costs associated with DAB have reduced since the 

introduction of Ofcom’s small-scale DAB trials in 2015, which introduced the 

affordability of open source technology and increased available bandwidth 

capacity. (Föllmer and Badenoch 2018) Therefore, DAB can provide 

broadcasters with efficient frequency spectrum usage and high-fidelity sound. 

Community radio stations and small-scale multiplex operators are utilising the 

Ofcom small-scale DAB trial as a cost-effective means to access a digital 

broadcast platform. National, regional and small-scale (localised) DAB can also 

provide potential increased coverage for broadcasters that choose to have their 
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services carried on multiple multiplexes. (Huff 2001) For example, the 

Portsmouth based community station, Angel Radio, is now available across at 

least eight of the ten small-scale multiplexes. (Wohnort 2019) This is also similar 

with other radio services, such as 45 Radio, Auraltime, BFBS Gurkha, 

Cambridge 105, Chris Country, Gaydio, among others, which have used the 

original ten small-scale multiplexes to expand their coverage and brand. 

(Wohnort 2019) 

 

Small-scale digital audio broadcasting (SSDAB) utilises open sourced resources 

to offer local and community radio stations with limited financial budgets a cost-

effective route to a digital broadcast transmission. The Office of 

Communications, (Ofcom) launched the small-scale digital audio broadcasting 

(SSDAB) trial during 2015. The small-scale trials proved the feasibility of the 

latest open source broadcast technology along with pioneering a more 

advanced version of DAB, which is referred to as DAB+. Ofcom developed the 

framework and conducted research with consultation before and during these 

trials. (Ofcom, 29th October 2014) However, due to the emergence of the ten 

small-scale DAB multiplex trials in 2015, along with the introduction of DAB+ test 

services in September 2014 and long-term DAB+ services starting in early 2016, 

this emerging aspect of DAB and DAB+ is currently a limited research area. 

(media.info 2016) 

 

1.4. Overcoming the initial challenges of DAB 

“The UK has a large, diverse, and vibrant broadcast radio sector, which includes 

both the long-established FM and AM analogue radio platforms, as well as the 

newer Digital Audio Broadcasting (or DAB) digital radio platform.” (Ofcom 26th 

September 2016 Small scale DAB trials: Final report, p.3) Wireless 

communication is a reliable and effective means of instantaneously transferring 

and broadcasting a multitude of information and data. (Klinenberg 2007; Stacey 

2008) Since the introduction of frequency modulation (FM) in the United 

Kingdom on May 2nd 1955, the phased analogue to digital television switchover 

from October 17th 2007 to October 24th 2012 (Digital UK 2012) and increasing 

mobile data speeds with increased coverage with a greater range of broadcast 

platforms to choose from has emerged. (Young 2014)  

 

Audiences are becoming increasingly fragmented due to a wider choice of digital 

platforms to choose from (Napoli 2011) Digital platforms and devices have 

allowed radio to evolve and remain increasingly flexible and versatile. 

“Nevertheless, convergence between broadcasting and both wired and wireless 

communications platforms is already happening and as a result, after a long 

period of relative inertia, radio broadcasting is currently experiencing a period of 

ongoing change” (Hallett 2015, p.217) 

 

In today’s connected world, radio has transformed into a truly anytime, 

anywhere, anyhow experience. […] With the increasing penetration of 

connected devices such as tablets and smartphones, […] listeners are 
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embracing the multi-platform and multi-device offering, as well as […] 

audio-on- demand […] (RAJAR MIDAS Spring 2019)  

 

Audiences can now choose to not only listen to live linear programmes and 

scheduling, but up to 25 per cent of adults aged fifteen and over also opt for on-

demand, listen again services and time shifted programmes. (RAJAR MIDAS 

Spring 2019) This means that audiences can choose the programme content at 

a convenient time that is most suitable for them. According to RAJAR Q4 2018 

data, most adults aged fifteen and over (68 per cent) listen to the radio at home, 

while 64 per cent listen in the car and 22 per sent at work or elsewhere. (RAJAR 

Q4 2018) 

 

By 2007, more than half of UK homes had access to broadband. (Ofcom 2nd 

April 2007) Fixed Internet data speeds have also increased following the 

introduction and upgrading to superfast fibre optic broadband from 2010 

onwards. In 2015 Ofcom announced that the UK is now a smartphone society. 

(Ofcom 6th August 2015) Mobile data and Internet speeds are increasing 

following the phased launch of 5G (fifth generation) in the United Kingdom 

during 2019. (Ofcom 9th March 2018) Chantler and Stewart (2009, p.5) state: 

 

There are three broadcast platforms for digital radio in the UK – DAB, 

digital television, and the internet [sic]. All of these platforms offer an 

increased level of choice and sound quality over what is available on the 

FM and AM analogue wavebands. Radio over mobile phones is also at 

the cutting edge of technology. (Chantler and Stewart 2009, p.5) 

 

Digital platforms, such as Internet mobile, tablet and computer, enables 

consumers to create their own ‘personalised’ radio programme schedules 

through ‘on-demand’ listening through a range of media platforms. As Starkey 

(2014, p.2) believes: 

 

[…] the developments of terrestrial for digital platforms for radio, such as 

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) […] as well as satellite broadcasting 

and the Internet, have greatly increased the opportunities for individuals, 

groups and commercial interests to reach audiences both near and far. 

(Starkey 2014, p.2) 

 

1.5. DAB+ 

“An upgraded version of DAB was released [by the European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)] in February 2007, which is 

designated DAB+” (Kamali 2019, p.164) (Benedetto et al. 2012) This was 

another challenge that the DAB market initially faced as the computer 

processing chip fitted to first-generation DAB radio receivers were incompatible 

with DAB+ signals and were non-upgradable. (Denton 2012) This meant that 

these ‘first-generation’ domestic DAB devices were unable to decode HE-ACC 

DAB+ services. This was because first-generation DAB multiplex transmission 
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networks and receivers use MPEG-1 Audio Layer II, which is also referred to 

MP2 audio codecs.  

 

DAB+ can be regarded as the next phase, or second generation of DAB 

standards of technology. DAB+ is more efficient than DAB. DAB+ uses MPEG-4 

High Efficiency AAC v2 profile (HE-AAC v2). As World DAB (2012) explains: 

 

This audio codec is the most efficient audio compression scheme 

available worldwide and allows for up to three times as many services 

per multiplex as the original DAB: A 40 kbps subchannel with HE-AAC v2 

provides a similar audio quality (even slightly better in most cases) as 

MPEG Audio Layer II at 128 kbps. (World DAB 2012) 

 

High Efficiency AAC v2 combines three technologies. As McCune (2014, p.18) 

explains, the core audio codec AAC (Advanced Audio Coding): 

 

[…] is the audio counterpart to H.264 and the dominant format used for 

audio streaming and downloads. It greatly improves upon MP3, providing 

higher sound quality at lower bit rates, which makes it ideal for 

distribution on the Web. Additionally, AAC [does not] have the licensing 

and patent restrictions that have long plagued MP3. 

 

As World DAB (2017) explains: 

 

MPEG Audio Layer III, better known as MP3 has conquered the market 

of digital music players. Even though still the most successful technology 

on the market, MP3 has been overtaken in efficiency and performance 

by MPEG-4 (AAC). This integration of AAC into DAB allowed higher 

efficiency, meaning the same audio quality at lower bitrates - hence the 

birth of DAB+. […] DAB+ technical basis remains [the same as] DAB. In 

other words, the physical layer is still the same, just new applications, 

new transport protocols and a second error control coding layer was 

added. All three technologies can therefore be used alongside each 

other on one multiplex and […] use[s] the same infrastructure, so there is 

a whole range of possible multiplex scenarios. (World DAB 2017) 

 

The second-generation of DAB, DAB+ radio use the more advanced codec 

system of MPEG-4 HE-AAC as standard. (Hallett 2018) The advance audio 

codec (AAC) means that DAB+ is approximately “two to three time more 

spectrum efficient than DAB.” (Ahern 2011, p.25) However, “The new standard 

is not backward compatible so older receivers cannot receive DAB+ 

broadcasts.” (Bathgate 2012, p.160) Despite this problem, this is a diminishing 

challenge, as more DAB+ compatible receivers are being sold and, as a result, 

more listeners can receive DAB+ services. (Lax 2014) As of 2019, there are 

over one-hundred radio services broadcasting in DAB+ (Wohnort 2019). The 

increasing amount of DAB+ services are highlighted in the ‘Small-scale 

multiplexes in the United Kingdom’ section. 
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1.6. Popularity of radio in the United Kingdom 

Despite increasingly fragmented audiences, which are predominantly associated 

with an increase of available digital platforms and personal consumer devices to 

choose from, analogue radio platforms, such as FM, remains popular among 

listeners. (Lax 2009 and RAJAR Q1 2019) This is also reflected globally with 

overall radio listening remaining stable and ‘healthy’ as “[…] audience studies in 

countries across the world show that listening is either steady or increasing” 

(Lax 2009, p.58). Similar with other broadcast media such as television (from 

BARB data), RAJAR data shows that radio continues to remain popular among 

UK audiences. (RAJAR Q1 2019) This is also supported by “[…] Ofcom’s 2015 

Communications Market Report, [as approximately] nine in ten UK adults listen 

to the radio each week.  

 

We listen for an average of 21.4 hours a week, but the way we do it has 

changed.” (Bouckley 2016) Bouckley’s evidence is further supported by the 

2019 first quarterly listening data from Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR), 

which shows that approximately 48.9 million adults aged fifteen years and over, 

listen to the radio each week. (RAJAR Q1 2019) This represents approximately 

eighty-nine per cent of the population who listen to an average of 20.9 hours of 

live radio per listener, per week in the United Kingdom. (RAJAR Q1 2019) This 

approximately equates to “More than 90% of the population [consuming] in 

excess of 1 billion listening hours.” (Carter; DCMS 2009, p.92)  

 

Live radio is defined as programme content transmitted and received at the time 

of broadcast, as opposed to ‘on-demand’, ‘listen again’ radio programming, 

where the programme has been ‘time shifted’. (RAJAR Q1 2019) Bauer Media 

Group also support RAJAR’s findings by stating that “[…] 90% of the population 

[listen to the radio] every week and millions [choose it] as their go-to source for 

entertainment and information due to its trusted environment.” (Bauer Media 

Group 2018) Despite positive and ‘healthy’ audience listening habits, radio 

remains the only medium that continues to transmit on analogue and digital 

media platforms. (Lax 2009; Straubhaar et al. 2016) 

 

Digital audio broadcasting (DAB) including other digital media platforms appear 

to be the successor of legacy analogue platforms, such as amplitude modulation 

(AM) and frequency modulation (FM). (Kumar 2015; Dubber 2013) According to 

Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR) data, audience listening habits 

continue to evolve and shift as consumers embrace emerging digital 

technologies in the form of multifunctional devices. “Contemporary radio is 

changing, especially in terms of the shift from analogue to digital technology.” 

(Oliveira, Stachyra and Starkey; Bachura-Wojtasik 2014, p.29) This includes 

internet-based voice activated smart speakers, smartphones, handheld tablet 

computers and televisions. (Hallett 2018) “More people are listening to more 

audio, on more devices.” (Digital Content Exchange 2019) “With the emergence 

of new devices and technology, digital audio is evolving. More audio is being 

created, streamed and shared than ever before. And people are listening to it – 

morning, noon and night.” (Digital Content Exchange 2019)  
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As a result of the internet, radio, once understood as a linear service with 

a traditional programme format is now becoming a non-linear service. This 

means that listeners consciously choose the broadcast or show that 

interests them from a wide-ranging set of choices. (Oliveira, Stachyra and 

Starkey; Bachura-Wojtasik 2014, pp.29-30) 

 

Data and evidence, which supports this, can be seen from the long-term 

research conducted and presented by Ipsos MORI and RSMB on behalf of 

Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR). 

 

1.7. Historical RAJAR share of digital listening & DAB ownership (2004-18) 

Despite increasing developments in digital media platforms and devices, radio 

continues to remain popular within the UK and globally (Lax 2009) as is 

mentioned in recent and historical RAJAR listening data. (RAJAR Q1 2019; 

World DAB 2019) The RAJAR data shows that in the first three months of 2004 

(Q1), 3.9 per cent of UK adults aged fifteen and over owed a DAB radio at 

home. (RAJAR 2005) Over the past fourteen years, ownership of DAB receivers 

among UK adults has increased by 61.1 per cent (approximately 4.37 per cent 

year-on-year average) and was at 65 per cent during the fourth quarter of final 

three months of 2018. (RAJAR Q4 2018) 

 

During the second quarter of 2007, the share of all digital platform listening 

stood at 12.8 per cent (RAJAR Q2 2007). DAB accounted for 7 per cent, while 

listening to the radio via digital television was at 2.6 per cent and Internet radio 

streaming was at 1.5 per cent, with 1.7 per cent unspecified. (RAJAR Q2 2007) 

However, over the previous eleven years, the share of all digital platform 

listening has increased by 39.8 per cent (approximately 3.62 per cent year-on-

year average) to 52.6 per cent during the final quarter of 2018. (RAJAR Q4 

2018) During the final quarter of 2018, DAB accounted for 38.3 per cent of 

digital listening share, listening to the radio via television was at 5 per cent and 

Internet radio streaming was at 9.4 per cent. (RAJAR Q4 2018) 

 

Specifically, referring to the digital share in Q4 of 2018, DAB was the most 

popular platform among adults, aged fifteen and over with 73 per cent. 18 per 

cent was via online listening and 9 per cent of audiences chose to listen to the 

radio via television. (RAJAR Q4 2018)  

 

1.8. Q1, 2019 RAJAR share of digital listening & DAB ownership 

According to the latest RAJAR figures for the first three months of 2019, digital 

share of all radio listening reached a new record share of 56.4 per cent, 

meaning that the remaining 43.6 per cent of listening was via an analogue radio 

platform, such as AM and FM radio. (RAJAR Q1 2019) 

 

RAJAR data shows that there is a continuous growth, as listening via a digital 

platform is increasing by an approximate average of between 2 to 3 per cent 
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year-on-year. For example, in quarter 4 of 2017, the digital share of all radio 

listening was at 49.9 per cent, compared to 45.5 per cent in quarter 4 of 2016. 

(RAJAR Q4 2016-2016). These figures are significant as it demonstrates that 

consumer demand for radio listening via digital platforms and devices is 

increasing, while analogue listening is gradually diminishing. (RAJAR Q1 2019)  

 

The latest RAJAR figures show that DAB accounts for the most digital listening, 

with 72 per cent of the digital share, while online streaming stands at 20 per cent 

and digital television at 8 per cent of digital listening (RAJAR Q1 2019). Overall, 

across the analogue and digital share combined, DAB accounts for 40.4 per 

cent of listening, while online streaming is at 11 per cent and digital television is 

5 per cent. (RAJAR Q1 2019) 

 

According to RAJAR data, sales of domestic DAB radio receivers continues to 

grow. This is mainly due to consumer demand, marketing of DAB services and 

features, along with an increasing amount of niche radio services, which are 

exclusively available via a digital platform, such as DAB, television and online. 

Digital radio listening has consistently increased year-on-year over the previous 

seven years and has seen an average of 24.9 per cent increase from 25 per 

cent in the fourth quarter of 2010 to 49.9 per cent in the fourth quarter of 2017. 

Therefore, the share across all digital radio listening has increased by an overall 

approximate average of 3.56 per cent each year, from the fourth quarter of 2010 

to 2017. (RAJAR 2010 – 2017) 

 

Ownership of a DAB receiver among adults aged fifteen and above stood at 

29.7 per cent in Q4 of 2008 and increased by an average of 3.6 per cent year-

on-year to 66.5 per cent in Q1 of 2019. (RAJAR Q1 2010 and 2019) Ownership 

of DAB receivers and digital listening share are somewhat related; as more 

consumers purchase DAB devices, this naturally increases the number of 

listeners who can access a specific digital platform, such as DAB. 

 

A significant ‘milestone’ was reached during the first quarter of 2018 as Ofcom’s 

2018 Communications and Market Report announced, that: 

 

for the first time, more than half of radio listening was via digital 

platforms. Most of this was on DAB (37% of all radio listening), with the 

remainder over the internet (9%) and via digital TV (5%). DAB coverage 

is now at 90% of the UK, and almost two-thirds of households have a 

DAB set. (Ofcom 2nd August 2018, p.39) 

 

This was a defining moment for digital radio, as the government had originally 

announced in its Digital Radio Action Plan in July 2010 that “[…] digital radio 

switchover should begin only when the market is ready and that it should be 

predominantly consumer-led.” (Ofcom July 2011, The Communications Market: 

Digital Radio Report, p.3) This is also significant to the radio sector, as Hendy 

(2000, p.50) highlighted that, “what matters most to the […] radio industry […] is 

the number of people who are actually likely to listen to digital services. 
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1.9. Sociological context of small-scale digital audio broadcasting (SSDAB) 

This section draws upon the points that have been raised and discussed in the 

previous sections as, “Radio is a key tool, not just for the effective provision of 

information, education and entertainment, but also for the promotion of 

engagement and interaction as well as wider community benefits such as 

community cohesion and integration.” (Hallett 2015, p.40) Furthermore, “Radio 

is undoubtedly a resilient medium.” (Oliveira, Stachyra and Starkey 2014, p.III) 

However, as previously mentioned, “radio is being consumed in new and 

different ways across a variety of platforms and devices, yet the traditional 

strengths of radio are undiminished: mobility, ease of access, real-time 

broadcasting, integration with the community, personalities, entertainment, 

established journalistic standards and creative audio programming.” (Oliveira, 

Stachyra and Starkey; Jędrzejewski 2014, p.24) 

 

As the oldest broadcast medium, since its creation at the turn of the 20th 

century, radio has witnessed each technological development that has 

brought different and competing media to consumers’ media diets. 

(O'Neill 2010) The reach of radio is still high – almost 90% of adults tune 

in on a weekly basis – and time spent listening to radio [has remained 

stable]. (RAJAR Q1 2019) But there are differences across age groups. 

While for all UK adults the majority of time spent listening to any audio is 

accounted for by live radio (71%), 16-24s spend similar amounts of time 

with live radio (29%), personal digital audio (26%) and streaming 

services (25%). (Ofcom The Communications Market 2016: Radio and 

audio, p.111) 

 

Hallett (2018) also supports this by stating that “when it comes to audiences, the 

consumption of traditional free-to-air [terrestrial] radio continues to dominate in 

terms of absolute audience numbers and listening hours (Ofcom 2016c: 111).” 

(Hallett 2018, p.244) 

 

Radio has been and remains highly popular and accessible across a range of 

age groups and audience demographics. (Lax 2009; RAJAR Q1 2019) “Radio is, 

however, not defined by the technology it exploits for its various purposes, but 

rather by its forms, genres and essential characteristics […]” (Oliveira, Stachyra 

and Starkey 2014, p.IV) This is mostly due to radio’s fundamental and uniquely 

versatile qualities and strengths. “Although younger and more [technologically 

engaged listeners are] more likely to listen via digital or connected devices [such 

as smartphones and tablets, broadcast radio is] still used by the majority at 

home or in the car.” (Kantar Media 2015) Radio is portable (mobile) and 

accessible, which allows a range of audiences to listen on a variety “of devices 

in different locations, and to accompany them on most journeys. Twenty-[four] 

(RAJAR Q1 2019) per cent of all radio listening [takes place] in a […] vehicle. 

The link between cars and radio listening is strong; a RadioPlayer study 

conducted by Proteus Research in November 2015 identified that eight in ten 

car buyers would not consider buying a car without a radio.” (Ofcom The 

Communications Market 2016: Radio and audio, p.113) 
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Many listeners treat radio as a dependable companion in a way often not 

seen on the same scale for other media. Ofcom’s qualitative research 

found that a key benefit of radio was companionship, providing 

relationships with the presenters and personalities, and radio can also be 

used as a background while listeners focus on other tasks. (Ofcom The 

Communications Market 2016: Radio and audio, p.114) 

 

The study also found that other key benefits of listening to the radio included a, 

“‘companion’ role, bringing background noise to otherwise quiet environments; 

helping lighten moods amidst everyday routines; and allowing effortless 

consumption of local information.” (Kantar Media 2015) The report highlighted 

the social benefits of listening to the radio, by “Enabling connections with the 

outside world; Creating an ambience; and Encouraging discussions.” (Kantar 

Media 2015) Radio can therefore allow a range of audiences and communities 

to become more socially aware and connected. (Lister, Mitchell, O’Shea 2010) 

 

The community radio sector, along with small-scale digital audio broadcasting 

(SSDAB) provides audiences with a rich and diverse range of services. These 

community radio services are mostly available across a variety of digital 

platforms such as the Internet, through connected voice activated smart 

speakers, and smartphone devices along with digital broadcast platforms and 

devices such as DAB, DAB+ and SSDAB. (Hallett 2018) These digital media 

platforms and devices have allowed a greater level of accessibility and 

portability, while offering a diverse choice of radio content to audiences. (Nyre 

and Ala-Fossi 2008; Kantar Media 2015; Lax 2011) “Community radio can now 

be heard in many parts of the UK, with [more than] 239 unique non-profit […] 

radio services on air.” (Ofcom The Communications Market 2016: Radio and 

audio, p.111) (Lister, Mitchell, O’Shea 2010) 

 

In fact, it can be argued that the emergence of Community Radio 

[reflects] developments in radio broadcasting as a whole and of wider 

societal changes. The 'grass-roots' demand for locally owned and 

controlled radio services reflects not only the importance that people 

place upon their locale and the 'local experience', but also the fact that 

other broadcasters, particularly from the commercial sector, have, over 

recent years, tended to pull back from the delivery of such services. 

Community Radio services that broadcast to a 'community of place' 

develop a deliberately narrow geographical focus, in part because this is 

increasingly missing from other forms of radio broadcasting. Where a 

'community of interest' rather than a 'community of place' is the driver for 

the operation of such a service, the importance of the shared 'community 

experience' changes its form but nevertheless remains central. (Hallett 

2015, pp.40-41) 

 

Despite radio being the oldest electronic mass broadcast medium, the ‘wireless’ 

remains popular and trusted among audiences across a range of demographics. 

(O’Neill 2010, RAJAR Q4 2019) “Radio is […] produced for audiences – for us – 
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whether we are counted in hundreds or in millions. Each station or network will 

always have a particular audience in mind when constructing its format […] the 

audience is often the product of radio” (Hendy 2000, p.115) The UK radio sector 

provides audiences with a diverse range of national, regional, local and 

community services. “At the level of ‘community’, media creates, and then 

empowers ‘homogeneous social groups’ to represent their own cultures or ways 

of life.” (Meadows et al. 2007, p.16) Radio is a ‘social’ broadcast platform as it 

communicates and speaks directly to the listener on a personal and direct level. 

(Oliveira et al. 2014) “Listeners, feel that their community radio station provides 

a greater sense of community for them than they may have otherwise felt.” 

(Meadows et al. 2007, p.30) Radio services, particularly local ones, provide a 

‘voice’, which helps to connect and represent a community. “The sense of local 

community and a general ‘belonging’ created by community radio station is 

significant.” (Meadows et al. 2007, p.31) 

 

The diverse range of radio services and listener choice that small-scale DAB 

can offer audiences can be seen in these examples. Angel Radio is a 

community radio station, which provides a “[…] radio service for adults aged 60+ 

living, working, or holidaying in the City of Portsmouth and Borough of Havant.” 

(Ofcom 2015, Community radio licence application form, version 4: Angel Radio, 

p.1) “100% of Angel Radio’s output is designed to enhance the wellbeing of 

older people. The Portsmouth based station [provides] programmes which […] 

are friendly, natural and conversational.” (Ofcom 2015, Community radio licence 

application form, version 4: Angel Radio, p.3) The community radio station plays 

“music that is predominantly over 60 years old together with programming 

containing an air of old fashioned wireless.” (Ofcom 2015, Community radio 

licence application form, version 4: Angel Radio, p.1) The station also features, 

“daily mental and physical stimulation in the form of quizzes, puzzles and daily 

physical exercise programmes.” (Ofcom 2015, Community radio licence 

application form, version 4: Angel Radio, p.1) The target audience is also 

reflected in the on-air programmes and presenters as, “At least 80% of Angel 

Radio’s team [is] aged 55+ and living within the target area” (Ofcom 2015, 

Community radio licence application form, version 4: Angel Radio, p.3)  

 

Angel Radio initially started broadcasting on the Portsmouth small-scale DAB 

multiplex in August 2015 (Wohnort 2019). However, due to the cost-

effectiveness, reach and popularity of DAB among UK audiences (RAJAR Q1 

2019; Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small scale DAB trials: Final report), Angel 

Radio has since expanded and is now available on the South Hampshire 

regional multiplex, along with the Aldershot, Birmingham, Brighton and Hove, 

Bristol, Cambridge, Glasgow, London, Norwich small-scale multiplexes. 

(Wohnort 2019) This means that a wider range of audiences can now access 

and receive this niche radio service across many parts of the United Kingdom, 

far beyond Angel Radio’s Portsmouth location. 

 

Another example of the diverse choice of services that small-scale DAB offers 

audiences is Gaydio, which is a Manchester based community radio station that:  
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provides a service reflecting the needs and lifestyles of Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual or Transgender (LGBT) people, young and old. It works to help 

reduce the impact and isolation that homophobia and transphobia has on 

the LGBT community. Its programming consists of information and 

entertainment as well as topical issues affecting LGBT people. (Ofcom 

April 2010, Community Radio Stations: Key Commitments – Licence 

number CR000186)  

 

Similar to Angel Radio, Gaydio has also expanded its radio service across 

several small-scale DAB multiplexes. This means that audiences can now listen 

to Gaydio on DAB, as the station is now available on the Birmingham, 

Cambridge and Glasgow small-scale multiplexes, and on DAB+ on the Brighton 

and Hove, Manchester and Portsmouth small-scale multiplexes. (Wohnort 2019) 

 

Other, similar examples of community radio services that are using small-scale 

DAB to reach wider audiences include BFBS (British Forces Broadcasting 

Services). “The station aims to provide a welfare and communications service to 

soldiers and civilians living and working within the army community to make 

them aware of current Army and local issues.” (Ofcom 31st May 2019, Licensing 

Home: Community Radio Stations (BFBS Aldershot) ‘Weather 24/7 Radio’ (which 

is part of Angel Radio and is based in Portsmouth) is an automated service 

which provides up-to-date weather forecasts and local weather information. 

(Weather 24/7 Radio 2019) ‘Weather 24/7 Radio’ is available on DAB+ on the 

Aldershot, Norwich and Portsmouth small-scale DAB multiplexes. (Wohnort 

2019) 

 

These examples and others, demonstrate the rich and diverse range of popular 

niche community radio services, which have expanded across several small-

scale DAB multiplexes. As Hallett (2015 p.103) highlights, “Community radio is 

typically representative of cultural identities that fall, to a greater or lesser extent, 

outside the mainstream.” Gordon (2012, p.2) reinforces this point as, 

“Community radio brings people together […] by broadcasting to a distinct 

audience, whether a geographic community or a community of interest, a 

linguistic or migrant community or a group of people that is in some way 

marginalised, [radio services can] provide social capital, social worth and 

ultimately social gain to that community. One of the unique ‘selling points’ of the 

small-scale DAB platform, is that it provides an opportunity for many community 

radio services to access an affordable digital broadcast platform and for 

audiences to access a range of popular niche services. (Hallett 2015) 

 

1.10. Limitations of analogue radio for the audience 

Despite radio’s historical and continued popularity, one of the drawbacks of 

analogue broadcasting is the susceptibility of electronic interference. (Anderson 

2011) “Amplitude modulation [AM] […] suffers from impulsive interference, such 

as sparks caused by switches opening and closing, for example thermostats, 

and motor car ignition systems.” (Sinclair and Dunton 2007, p.198) Therefore, 
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analogue suffers from inferior audio quality compared to digital audio 

broadcasting and streaming. (Spanias, Painter, and Atti 2007) 

 

Another disadvantage of analogue radio is the overall audio quality, which is 

mainly associated with music broadcast. This is because “long- and medium-

wave AM broadcasting has restricted bandwidth, approximately 4kHz, which 

allows intelligible speech but is not very good for music broadcasting, since 

music [frequencies] are typically 14-20kHz in bandwidth.” (Sinclair and Dunton 

2007, p.198) However, digital audio broadcasting has a level of noise immunity. 

(Fischer 2010) 

 

For example, if electronic noise contaminates an analog [sic.] audio 

signal, the fidelity of the sound is diminished and eventually too much 

noise becomes annoying. With digitized sound, a “1” is a one and a “0” is 

a zero, [which is below] the annoying analog [sic.] noise threshold. In 

other words, the same amount of noise that makes an analog [sic.] signal 

unpleasant has no effect at all on a digital representation of the same 

sound. Perception is at the core of digital processing of visual and aural 

information. (Cianci 2014, p.3) 

 

Therefore, digital “audio broadcasting (DAB) is a new solution to a very old 

problem the never goes away – maintaining the quality of the listening 

experience” (O’Neill; Scannell 2010, p.11) 

 

Another aspect, which was previously highlighted and is considered here by 

Gibson (2013, p.527); Higgins (2007, p.49) and Sterling et al. (2010, p.210) is 

that analogue broadcasting is spectrally inefficient at occupying and using the 

electromagnetic spectrum, compared to digital transmission methods. As 

Watkinson (2013, p.159) explains: 

 

There is only one electromagnetic spectrum, and pressure from other 

services such as cellular telephones makes efficient use of bandwidth 

mandatory. Analog [sic.] broadcasting is an old technology and makes 

very inefficient use of bandwidth. Its replacement by a compressed 

digital transmission [such as DAB] will be inevitable for the practical 

reason that the bandwidth is needed elsewhere. 

 

For example, in the United Kingdom, the frequency modulation (FM) spectrum 

ranges from 87.5 to 108.0 megahertz (MHz) on the very high frequency (VHF) 

band. (Chartrand and Zhang 2012; Ofcom 22nd June 2017) One of the 

limitations associated with frequency modulation (FM) is that this analogue 

transmission method inefficiently uses the 20.5 megahertz available on the VHF 

band II. This results in a limited amount of radio station services, which can 

occupy sections on this frequency spectrum band compared to digital 

transmission methods. (Belmas et al. 2017) 

 

Nationally, the usable frequency modulation spectrum band comprises of BBC 

Radio 2, which is allocated from 88.1 to 90.2, BBC Radio 3 which occupies from 
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90.2 to 92.6, BBC Radio 4, which transmits between 92.5 to 96.1 along with 

103.5 and 104.9, BBC Radio 1 occupies the frequencies of 97.6 to 99.7 and 

Classic FM which transmits on 99.9 to 101.9 megahertz. (BBC 2017) These five 

national radio services are interspersed with regional and local radio services 

that share the available frequency modulation (FM) space. These consist of forty 

BBC local radio stations and over three hundred regional and local independent, 

commercial and community radio stations. (Newton and Van Deth 2017; Ofcom 

29th March 2018) 

 

The communications regulator, Ofcom, allocates and specifies the frequency for 

each licensed radio service in the United Kingdom. (Lister, Mitchell, O'Shea 

2010; Ofcom March 2019) As a result of the inefficiencies associated with 

analogue radio, audience choice is limited in terms of the amount of available 

radio services, as one service will usually occupy a specific frequency for a 

specific geographical area, whether national, regional or local. (Lax 2009) 

 

1.11. Reasons for developing digital audio broadcasting (DAB) 

One of the fundamental aims for developing DAB was to overcome the 

limitations and inefficiencies that analogue radio continues to suffer from. (Dorf 

2006) “The electromagnetic spectrum available for new analogue programme 

services on AM and FM had long been regarded as scares resource suffering 

congestion and prone to variable sound quality […]” (Hendy 2000, p.49) Each 

individual analogue radio service occupies a single specified frequency. (Lax 

2009) Therefore, analogue radio broadcasting inefficiently occupies the 

electromagnetic spectrum, as broadcasters continue to use a limited resource of 

available amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) 

frequencies within the useable analogue bands. (Hendy 2000; Smith 2011) As a 

result, there was a requirement to develop a more frequency efficient and cost-

effective transmission method, while on the move and in a fixed location. 

(Glesner et al. 2002) 

 

Digital audio broadcasting was viewed as a solution for overcoming these, and 

other, limitations and inefficiencies associated with analogue radio, as a DAB 

multiplex can simultaneously broadcast multiple radio services, while occupying 

a single specified radio frequency. (O’Neill et al. 2010; Proakis 2003; 

Stojmenovic 2003) “Digital audio broadcasting […] overcomes this shortage of 

space [as] several programme services are bundled together within a single 

frequency channel or ‘multiplex’.” (Hendy 2000, p.49) This multiplex process 

significantly increases “the number of radio services available to listeners.” 

(Hendy 2000, p.49) Hallett (2018, p.235) also highlights these limitations as: 

 

Specifically, back in the 1980s, the fundamental issue was capacity; 

demand for additional radio broadcasting licences could not be met, 

simply because, using the existing [AM and FM] technologies of the day, 

there was insufficient radio frequency capacity within which to 

accommodate new services. The goal, therefore, was to develop a 

broadcasting platform that would deliver greater spectral efficiency and, 
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additionally, improve audio quality and resistance to interference, as well 

as enhance operational flexibility. Such improvements over traditional 

analogue broadcasting platforms (AM and FM) would provide for the 

expansion of the medium, directly benefiting both broadcasters and 

listeners alike. 

 

1.12. Digital audio broadcasting during the 1980s 

Prior to the introduction of digital audio broadcasting and Internet streaming, the 

only method of transmitting and receiving radio services was via analogue 

platforms using amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) 

bands. “The original impetus for the development of a digital radio system in the 

early 1980s was to find a replacement for analogue radio transmission […]” 

(O’Neill 2010, p.18) In 2013, Dubber explained that: 

 

[…] analogue forms of distribution and audio capture still persist in the 

digital age, although the way in which they are used, the kinds of 

technologies they connect with, and even the tools with which we deploy 

those technologies have themselves undergone significant changes. 

 

Radio is the earliest and most established electronic media communication 

platform. (O’Neill 2010) Progressive developments in hardware, software and 

communication technologies have provided an evolutionary change in global 

economic output formed by the transitioning from analogue to digital 

technologies. (Sottilotta 2017) Given analogue radio’s inefficient usage of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, there is growing demand for more radio services to 

occupy fewer frequencies, while at the same time, using the spectrum 

bandwidth more efficiently. It was therefore becoming: 

 

clear that the innovation cycle in information and communication 

technologies would [eventually] hit a wall. While demand for spectrum-

dependent services was growing exponentially, the availability of radio 

frequencies increased at a much slower rate. Before long, there would 

be simply no more room for new services, and the quality of existing 

ones (as operators attempted to accommodate more usage) would 

deteriorate significantly. The transitioning to digital [broadcasting 

methods] promised to alleviate the spectrum shortage by streamlining 

the use of radio spectrum for broadcasting. (Galperin 2004, p.15) 

 

Due to increasing globalised adoption from analogue to digital technologies, 

research engineers from several countries began experimenting with methods 

that would allow for high fidelity digital broadcasting to be achieved. “In the mid-

1970s, BBC Research engineers investigated the possibilities of providing a 

digital radio service based on Nicam [near instantaneous companded audio 

multiplex] stereo signal.” (BBC Engineering Information, Spring 1991, No.44) 

This later included developing a digital audio broadcasting system that could 

reproduce comparable compact disc (CD) quality. M.C.D. Maddocks of the BBC 
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Research Department noted the portability of FM radio compared with DAB in a 

report in March 1994: 

 

The advent of digital formats such as the [compact disc in 1982] created 

a demand for uniformly high audio quality from radio. Listeners’ 

requirements of a radio system have changed. People now expect high 

quality and reliable audio reception, in stereo, in vehicles and on portable 

radios. FM sound broadcasting in Band II was designed as a high-quality 

system and provides a reliable sound quality. However, it was designed 

to serve fixed installations with external antennas and does not cater fully 

for these new requirements. In order to provide high-quality stereo 

reception to all receivers, a Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) system 

capable of reliable reception in vehicles and portables [was] developed 

by the European collaborative project Eureka 147. [DAB aims] to deliver 

near-CD quality stereo audio programmes in digital form to domestic 

receivers. One of the limitations of conventional FM Radio is that the 

signal received, in particular by portable and mobile receivers, is often 

degraded by multipath propagation. A DAB system should therefore be 

resistant to degradation in the presence of multipath. (Maddocks et al. 

1994) 

 

Initial research and technological concepts of digital audio broadcasting can be 

traced back to 1981, where initial ideas were formed at the institute for 

broadcasting technology research centre, Institut für Rundfunktechnik (IRT) in 

Munich, Germany (Hilmes and Loviglio 2002, O’Neill et al. 2010, Sterling 2004, 

Devlin 2018). These preliminary concepts and investigations revealed the 

feasibility of terrestrial digital audio broadcasting. Eventually, “Scientific research 

into developing a replacement technology for radio in Europe, particularly for 

FM, began in earnest in the mid-1980s with the formation of a consortium of 

leading European broadcasters and research institutes, supported by the 

European Broadcasting Union.” (O’Neill 2010, pp.18-19) 

 

There were several requirements that the DAB system needed to offer. For 

example, comparable coverage compared to existing analogue radio platforms, 

with fixed, mobile and portable reception. (Lax 2011; Ofcom 2nd May 2012) 

Another requirement was that the digital radio receivers needed to offer the 

listener ease of operational use with simplified push button programme selection 

features. The system also needed to be frequency efficient to allow terrestrial 

and satellite transmission of multiple services across a range of spectrums. 

(BBC Engineering Information, Spring 1991, No.44; O’Neill 2010) One of the 

fundamental objectives of digital audio broadcasting was to revolutionise and 

improve radio reception, coverage and audio signal quality, as Gupta (1996, 

p.13) stated: 

 

[...] there has been a technological development in the broadcasting 

industry that would bring high-quality stereo sound to the radio 

broadcasting environment. This development commonly referred to as 

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) or Digital Audio Radio (DAR) could 
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revolutionise the way we think about radio reception. [...] the primary 

objective of DAB is to improve the quality of sound received through 

broadcasting. 

 

Following further conceptual developments, the publicly funded ‘EUREKA’ 

consortium was established under the Paris Conference of Ministers and was 

launched in Paris on July 17th 1985. (Feshbach et al. 2014) Sterling and Keith 

(2004, p.457), explain the origins of the European project stating, “The name 

“Eureka 147” derives simply from the prosaic fact that it was the 147th system to 

be developed under the umbrella of the EUREKA project, which was launched 

by 17 countries and the European Commission in [July] 1985.” According to 

Tirró (1993) and Tebbutt (2015) the initial digital audio broadcasting research 

was discussed at the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC ORB-85) 

in Geneva, Switzerland, which took place from August 8th to September 17th 

1985. (Oakley and O’Connor 2015) “This project, supported under the Eureka 

European research and development funding programme, became known as 

Eureka 147 and developed the Digital Audio Broadcasting standard, or DAB as 

it is widely known. (O’Neill 2010, p19) 

 

As explained by the International Telecommunications Union, the first session of 

the 1985 conference developed a method “[…] to reconcile the principle of 

guaranteed and equitable access with that of the efficient and economic use of 

[a limited natural resource] the radio frequency spectrum.” (International 

Telecommunications Union, 2017) Hoeg and Lauterbach (2009, p.6) mentioned 

that, “Towards the end of 1986 a consortium of 19 organisations from France, 

Germany, The Netherlands and the United Kingdom had signed a co-operation 

agreement and applied for notification as a Eureka project.” The project brought 

together an intergovernmental consortium of European countries. The founding 

countries in 1985 were Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 

Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, 

Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the European 

Commission. (EUREKA 2017)  

 

In 1986 an initial phase of the Eureka 147 project launched and ran for four 

years. This short-term phase was to agree a preliminary system definition and 

the suitability of the proposed system among the associated members and 

partners. This consisted “[…] of a sound cooling part for reliable transmission 

[which had been] demonstrated on several occasions.” (EUREKA 2017) The 

second phase was officially launched a year later in early 1987 and continued 

until April 2001. (EUREKA 2017) This long-term phase continued the DAB 

system developments outlined in the first phase and finalised “[…] all aspects of 

this DAB system to facilitate adoption of this system as a standard by 

international bodies […]” (EUREKA 2017) As outlined in the Eureka 147 project 

proposal, the overall aim was to develop: 

 

[…] the final specification of the system and to demonstrate that the 

specified system [fulfilled] all requirements in terms of performance 

(implementation loss), services, consumer type receivers and 
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implementation (frequency allocation and transmitter network). Major 

tasks [included] the evaluation of the system in field tests in order to 

verify the specification and study of network concepts. 

 

“The aim of Eureka 147 is to develop a digital audio broadcasting system of CD 

quality, economical in the use of bandwidth, and easily receivable on moving 

vehicles and portables, as well as on static installations.” (BBC Engineering 

1991, p.29)  

 

The entire Eureka 147 initiative was an eighty-nine million euro research, 

development and innovation project, which involved fourteen industry partners, 

broadcasters, manufactures and governments (Sterling and Keith 2004; 

EUREKA 2017) The project was established to progress and advance the 

developments of DAB standards. As McCauley (2002, p.508) explains, the initial 

DAB standards were, “[…] refined after 1987 when a consortium of thirty-eight 

European companies began to develop and market the transmission system 

known as Eureka 147 […]”. (Hilmes and Loviglio 2002) During September 1988 

the first working terrestrial DAB system was demonstrated in Geneva, 

Switzerland. (Dorf 2017) Hoeg and Lauterbach (2009, p.6) outlined the 

challenges the European DAB project faced: 

 

From the beginning the goals set for the [Eureka 147] project were very 

demanding and difficult to achieve. Perfect mobile reception was the overall 

aim. In detail the list of requirements to be met include the following items: 

• audio quality comparable to that of CD; 

• unimpaired mobile reception in a car, even at high speeds; 

• efficient frequency spectrum utilisation; 

• transmission capacity for ancillary data; 

• low transmitting power; 

• terrestrial, cable and satellite delivery options; 

• easy-to-operate receivers; 

• European or better worldwide standardisation. 

 

The Eureka 147 terrestrial digital audio broadcasting system has prevailed 

across Europe and throughout the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 

region one area, including the United Kingdom. (World DAB 2017)  

 

1.13. Digital audio broadcasting during the 1990s 

In 1990, an advanced digital system was developed within the Eureka DAB 

project 147 working jointly with the EBU (European Broadcasting Union) to 

provide for DAB specifically intended for mobile and portable reception, in 

addition to use of fixed receivers. (IEEE Xplore Digital Library 2014) The existing 

FM radio bandwidth was originally designed for fixed location receivers and 

rooftop directional aerials. Omni-directional FM interference is common with 

vehicle radio receivers due to the constant changes in geographical undulating 

landscapes along with high-density suburban town and city areas. These 
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constant shifts in geographical landscapes often refract and reflect FM signals 

off buildings, which causes a ‘fluttering’ modulation effect within weaker FM 

signal locations. 

 

“During 1990, [the BBC Research and Engineering Department] conducted a 

series of [experimental] DAB tests in south London.” (BBC Engineering 

Information, Spring 1991, No.44) Within a year, “The first DAB pilot test [was] 

carried out in 1991 in Munich” (Medeisis and Holland 2014, p.459) The same 

year saw the BBC demonstrating the first working digital audio broadcasting 

(DAB) prototype system in the United Kingdom at the Radio Academy’s annual 

Radio Festival to an audience of approximately 500 people in July 1991.  

 

As explained in the New Scientist magazine from July 27th 1991, BBC engineers 

installed standard FM and DAB transmitters, both 11-watts in power, at the top 

of a building located in Birmingham city centre. “By comparison, a [standard] FM 

stereo [service] requires a power of at least 1000 watts to cover a city the size of 

Birmingham.” The BBC engineers also installed standard stereophonic FM and 

DAB receivers in a bus, “[…] with hi-fi headphones at each seat and a switch to 

give a direct comparison [between] FM and DAB reception.” (New Scientist 27th 

July 1991) 

 

The demonstrations, which took place in Birmingham, were presented as 

an opportunity to compare the performance of DAB with a conventional 

FM transmission, whilst on the move. A 50-seat coach was specially 

equipped with FM and 'second generation' DAB receiving equipment, 

stereo audio distribution and 45 pairs of headphones, each with a switch 

box allowing individual selection of either DAB or FM. The DAB and FM 

signals (carrying the same programme material) were transmitted from 

the roof of a tower block in the city centre, both using similar frequencies 

in Band Ill (around 21 0 MHz), with similar antennas and using the same 

equivalent power per stereo service. The demonstration to each group of 

guests comprised a 30 minute coach tour, whilst a variety of programme 

material was transmitted representing the typical output of BBC Radio. A 

roughly circular route was chosen, surrounding and entering the city 

centre. (BBC Engineering 1991, p.30) 

 

The experiment found that: 

 

[…] as the bus toured the city centre the FM signals were frequently 

spoiled by hiss, flutter and pops caused by reflections of the signal from 

buildings and interference from [vehicles and electronic devices. At the 

same time] the DAB signal remained absolutely clear. It only failed 

briefly, when the [coach drove] under a long underpass. As an acid test, 

the BBC drove the bus […] out of the city to see how far the 11-watt 

signals would carry. FM reception failed after 10 kilometres, but DAB 

kept on working for 25 kilometres. DAB is also far more efficient in its use 

of radio [frequency] spectrum. FM [requires approximately] 2.2 

megahertz of the VHF band for each national radio stereo programme. 
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The Birmingham tests [demonstrated] that DAB can reliably [carry] 12 

stereo programmes in a 4-megahertz [section] of the VHF band. (New 

Scientist 27th July 1991) 

 

BBC Engineering, p.30, also supported this as: 

 

For most of the route, the DAB signal was received without impairment, 

although on each occasion the coach was driven through an underpass 

where both DAB and FM signals were lost transiently. This was done 

purposely to demonstrate the way in which DAB fails. The demonstration 

was well received by all the guests, and it elicited many compliments for 

the superior performance of DAB, at the Radio Festival and in the press. 

[…] DAB transmitting and receiving equipment was loaned to the BBC 

for this demonstration by partners in the Eureka 147-DAB consortium. 

 

Previous demonstrations [had] been [conducted] by Eureka members in Geneva 

and Las Vegas. (Meyer 1991, p.1) 

 

Despite these initial DAB trials, improved DAB systems were not publicly 

demonstrated in the United Kingdom until September 1993. (House of Lords 

Select Committee on Communications 2010) The London broadcast region was 

used to test a small-scale multiplex DAB network, which consisted of four 

transmitters. These initial pilot DAB network tests and research experiments 

developed and formed the start of the national DAB network with the BBC being 

the first broadcaster in the United Kingdom to transmit its national radio stations 

via DAB on September 27th 1995. (Fox 1995; O’Neill 2010; Merrin 2014) This 

was despite DAB receivers being unavailable to the domestic consumer until 

1999. (House of Lords Select Committee on Communications 2010) Three 

months before the BBC launched its DAB national radio services; the Norwegian 

public broadcasting corporation, Norsk rikskringkasting (NRK) was the first 

broadcaster in the world to launch a DAB radio multiplex on June 1st 1995. 

(Wijnen 2017) 

 

Gupta (1996, p.20) explains that: 

 

Nationally, the United Kingdom has 12.5 megahertz of radio spectrum for 

operating the Eureka 147 DAB system, which the frequency range is from 

217.5 to 230 megahertz. As of 1995-96, seven DAB ensembles carried a 

maximum of six audio programmes in the United Kingdom. One ensemble 

remained reserved for BBC National Radio, which Radios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

transmit on. Another ensemble was reserved for Independent National 

Radio. Five ensembles were used for local, regional and BBC Radio. Each 

local area was provided with one ensemble carrying a maximum of six 

services in addition to the national radio ensembles. There were four main 

metropolitan areas; two ensembles were allocated to offer a total of twelve 

DAB services as well as the two national radio ensembles. 
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By the early to mid-1990s, there were no UK broadcasters transmitting any 

services on DAB and there was no expected date for when DAB receivers would 

be commercially available to the public. With limited public and commercial 

marketing interest, British radio manufacturers and broadcasters were hesitant 

in producing commercial DAB receivers and service. However, during 

September 1995 onwards, the BBC started transmitting its national radio 

stations via DAB. This stimulated the market and encouraged radio 

manufactures to produce prototype DAB receivers. 

 

In 1997, the Eureka-147 Project Office published an overview of the 

standard in what has now become a useful historical document, ‘Eureka-

147 - Digital Audio Broadcasting’, which is still available online (Eureka 

1997). The opening page of the project office publication states: Digital 

Audio Broadcasting, DAB, is the most fundamental advance in radio 

technology since the introduction of FM stereo radio. It gives listeners 

interference-free reception of high-quality sound, easy-to-use radios, and 

the potential for wider listening choice through many additional stations 

and services. (ibid.: 2) (Hallett 2018, p.238) 

 

The BBC originally described DAB as the ‘third age of radio’, after medium wave 

(MW) and frequency modulation (FM) during its national DAB launch. DAB aims 

to offer listeners high quality sound, which is free from interference. Bower 

(1998, p.55) suggested that DAB had the potential to extend these advantages, 

noting: 

 

In the United Kingdom, the BBC is pioneering the introduction of digital 

radio services by establishing a national transmission network for DAB, 

and exploring the potential of DAB to deliver existing new programming 

that would have previously been impossible using existing analogue AM 

[amplitude modulation]/FM [frequency modulation] radio systems. 

 

However, when first launched, the first-generation DAB receivers cost more than 

£700 each and were not publicly available until 1999. While most FM reception 

provides high quality stereophonic sound at stationary locations, such as at 

home, FM was not intended for listening while moving, for example, in a moving 

vehicle, which means FM is subject to interference while on the move. Digital 

audio broadcasting was marketed as providing the solution to the reception 

issues that FM occasionally suffers with. 

 

1.14. Digital audio broadcasting during the twenty-first century  

Digital audio broadcasting services continued to expand, since domestic DAB 

radio receivers became available within the retail market during 1999 (House of 

Lords Select Committee on Communications 2010). To encourage consumer 

demand and increase uptake of domestic DAB radio receivers, the BBC 

launched five national digital-only radio services during 2002. (Mollgaard 2012) 

These consisted of BBC Radio 5 Live Sports Extra, which launched on February 

2nd, BBC Radio 6 Music, which launched on March 11th, BBC Radio 1Xtra, 
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which launched on August 16th, BBC Asian Network, which launched on October 

28th and BBC Radio 4 Extra, formally BBC 7, which launched on December 

15th. (BBC 2010) All five national BBC digital-only radio services are available on 

digital media platforms. (BBC Media Centre 17th February 2015) This includes 

DAB, via the BBC National DAB multiplex, television, along with being streamed 

online via the relevant BBC radio station’s website, BBC Sounds mobile 

software application and via voice activated smartspeaker.  

 

However, Starkey (2014, p.177) noted that there was limited access to the 

digital-only radio stations, via digital devices:  

 

Initial reactions to the launch of BBC 7 [in December 2002] included 

seeking out its relatively inaccessible digital-only transmission in order to 

access its repertoire of archive material, much of it fondly remember by 

middle-aged listener from its original, analogue broadcast – and because 

of the heavy launch publicity the new network enjoyed on other BBC 

radio and television outlets, this contributed to the virtual sell-out of 

portable DAB sets in the United Kingdom over Christmas 2002.  

 

Set out in Lord Carter’s 2009 'Digital Britain' report on behalf of DCMS, a target 

year of 2015 was proposed for phasing out existing analogue radio. The target 

year was suggested by predicted DAB sales, network expansion and listening, 

which was expected to overtake analogue radio by 2015. However, this 

proposed date was dismissed the following year, after the 'Digital Economy Bill' 

was announced, which proposed that DAB switchover is now at the discretion of 

the Secretary of State. 

 

Announced in the House of Commons under a Labour government in June 

2009, the Minister of Communications, Technology and Broadcasting, Lord 

Carter’s Digital Britain Report stated that national analogue radio stations could 

switch to DAB transmission by as early as 2015. However, this date was 

reviewed and subsequently extended to 2017. This was predominately due to 

the low sales figures of DAB radio receivers and listening figures at the time. 

The DAB switchover date relied heavily on the target of 50 per cent or more of 

UK audience listening figures accounting for DAB, which Lord Carter had 

previously estimated this would occur by the end of 2013. However, the 50 per 

cent share of all digital listening target was actually reached during the first three 

months of 2018 (RAJAR Q1 2018) The British Government announced that the 

DAB radio coverage area must be at least 90 per cent or more of the UK 

population and major roads, before the official DAB switchover could be 

completed. At which point, the government will launch its ‘digital migration plan’, 

which will see all UK national and local radio services migrate from FM to DAB 

transmission with no further AM, FM and/or DAB simulcasting. Radio 

broadcasters and manufacturers originally welcomed the digital radio switchover 

date, which increased confidence in the DAB market with the prospective 

security over DAB transmission.  
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The original switchover date of 2015 would have seen existing analogue radio 

switching the digital broadcast transmissions, following in the footsteps of 

television, which occurred from 2008 to 2012. Due to the slow uptake of DAB 

radio sales, investment in the DAB transmission infrastructure has also been 

gradual. Broadcasters and manufacturers have seen confidence in the DAB 

market decline with the announcement that the 2015 and 2017 switchover dates 

have now been abandoned. This highlights the uncertainty of when analogue 

radio in the United Kingdom will actually fully switch to digital. 

 

The uncertainty regarding the digital radio switchover date from analogue to 

DAB continues. Since the introduction of national BBC DAB in 1995, uptake has 

been rather slow in the United Kingdom compared to the rest of Europe. A ten 

million pound, national UK, multi-platform advertising campaign titled, “D-Love – 

Spread the Love”, launched in November 2012, to help increase DAB radio 

sales and uptake. (Martin 2012) DAB is in competition with other accessible 

technologies, for example, broadband Internet and 4G (Forth Generation) 

mobile Internet services. The Chairman of the Broadcasting Press Guild, John 

Plunkett mentioned that, “[…] DAB radio slipped back to 19.1% from a 19.4% 

share of all listening in the previous quarter [of 2012], a deficit that was made up 

by an increase in online and [mobile] app listening, from 3.4% to a new high of 

3.9%.” (Plunkett 2012) 

 

Another ‘milestone’ in the developments and offering of DAB radio services, was 

the launch of the second commercial UK multiplex. “The second national 

commercial DAB multiplex, Sound Digital launched in the UK in March 2016” 

(Arqiva 2017) “The launch of Sound Digital saw [an] increase in choice of 

content for consumers.” (Arqiva 2017) This, along with the other multiplexes are 

discussed in sections 1.12 to 1.15. However, “DAB is now the longest 

established and most mature technology for digital radio” (O’Neill 2010, p.19) 

 

By 2004, DAB was well established across the United Kingdom, with a 

considerable number of both BBC and commercial radio services available 

to the vast majority of the population (Ofcom, 2004(e): 28-38). However, 

given the various limitations discussed above, there were no clear 

opportunities to employ the technology effectively for smaller scale 

broadcasters. As a result, from the outset, Community Radio found itself 

limited to what little broadcasting spectrum remained available within the 

analogue broadcasting domain. (Hallett 2015, p.204) 

 

However, “[…] DAB is just one of a number of different digital platforms offering 

audio and multimedia services operating in a dynamic and fast-changing media 

market.” (O’Neill 2010, p.19) 

 

1.15. Digital radio report 

In the UK, after considerable preparation and liaison with Ofcom, the 

Department for Culture Media and Sport (DCMS) published the first 

version of its Digital Radio Action Plan (DCMS 2010). This, along with 
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subsequent more detailed work, such as Ofcom’s “DAB Coverage 

Planning Report To Government” (Ofcom 2012) sought to address 

coverage (and other) concerns, in order to enhance the uptake of DAB. 

Since 2010, Ofcom’s Communications Market Digital Radio Report has 

tracked the uptake of DAB and other forms of digital radio listening (Ofcom 

2016a). (Hallett 2018 pp.240-241) 

 

The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport published the Digital Radio 

Action Plan in July 2010 under the 2010 to 2015 Conservative and Liberal 

Democrat coalition government. The action plan was finalised in November 

2013 and set out the key objectives. These consisted of consumer choice of 

content, technology and equipment, quality of sound and services, affordability 

of household and vehicle conversion, accessibility to services and devices and 

awareness through communications and training. The action plan ensured “that 

if, or when, the market is ready for a switchover it can be delivered in a way so 

as to protect the needs of listeners, and results in a radio industry fit for a digital 

age.” (Gov.UK 2017) The action plan was launched to ensure that if, and when 

digital switchover occurs in radio, it can be delivered at a time when the market 

is ready and in a way that protects the needs of listeners.  

 

The government stated that a decision on whether to set a date for digital radio 

switchover would be considered when the following criteria are met, when 50 

per cent of all radio listening is via digital platforms; and when national DAB 

coverage is comparable to FM, and local DAB reaches 90 per cent of the 

population and all major roads. (Street 2015) The Action Plan was finalised in 

November 2013, and on 16 December 2013 the Department for Digital, Culture, 

Media and Sport announced that while there had been steady growth in digital 

listening, it was not yet the time to commit to a switchover. The final version of 

the Digital Radio Action Plan was published in January 2014. The Office of 

Communications (Ofcom), under the Department for Digital Culture Media and 

Sport (DCMS) and Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR) continues to 

monitor digital radio coverage, take-up and attitudes. Media analyst, Grant 

Goddard (2010, p.IX) explained that: 

 

There is nothing wrong with DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) radio. The 

technology, the motivation to widen listener choice and the opportunity to 

improve broadcast audio quality are all fine objectives. The only thing 

wrong with DAB radio is its specific implementation in the United 

Kingdom. The planned migration of radio broadcasting from analogue to 

digital platforms in the UK currently sits on a knife-edge. The financial 

pressures on commercial radio owners are already immense, and the 

burden of continuing to simulcast on both analogue and digital terrestrial 

transmitters cannot be borne much longer. 

 

The Digital Britain Final Report, which was published in June 2009, explains that 

the Government intends to introduce a digital migration of radio plan “[…] once 

the following criteria have been met: 

• When 50% of radio listening is digital; 
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• When national DAB coverage is comparable to FM coverage, and local 

DAB reaches 90% of population and all major roads.” 

 

However, this second point, which was outline in the Digital Britain Final Report 

has been achieved. This is because, for the first time in history, during the first 

three months of 2018, more UK adults aged fifteen and over are now listening to 

the radio on a digital platform via a digital device, compared to listening on an 

analogue broadcast platform, such as AM and FM. (RAJAR Q1 2018) 

 

The reason for this is that digital audio broadcasting offers audiences 

subscription free access to multiple terrestrial radio services. It is therefore free 

for audiences at the point of delivery. Digital audio broadcasting also offers 

audiences the portability and flexibility of use in fixed environments and mobile 

locations. The terminology of ‘fixed’ applies to environments where a radio 

receiver does not move and therefore remains in the same static location. An 

example of a fixed environment could apply to listening at home or in an office 

environment. The opposite applies to the terminology of ‘mobile’. This is when a 

radio receiver is not fixed to a specific location and is therefore portable. An 

example of a mobile location could apply to listening while in a moving vehicle, 

train or walking. Digital sound is often perceived as being superior compared to 

analogue. (Reese, Gross and Gross 2006) 

 

1.16. Summary 

“The UK has one of the most successful digital radio markets in Europe, where 

the industry has become fully involved in the digital audio broadcasting (DAB) 

standard.” (Ala-Fossi 2013, p.93) RAJAR data shows that radio remains popular 

among audiences. (RAJAR Q4 2018) The UK radio sector provides listeners 

with a vibrant and diverse range of speech content, which is enriched with news, 

current affairs, sport, drama and comedy, along with dedicated music services, 

which span a broad range of musical genres. (Lax 2009) “DAB is now the 

longest established and most mature technology for digital radio.” (O’Neill 2010, 

p.19) Digital media platforms and devices provide audiences with a greater 

choice and diverse range of service to choose from, compared to analogue 

broadcast platforms, such as AM and FM. (Dubber 2014) Despite these 

analogue broadcast platforms remaining relatively popular among audiences, 

RAJAR data shows that AM and FM listening is gradually reducing, as 

audiences purchase and migrate to digital platforms and devices. (RAJAR Q1 

2019; Lombardo and Dixon; EBU 2017)  

 

However, radio is likely to remain multiplatform, combining new and existing 

media platforms, rather than a single platform. (O’Neill 2010; Cridland and Giger 

2011; Ala-Fossi 2013) For example, most radio stations are available across a 

range of different platforms, such as BBC Radio 4, which is available via LW, 

MW, FM, DAB, television and online, and is likely to remain multiplatform for the 

foreseeable future. (BBC 2019) It is therefore likely that DAB will broadcast 

alongside the existing FM, AM and online transmission platforms and will be 

another choice of listening.  
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Since the first quarter of 2018, digital share of all radio listening in the United 

Kingdom reached 50.9 per cent. (RAJAR Q1 2018) This is significant as this 

was one of the requirements for the government to review the analogue and 

digital radio services.  

 

However, it is likely that analogue platforms will remain operational and popular 

among audiences for the foreseeable future to allow broadcasters to offer 

bespoke services for communities in the form of local and community radio. It is 

also likely that the Office of Communications (Ofcom) will eventually auction off 

the frequency bands that amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation 

(FM) currently occupy, as more broadcasters and audiences move away from 

analogue in favour of digital platforms. This process will allow for other services, 

such as community radio stations to occupy parts of the amplitude modulation 

(AM) and frequency modulation (FM) band at a localised level. 

 

The digital switchover to radio seems more straightforward, particularly 

as radio audiences seem even more reluctant to take up digital radio 

signals. Community radio stations, at this stage, are not being greatly 

disadvantaged by their lack of a digital signal. And in contrast to digital 

television, digital radio is not expected to fully replace the analogue 

services — they will operate alongside each other, with digital radio 

acting as a supplement, rather than as a replacement for, the current 

analogue services. (Meadows et al. 2007, p.7) 

 

The following chapter provides a contemporary overview of digital audio 

broadcasting in the United Kingdom. A detailed breakdown of national, regional, 

local and small-scale multiplex details are also provided as a reference to the 

wider context of DAB. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Literature review:  

A contemporary overview of DAB 

 
1.1. Introduction 

Building from the previous chapter, which provided an historical overview of 

digital audio broadcasting, this chapter demonstrates the current situation and 

challenges associated with DAB. Starting with the multiplex details, this chapter 

goes onto explore the current regulation and policy framework including 

legislation regarding small-scale DAB. Management of multiplex usage and 

capacity, technical specifications such as allocation of DAB services, coverage 

of DAB frequencies and associated costs are discussed towards the end of this 

chapter. 

 

It is important to note that radio is likely to become more hybrid and converged 

over time. (Ala-Fossi 2013) This is due to the developments within the current 

infrastructure and increased consumer demand for emerging digital media 

platforms, such as voice activated smart speakers. (Howley 2010; Hallett 2018) 

The Internet offers the greatest range of immersive and blended forms of 

interaction and consumption. (Billings 2011) The Internet is an encompassing 

visual, audible and interactive form of media, which can incorporate elements of 

radio, television and newspapers among other new and established forms of 

media. (Ellis and Loveless 2001, Ozuem 2004, Yan 2013) “The solution is, it 

seems, an amalgam of practices coming together. The arrival of the RadioPlayer 

in the UK was an indication that this is being understood, and its Managing 

Director, Micheal Hill, wrote: ‘The future of radio isn’t FM or DAB or internet – it’s 

all of them, working together seamlessly’ (2012).” (Oliveira, Stachyra and 

Starkey; Berry 2014, p.7) “Just as AM and FM analogue radio systems have 

complemented each other over several decades, in the transitional hybrid 

analogue and digital future, one digital platform is unlikely to meet the needs of 

such a diverse range of broadcasters.” (Hallett 2015, p.222) 

 

“Bringing radio into the digital era means more than simply changing its mode of 

delivery into a digital form. (O’Neill 2010 p.17) Similar to television and the 

internet, radio is a unique medium. Radio’s “transition to a fully digital form has 

been [a more] gradual and incremental [process compared to television]” 

(O’Neill 2010 p.18) 

 

Technology, such as the radio, is continually developing and evolving to meet 

our social demands and needs. (Tarulli 2012) Consumer growth and financial 
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investment is moving from established analogue broadcast platforms to existing 

and emerging digital technologies. “DAB has had the largest impact to date in 

the UK radio market, with considerable take-up and usage, and industry 

investment in transmission infrastructure.” (Ofcom January 2010, p.3) Online 

streaming and on-demand listening is a relatively new audience platform, which, 

as RAJAR data suggests, is increasing in popularity among audiences. (RAJAR 

2010-2018) The Internet provides audiences with access to a significant choice 

of radio services compared to DAB. (Ingram and Barber 2005) New media 

platforms and markets have become established through the expansion of the 

Internet, which displaced and disrupted pre-Internet platforms and markets. 

Jenkins (2006, p.244) said that digital media is becoming more tailored and 

personalised to our needs:  

 

Personalised media was one of the ideals of the digital revolution in the 

early 1990s: digital media was going to ‘liberate’ us from the ‘tyranny’ of 

mass media, allowing us to consume only content we found personally 

meaningful. 

 

However, radio remains an affordable, portable and more cost-effective media 

compared to television and large-scale Internet streaming for broadcasters and 

consumers. (Flournoy 2004) 

 

1.2. National DAB multiplexes in the United Kingdom 

As of 2017, there are three national DAB multiplexes operating in the United 

Kingdom. This includes the BBC National DAB multiplex, which was the first 

multiplex to launch in the United Kingdom on September 27th 1995. (Fox 1995; 

Merrin 2014) However, as previously mentioned, the Norwegian public 

broadcasting corporation, Norsk rikskringkasting (NRK) launched the very first 

multiplex three months earlier on June 1st 1995. (Wijnen 2017) 

 

The BBC National DAB multiplex was built by Arqiva and carries ten permanent 

radio services across the United Kingdom on 225.648 megahertz. (Wohnort 

2019) This includes BBC Radio 1, 1Xtra, 2, 3, 4, 4 Extra, 5 Live, 6 Music, Asian 

Network and the World Service, along with BBC Guide packet data. These 

permanent radio services are simulcasts of each individual service, which are 

available from other platforms including Internet streaming, television, frequency 

modulation (FM) and amplitude modulation (AM) where applicable.  
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BBC National DAB 

DAB Band III 

Block 12B: 225.648 MHz 

Allotment: G_90001 UK BBC 

Operator: BBC 

Multiple national transmission sites 

On-air: 27th September 1995 

 

The BBC multiplex is dynamic. Typical configurations are shown. Other 

configurations may appear from time to time. (Wohnort 2019) 

 
Table 1: National BBC multiplex 

Service  Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

BBC Radio 1 112-128 kbps joint stereo C221 Popular & specialist music 

BBC Radio 1Xtra 112-128 kbps joint stereo C22A Urban music 

BBC Radio 2  112-128 kbps joint stereo C222 Popular music 

BBC Radio 3 160-192 kbps stereo / joint stereo C223 Classical music & culture 

BBC Radio 4 80-128 kbps mono / joint stereo C224 Varied speech 

BBC Radio 4 Extra 80 kbps mono C22C Varied speech 

BBC Radio 5 Live 64-80 kbps mono C225 News and sport 

BBC Radio 5 Live Sports Extra 64-80 kbps mono C228 News and sport (temp.) 

BBC Radio 6 Music 112-128 kbps joint stereo C22B Popular & specialist music 

BBC Asian Network  64 kbps mono C236 Music and speech 

BBC World Service 64 kbps mono C238 Varied speech 

 

There are also several reserved capacity channels available for additional 

programme broadcasts. This includes three part-time services in the form of 

BBC 5 Live Sports Extra, BBC Daily Service and BBC Parliament. These 

temporary services are also referred to as ‘pop-up’ services.  

 

Since the launch of the BBC National DAB multiplex in September 1995, the 

BBC and Arqiva have continued to invest and expand the multiplex to provide 

approximately ninety-seven per cent population coverage in 2017. (Arqiva 2017) 

All services that are carried on a multiplex occupy a specified licensed 

frequency. However, the majority of broadcasters and multiplex operators use 

different bitrates of data for each service. This ensures the multiplex capacity is 

used efficiently while providing the highest possible financial return for the 

operator and licenser, while at the same time, providing a cost-effective outlay 

for the broadcaster. (Hoeg, and Lauterbach 2009) 

 

The Radio Authority advertised the first national digital commercial multiplex 

licence in the United Kingdom during March 1998. (Street 2015) Applications 

closed in June of that year with only one application submitted to the Radio 

Authority. By the autumn of 1998, the successful applicant that was originally led 

by the now disbanded Great Western Radio (GWR) group, under the 

pseudonym of ‘Digital One’, was awarded the licence to operate the first national 
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commercial multiplex, known as ‘National 1’. (Street 2015) Launched in April 

1999, the multiplex is commercially operated by the transmission infrastructure 

organisation Arqiva, under the name ‘Digital One’. (Arqiva 2017) As of 2019, this 

national multiplex carries fourteen commercial radio services in DAB and one 

channel of packet data, with one remaining channel of spare capacity. (Wohnort 

2019) Arqiva (2017) state that, “The National One transmission network covers 

over 90% of UK households, over 160 transmitter sites, enabling commercial 

broadcasters to reach the widest audience possible.” 

 

 

Digital One (Also referred to as National 1) 

DAB Band III 

England, Wales & Northern Ireland Block 11D 222.064 MHz 

Allotment: G_60001 England I 

Allotment: G_60002 Wales I 

Scotland: Block 12A: 223.936 MHz 

Allotment: G_60011 Scotland I 

Ensemble label: Digital 1 Network 

Operator: Digital One (Arqiva) 

Multiple national transmission sites 

On-air: 28th March 1999 

 
Table 2: National 'Digital One' multiplex 

Service  Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Absolute Radio  80 kbps mono C1C0 Popular music 

Absolute Radio 90s 80 kbps mono CAC2 Popular music 

Capital UK 80 kbps mono C5DA Popular music 

Capital XTRA 112 kbps joint stereo C37B Popular music 

Classic FM 128 kbps joint stereo C2A1 Classical music 

Heart Extra 80 kbps mono CFD1 Popular music 

Heart 80s 80 kbps mono C1DC Popular music 

Kiss 80 kbps mono C5C0 Popular music 

LBC  64 kbps mono LSF C0C2 Varied speech 

Magic  80 kbps mono C0C6 Popular music 

Radio X 80 kbps mono C4CD Popular music 

Smooth Extra 80 kbps mono C6C0 Easy listening music 

TalkSPORT 64 kbps mono LSF C0C0 Varied speech & sport 

UBC 1 64 kbps mono LSF C4CA Religion 

INRIX UK TPEG 16 kbps E1C000BA Packet data 

 

 

The second national commercial multiplex ‘National 2’ launched in the United 

Kingdom on 29th February 2016. (Bauer Media Group 2016) The multiplex was 

built and launched by ‘Sound Digital’, which is a joint commercial venture 

company consisting of the transmission infrastructure organisation, Arqiva with 

40 per cent ownership, radio broadcasters Bauer Media and Wireless Group, 
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formerly UTV Media, with 30 per cent ownership each. (Ofcom 14th September 

2016) As of 2019, the ‘Sound Digital’ multiplex carries a total of twenty 

commercial radio services. Seven are DAB+ stereophonic services, which 

operate at 24 and 32 kilobits per second. The remaining thirteen are DAB 

services; twelve are in monophonic, which operate at 56, 64 and 80 kilobits per 

second and one joint stereophonic DAB service at 112 kilobits per second. 

(Wohnort 2019) The ‘National 2’ multiplex operates using a single frequency 

network of forty-five transmitters across the United Kingdom, providing sixty-

three to sixty-five per cent national coverage of major roads. (Wohnort 2019) 

 

According to the Sound Digital (national multiplex) Arqiva website (2019): 

 

The Sound Digital transmission network was engineered to cover 77% of 

UK households from launch, achieving an optimum combination of 

national coverage and cost-effectiveness for digital radio stations. […] 

The Sound Digital multiplex is also the first in the UK to use the newer 

DAB+ technology for some of the services. DAB+ uses less bandwidth 

than traditional DAB, allowing Sound Digital to carry more stations, 

expanding listener choice.  

 

The ‘National 2’ ‘Sound Digital’ multiplex reached full capacity in December 

2018 when new services, Jazz Radio (UK) Virgin Anthems, Virgin Chilled and 

Absolute 90s launched. (Wohnort 2019) 

 

 

National 2 

DAB+ Band III 

Block 11A: 216.928 MHz 

Allotments:  

G_60004 England II  G_60032 Isle of Man II  G_60005 

Wales II 

G_60022 Northern Ireland II G_60012 Scotland II 

Ensemble label: SDL National 

Operator: Sound Digital (Arqiva/Bauer/UTV) 

45 UK transmission sites providing 73 to 75 per cent UK household coverage 

and 63 to 65 per cent major UK road coverage. 

On-air: Services launched on February 29th and multiplex launched on March 1st 

2016. 

 
Table 3: 'National 2' multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Absolute Radio 80s 80 kbps mono C8D8 Popular 80s music 

Forces Radio BFBS 24 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C5E0 News and music 

Fun Kids UK 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFD8 Children’s 

programmes 

Heat Radio 80 kbps mono C6D8 Popular music 

Jack Radio (UK) 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAE0 Jazz music 
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Jazz FM Stereo 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD7 Jazz music 

Kisstory 80 kbps mono C4D8 Popular music 

Magic Chilled 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED7 Easy listening music 

Mellow Magic 80 kbps mono C5D8 Easy listening music 

Panjab Radio  56 kbps mono LSF CED8 Culture 

Planet Rock  80 kbps mono C7D8 Rock music 

Premier Christian 64 kbps mono LSF CCD8 Religion 

Premier Praise 64 kbps mono LSF CDD8 Religion 

Sunrise Radio UK 64 kbps mono LSF C9D8 Popular music 

TalkRADIO 64 kbps mono LSF C0D8 News 

TalkSPORT 2 64 kbps mono LSF C1D8 Sport 

UCB 2 64 kbps mono LSF CBD8 Religion 

Union Jack 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7FF Popular music 

Virgin Anthems 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C3D8 Popular music 

Virgin Chilled 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C3D8 Popular music 

Virgin Radio 80 kbps mono C3D8 Popular music 

 

1.3. Regional DAB multiplexes in the United Kingdom 

As of 2019, there are four commercially operated regional multiplexes across 

the United Kingdom, which are operational. These include three regional 

multiplexes, which serve the central and greater London areas. These are 

appropriately named, London 1, London 2 and London 3.  

 

London 1 

DAB Band III 

Block 12C: 227.360 MHz 

Allotment: G_50012 London III (sic) 

Operator: CE Digital 

Sites: Croydon, Alexandra Palace, Bluebell Hill, BT Tower, Guildford, Hemel 

Hempstead, Hungry Hill, Leatherhead Stoke d’Abernon, Reigate, Wrotham, 

Zouches Farm. 

On-air: May 2000 

 
Table 4: 'London 1' regional multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Absolute Radio 112 kbps joint stereo C4B4 Popular music 

Capital London 128 kbps joint stereo C479 Popular music 

Gold 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D3 Popular retro 

music 

Greatest Hits 112 kbps joint stereo C0E5 Popular music 

Heart London 128 kbps joint stereo C460 Popular music 

Kiss 112 kbps joint stereo C483 Popular music 

Kiss Fresh 80 kbps mono CDD1 Popular music 

Magic Soul  80 kbps mono C3D9 Popular music 
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Magic London 112 kbps joint stereo C788 Popular music 

Smooth London 128 kbps joint stereo C787 Easy listening 

 

London 2 

DAB Band III 

Block 12A: 223.936 MHz 

Allotment: G_50010 London I (sic) 

Operator: Switch Digital 

Sites: Alexandra Palace, Arkley, Bluebell Hill, BT Tower, Colindale House, 

Crystal Palace, Guildford, Harrow Weald, Hemel Hempstead, Hungry Hill, 

Leatherhead Stoke d’Abernon, Mount Vernon, Reigate, Richmond Hill, Shooters 

Hill, Staines, Wrotham, Zouches Farm. 

On-air: July 2000 

 
Table 5: 'London 2' regional multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Adventist Radio  80 kbps mono  CBDE Religion 

Asian FX Radio  32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD7 Varied speech and 

music 

Baikal Radio  80 kbps mono C3E0 Varied speech 

BBC Radio London  128 kbps joint stereo CC31 Varied speech and 

music 

Chris Country 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2D4 Country music 

Fix Radio 64 kbps mono LSF CDDA Popular music & speech 

Hits Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C5E3 Popular music 

Jazz FM 80 kbps mono CDD0 Jazz music 

LBC London News 64 kbps mono LSF C5C2 News and varied 

speech 

Mi-Soul  64 kbps mono LSF C7CD Popular music 

Nation Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D9 Popular music 

Panda Radio 64 kbps mono LSF CCC0 Varied speech 

Sout Al Khaleej 64 kbps mono LSF CFC1 Varied speech 

talkSPORT London 64 kbps mono LSF C4CE Sport and varied 

speech 

The Arrow  128 kbps joint stereo CDC6 Rock music 

88.3 Centreforce 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D9 Popular music 
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London 3 

DAB Band III 

Block 11B: 218.640 MHz 

Allotment: G_50011 London II (sic) 

Operator: The Digital Radio Group (London) 

Sites: Alexandra Palace, Bluebell Hill (S), Brookmans Park, BT Tower, 

Chepping Wycombe, Croydon, Guildford, Hemel Hempstead (BT Bedmont), 

Leatherhead Stoke d’Abernon, Reigate, Wrotham, Zouches Farm. 

On-air: January 2002 

 
Table 6: 'London 3' regional multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Absolute Classic Rock 64 kbps mono LSF C7C9 Rock music 

Athavan Radio 64 kbps mono LSF C4DC Varied speech  

Bloomberg Radio 64 kbps mono LSF C1DB Finance and news speech  

Chill 64 kbps mono  C1C3 Easy listening music 

Dilse Radio 64 kbps mono CECD Varied speech 

Gaydio 80 kbps mono C9C9 Varied speech & popular 

music 

GN Radio UK 64 kbps mono CCD0 Varied speech 

IBC Tamil 64 kbps mono LSF C8C1 Varied speech 

Love Sport 80 kbps mono C7E0 Sport 

Lyca Radio 1458 64 kbps mono CECE Varied speech 

Matryoshka Radio 112 kbps joint stereo CFD6 Popular music 

Polish Radio London 96 kbps mono C1D0 Popular music 

Premier Gospel Radio 80 kbps mono C9C8 Varied speech 

Rathergood Radio  64 kbps mono LSF G5E4 Popular music 

Voice of Islam 64 kbps mono LSF C6D7 Varied speech & religion 

 

The remaining regional multiplex serves Central Scotland. (Wohnort 2019)  
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Central Scotland 1 

DAB Band III 

Block 11D: 222.064 MHz 

Allotment: G_50051 Central Scotland 

Operator: Switch Digital (Scotland) 

Sites: KirkO’Shotts, Craigkelly, Gleniffer Braes, Braid Hills, Darvel and Earls Hill. 

On-air: June 2001 

 
Table 7: 'Scotland 1' regional multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

103.1 Central FM 80 kbps mono C0C3 Popular music 

BBC RNan Gaidheal 128 kbps joint stereo C336 Varied speech 

GO Radio Glasgow 128 kbps joint stereo C3DC Popular music 

Rocksport Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C4E0 Varied speech 

Soct Sun80s 128 kbps joint stereo C3DF Popular music 

Soct Sun Gr8s 128 kbps joint stereo CBDF Retro music 

Soct Sun Hits 128 kbps joint stereo C7DF Popular music 

TalkSPORT Scot 64 kbps mono LSF C5CE Sport 

 

Each regional multiplex carries multiple audio and data services at differing 

bitrates. This ensures efficient multiplex capacity usage and to maximise 

operational costs for the operator, while at the same time providing cost-

effective transmission outlays for broadcasters. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 2009) 

Among the commercial services that are carried on the regional multiplexes, 

only Central Scotland 1 and London 2 multiplexes carry BBC radio services. As 

with all other DAB multiplexes, each regional multiplex operates using a single 

frequency network from multiple transmitter sites to provide sufficient coverage 

to the designated region. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 2009) 

 

Previous regional multiplexes included North East, North West, South Wales 

and Severn Estuary, West Midlands and Yorkshire. The Radio Authority 

awarded the twelve-year multiplex licences to MXR Limited in 2001 and 2003. 

However, transmission on these five regional multiplexes ceased after the 

twelve-year licence period expired in 2013 and 2015. (Ofcom Radio Broadcast 

Update July 2014 and 2017) This was due to MXR Limited shareholders, Global 

Radio, Real and Smooth Limited and Arqiva deciding not to renew the licence 

with Ofcom. As mentioned in the Radio Today article from September 2012, 

“Most of the stations [carried on the multiplexes were] extensions of brands for 

Global and Real and Smooth Ltd, including Heart, LBC, Choice, XFM and Real 

Radio XS. However, some stations are committed to being on DAB as part of 

their licence extension agreement.” (Radio Today 2012)  

 

The services, which were carried on these five regional multiplexes, are now 

carried on national and local multiplexes, where applicable. The agreed decision 

not to renew the licences was taken among the shareholders due to reduced 

commercial demand to carry services on these regional multiplexes. “The 
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industry (commercial and BBC) has agreed that the best way forward for digital 

is roll out and to speed up coverage, the focus should be on local and national 

multiplexes.” (Radio Today 2012) As a result, Global Radio continues to invest 

and support local and national digital audio broadcasting services with new 

brands. These include Heart Extra, which launched on February 29th 2016 

(Radio Today 2016) and Heart 80s, which launched on March 14th 2017. (Radio 

Today 2012) Both radio services are carried on Digital One National. (Wohnort 

2019) Digital Radio UK states: 

 

The release of the MXR regional DAB spectrum is good news for local 

digital radio as it supports the planning of the expansion of local DAB 

coverage, as part of the preparations for a radio switchover. Ofcom is 

planning to utilise the released spectrum in the planning of the buildout of 

local DAB coverage. (Radio Today 2012) 

 

There are provisions for a second regional multiplex, which will provide services 

for parts of central Scotland. The multiplex will be named Central Scotland 2 and 

has been allocated to frequency block 12C on 227.360 megahertz. Applications 

for this regional multiplex licence will be advertised in due course by the Office 

of Communications (Ofcom) pending further market research and investigations 

into the commercial interest, sustainability and suitability of the multiplex. 

(Wohnort 2019) 

 

1.4. Local DAB multiplexes in the United Kingdom 

“Local radio multiplex licences are granted by Ofcom to enable the provision of 

radio stations and other types of service (e.g. data) on the DAB (Digital Audio 

Broadcasting) platform.” (Ofcom 28th January 2015) “The first local radio 

multiplex services launched in May 2000, while the most recent such service, in 

North Yorkshire, commenced broadcasting in December 2014, bringing local 

DAB digital radio services for the first time to a potential 700,000 listeners.” 

(Ofcom 28th January 2015) As of 2019, there are fifty-six commercially operated 

local multiplexes, which operate across the United Kingdom. (Wohnort 2019) 

These local multiplexes provide radio and data services to approximately city 

and county sized areas. (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small scale DAB trials: 

Final report) However, this is subject to the topography of the geographical area, 

including the transmission height and power output. These aspects can affect 

transmission coverage. All fifty-four local multiplexes carry BBC local and 

regional radio services.  

 

There are provisions for a local multiplex to provide services to most areas of 

Cumbria. However, as of 2019, the Cumbria multiplex has not been allocated to 

a frequency block, nor has it been timetabled for advertisement by the Office of 

Communications (Ofcom). (Ofcom 28th January 2015 Statement: Extending Local 

DAB Coverage; Wohnort 2019) There are six licensed operators, which 

individually manage these local multiplexes under the awarded Ofcom licence 

agreement. These consist of Bauer Digital Radio Limited, C.E. Digital Limited, 

MUXCo, UTV Digital Limited, Now Digital Limited and Switch Digital. These six 
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commercial organisations are collectively known as the multiplex operators. 

(Gov.UK 2014) 

 

The Now Digital brand, which is owned by Arqiva operates twenty-five local 

multiplexes. The local Digital Now multiplexes include Ayr, Bournemouth, Bristol 

and Bath, Coventry, Essex, Kent, South East Wales and Wolverhampton and 

Shropshire. These multiplexes have twenty-four year licences awarded by 

Ofcom and will expire between 2024 and 2026. (Wohnort 2019) The Office of 

Communications (Ofcom) awarded Now Digital with twenty-year licences to 

operate Berkshire and North Hampshire, Cambridge, Cornwall, Leicestershire, 

Nottingham, Norfolk, Peterborough, Plymouth, Swindon, Sussex and West 

Wiltshire. These licences will expire between 2022 and 2024. Ofcom awarded 

Now Digital with twelve-year licences to operate Derbyshire, Oxfordshire, Herts, 

Beds, Bucks and Northamptonshire. These licences will expire between 2024 

and 2026. Ofcom awarded Now Digital with ten-year licences to operate the 

Devon multiplex. This licence will expire on October 22nd 2022. (Arqiva 2017) 

Arqiva has expanded the local DAB multiplex network. As a result, this has 

increased DAB coverage of local radio services to approximately ninety per cent 

of homes in the United Kingdom in 2017. (BBC Trust 2011; Arqiva 2017) 

 

1.5. Small-scale multiplexes in the United Kingdom 

As published in the Office of Communications (Ofcom) small-scale DAB trial 

licence awards statement: 

 

On 24 February 2015, [the communications regulator, Ofcom, in 

accordance with section 50 of the Broadcasting Act 1996] published an 

invitation to apply for trial small scale DAB multiplex licences; ten such 

licences were being made available. By the closing date of 7 April 2015, 

[Ofcom] had received 51 applications. Of those applications, six did not 

meet the minimum criteria to be eligible for award of a trial multiplex 

licence, primarily because the proposed multiplex did not include at least 

two programme services from different providers. (Ofcom 2015, Small 

scale DAB trial licence awards statement) 

 

On June 12th 2015 the Office of Communications (Ofcom) awarded ten short-

term trial licences for DAB multiplexes to test a new software defined approach 

for DAB transmission initially for a nine-month period. A total of sixty radio 

stations originally launched on the small-scale DAB multiplex services at the 

time of Ofcom’s announcement. This increased to a combined total of eighty-five 

radio stations broadcasting on the ten small-scale trial multiplexes in March 

2016. As a result of the success of these trials, in early 2016, Ofcom announced 

a two-year extension to monitor the long-term performance of the DAB trials, 

while developing “[…] a framework to enable small-scale DAB multiplexes and 

services to be licensed throughout the UK under a new licensing regime, on a 

non-trial basis.” (Ofcom 9th November 2018) 
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One of the aims of this small-scale DAB multiplex trial was to reduce operating 

and transmission costs for the operator and broadcaster. The trial also looked at 

the possibilities of developing new transmission technology with an increased 

collaboration between smaller radio stations.  

 

The new approach is cheaper than current systems because it uses 

software freely available from opendigitalradio.org and equipment that 

costs around £6,000 [to £9000]. (Ofcom 2016) While stations also have 

to budget for running costs - such as site rental, maintenance and 

electricity - small scale DAB is a much more affordable way for smaller 

stations to broadcast on digital radio. (Ofcom 12th June 2015) 

 

Each small-scale DAB multiplex transmits several radio services using a signal 

frequency. The geographical transmission coverage for each small-scale DAB 

multiplex varies for each multiplex. However, each small-scale multiplex 

approximately covers a geographical county size area of land using 100 and 200 

watts of transmission power. The coverage and range are dependent on the 

transmitter’s power, directional positioning, height and topography of the land 

area. Several small-scale multiplexes, such as the Portsmouth multiplex have 

piloted the transmission of additional value-added services in the form of 

displaying radio station logos and videos content on domestic DAB+ compatible 

receivers.  

 

Almost all small-scale multiplex operate using open source software, which is 

used to simplify the transmission infrastructure by using a single transmission 

site with all the encoding, multiplexing and modulation processed on a computer 

using Internet streaming as the audio source. This method also ensures efficient 

operating costs for the multiplex operator and the services that are carried on 

the multiplex. These ten small-scale multiplexes are licenced until March 2020. 

(Ofcom 26th September 2016 Small scale DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 

2019) The Office of Communications awarded ten geographical areas for the 

DAB trials in June 2015, which are detailed below. 

 

The Aldershot multiplex launched on frequency block 8A at 195.936 megahertz 

(MHz) in September 2015 and is operated by BFBS. The multiplex currently 

carries seven DAB services and four DAB+ services. These range from Angel 

Vintage, which transmits in a low single frequency as 64 kilobits per second in 

monophonic in DAB. The remaining six DAB services are in joint stereophonic 

as 128 kilobits per second. Three of the DAB+ services broadcast at 32 kilobits 

per second, with the remaining DAB+ service transmits at 48 kilobits per 

second. The multiplex uses Ofcom’s trial type one, which uses a single 

frequency network from a 100-watt transmitter located at Winston Churchill 

School in Woking. (Ofcom 26th September 2016 Small scale DAB Trials: Final 

report and Wohnort 2019) 
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Aldershot mini-multiplex 

DAB Band III 

Block 8A: 195.936 MHz 

Operator: BFBS Aldershot 

Trial Type: Single transmitter (currently not covering Aldershot) 

Site: BFBS Aldershot (100 watts), Winston Churchill School Woking  

On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 8: Aldershot small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Angel Vintage 64 kbps mono LSF CDC2 Popular retro music 

BFBS Aldershot 128 kbps joint stereo C691 Popular music 

BFBS Beats 128 kbps joint stereo CED6 Popular music 

BFBS Gurkha 128 kbps joint stereo C2FC Popular music 

Brooklands Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9E6 Popular music 

Radio Caroline 128 kbps joint stereo C6D6 Popular music 

Radio Woking 128 kbps joint stereo C5D6  Popular music 

The Breeze 128 kbps joint stereo C9DB Popular music 

Weather24/7Radio  32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CADC Weather 

 

The Birmingham multiplex launched on frequency block 9A at 202.928 

megahertz (MHz) in September 2015 and is operated by Switch Radio. The 

multiplex uses Ofcom’s trial type one, which operates from a single frequency 

network transmitter located at the top of a high-rise multi-storey residential tower 

block named Topcliffe House in the area Castle Vale. The services carried 

include fifteen DAB+ and five DAB services. The highest quality DAB+ service is 

48 kilobits per second. The lowest quality DAB+ service is 32 kilobits per 

second. The highest quality DAB service is 128 kilobits per second in joint 

stereophonic. The lowest quality DAB service is 48 kilobits per second in 

monophonic. (Ofcom 26th September 2016 Small scale DAB Trials: Final report 

and Wohnort 2019) 
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Birmingham mini-multiplex 

DAB+ Band III 

Block 9A: 202.928 MHz 

Operator: Switch Radio 

Trial Type: Single transmitter 

Site: Castle Vale 

On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 9: Birmingham small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI 

code 

Format genre 

45 Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCE0 Culture 

Ambur Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C089 Other music 

Angel Vintage 64 kbps mono LSF CDC2 Popular retro music 

Big City Radio 80 kbps mono C8D5 Varied speech 

Black Country 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD5 Popular music 

Gaydio 80 kbps mono C897 Popular music 

Gorgeous FM 48 DAB mono C7DE Popular music 

London Greek Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C092 Varied speech 

Like Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED5 Varied speech 

Radio Caroline 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Popular retro music 

Radio Central 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C0DB Other music 

Radio Sangam 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C09C Other music 

Solar Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED4 Popular music 

Starpoint Soul 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C1D5 Soul music 

Switch Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CF8A Popular music 

The Beat 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCDD Popular music 

Touch 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C59A Popular music 

Unity FM 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 C096 Varied speech 

 

Brighton and Hove launched on frequency block 9A at 202.928 megahertz 

(MHz) in July 2015 and is operated by Brighton and Hove Radio. This multiplex 

was first to launch out of the ten small-scale trials with six services carried at the 

time of its launch. (Radio Today 2015) The multiplex uses Ofcom’s trial type 

one, which consists of a single frequency network transmitter, which is located 

at the top of a high-rise multi-storey residential tower block named Sussex 

Heights. The multiplex carries seventeen DAB+ services and no DAB services. 

The highest quality services are 64 kilobits per second in stereophonic using the 

high efficiency advanced audio coding version two. Eight services broadcast at 

this bitrate. The lowest quality service is 32 kilobits per second in monophonic 

using the high efficiency advanced audio coding version one. (Ofcom 26th 

September 2016 Small scale DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 2019) 
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Brighton and Hove mini-multiplex 

DAB+ Band III 

Block 9A: 202.928 MHz 

Operator: Brighton and Hove Radio 

Trial Type: Single transmitter 

Site: Sussex Heights 

On-air: July 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 10: Brighton and Hove small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

1BTN 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C5D7 Popular music 

Angel Vintage 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CDC2 Popular retro music 

Cyber Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Easy listening 

Gaydio  64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C4D0 Popular music 

Mi-Soul 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7D7 Popular music 

NME 1 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCD4 Rock music 

Platform B 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9D6 Popular music 

Radio Caroline 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Popular retro music 

Radio Reverb 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C091 Varied speech 

Resonance 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D4 Culture 

Solar Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED4 Popular music 

The Beat 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCDD  Popular music 

Totally Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD4 Other music 

Trickstar 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C5DB Popular music 

URF 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9D4 Popular music 

 

Bristol launched on frequency block 9A at 202.928 megahertz (MHz) in 

September 2015 and is operated by Celador Radio. The multiplex uses Ofcom’s 

trial type one and operates from a single frequency network transmitter located 

at the top of a high-rise multi-storey commercial office building named County 

Gates. A total six DAB+ services are carried on the multiplex; one DAB+ service 

is at 64 kilobits per second, four are at 48 kilobits per second and one is at 32 

kilobits per second. All six DAB+ services are stereophonic. There is a total of 

six DAB services on the multiplex, all six of which are joint stereophonic 128 

kilobits per second. The remaining service is packet data, which transmits at 8 

kilobits per second. (Ofcom 26th September 2016 Small scale DAB Trials: Final 

report and Wohnort 2019) 
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Bristol mini-multiplex 

DAB Band III 

Block 9A 

Frequency: 202.928 MHz 

Operator: Celador Radio 

Trial Type: Single transmitter 

Site: County Gates 

On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 11: Bristol small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Angel Vintage 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CDC2 Popular retro music 

BFBS Gurkha 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C4D6 News and 

information 

BCFM 128 kbps joint stereo C6D4 Popular music 

Bradley Stoke 128 kbps joint stereo C987 Popular music 

Cyber Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Popular music 

Cyber Rock 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2E0 Rock music 

Hub Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C4D4 Popular music 

Resonance Extra 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C081 Culture 

Sam FM 128 kbps joint stereo CF92 Rock music 

Somer Valley 128 kbps joint stereo C081 Popular music 

The Breeze 128 kbps joint stereo C3BB Popular music 

Ujima Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C080 Popular music 

EPG 8 kbps E1C000D4 Packet data 

 

Cambridge launched on frequency block 7D at 194.064 megahertz (MHz) in 

September 2015 and is operated by UKRD. This multiplex is unique as it is the 

only small-scale multiplex using the Ofcom type three trial, which consists of a 

single frequency network transmitter, which is located on Hills Road in 

Cambridge and an on-channel repeater, which is located approximately three 

miles away at Gog Magog. There are currently nine DAB+ services and five 

DAB services carried on this multiplex. Eight DAB+ services are broadcast at 64 

kilobits per second using the advanced audio codec version two. The remaining 

DAB+ service is carried at 32 kilobits per second using the advanced audio 

codec version one. Four DAB services are transmitted at 128 kilobits per second 

in joint stereophonic and the remaining DAB service is carried at 64 kilobits per 

second as a low single frequency in monophonic. (Ofcom 26th September 2016 

Small scale DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 2019) 
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Cambridge mini-multiplex 

DAB Band III 

Block 7D 

Frequency: 194.064 MHz 

Operator: UKRD 

Trial Type: On-channel repeater 

Sites: Hills Road and Gog Magog, Cambridge 

On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 12: Cambridge small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Angel Vintage 64 kbps mono LSF CDC2 Popular retro music 

Black Cat Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CF9D Popular music 

Cambridge 105 128 kbps joint stereo C791 Varied speech & popular music 

Chris Country 128 kbps joint stereo CCC4 Country music 

Crackers Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDE3 Popular music 

Cyber Gold 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8E3 Retro music 

Cyber Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Retro music 

Cyber Rock 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C1E0 Rock music 

Gaydio 128 kbps joint stereo C1D4 Popular music 

HCR104FM 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CA8A Varied speech 

Resonance Extra 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D4 Culture 

Star Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C38B Popular music 

Visitor Radio 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 C4E4 Travel information 

Zack FM 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C084 Popular music 

 

Glasgow launched on frequency block 10B at 211.648 megahertz (MHz) in 

November 2015 and is operated by Brave Broadcasting Limited, formerly 

Scrimshaws Information Directories. The multiplex uses Ofcom’s trial type two, 

which operates from two single frequency network transmitters located at 

Cathkin Braes in Clydebank. The multiplex carries nineteen DAB+ and three 

DAB services. The highest quality DAB+ service is 48 kilobits per second in 

stereophonic and using the high efficiency advanced audio coding version two. 

The lowest quality DAB+ service is 24 kilobits per second and using the high 

efficiency advanced audio coding version one. The highest quality DAB service 

is 128 kilobits per second in joint stereophonic. The lowest quality DAB service 

is 80 kilobits per second in monophonic. (Ofcom 26th September 2016 Small 

scale DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 2019) 
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Glasgow mini-multiplex 

DAB Band III 

Block 10B 

Frequency: 211.648 MHz 

Operator: Nation Digital Investments Ltd. 

Trial Type: SFN (Single Frequency Network) 

Site: Cathkin Braes 

On-air: November 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 13: Glasgow small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

45 Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9E4 Retro music 

Angel Vintage 24 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CDC2 Retro music 

Celtic Music 95FM 24 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CD89 Celtic music 

Chris Country 128 kbps DAB+ stereo AAC-LC CCC4 Country music 

Crackers Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDE3 Popular music 

Cyber Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Popular music 

Delite Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD4 Music 

Gaydio 80 kbps Mono C897 Popular music 

London Greek Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C092 Music 

Matryoshka Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFD6 Popular music 

Mi-Soul 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7CD Popular music 

Nation Radio 112 kbps Stereo C454 Popular music 

Paisley FM 24 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CBE4 Popular music 

Pride Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7E4 Music 

Radio Caroline 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Popular retro 

music 

Radio Sangam 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C09C Music 

Sunrise Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CECB Culture 

United DJs 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2DD Popular music 

Visitor Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8E4 Visitor information 

Your Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFD5 Popular music 

 

London launched on frequency block 9A at 202.928 megahertz (MHz) in 

September 2015 and is operated by U.DAB. The multiplex uses the Ofcom ‘type 

two’ trial, which consists of two single frequency network transmitters. (Ofcom 

26th September 2016 Small scale DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 2019) 

These are located at Southwood Park in Highgate and Honor Oak Park in 

Lewisham. There are currently thirteen DAB+ and two DAB services on the 

multiplex. The highest quality DAB+ service is 64 kilobits per second 

stereophonic and uses the high efficiency advanced audio coding for low 

complexity, which is optimised for streaming and transmitting low bitrate audio. 

The lowest quality DAB+ service is 32 kilobits per second and uses the high 

efficiency advanced audio coding version one. The highest quality DAB service 

is 128 kilobits per second in joint stereophonic and the lowest quality DAB 
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service is 64 kilobits per second in monophonic. (Ofcom 26th September 2016 

Small scale DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 2019) 

 

London Mini-multiplex 

DAB Band III 

Block 9A 

Frequency: 202.928 MHz 

Operator: U.DAB 

Trial Type: SFN (Single Frequency Network) 

Sites: Southwood Park Highgate and Honor Oak Park 

On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 14: London small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Angel Vintage 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CBDB Retro music 

Delite Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD4 Popular music 

London Greek Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C092 Music 

LBR Digital 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C4DD Religion 

NME 1 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCD4 Popular music 

NuSound Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C091 Varied speech 

Radio Caroline 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Retro music 

Rainbow Radio 64 kbps mono C7D9 Culture 

Reprezent 128 kbps Stereo CF84 Popular music 

Resonance 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD6 Culture 

Resonance Extra 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D4 Culture 

Rinse FM 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CD90 Popular music 

Solar Radio 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED4 Popular music 

The Beat London 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFE3 Popular music 

Zone 1 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8DB Popular music 

 

Manchester launched in August 2015 on frequency block 10B at 211.648 

megahertz (MHz) and uses Ofcom’s trial type one, which uses a single 

frequency network transmitter, which is located at the top of a high-rise multi-

storey tower block named Manchester One. The multiplex is operated by 

Niocast Digital and carries nineteen DAB+ services and one DAB service. All 

nineteen DAB+ services are at 48 kilobits per second, with two using the high 

efficiency advanced audio coding version one. The DAB service is carried at 64 

kilobits per second in monophonic. (Ofcom 26th September 2016 Small scale 

DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 2019) 
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Manchester Mini-multiplex 

DAB+ Band III 

Block 10B 

Frequency: 211.648 MHz 

Operator: Niocast Digital 

Trial Type: Single transmitter 

Site: Manchester One 

On-air: August 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 15: Manchester small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Chris Country 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2D4 Country music 

Delite Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD4 Music 

Fix Radio 64 kbps mono LSF C897 Popular music 

Gaydio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C987 Popular music 

Heritage Radio 48 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 C2DA Religion 

Imagine Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C590 Popular music 

London Geek Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C092 Culture 

Love 80s MCR  48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9D9 Music 

Max 80s 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C0D5 Music 

MCR Live 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D7 Popular music 

Mi-Soul Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7CD Music 

Radio Dead 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CEDC Popular music 

Radio Diamond 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CEDD Music 

Radio Sangam 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C09C Music 

Revolution 96.2 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C49A Popular music 

Sunrise Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CECB Culture 

Trafford Sound 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFDD Popular music 

Unity Radio 48 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CE8A Music 

Vita Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C0DD Popular music 

XS Manchester 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCB2 Rock music 

 

Norwich launched on frequency block 9A at 202.928 megahertz (MHz) in 

September 2015 and uses Ofcom’s trial type one and operates a single 

frequency network transmitter located at the top of a high-rise multi-storey 

residential block named Markham Tower. The multiplex is owned and operated 

by Future Digital Norfolk. The current services carried are eighteen DAB+ and 

two DAB services. The highest quality DAB+ service is 48 kilobits per second in 

stereophonic using the high efficiency advanced audio coding version two. The 

lowest quality DAB+ service is 32 kilobits per second in stereophonic using the 

high efficiency advanced audio coding version one. The highest quality DAB 

service is 160 kilobits per second in stereophonic. The lowest quality DAB 

service is 128 kilobits per second in stereophonic. (Ofcom 26th September 2016 

Small scale DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 2019) 
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Norwich Mini-multiplex 

DAB+ Band III 

Block 9A 

Frequency: 202.928 MHz 

Operator: Future Digital Norfolk 

Trial Type: Single transmitter 

Site: Markham Tower  

On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 16: Norwich small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

45 Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCE0 Rock music 

Angel Vintage 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CDC2 Retro music 

Cambridge 105 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C791 Music & speech 

Chris Country 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCC4 Country music 

Classical 1 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2DC Classical music 

Crackers Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDE3 Music 

Cyber Gold 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8E3 Retro music 

Cyber Radio 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Popular music 

Cyber Rock 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C1E0 Rock music 

Future Radio 160 kbps Stereo CBD6 Music & speech 

NME 1 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCD4 Music 

NME 2 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6E0 Music 

Panda Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C1DF Varied speech 

Radio Caroline 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Retro music 

Radio Norwich 128 kbps Stereo CDB7 Popular music 

Resonance Extra 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D4 Culture 

Solar Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED4 Popular music 

Totally Radio 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v1 CAD4 Varied speech 

Weather 24/7 Radio 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 C9DD Weather 

Zack FM 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CBD9 Popular music 

 

The Portsmouth multiplex launched on frequency block 7D at 194.064 

megahertz (MHz) in August 2015 and operates as a single frequency network 

transmitter using Ofcom’s trial type one. The multiplex is operated by Solent 

Wireless and currently carries twenty-four DAB+ and one DAB service from a 

single 200-watt transmitter, which was originally located at Highbury College. 

However, since January 2016, the transmission site was relocated to Fort 

Widley. The highest quality DAB+ service is 80 kilobits per second in 

stereophonic using the high efficiency advanced audio coding version one. The 

lowest quality DAB+ service is 24 kilobits per second in stereophonic and uses 

the high efficiency advanced audio coding version two. The Portsmouth 

multiplex was the first out of the ten small-scale trials to carry DAB+ services. 

The DAB service is 112 kilobits per second in joint stereophonic. (Ofcom 26th 

September 2016 Small scale DAB Trials: Final report and Wohnort 2019) 
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Portsmouth Mini-multiplex 

DAB+ Band III 

Block 7D 

Frequency: 194.064 MHz 

Operator: Angel Radio 

Trial Type: Single transmitter 

Site: Fort Widley (200W) (migrated from Highbury College in January 2016) 

On-air: August 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 

 
Table 17: Portsmouth small-scale multiplex 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Atmosphere Radio 64 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v1 C7D5 Popular music 

Awaaz FM Radio 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CDC5 Culture 

BFBS Portsmouth 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C9D7 Popular music 

Chris Country 56 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v1 CCC4 Country music 

Delite Radio 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD4 Music 

Express FM 112 kbps Stereo  CA94 Popular music 

Flash 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CADA Rock music 

Gaydio 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C9C9 Music 

Metal Mayhem Radio  48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CFDC Rock music 

Radio Caroline 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Retro music 

Sam FM 112 kbps Stereo CCD6 Rock music 

Skylab Radio 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C3DD Music 

Startpoint Soul 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C1D5 Music 

The Breeze 112 kbps Stereo C6BA Popular music 

Totally Radio 64 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD4 Music 

United DJs 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C2DD Popular music 

Test channel 64 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v1 CCD3 Weather 

100% Dragon Hits 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CECF Popular music 

100% Whatever 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD6 Popular music 

60s 64 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v1 CAD3 Retro music 

 

1.6. Broadcasting (Radio Multiplex Services) Act 2017 

Before the small-scale DAB trial was implemented, local and community 

broadcasters with limited financial budgets who wanted to transmit on DAB were 

restricted due to operating costs and lack of capacity on existing multiplexes. 

Ofcom engineer, Rashid Mustapha, developed and pioneered the first 

experimental approach for small-scale DAB multiplexing. Daniel Nathan of 

Brighton’s Juice 107.2 launched the first initial small-scale trial in Brighton. (ERT 

2017) This small-scale multiplex trial ran from September 14th 2012 to January 

27th 2013. (Ofcom 5th August 2013; DCMS 4th January 2018) Using open 

source technology, the low-power trial was used to test a new cost-effective 

method for DAB transmission by demonstrating the feasibility of using software-
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defined solutions for coding a multiplexing. (Ofcom 5th August 2013) The UK 

communications regulator, Ofcom stated that these initial small-scale DAB trials: 

 

[…] took advantage of inexpensive computers, open-source software 

released by the Communications Research Centre in Canada, and a 

relatively novel ‘software defined radio’ module, to replace many of the 

dedicated hardware components used in traditional DAB transmission 

systems with lower cost alternatives. These initial trials showed that the 

new approach had the potential to significantly reduce the capital and 

operating costs of DAB broadcasting for smaller multiplexes. (Ofcom 26th 

September 2016 Small scale DAB Trials: Final report, pp.3-4) 

 

The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport along with the Office of 

Communications (Ofcom), have taken steps to allow greater accessibility and 

opportunities for local broadcasters to migrate from analogue to DAB by using 

these trials. Due to continued interest, expansion and success of the small-scale 

DAB trials, the House of Lords and House of Commons agreed to pass the 

Private Members’ small-scale Bill as Royal Assent and into law as an act of 

parliament. The Bill, which was introduced into Parliament on July 4th 2016 by 

Kevin Foster MP, who supported the need for ultra-local commercial and 

community radio stations to have access to affordable DAB transmission in a 

digital age. (ERT 2017)  

 

The Act of Parliament was passed on April 27th 2017 and is heralded as a 

significant milestone as it offers significant increased expansion for small-scale 

DAB multiplex operators in conjunction with local and community radio stations. 

The Private Members’ Bill, which is officially known as the Broadcasting (Radio 

Multiplex Services) Act 2017 allows the Department for Digital, Culture, Media 

and Sport, along with the Office of Communications (Ofcom) to create a 

regulatory regime for the licensing of local and community radio stations on 

small-scale DAB multiplexes across the UK. (Legislation.gov.uk 2017) All ten of 

the small-scale multiplexes continue to operate and broadcast a range of ultra 

local, independent and community radio stations. These multiplexes will 

continue to operate in agreement with their extended Ofcom licences until at 

least 2028. The radio industry news website, Radio Today reported that: 

 

The Small-Scale DAB Bill will enable Government and Ofcom to create a 

regulatory regime for the licensing of local commercial and community 

radio stations on small-scale DAB multiplexes across the UK. Currently 

there are 10 small-scale DAB multiplex trials in place with over 140 local 

stations on air in London, Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow, 

Portsmouth, Cambridge, Brighton, Aldershot, Bristol and Norwich. (Radio 

Today 2017) 

 

The Act of Parliament also provides the means for a vast and rapid expansion of 

local and community radio stations on DAB as mentioned in ERT online: 
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The beginning of additional local DAB capacity and the ability of local 

stations to broadcast affordably on DAB will lower the barriers to entry for 

small and new start-up commercial and community radio broadcasters. 

(ERT 2017) 

 

1.7. The roles and responsibilities of the Office of Communications (Ofcom) 

“The Communications Act 2003 […] gave Ofcom the power to operate a simpler 

and more flexible licensing regime for spectrum carrying broadcast services than 

has previously been allowed under the Broadcasting Acts of 1990 and 1996.” 

(Ofcom 29th October 2014, p.4, s.1.22) Under these Acts of Parliament, the 

Office of Communications (Ofcom) advertises and regulates analogue and DAB 

broadcast licences. (Frost 2016) 

 

Ofcom licences are defined by the availability of frequencies on the broadcast 

spectrum at any given time, geographical positioning and location of the 

transmission site and coverage limitations, for example, local, regional, national. 

“Usually a license [sic.] gives an exclusive right to operate a specific frequency 

in a specific location or geographic area and under specific technical conditions 

(e.g. power level, antenna location etc.) and other conditions such as service 

obligations and (network) build-out requirements.” (Medeisis and Holland 2014, 

p.6)  

 

Stakeholder applicants wishing to operate a DAB multiplex can apply during the 

advertised period to Ofcom for a broadcast licence. (Ofcom 2nd May 2019) If 

awarded, the licence allows the licensee to operate a specific DAB multiplex for 

a contractually agreed time period. This is usually either for several months or 

for several years, depending on the type of licence awarded. The licensee then 

sets up the DAB multiplex within the agreed timeframe. The licensee then 

contracts suitable broadcasters and data providers to provide services on the 

multiplex. (Law 2011) 

 

Even though a licensee has been awarded a broadcast licence to operate a 

specific multiplex, the same registered licensee can also apply to Ofcom during 

the advertising period for a separate licence to operate additional regional and 

local multiplexes. This is in accordance with section 52 of the Broadcasting Act 

1996. Therefore, the licensee must be awarded a separate licence to operate 

each individual multiplex. This, however, depends on the licence criteria being 

met and Ofcom’s assessment “of how well the applicants meet the […] eligibility 

criteria” (Ofcom 29th October 2014, p.7). This includes - but is not limited to - the 

“readiness to establish the service, access to suitable transmission site(s); 

provision of services; and understanding of the installation and operating costs” 

(Ofcom 29th October 2014, p.7). Apart from the BBC, which started transmitting 

its national radio services on the BBC National DAB multiplex on September 27th 

1995, the remaining multiplex operators are commercially registered companies 

or organisations with commercial interest. (Shelswell 1996) However, all forty 

BBC Local Radio services are carried on commercially operated local and 

regional multiplexes. As a result, all commercial local and regional multiplex 
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operators must reserve spare operating capacity on their multiplex to carry the 

forty BBC Local Radio services. This is in accordance with section 49 of the 

Broadcasting Act 1996. 

 

“Digital radio is covered both by [the Broadcasting Act 1990 (HMG UK, 1990)] 

and by the subsequent Broadcasting Act 1996 (HMG UK, 1996). The underlying 

powers of Ofcom are defined in the Communications Act 2003 (HMG UK, 

2003).” (Hallett 2015, p.23) 

 

1.8. Multiplex capacity management and usage 

The method of combining multiple audio and data services together using a 

single frequency is referred to as multiplexing. (Pohlmann 1995) The method of 

multiplexing allows several individual radio and data services to be combined 

and transmitted on one frequency. (Tooley 2005) This results in the digital audio 

broadcasting multiplex method being more frequency efficient compared to 

analogue radio. (Sterling 2004) Therefore, digital transmissions overcome the 

limitations and inefficiencies associated with analogue broadcasts, by offering 

greater choice of radio services to audiences, while providing enhanced audio 

quality and robust reception. (Lax 2009) 

 

Each DAB multiplex has a total of 864 capacity units (CU) available for 

allocation and transmission of radio and data services. (Future Digital Norfolk 

2015) It is in the multiplex operator’s commercial and financial interest to 

manage the 864 capacity units (CU), as efficiently as possible, while maintaining 

the licence agreement awarded by the Office of Communications (Ofcom, 

Mustapha 2013). The 864 capacity units equate to the total amount of broadcast 

space over a bandwidth of 1.536 MHz, which is available for audio and (or) data 

services to be carried on the multiplex. (Ananasso and Vatalaro 1995; Satapathy 

et al. 2014) Using the multiplex space as efficiently as possible ensures that the 

864 capacity units generate maximum revenue for the operator, while offering a 

greater choice of services to a range of audiences. (Lax 2009) Therefore, 

multiplex operators should aim to “balance the benefits of the high audio quality 

of digital radio at high bit rates against the capacity to include a larger number of 

programme services.” (Butsch and Lax 2007, p.118)  

 

Operating the multiplex efficiently should allow for more radio and data services 

to be carried on the multiplex. This usually results in the multiplex operator 

receiving higher financial revenue generated for carrying a greater number of 

services or services, which occupy a large capacity on a multiplex. It is in the 

broadcaster’s operational and financial interest to broadcast their service(s) as 

cost effectively as possible, while at the same time, providing their audience with 

sufficient audio quality of their service(s). The challenge for the multiplex 

operator and service broadcaster is offsetting financial costs against audio 

quality in the form of broadcast data bitrates. However, it appears that most 

“multiplex operators have [...] prioritised maximising the number of stations over 

sound quality.” (Butsch and Lax 2007, p.118) 
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While it was, and still remains, that case that a DAB multiplex is 

theoretically capable of delivering a small number audio services of very 

high audio quality, in practice, such an approach has not been the norm: 

More often than not, however, bit-rates are determined by the minimum 

necessary for acceptable listening, not the maximum or even the 

recommended levels for effective audio performance. (ibid.) By sharing 

out the finite capacity of a given DAB multiplex between a greater 

number of services, listeners are provided with more choice, albeit at the 

price of reduced audio fidelity. O’Neill notes the reality that, 

“broadcasters (and consumers) have tended to prefer quantity over 

quality” (ibid.). (Hallett 2018, p.240) 

 

Depending on the available multiplex capacity and to allow for efficient 

operational costs and capacity usage, some individual radio and data services 

are carried on the multiplex at a different bitrate. (Penttinen, 2015) This includes 

varying individual services between monophonic, which uses one transmission 

channel, and joint stereophonic, which uses separate, left and right, 

transmission channels. Monophonic services and services carried at reduced 

bitrates on a multiplex can potentially risk compromising audio and data quality. 

The greater the bitrate of an individual service results in greater capacity 

occupation on a multiplex and increased financial costs for the service 

broadcaster. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 2003) Lower bitrates offer reduced financial 

costs for the service broadcaster as lower bitrates occupy less of the available 

multiplex capacity. 

 

As a result, a broadcaster will pay more to a DAB multiplex operator for using 

192 kilobits per second in joint stereophonic, compared to using 64 kilobits per 

second in monophonic. This is because 192 kilobits per second occupies a 

greater multiplex capacity due to the increased bandwidth required to operate 

the service compared to 64 kilobits per second, or any other bitrate below 192 

kilobits per second. As a result, the higher the bitrate, which is the measurement 

of data information, carried on a multiplex, results in increased audio and data 

quality. (Penttinen, 2015) This is also supported in ‘the spectrum and its uses’ 

document, which states “[…] the more information a signal is to carry, the more 

bandwidth it needs.” (BBC 2006) Therefore, the higher the bitrate for an 

individual service carried on a multiplex, results in greater audio or data quality 

with increased financial costs for the service broadcaster to the multiplex 

operator. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 2009) 

 

1.9. Technical specifications of digital audio broadcasting 

DAB radio and data services are arranged in ensembles. This process involves 

multiple services that are transmitted on a digital channel via a single frequency 

network. This transmission process of combining and broadcasting multiple 

services using a single frequency is referred to as multiplexing. (Hawkins,  Blind 

and Page 2017) The digital audio feeds from each radio station are multiplexed 

through digital audio compression, thus combined, into one digital transmission, 

which all radio stations on the same multiplex have identical geographical 
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coverage area and range. The DAB radio receiver decodes these digital signals 

at the other end.  

 

Broadcasters have several options when transmitting on a DAB radio multiplex. 

This includes the option of using higher or lower bitrates. This is usually around 

60-80 kilobits per second monophonic for speech-based radio stations, such as 

BBC Radio 5 Live and 128 kilobits per second stereophonic for most music 

format stations, such as BBC Radios 1, 2, BBC Radio 6 Music, and BBC Radio 

1Xtra. However, classical music station, BBC Radio 3 has one of the highest 

bitrates of any United Kingdom DAB transmission at 160-192 kilobits per second 

stereophonic due to the wide dynamic range of classical music, which this radio 

station transmits.  

 

As mentioned in the previous section, DAB multiplex ensembles have a 

maximum total of 864 capacity units, which broadcasters and multiplex 

operators must work efficiently within these limitations. (Future Digital Norfolk 

2015) This is on a ‘sliding scale’ as increasing the bitrate for each radio station 

will inevitably increase the audio sound quality. However, this is likely to result in 

fewer radio stations being transmitted on that particular DAB multiplex, due to 

fewer bitrates available. Decreasing the bitrate will allow for a greater amount of 

radio stations to be transmitted form a single DAB multiplex, whilst decreasing 

the audio quality. These factors can also vary between multiplex transmitters for 

the same radio station. As the majority of radio stations have limited financial 

budgets, most stations opt for the cost-efficient option of broadcasting in 

monophonic compared to the more expensive stereophonic transmission. 

Stations also opt to broadcast with lower DAB bitrates rather than paying a 

higher premium rate for a higher DAB broadcast bandwidth. 

 

The communications regulator, Ofcom, is responsible for overseeing the 

allocations of AM, FM and DAB frequencies and multiplex transmissions in the 

United Kingdom. The standard DAB error correction system stabilises the signal 

to make it more robust. However, this reduces the overall total bitrate available 

for transmission. 

 

Each individual DAB service is encoded separately using a codec system. The 

codec compresses each individual linear audio and (or) data stream, which is 

transmitted from the individual broadcaster to the multiplex operator’s 

transmission site. The codec compression ensures the allocated multiplex 

capacity is used efficiently. The standardised DAB system, which is used 

throughout the United Kingdom, was developed by the Eureka 147 project. The 

standardised method combines coded orthogonal frequency division multiplex 

(COFDM) modulation and MPEG technology with linear pulse code modulation 

(LPCM). (Fischer 2010) This method takes audio and data output from 

broadcasters and converts it to digital (binary) signals, which is sent to the 

multiplex. (Street 2009) When the original DAB was first developed, it was 

based on MPEG Audio Layer II coding, which is still commonly still used in 

broadcasting throughout the United Kingdom. (World DAB 2017) 
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1.10. Allocation of DAB frequencies 

The United Kingdom uses radio frequencies allocated within ‘region 1’ of the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU). Under sections “[…] 5 and 22 of 

the Communications Act 2003 and section 5 of the Wireless Telegraphy Act 

2006 […]”, it is the responsibility of the communications regulator, Ofcom, to 

manage civilian usage of the radio spectrum in the United Kingdom (Ofcom 12th 

January 2017, p.3, s.1.8). Analogue radio frequencies for civilian use in the 

United Kingdom occupy several frequency bands on the electromagnetic 

spectrum. (Ofcom 22nd June 2017) Regional frequency assignment plans for 

long and medium wave frequency bands were drawn up by the Geneva 

Frequency Plan of 1975, while the Geneva Frequency Plan of 1984 defines 

frequency modulation (ITU 2017). The International Telecommunication Union 

low frequency (LF) band ranges from 30 to 300 kilohertz.  

 

National and local long wave (LW) radio services occupy the frequency 

spectrum range from 148 to 283 kilohertz within the low frequency (LF) band. 

The International Telecommunication Union medium frequency (MF) band 

ranges from 300 kilohertz to 3 megahertz (3000 kilohertz). National and local 

medium wave (MW) radio services occupy the frequency range of 526 to 1605 

kilohertz within the medium frequency (MF) band. The International 

Telecommunication Union very high frequency (VHF) band ranges from 30 to 

300 megahertz. National and local frequency modulation (FM) radio services 

occupy band II between 87.5 to 108 megahertz in region one of the ITU VHF 

band. (Ofcom 22nd June 2017) This includes the United Kingdom. 

 

DAB services can broadcast on a range of individual frequencies. However, the 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) very high frequency (VHF) band III 

has been agreed and is used for terrestrial DAB (T-DAB) services in the United 

Kingdom (ITU 2017). Digital audio broadcasting currently occupies the 

frequency range from 210.792 to 230 megahertz. (Ofcom 22nd June 2017) 

However, the complete frequency range that has been allocated for terrestrial 

digital audio broadcasting ranges from channel 5A on 174.928 megahertz to 

channel 13F on 239.200 megahertz. (Wohnort 2019; Electronic Notes 2017) 

Within the United Kingdom, DAB multiplexes broadcast from channel 7D on 

194.064 megahertz through to channel 12D on 229.072 megahertz inclusive, as 

of 2017. Additional allocated DAB frequency channel blocks are being 

incrementally opened up and becoming available to broadcast licence 

applications as and when required. This will allow greater DAB multiplex 

occupation in accordance with Ofcom policies and procedures. It is therefore 

likely that terrestrial DAB services will eventually occupy from channel 5A on 

174.928 megahertz to channel 7C on 192.352 megahertz and channel 13A on 

230.748 megahertz to channel 13F on 239.200 megahertz. (Wohnort 2019; 

Electronic Notes 2017) 
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1.11. Coverage of digital audio broadcasting (DAB) 

Nationally, there has been an increase in the expansion of digital radio networks 

and coverage, along with ownership of digital radio devices. (RAJAR Q1 2019; 

MIDAS Spring 2019) Approximately six-six per cent of UK adults, aged fifteen 

and over, are now able to access radio via a digital platform. (RAJAR Q1 2019) 

This equates to approximately 36.3 million adults aged fifteen and over, being 

able to access radio via a digital platform, such as DAB, television and online 

across the United Kingdom. (RAJAR Q1 2019; World DAB 2019) “Despite being 

one of the largest digital radio networks in the world, consisting of more than 

[435] transmitters, there are still some gaps in coverage.” (UK Digital Radio 

2017; Digital Radio UK 2017)  

 

Most, but not all, parts of the UK are within the potential coverage area of 

at least one local radio multiplex service. […] However, in Cumbria, 

Suffolk and parts of Scotland there is currently no local radio multiplex 

service (although listeners in these areas may be able to receive national 

digital radio services from the BBC, and/or national commercial radio 

stations from the national radio multiplex service provided by Digital One. 

(Ofcom 28th January 2015, Statement: Extending Local DAB Coverage) 

 

DAB reception in some parts of the UK, as mentioned above, remains limited, 

due to lack of multiplexes and infrastructure to carry and support the current 

DAB network. (Lax 2011) “Under a Framework Agreement signed in December 

2014, Government, local radio multiplex operators and the BBC […] agreed to 

improve the coverage of local DAB multiplexes around the UK” (Ofcom 28th 

January 2016, Extending Local DAB Coverage: Consultation on changing local 

radio multiplex frequencies and areas, p.3) “The proposed improvements 

[included], modifications to the areas that multiplexes cover, to more accurately 

reflect existing analogue editorial coverage areas; changes to DAB frequencies 

in some places; modifications to 49 existing transmitters; and 182 new 

transmitters.” (Ofcom 2019 DAB Coverage Plans) 

 

On 17th April 2019, the communications regulator, Ofcom, in accordance to 

section 50 of the Broadcasting Act 1996 (“the 1996 Act”), advertised a twelve-

year local radio multiplex licence, to provide approximately ten DAB services, or 

more if DAB+, to the Channel Islands. This new multiplex will provide audiences 

on the Channel Islands with access to local and national DAB services. (Ofcom 

17th April 2019) 

 

“DAB transmitters have been built to expand coverage of local DAB stations 

from 75% to 90% of UK households in a programme of work co-funded by local 

commercial radio stations and multiplex operators, BBC and DCMS and 

coordinated by Ofcom. Local DAB coverage is now widely equivalent to FM 

coverage of local commercial stations, meeting the DCMS local coverage 

criteria for switchover.” (Digital Radio UK 2017) As a result, local DAB expansion 

is largely complete. 
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Nationally, DAB coverage reaches approximately 90 per cent of all UK 

households, while approximately 78 per cent of all major UK roads have DAB 

coverage. (Ofcom 30th November 2017) As of 2019, 93.1 per cent of all new 

vehicles registered in the UK are sold with DAB as standard, with “56.3% of 

commercial vehicles […] with DAB as standard in Q4 2018, up from 54.5% in Q3 

and 40% in Q4 2017.” (World DAB 2019) 

 

1.12. Costs of digital audio broadcasting (DAB) 

On average, a DAB licence broadcast on a non-London multiplex for a 

monophonic service at 64 kilobits per second is estimated to be between £3,500 

to £5,000 per month. (Get Me On Digital Radio 2012) Furthermore, there may 

be additional costs of connecting the DAB service from the radio station to the 

multiplex centre. This cost would vary according to the location and the relevant 

multiplex centre and is normally charged on a ‘per kilometre’ rate. A one off 

application fee of £250 is applicable for a DSP (Digital Sound Programme) 

licence and an annual Ofcom licence fee of £100. (Ofcom 24th May 2018, Digital 

Sound Programme (DSP) Licences & Digital Additional Sound Services (DAS) 

Licences: Notes of Guidance for Applicants) A number of multiplex levy a 

marketing contribution that helps fund Digital Radio UK. This levy will vary from 

area to area, but as a rule of thumb is around £500 per month. (Get Me on 

Digital Radio 2012)  

 

As stated within the House of Lords Select Committee on Communications, 

(2010) 2nd Report of Session 2009-10, Digital Switchover of Television and 

Radio in the United Kingdom, page 37, point 111, the BBC has expressed 

concern about the financial outlook for many of the local and regional 

commercial multiplexes. The BBC called for accelerated negotiations on the 

future of local and regional commercial multiplexes. The BBC has confirmed it 

has not yet reached an agreement with commercial radio on how local digital 

coverage is likely to be extended. (House of Lords Select Committee on 

Communications 2010) 

 

If DAB technology did fail to secure itself within the competitive UK broadcast 

industry and market, it is likely to lower and damage consumer and listener 

confidence regarding this digital broadcast platform. Thus, this could potentially 

damage the reputation of many broadcasters, including the BBC, which 

continues to pioneer and invest a considerable amount of Licence Fees’ money 

into DAB technology. If, however, DAB succeeds, this will help support and 

justify future digital broadcast technologies, such as DAB+, along with 

supporting and enabling a greater range and scope of radio programming, 

programme choice, content, selection, quality, interaction and consumption for 

the listener on a national, regional and local market scale. Radio, like television, 

will require a sustainable broadcast ‘backbone’ for many years to come, to 

deliver high quality radio output and programming for the near future. “There is 

much comment on the BBC's obsession with DAB but our objectives are simple: 

ensure cost effective, universal access to our services (including the digital 
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stations) while stimulating competition and innovation which helps grows radio 

as a whole.” (BBC 2011)  

 

DAB was originally intended to support a national radio network on a national 

DAB broadcast scale and was not indented for local and regional radio 

broadcasts over smaller geographical areas, due to DAB multiplexes and 

transmission infrastructures. (Hawkins, Blind and Page 2017) For example, 

having two or more multiplexes situated in close regional and/or local proximity 

to one another, may cause the digital broadcast signal to be cancelled out or 

digital interference could occur as a result. DAB radio transmissions are more 

efficient compared to analogue radio platforms, such as FM. However, FM radio 

currently suffers with similar problem in that FM reuses its frequency cells. Take 

for example, BBC Radio 2. It is a national UK radio station, which transmits on a 

variety of analogue and digital platforms as well as online. BBC Radio 2’s 

national UK FM frequency range is officially anywhere between 88.1 to 90.2 

megahertz, meaning that for approximately one out of fifteen transmitter sites 

can use the exact same frequency channel without problems with co-frequency 

channel interference. Transmitters between the identical FM frequencies will use 

a slight variation. Therefore, transmitter A could be transmitting BBC Radio 2 on 

88.1 megahertz, while transmitter B would be transmitting the same BBC Radio 

2 output on 88.4 megahertz and finally the next transmitting site, transmitter C 

would revert back to transmitting BBC Radio 2 on 88.1 megahertz. 

 

Analogue and digital broadcasting operates on the principle of a one to many. 

As a result, digital audio broadcasting offers broadcasters cost effective 

transmission as one or more multiplexes can transmit to many people. 

As Ala-Fossi (2013, pp.103-104) highlighted that: 

 

the internet will not be able to fully replace radio broadcasting and the 

provision of sound. The fudermental reason for this is the […] economic 

factors and the cost-benefit ratio. […] Transmission remains simply the 

most cost-effective way to reach large groups of individuals at the same 

time and in real time. […] internet radio can never replace radio 

broadcasting, we also need to have the physical transmission of digital 

radio. 

 

The financial cost paid by broadcasters to multiplex operators is determined by 

the amount of data capacity bandwidth used to transmit services. Regardless of 

how many listeners listen to a particular radio service, the financial costs are 

unrelated and do not fluctuate with the number of listeners.  

 

The opposite applies to peer-to-peer networks such as fixed and mobile online 

radio streaming as these operate on a one to one basis. As a result, 

broadcasters streaming radio services via the Internet to mobile and computer 

devices will pay per Internet protocol (IP). Therefore, the greater number of 

connected listeners who stream radio services via Internet protocol (IP) will 

increase costs for the broadcaster. However, audiences still choose analogue 

radio services such as amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation 
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(FM) over digital platforms such as the Internet, television, smart handheld 

computer tablets and smartphone devices.  

 

1.13. Summary 

Current audience listening data suggests that as audience habits continue to 

evolve with the emergence of digital technology, there is increasing demand for 

listening to radio via digital platforms and devices. These include the digital 

broadcast platform of DAB, along with Internet based streaming via digital 

devices such as smartphones, voice-activated speakers and handheld computer 

tablets, laptops and desktop computers. (RAJAR Q1 2019) RAJAR data shows 

that digital audio broadcasting in the United Kingdom continues to grow in 

popularity among audiences. Out of all available digital communication 

platforms, digital audio broadcasting (DAB) is the most popular platform choice 

for audiences listening to radio. (RAJAR Q1 2019) 

 

Digital listening has reached a new record share of 56.4% in Q1 2019, 

up from 50.9% in Q1 2018, according to RAJAR Q1 2019 data released 

in May 2019 (Q1 2019). The annual growth of 5.5 percentage points to 

56.4% from 50.9% represents the strongest ever percentage point 

growth in digital listening platform share since records began. Digital 

reach increased by over 2 million listeners to 36.3 million and overall 

digital listening grew by 55.9 million hours or by 10.7% year on year (Q1 

2019). (World DAB 2019) 

 

This is “boosted by the growing popularity of digital-only stations and strong 

growth to digital listening in car and in the workplace” (World DAB 2019) The 

greatest amount of digital listening takes place on a DAB radio which now 

accounts for 40.4 per cent of all listening and 71.6 per cent share of digital 

listening, increasing by 10 per cent year-on-year. (RAJAR Q1 2019) “The 

CAP/SMMT data for Q4 2018 shows that 93.1% of new cars came with DAB as 

standard in Q4, up from 91.4% in Q3 and 88.8% in Q4 2017. 56.3% of 

commercial vehicles came with DAB as standard in Q4 2018, up from 54.5% in 

Q3 and 40% in Q4 2017.” (World DAB 2019) “[…] radio is, once again, an 

adaptable medium, capable of finding a place for itself both through, and in spite 

of, new technologies.” (Oliveira, Stachyra and Starkey; Berry 2014, p.9) 

 

The UK Radio industry has constantly responded to economic, societal, 

political and technological forces. In the last decade the BBC, 

commercial and the emerging community sector have all embraced 

digital technologies and most stations are using the internet to enable the 

audience to participate in various ways in their station and services. 

Although the take up of DAB amongst broadcasters in the UK is one of 

the highest in Europe and audiences seem to be receptive to new ways 

of listening, the jury is still out on whether DAB will be accepted as a 

viable investment long term by broadcasters or whether other emerging 

digital technologies will take its place. Whilst radio is surviving as a 

medium, increasingly terms like 'smart radio', 'enhanced radio', even 
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'visual radio' are becoming common parlance amongst radio managers 

and broadcasters. (Lister, Mitchell, O'Shea 2010, p.39) 

 

The following chapter explains the research methods and approaches that have 

been applied to elicit the data and results to address the gap in industry 

knowledge which will positively impact on the field of small-scale digital audio 

broadcasting in the UK. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Research methods & methodology 

 
1.1. Introduction 

This chapter details the research methods that have been used to generate the 

data to produce a range of detailed results and information, which aim to provide 

new industry knowledge. Justification for adopting each research method, 

framework, design, data collection process and analysis are outlined and 

explained accordingly. The research adopts a mixed method approach and 

therefore combines qualitative and quantitative methods. 

 

The qualitative method used in this research is semi-structured interviews with 

selected radio industry stakeholders that are relevant to the small-scale DAB 

sector. These interviews provide a detailed contextualised overview of small-

scale DAB along with other emerging digital platforms and broadcast methods, 

such as DAB+. This method is defined and discussed within the ‘qualitative 

research’ and ‘semi-structured interviews’ headings in sections 1.2 to 1.2.5 on 

pages 79 to 85. The second method applies quantitative research in the form of 

an anonymous audience survey, which examines respondents’ opinions, 

perceptions and threshold limitations of broadcast audio quality. This method is 

defined and discussed within the ‘quantitative research’ headings in sections 1.3 

to 1.3.6 on pages 86 to 93. 

 

This methodological framework ensures a sufficiently reliable and robust 

approach, which supports the data gathering and content analysis process. 

(Deen and Harder 1999) This framework is therefore robust, while 

simultaneously offering a level of flexibility to allow for open discussions and 

unforced, voluntary responses, while eliciting a level of emotional response from 

stakeholders and respondents. (Easterby-Smith et al. 2015) Each research 

method is defined and explained within the relevant sections of this chapter. 

Validity and reliability is assessed and examined during the data analysis 

process for each research method in sections 1.2.5 and 1.3.6 on pages 85 and 

93. 

 

1.2. Qualitative research method: semi-structured interviews 

‘Qualitative’ methods are used to answer questions about experience, 

meaning and perspective, most often from the standpoint of the 

participant. These data are usually not amenable to counting or 

measuring. Qualitative research techniques include ‘small-group 

discussions’ for investigating beliefs, attitudes and concepts of normative 

behaviour; ‘semi-structured interviews’, to seek views on a focused topic 
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or, with key informants, for background information or an institutional 

perspective; ‘in-depth interviews’ to understand a condition, experience, or 

event from a personal perspective; and ‘analysis of texts and documents’, 

such as government reports, media articles, websites or diaries, to learn 

about distributed or private knowledge. (Hammarberg, Kirkman, de Lacey 

2016, p.499) 

 

“Interviews provide a qualitative method of gathering evidence, data or 

information.” (The Open University 2014) “Qualitative research responses are 

not usually expressed in numerical terms, as might be the case with [surveys].” 

(Auer, Guralnick, Uhomoibhi 2017, p.291) Creswell (2014, p.3) defines 

qualitative research methods as, “[…] an approach for exploring and 

understanding the meanings of individuals or groups ascribed to a social or 

human problem.” Creswell (2014, p.xxiv) goes onto explain that qualitative 

research is, “Purposeful sampling, collection of open-ended data, analysis of 

text or pictures, representation of information in figures and tables, and personal 

interpretation of the findings all inform qualitative methods.” Qualitative research 

methods allow the researcher to enquire and establish possible meaning, which 

may be applied to a theory, situation or phenomenon, which has been gathered 

from the views of individuals. (Patten and Newhart 2018) 

 

To study this area of research further, views from sixteen individual stakeholders 

were collected using a narrative approach. Stakeholders were interviewed at 

length to establish their views, comments, opinions and knowledge in relation to 

small-scale DAB in the UK. (Creswell 2014) Qualitative research design and 

data collection methods commonly focus on themes concerning probability and 

unstructured information. (Berger and Lorenz 2016) Unlike formal structured 

interviewing methods, the semi-structured interview offers a greater level of 

flexibility with open-ended questioning. For example, if or when an interesting 

point or topic of conversation arose; there was, when required, the opportunity to 

explore the potential avenue of research with further questioning and 

conversational discussions. (Sreejesh et al. 2014) 

 

It is therefore important to adopt an interview structure with a flexible approach, 

which fosters the possibility of new conversational topics that the researcher 

may wish to explore at a current or later opportunity. (Sreejesh et al. 2014) The 

advantage of the semi-structured interview method is that new conversations, 

topics, ideas and aspects relating to the research topic can be discussed in 

greater detail. This approach is also supported by Galletta (2013, pp.1-2) who 

defines the unique characteristics and flexibility of the semi-structured interview 

as, “[…] sufficiently structured to address specific dimensions of […] research 

question[s] while also leaving space for study participants to offer new meaning 

to the topic of study.” Therefore, if an interesting point or topic of conversation 

arise from the stakeholder, the researcher can explore this possible avenue of 

research by further questioning and conversational discussions. 

 

McCammon and Keene (2017) also reinforced the above points by outlining the 

processes of designing and conducting semi-structured interviews. The style 
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should use “open-ended questions to [elicit] lengthy and descriptive answers 

rather than close-ended questions (those that can be answered with “yes” or 

“no”).” McCammon and Keene (2017) Questions should be asked in a non-

biased manner, to avoid leading questions. Language and vocabulary should be 

used that stakeholders “can understand, given their knowledge, language skills, 

cultural background and age […]” (McCammon and Keene 2017). The interview 

questions should be concise, specific and relevant to the area of research. The 

researcher should be mindful of the framing of each interview question to avoid 

positive or negative associations. (McCammon and Keene 2017) 

 

Semi-structured interviews were chosen [for part of this research] as they 

provide a balance between their structured and unstructured 

counterparts. In a structured interview, questions are rigid with little to no 

opportunity of deviation (Edwards and Holland, 2013) While unstructured 

interviews can take many forms (Jamshed, 2014), they generally follow 

the “flexibility is the key” rule (Edwards and Holland, 2013), as 

unstructured interviews are considered to be conversational in nature 

(Gray, 2009). The middle-ground is a semi-structured interview, as it 

provides a fixed set of essential questions (Lou and Wildemuth, 2009), 

as seen in structured interviews, but also the ability to probe responses 

and to carry on the conversational thread with additional questions; as 

one would expect to see in unstructured interviews.  (Skarzauskiene, 

Gudeliene; Williams 2017, p.401) 

 

Meadows et al. (2007, p.1) designed a “qualitative research study into Australian 

community broadcasting audiences.” In the research, Meadows et al. (2007, p.1) 

conducted, “a series of audience focus groups, interviews with individual 

listeners/viewers and station managers, and representatives of community 

groups accessing community radio and television.” Three qualitative research 

methods were used in Meadows et al.’s (2007) study. These consisted of ‘key 

people interviews’, ‘key group interviews’ and ‘focus group discussions’; the 

latter “formed the core of the study.” (Meadows et al. 2007, p.23) The 

respondents in Meadows et al.’s (2007) work were selected as they were 

already “community broadcasting supporters — otherwise they would not hear 

broadcast announcements requesting their participation.” (Meadows et al. 2007, 

p.19) NVivo software was used to analyse the qualitative data from the 

interviews and discussions. (Meadows et al. 2007) Drawing on the qualitative 

research methods used by Meadows et al. (2007), this research uses a similar 

approach, as a qualitative research method in the form of semi-structured 

interviews with stakeholders has been used in this research. 

 

1.2.1. Qualitative research: designing semi-structured interviews 

The qualitative method for this research consists of sixteen semi-structured 

interviews with industry stakeholders. This detailed background information 

provided a contextualised overview of specific areas relating to small-scale DAB. 

(Bresnen et al. 2017) The semi-structured stakeholder interviews were used to 

“create a foundation for further research” in the form of an audio quality survey. 
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(McCammon and Keene 2017) This qualitative research method allowed for the 

production of rich and detailed research data to be collated and analysed, which 

is presented in the ‘results’ section. 

 

The qualitative semi-structured interview method was used to provide a detailed 

insight relating to aspects of this research from the perspectives of each 

stakeholder. These semi-structured interviews were “used to gather focused, 

qualitative textual data. This method offers a balance between the flexibility of 

an open-ended interview and the focus of a structured ethnographic survey.” 

(McCammon and Keene 2017) This qualitative research method “can uncover 

rich descriptive data on the personal experiences of [stakeholders]. Information 

gathered during [the] semi-structured interviews can move the innovation 

process from general topics (domains) to more specific insights (factors and 

variables).” (McCammon and Keene 2017)  

 

1.2.2. Qualitative research: semi-structured interview questions 

The questions were themed around the primary focus of this research, which 

explores the future of small-scale digital audio broadcasting in the United 

Kingdom. This included questioning stakeholders that were part of Ofcom’s 

small-scale DAB multiplex trial operators, regarding their setup and operational 

processes and complications. Supplementary questions aimed to establish 

general operational costs, technical details and future plans for the stakeholder’s 

multiplex operations. This included discussing and viewing the transmission site 

and equipment that the multiplex used. 

 

Stakeholders representing community radio stations that were not involved 

during the small-scale DAB trials were questioned on their desire to broadcast 

on a small-scale DAB multiplex. The questions also focused on the potential 

concerns and offerings that small-scale DAB would provide for community radio 

stations that are looking to broadcast on small-scale DAB.  

 

Stakeholders representing national broadcasters, such as Bauer Radio Group, 

along with international organisations, such as World DAB and Internet radio 

streaming services, such as Radioplayer Worldwide were questioned on the 

wider technical and sociological impact of digital audio broadcasting. This 

included discussing previous historical DAB trials, questioning audience and 

radio industry attitudes towards DAB and establishing the global aspects of 

DAB. 

 

A series of prepared questions were put to the interviewee by the researcher. 

The research questions focused on the relevant specialist subject area in 

relation to the interviewee during each semi-structured interview. Each question 

was asked fairly in an open manner and there was ample opportunity for the 

interviewee to formulate and provide a valid response to each research topic 

and question that was asked. Careful consideration was made to ensure that 

each research question was asked in a fair and open manner to avoid 

misleading the interviewee into providing a predefined or falsified answer. 
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Therefore, the framing of each question was monitored to ensure every fair and 

reasonable opportunity was given to avoid confusion or falsified responses. (Qu 

and Dumay 2011) 

 

All research questions were carefully written to ensure accuracy, clarity and 

consistency. However, occasionally, and where applicable, some research 

questions needed to be adapted and edited to ensure the questioning was fair, 

direct and was specifically relevant to each semi-structured stakeholder 

interview. For example, small-scale DAB questions specifically applied to the 

small-scale DAB stakeholders, as these questions were relevant to them. 

Therefore, the semi-structured research questions and topics differed between 

the small-scale DAB stakeholders with the international stakeholders and the 

research analysts. 

 

The semi-structured interviews were conducted in a robust but informal manner 

to ensure a predefined topic of questioning was established with a clear 

structure of specific research questions. This included discussing the setup and 

launch process of small-scale DAB; geographical coverage of small-scale DAB; 

cost of broadcasting on and operating a small-scale DAB multiplex; available 

multiplex capacity, including the significance of DAB+; long term licensing and 

roll out of small-scale DAB; and broadcast audio quality. These questions were 

asked during semi-structured interviews with each individual stakeholder.  

 

The main semi-structured interview questions were as follows: 

 

These questions were asked to the small-scale DAB multiplex operators, as 

these were relevant: 

• What are your thoughts regarding DAB? 

• Why did you decide to setup a small-scale DAB multiplex? 

• Did you experience any delays or challenges when setting up and 

launching the small-scale DAB multiplex? If so, what were they? 

• What are the key benefits of DAB radio as a multiplex operator? 

• What impact is your small-scale DAB multiplex having on local 

audiences and communities? 

• How does your small-scale DAB multiplex geographical coverage 

compare with existing small-scale (local) analogue broadcast services, 

such as AM and FM? 

• How successful have DAB services been in the area where you are? 

• Why have some radio stations ceased broadcasting on your small-scale 

DAB multiplex? 

• Have small-scale DAB services benefitted audiences and enhanced the 

local community radio sector? If so, explain how and why. 

• What have been the biggest challenges of setting up and operating a 

DAB multiplex? 

• Why are there more DAB+ services broadcasting on the small-scale 

DAB multiplex? 
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• Do you have any concerns regarding the disadvantage is that not all 

listeners can receive DAB+ services if their DAB receiver is one of the 

first-generation radios and is therefore incompatible? 

• Which format would you encourage new and existing radios service 

customers to broadcast on your small-scale DAB multiplex, DAB or 

DAB+? 

• Why has DAB and DAB+ taken so long to get this far? 

• Compared to existing broadcast platforms, such as AM and FM, is DAB 

cost effective for broadcasters and multiplex operators? 

• What are the costs and carriage fees for broadcasting on a small-scale 

DAB multiplex? 

• What challenges will DAB and DAB+ services come up against? 

• For your experience, do listeners notice differences between DAB audio 

qualities (such as monophonic and stereophonic) and bitrates? 

• What advice would you give to other stakeholders who are planning or 

thinking of setting up and operating their own small-scale DAB multiplex? 

• Would you do anything differently on reflection, if you had the opportunity 

to setup and operate a small-scale DAB multiplex again? 

 

1.2.3. Qualitative research: selecting the stakeholders 

The qualitative research method used a series of semi-structured interviews with 

stakeholders that represent small-scale digital audio broadcasting multiplex 

operators, community radio broadcasters and radio industry consultants. A 

range of stakeholders were consulted and participated in the semi-structured 

interviews and follow-up questionnaires. The stakeholders were individually 

selected and were formally contacted to give them the voluntary opportunity to 

participate in a semi-structured interview. The stakeholders were selected on 

their level of expertise and relevance in relation to the semi-structured interview 

topic. All ten small-scale multiplex operators, that the broadcast regulator, 

Ofcom awarded licences to in June 2015 were individually contacted. (Ofcom 

2016) Of the twenty-five stakeholders that were contacted, sixteen responded 

and agreed to be interviewed. These included eight out of the ten small-scale 

multiplex operators. This is similar to Meadows et al. (2017, p.23) who found it 

challenging “[…] to attract the desired six to 10 focus group participants […]” 

which was due to “work or personal reasons which, at the last minute, prevented 

participants from attending.”  

 

In this research, stakeholders were asked if they consented to the interview 

being recorded for research purposes. At the time of conducting the research, all 

ten small-scale multiplex operators were trialling some of the most recent 

developments of DAB using cost-effective, open source technology as part of 

their local multiplex operations. This included DAB+, which was originally trialled 

on some of the ten small-scale multiplexes and has now become increasingly 

more widespread across several regional and national multiplexes, such as the 

‘National 2’ multiplex. (DCMS 2018; Wohnort 2019)  
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Out of the ten small-scale multiplex operators, two did not respond to a request 

for an interview. Therefore, eight out of the ten small-scale DAB multiplex 

stakeholders responded to the request for an interview and subsequently agreed 

to participate in this research. In addition to the small-scale multiplex 

stakeholders, a selection of community radio stations, which were not involved 

in the small-scale DAB trials were identified for this research, as these 

organisations expressed an interest to eventually broadcast their services on a 

small-scale DAB multiplex. This included senior representatives from Black Cat 

Radio in St Neots, Secklow Sounds in Milton Keynes and Wycombe Sound in 

High Wycombe. 

 

A list of the sixteen stakeholders, who participated and feature in this research is 

available in the acknowledgements section of this thesis. 

 

1.2.4. Qualitative research: conducting & recording semi-structured interviews 

The semi-structured stakeholder interviews are significant to this work, as they 

form the ‘backbone’ to this research, by providing a detailed overview of small-

scale DAB and the community radio sector. Each semi-structured interview was 

recorded in audio format, with the agreed consent of each stakeholder.  

 

Some of the semi-structured stakeholder interviews were conducted individually 

in-person, either on location, such as at the multiplex site, or in a quite office 

area. A Zoom H4N portable recorder was used to accurately record the semi-

structured stakeholder interviews, while on location. This fieldwork was useful as 

it provided a greater insight into how and where a small-scale DAB multiplex site 

operates. For example, a level of real immersive research knowledge was 

gained by witnessing and understanding at first-hand the operations of a small-

scale DAB multiplex system, while stood in a rooftop hut at the top of Markham 

Tower, which overlooks the city of Norwich. The same applied to observations of 

the Cambridge small-scale multiplex, which is located in the clock tower at ‘Our 

Lady and the English Martyrs Church’ on Hills Road in Cambridge. 

 

The remaining semi-structured stakeholder interviews were conducted 

separately through either Skype or telephone and were individually recorded 

using Myriad software via a radio studio desk. The option of conducting the 

interview via Skype or telephone was dependent on whether the stakeholder 

had access to, or a preference over the other communication platform (Skype or 

telephone), or their geographical location. The latter was a logistical, financial 

and justifiable reason for conducting some of the semi-structured interviews via 

Skype or telephone. This was due to the long geographical distances, time 

constraints and financial research limitations, as some stakeholders were based 

overseas in locations such as Australia. 

 

1.2.5. Qualitative research: data collection methods and analysis 

The semi-structured interviews were audio recorded and the data and 

information were collated through a detailed transcription method. This involved 
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playing back each interview in short, three to five second intervals and carefully 

listening to what was said and then typing the corresponding words or phrases 

into a Microsoft Word document. The process was repeated throughout each 

interview, until all the sixteen semi-structured stakeholder interviews were 

transcribed. This was a time-consuming process, as a high degree of accuracy 

was required to ensure that the collated data and thematic keyword analysis 

method was accurately captured. The transcriptions for each semi-structured 

interview can be found in APPENDIX TWO 155. 

 

Thematic keyword analysis is a search term research tool, which is used to find, 

locate and identify the frequency and popularity of specific themes, words and 

phrases that appear within a piece of text, or across several pieces of text; in 

this case, the transcriptions of the sixteen semi-structured stakeholder 

interviews. (Laviosa et al. 2017) The thematic keyword analysis method, which 

features in this piece of research, used Microsoft Word to identify the most 

common and relevant themes and phrases within the transcribed interviews. For 

example, ‘audio quality’ was typed into Microsoft Word, using the ‘find’ function. 

By typing in the specific word or phrase using the ‘find’ function, Microsoft Word 

identified how many times that specific theme(s), word(s) or phrase(s) was used 

in each interview and across the interviews. 

 

A gap in industry knowledge was identified during the semi-structured research 

process, which highlighted that the radio sector does not know where the 

threshold boundaries are between acceptable and unacceptable broadcast 

audio quality, among broadcasters and audiences. (Allen 2017) It was from this 

process of analysing the semi-structure research data, that the audio survey 

was formulated to identify and address this gap in industry knowledge. 

 

1.3. Quantitative research method: audio quality survey 

‘Quantitative’ research methods are appropriate when ‘factual’ data are 

required to answer the research question; when general or probability 

information is sought on opinions, attitudes, views, beliefs or preferences; 

when variables can be isolated and defined; when variables can be linked 

to form hypotheses before data collection; and when the question or 

problem is known, clear and unambiguous. (Hammarberg, Kirkman, de 

Lacey 2016, p.498) 

 

Quantitative methods involve the collation, analysis and interpretation of data 

from results and findings. Quantitative research focus around measurable data 

methods including statistical surveys and experimental research. Caswell (2014, 

p.3) defines quantitative research as, “[…] an approach for testing objective 

theories by examining the relationship among variables. These variables in turn, 

can be measured, typically on instruments, so that numbered data can be 

[analysed] using statistical procedures.” Quantitative research methods identify 

a sample and population, specify the type of design, collect and analyse the 

data, present the results, make an interpretation, and write up the research in a 

manner consistent with a survey or experimental study. (Caswell 2014) 
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There is a range of research dedicated to comparing different audio qualities, 

such as DAB/DAB+ with Internet radio sound quality in simulated/fabricated 

laboratory settings. (Gilski and Stefański 2017) However, none address the 

specifics of audience perceptions and threshold limitations of broadcast audio 

quality in relation to terrestrial small-scale DAB and DAB+ and the specific DAB 

bitrates in ‘real world’ listening environments. (Gilski and Stefański 2017) Most 

of the previous research studies into audio quality also admit that the audio was 

“not quite as good as using full transmission modulation and demodulation 

chains” and therefore, provided less accurate and reliable research data. 

(Associated Broadcast Consultants 2014) As a result, the United Kingdom 

community broadcast sector has so far not received sustained academic or 

government attention regarding audience perceptions and limitations of 

broadcast audio quality. However, there are many non-academic news articles 

and online forums regarding audiences’ frustration relating to poor audio quality. 

(Derbyshire 2006; Schofield 2014) Therefore, a quantitative survey method was 

designed for this research to investigate audience opinions, perceptions and 

threshold limitations of broadcast audio quality. 

 

1.3.1. Quantitative research: designing the audio quality survey 

The audio that was used in the pilot and final survey was monophonic and set at 

the same volume decibel level. This ensured a fairer comparison of audio quality 

across all the audio files, as the difference between monophonic and 

stereophonic sound quality was not being compared or measured in the survey. 

Therefore, the only difference within each pair of radio excerpts was the audio 

quality and not the monophonic or stereophonic dynamics. 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1: Screenshot view of audio survey in ‘Adobe Audition 

CC 2018’ session, a total of fourteen separate audio files were arranged in 

seven pairs, which had been directly recorded from different broadcast 

platforms. This included comparing FM with AM, DAB with FM, DAB with DAB+ 

and different DAB and DAB+ bitrates. The screenshot below shows the layout of 

the audio survey with the seven coloured pairs of radio excerpts. Each audio file 

in the same pair contained identical audio content, however, the audio quality 

differed. Each of the fourteen audio files were placed into seven pairs using an 

Adobe Audition multitrack session view file. The Adobe Audition multitrack 

session was setup for 96000 Hertz with a 32-bit depth. This ensured the audio 

recordings and playback were not compromised, as these parameters were far 

higher and greater than the recorded audio used in this survey. 
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Figure 1: Screenshot view of audio survey in ‘Adobe Audition CC 2018’ session 

 
 

To ensure consistency throughout the survey, each of the fourteen radio 

excerpts were cut to precisely 21.349 seconds and were evenly separated by 

exactly two seconds of silence before and after each excerpt. This ensured a fair 

and robust approach, as the durations and settings remained constant each time 

the audio survey was conducted. This also ensured that each time the survey 

was conducted, the audio and timings between each radio excerpt remained 

unchanged and consistent throughout. (Correia, Ciesielski, Liapis 2017) The 

audio in each pair was identical in terms of duration, the audio content, 

recording quality, settings and monophonic format; the only difference was the 

audio broadcast quality. It is important to emphasise that respondents were only 

evaluating the broadcast audio quality in each pairing and not the audio content. 

 

Each audio file was recorded directly from a domestic AM/FM and DAB/DAB+ 

radio receiver. The same equipment, setup and settings were used throughout 

the recording process to ensure consistency. This was to ensure the audio was 

reliably authentic as it was recorded from the receiver source, which is how and 

where audiences access and listen to broadcast radio. (MIDAS Spring 2019, 

RAJAR 2019) A 3.5-millimetre male stereo jack to male XLR stereo cable was 

used to record directly from a domestic FM and DAB/DAB+ receiver to a Zoom 

H4N recorder. The audio files that were recorded directly into the Zoom H4N 

recorder via the audio cable were set to the highest possible uncompressed 

resolution recording quality of 24-bit/96kHz Waveform Audio File Format (WAVE 

/ WAV), which are broadcast wave format compliant. (Zoom North America 

2019) This approach provides the highest recording quality with a clean and 

direct recording pathway directly from the output source (the radio receiver) to 

the digital recording device (the Zoom H4N). 

 

Similar to the Adobe Audition multitrack session settings, the recording quality 

settings were placed on the highest possible setting to ensure the threshold 

recording limitations were far beyond and greater than the audio source being 
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recorded. (Zoom North America 2019) For example, the highest bit rate that was 

recorded directly from the radio receiver source to the Zoom H4N for this survey 

was 192 kilobits per second. However, the Zoom H4N recorder was set to 

96000 Hertz, which is 96000 frequency wave cycles per second. (Hurtig 1988; 

Rudolph, Leonard 2001) This is equivalent to 2304 kilobits per second (96000 

samples per second multiplied by 24-bit depth (bits per sample), divided by 

1000), which is far beyond 192 kilobits per second being recorded. (Corey 2017) 

Thus, these settings are far greater than what is being recorded and will 

therefore not impede, compromise or impact the audio quality. 

 

A pair of M-Audio Studiophile AV40 ‘active’ speakers were directly connected to 

a laptop via a stereo 3.5-millimetre (male jack) to stereo RCA (male jack) cable. 

To ensure consistency and accuracy when conducting the survey, the same 

equipment and setup was used each time to play the radio excerpts to the 

respondents. The audio was played at the same audio volume, directly from the 

Adobe Audition multitrack session file view, which was running on the laptop and 

was directly connected to the external speakers via a stereo 3.5-millimetre (male 

jack) to stereo RCA (male jack) cable. This ensured that each time the survey 

was conducted with different respondents and in different environments, 

locations and settings, the audio and timings between hearing each radio 

excerpt remained unchanged and consistent throughout. (Correia, Ciesielski, 

Liapis 2017) 

 

The reason for selecting the M-Audio Studiophile AV40 ‘active’ speakers, is that 

they are built from professional and premium components that provide accurate 

sound, which is beyond the frequency range of the audio being tested in this 

survey. (Correia, Ciesielski, Liapis 2017; M-Audio 2019) Another fundamental 

reason for using these speakers, was that they were portable, which allowed the 

audio survey to be transported to different environments with relative ease and 

safety. (M-Audio 2019) Speakers, as opposed to headphones, were used when 

conducting the survey, as it more accurately replicates and reflects the way in 

which most audiences listen to broadcast radio, such as FM and DAB/DAB+ 

services. Data shows that more audiences listen to broadcast radio through 

speakers, compared to headphones and (or) earphones. (MIDAS Spring 2019, 

RAJAR 2019) Therefore, the survey was conducted in a way the best reflected 

this with speakers, instead of headphones and (or) earphones. 

 

1.3.2. Quantitative research: piloting the audio quality survey 

The survey was piloted on a total of 37 respondents. The piloting process 

ensured that the final survey was fit for purpose and was as robust as possible. 

The pilot respondents were separate from the final survey respondents and 

were not included in the final set of results. The age of the pilot survey 

respondents ranged from 20 to 92. This represents a span of 73 years with a 

median age of 59. The pilot survey settings included community centres, radio 

studios and domestic home environments. 
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Survey sheets from three respondents contained incomplete data and 

subsequently were omitted from the pilot results. As there was some confusion 

and inaccurate data collected from the final question during the piloting of the 

survey, it was decided that the description and layout of the final question would 

be refined. The final question in the pilot survey stated, “Which is most important 

to you as a radio listener? Please rank the following in order of importance; 1 

represents the highest importance; 4 represents the lowest importance.” This 

level of ambiguity resulted in inaccurate results from three of the respondents. 

For example, the word ‘rank’ was deemed to be ambiguous as three of the pilot 

survey respondents used the same number more than once. This resulted in 

inaccurate data being obtained. The idea of this final question was for 

respondents to use the numbers from one to four only once. To ensure a greater 

level of clarity and accuracy was applied to the final survey question, the 

question was rewritten with the word ‘order’ as opposed to ‘rank’. The word 

‘order’ ensured a greater level of clarity for respondents, which resulted in a 

more consistent level of accurate survey data for the final question. 

 

It is from this original pilot survey that developments and refinements were made 

to the final survey. This ensured a greater level of accurate and detailed data 

was collected. (Blossfeld, Maurice, Bayer 2016) The improvements and 

refinements included a ‘tick box’ section where respondents indicated their own 

self-rated hearing ability, either as ‘poor’ (which represents below average), 

‘good’ (average) or ‘excellent’ (above average). Although not entirely accurate, 

this indicative option helped to establish the general level of hearing ability 

across all respondents. Other developments from the pilot survey included a 

section to identify any hearing impairments that respondents may have had. 

This might have included hearing aids or tinnitus for example. These options 

had a bearing influence on the survey results to some extent. These options 

also ensured additional levels of accuracy when analysing the survey results as 

each respondent provided more data. These additional layers of information, 

such as hearing ability, aimed to some extent to replicate ‘real world’ audience 

demographics (MIDAS Spring 2019, RAJAR 2019) 

 

From the outset, the survey originally contained five different audio quality 

pairings. However, during the piloting process, areas of improvement were 

identified. As a result, there were seven pairs of audio excerpts, which featured 

in the final version of the survey. The three additional pairs enhanced the range 

of audio comparisons, which ensured a more detailed and robust approach. The 

three additional pairs of audio excerpt included the comparisons between 

different DAB and DAB+ bitrates. The pilot survey results are not included in the 

final set of results of this research study, as these are superseded by the final 

survey results. 

 

1.3.3. Quantitative research: content of audio quality survey 

As previously mentioned, all audio that featured in the survey was monophonic 

and contained identical content within each pairing. All the fourteen radio 

excerpts that featured in the survey were cut to precisely 21.349 seconds and 
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were evenly separated by exactly two seconds of silence before and after. 

Therefore, it is important to reemphasise the fundamental point that the only 

varying factor between each radio excerpt pair was the audio quality, as this was 

being analysed, and not the content. This ensured that the survey offered a 

consistently robust level of fairness and reliable representation of audio, as 

stereophonic and monophonic was an irrelevant factor that was not being 

compared in this survey. To verify and check that the audio system was working 

correctly, prior to commencing the survey, a 24.118 second excerpt of a popular 

1985 song titled, ‘Broken Wings’ by Mr. Mister was played before the survey 

commenced. This audio did not form part of the survey, as this audio was not 

being analysed in the survey results. The entire duration of the audio survey 

from start to finish was 5’54”. This includes the 24.118 second excerpt of Mr 

Mister – Broken Wings. 

 

The first two radio excerpts that featured in the survey were comparing 

frequency modulation (FM) with amplitude modulation (AM). The aim of this 

pairing was to identify the respondents’ perception of the two analogue 

broadcast platforms that are used for terrestrial radio transmission. According to 

RAJAR data for the first quarter of 2019, approximately 43.6 per cent of all radio 

listening in the United Kingdom is on an analogue platform (RAJAR Q1 2019). 

However, this figure is decreasing year-on-year according to historic and current 

RAJAR data, as more listeners are migrating from analogue to digital platforms 

(RAJAR Q1 2019). Despite this, RAJAR data shows that analogue broadcast 

platforms still attract significant audiences. This pairing is therefore an important 

part of the survey, as these two radio excerpts are used to establish if 

respondents can distinguish between the FM and AM analogue broadcast 

platforms. 

 

The second pair of radio excerpts was comparing 128 kilobits per second DAB 

with FM. This pairing was used to identify whether respondents could identify 

and (or) if they had a preference towards digital broadcast quality, in the form of 

DAB, or whether they preferred analogue broadcast quality, in the form of FM. 

The bitrate used in this example was 128 kilobits per second DAB. FM was 

compared with this bitrate, as FM and 128 kilobits per second DAB are popular 

and ubiquitous across many services. (RAJAR Q1 2019; Wohnort 2019) 

 

The following three pairs compared different DAB bit rates. Therefore, the third 

radio excerpt pairing compared 128 with 48 kilobits per second DAB, which 

represents an 80 kilobit difference. The fourth pairing was narrower in the 

comparison of DAB bit rates, as it compared 128 with 80 kilobits per second, 

which represents a 48 kilobit difference. The narrowing of DAB bit rates 

continued with the fifth pair, as it focused on 112 with 80 kilobits per second, 

which represents a difference of 32 kilobits per second. These three pairings 

were used to identify and establish respondents’ perceptions, preferences and 

threshold limitations between different DAB bit rates that are commonly used 

throughout the DAB broadcast sector. (Wohnort 2019) 
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The broadcast quality was narrowed further in the following pair by comparing 

DAB at 128 kilobits per second with DAB+ at 48 kilobits per second. The 

difference of 80 kilobits per second was irrelevant in this pairing. This is because 

DAB+ uses a more efficiently advanced codec system to multiplex (carry and 

transmit) the data, compared to standard DAB. (Hoeg and Lauterbach 2009) 

The seventh and final pair directly compared DAB+ at 48 with 32 kilobits per 

second, which represents a marginal difference of 16 kilobits per second. As 

with the previous pairings, which were comparing different DAB bit rates, it was 

also important to include and compare different DAB+ bit rates.  

 

As of 2019, there are at least eleven national, nineteen regional and 

approximately 143 localised DAB+ services broadcasting at different bit rates. 

(Wohnort 2019) The number of DAB+ services are continuing to increase. This 

is because more multiplex operators are migrating DAB services to more 

efficient DAB+ formats. For example, all services that are carried on the 

Brighton and Hove small-scale multiplex are now in DAB+ format. (Wohnort 

2019) Other multiplex operators are likely to follow this process over time, as 

migrating services from DAB and DAB+ allows for more services to be carried 

on each multiplex. Thus, increasing listening choice and the potential income for 

multiplex operators, as more paying services will be carried on the multiplex. 

This is because DAB+ is more efficient in using the 864 capacity units on each 

multiplex. (Future Digital Norfolk 2019; Hoeg and Lauterbach 2009) 

 

1.3.4. Quantitative research: selecting the respondents 

The respondents were selected based on age, hearing ability and impairments. 

This was to ensure a range of ages and hearing abilities were represented in the 

survey data to replicate radio audience demographics in the United Kingdom. 

(MIDAS Spring 2019, RAJAR Q1 2019) However, it is important to emphasise 

that this survey does not represent an accurate demographic sample, due to the 

limitations of this research. For example, for ethical reasons, it was only possible 

to survey respondents aged 18 and over, who were in a fit, able, informed and 

willing capacity to complete the survey.  

 

The respondents were invited to participate in the anonymous survey on a 

voluntary basis. The purpose of the survey was to identify the audio quality 

threshold respondents were asked to identify, which they believe is the best 

audio quality and which they prefer and why. This was purely opinionated and 

subjective, rather than objective, as there were no correct or incorrect answers 

based on prior industry knowledge or proven factual evidence.  

 

Therefore, this survey was not a scientifically accurate representation, as the 

respondents’ answers were based on their individual opinions and perceptions 

of audio quality. Nevertheless, this was an important aspect that was highlighted 

during the semi-structured interview process. During the qualitative research 

process, the radio industry had highlighted a gap in industry knowledge, which 

needed to be investigated. (Allan 2017) This would ensure that broadcasters 

could look at making informed decisions, based on this research evidence, to 
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enable them to reduce their transmission costs. This would also work twofold as 

this research evidence would also allow for multiplex operators to ensure that 

their multiplex(es) is operated at the most optimum and efficient level, thus 

maximising cost-effectiveness and profit. (Allan 2017) 

 

1.3.5. Quantitative research: selecting the environments 

The audio quality survey was conducted in different locations and environments. 

This included classroom settings, community centres, domestic home 

environments, radio studios and workplace office environments. According to 

previous and most recent 2019 RAJAR data, these environments replicate some 

of the most popular environments for radio listening, to some degree. (MIDAS 

Spring 2019, RAJAR 2019)  

 

However, it is worth noting that for ethical and safety reasons it was not possible 

to conduct the survey in a moving vehicle environment. This was because the 

survey could have been a distraction to the driver and therefore would have 

posed a risk to road users. It was therefore, it was not appropriate to conduct the 

survey in a moving vehicle on public highway roads due to these reasons. This 

is reinforced by Regan et al. (2009) as, “[…] in the real-world setting […] it is 

unethical and unsafe to randomly allocate drivers to engage in distracting 

activities while driving” (Regan et al. 2009) 

 

1.3.6. Quantitative research: data collection methods and analysis 

The anonymous data from the 155 completed respondent survey sheets were 

input onto a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Each survey sheet was cross-checked 

and verified to ensure the data that was transferred to the Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet matched each piece of data on the survey sheet.  

 

A series of ‘cross checking’ formulas were used at each data entry point. This 

method was used to verify and validate the data during the inputting and 

transferring process from the 155 survey sheets to the Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet. (Williams, Nichols, Conroy 2002; Gelinas and Dull 2008) For 

example, Excel formulas were used for each of the seven pairs of radio excerpts 

to ensure that the inputted data totalled 155 respondents for each pair. Similar 

formulas were used to validate all the data from the 155 respondents was 

inputted for information relating to hearing impairments, quality of hearing and 

environment settings. 

 

A column chart for each audio pairing was produced from the data of the 155 

respondents, which was inputted into Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The series of 

charts provides an accurate visual representation of the survey results. Further 

information can be found in the results section. 
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1.4. Research methodology 

A “[…] research methodology has many dimensions and research methods 

[form] a part of the research methodology” (Achari 2014, p.21) As discussed in 

the previous pages and sections in this chapter, the qualitative research method 

overarches and as a result, feeds into the quantitative research method. (Achari 

2014) “In practice, most researchers agree that combining quantitative and 

qualitative techniques (sometimes called “mixed method” research) produces a 

richer and more comprehensive understanding of a research area.” (Better 

Thesis 2019)  

 

The qualitative semi-structured stakeholder interviews provide a detailed 

overview and highlight several fundamental topics that generated discussions 

and required further research and analysis. (Cohen and Crabtree 2006) To 

ensure accuracy, the semi-structured interviews were audio recorded and 

directly transcribed from each audio recording. (Bryman and Bell 2015) The 

qualitative semi-structured stakeholder interviews provided in-depth research 

knowledge and discussions regarding small-scale DAB and other areas that 

were being developed at the time, including DAB+ services. Semi-structured 

interviews were selected as this qualitative research method offers a flexible 

approach that allows each individual stakeholder the opportunity to elaborate 

further and to discuss additional subtopics, as and when these present 

themselves, while at the same time providing a structural framework of set 

questions. (Bryman and Bell 2015) 

 

It was from the responses that were generated during the qualitative semi-

structured stakeholder interviews that the quantitative research method – in the 

form of an audio quality survey – was formulated. This is where the ‘mixed 

method’ research approach was formed. The quantitative survey data provided 

a set of accurate and detailed research results that identified where the 

audience limitation thresholds were in terms of what is acceptable and 

unacceptable broadcast audio quality. The quantitative audio quality survey 

provided a reliable and detailed set of data, which was presented as a range of 

chart-based results. The audio survey offered consistency and accuracy each 

time the survey was conducted, as the equipment and setup remained 

unchanged. This ensured a fair and accurate representation of the results were 

generated from the survey data. (Polgar and Thomas 2008) 

 

1.5. Limitations of qualitative and quantitative research methods 

Qualitative and quantitative research methods are often juxtaposed as 

representing two different world views. In quantitative circles, qualitative 

research is commonly viewed with suspicion and considered lightweight 

because it involves small samples which may not be representative of the 

broader population, it is seen as not objective, and the results are 

assessed as biased by the researchers’ own experiences or opinions. In 

qualitative circles, quantitative research can be dismissed as 

oversimplifying individual experience in the cause of generalisation, failing 
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to acknowledge researcher biases and expectations in research design, 

and requiring guesswork to understand the human meaning of aggregate 

data. (Hammarberg, Kirkman, de Lacey 2016, p.498) 

 

Despite the limitations of this research, the fieldwork aims to represent small-

scale DAB to a full extent, with a selection of stakeholders, which represent 

multiplex operators, radio broadcasters, community radio stations and research 

consultants. This includes radio analysts and research specialists, such as 

Grant Goddard and James Cridland, senior representatives from national 

commercial radio groups, such as Bauer Radio Group and regional 

broadcasters such as Celador Radio. Representatives from international 

organisations, such as World DAB and Internet radio streaming services, such 

as Radioplayer Worldwide also feature in the qualitative research. The selection 

of stakeholders, which feature within this research, garnered a range and depth 

of insightful knowledge relating to small-scale digital audio broadcasting. 

 

1.6. Immersion 

Immersion is the process whereby researchers immerse themselves in the data 

they collect by experiencing, reading or examining some portion of the data in 

detail. (Borkan 1999) It is from this process that I immersed myself in the 

qualitative data collected from the semi-structured interviews and the 

quantitative data collated from the audio quality survey. The immersion process 

allowed for a greater and more meaningful understanding of the research area 

to develop. During the transcription process, I listened back to the semi-

structured interviews with the sixteen stakeholders and considered their 

viewpoint and ways-of-thinking. 

 

Once the transcription process was complete and verified through listening to 

the audio recordings and reading back the data to ensure accuracy and 

consistency, the qualitative data was analysed using thematic analysis. This 

involved identifying the relevant themes and areas that are relevant to this 

research topic. These were identified by the frequency, which relates to the 

number of times a specific phrase(s) or word is mentioned or discussed. For 

example, ‘cost’, ‘coverage’, ‘small-scale DAB’, ‘Ofcom’, ‘DAB+’, ‘audio quality’ 

and so on. 

 

However, McElwee and Smith (2015, p.131) identified a potential flaw for bias, 

prejudice and a possible personalised perception or view as, “A weakness of 

[this] methodological approach is that the researcher’s [understanding] differs 

from that of the researched.” Over time this knowledge base developed into a 

pre-emptive capacity or nuanced perception themed around small-scale digital 

audio broadcasting through a process of crystallisation. (Donnermeyer 2016) 

 

1.7. Crystallisation 

Crystallisation temporarily suspends the process of examining or reading the 

data (immersion) in order to reflect on the analysis experience to identify and 
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articulate patterns or themes noticed during the immersion process. 

“Crystallisation refers to the practice of ‘validating’ results by using multiple 

methods of data collection and analysis.” (Maree and Van Der Westhuizen 

2009, p.35) These dual processes of immersion and crystallisation continued 

until all the received data was examined and meaningful patterns, themes and 

theories emerged, which can be articulated and substantiated. (Borkan 1999)  

 

The crystallisation process provides an opportunity to reflect on the in-depth and 

detailed level of collated data, before the data analysis process. Crystallisation 

in this research is achieved by applying the qualitative semi-structured 

interviews from the sixteen stakeholders and the quantitative audio survey data 

from the 155 respondents. This approach of crystallisation increases the 

credibility of the study. (Maree and Van Der Westhuizen 2009) Therefore, a 

variety of patterns and themes emerged during the data analysis process that 

were relevant to small-scale digital audio broadcasting. The crystallisation 

process also considered “[…] multiple and conflicting voices, and differing and 

interacting interpretations […]” from the qualitative research methods, which 

consisted of the sixteen semi-structured interviews with stakeholders. (Maree 

and Van Der Westhuizen 2009, p.35) “Crystallisation provides us with a 

deepened, complex, thoroughly partial, understanding of the topic” (Richardson 

in Janesick 2000, p.392; Maree and Van Der Westhuizen 2009, p.35) 

 

1.8. Reflexivity 

Reflexivity is where the researcher turns “a critical gaze towards themselves” 

(Finlay and Gough 2003, p.3). It is “an attitude of attending systematically to 

the context of knowledge construction, especially to the effect of the researcher, 

at every step of the research process.” (Malterud 2001, p.484)  

 

Reflexivity is valuable in that it draws attention to the researcher as part 

of the world being studied while reminding us that those individuals 

involved in our research are subjects, not objects. By being reflexive we 

acknowledge that social researchers cannot be separated from their 

autobiographies and will bring their own values to the research and how 

they interpret the data. (Lumsden, Bradford and Goode 2019) 

 

Being a reflective researcher and (or) practitioner is important to ensure critical 

self-awareness, which deepens and reinforces new and existing knowledge with 

a deeper understanding of the area of research. (Day 1999; McGregor 2011) 

The reflexivity process has been applied throughout each research stage, “from 

design through to data collection, analysis, dissemination, and application.” 

(Lumsden, Bradford and Goode 2019) The research process from the initial 

outset through to completion has had an impact on the researcher. This was 

because my extensive and current professional practice, which spans the 

community, commercial and public radio sectors have increased my awareness 

of aspects that relate to this research topic. For example, it was becoming 

increasingly apparent that the emergence of digital audio broadcasting (DAB) 
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was having an impact on the radio sector, as audiences could access more 

terrestrial broadcast radio services in digital quality. 

 

However, there was also a situation that had immerged during the initial stages 

of this research, as the radio sector and audiences had not fully migrated from 

analogue to digital radio devices. Therefore, as a researcher and radio 

practitioner, I wanted to research and discover the reasons why this was and to 

what extent was DAB impacting the UK radio sector and audiences. Due to my 

professional radio practice, I was able to make an informed and logical choice 

when selecting this emerging and contemporary topic of research.  

 

Additionally, this research – combined with my professional radio practice – 

provides a unique insight and perspective that reflects contemporary DAB 

practices such as DAB+ and incorporates field research work with the relevant 

policy framework literature, such as the Ofcom small-scale DAB trials, which 

launched in 2015. Therefore, I was critically aware of the importance and the 

impact of this contemporary research, as several significant DAB and digital 

radio ‘milestones’ were achieved while conducting this research. For example, 

Ofcom developed a small-scale DAB trial during 2015, to test the feasibility of 

digital audio broadcasting at a localised level across ten small-scale multiplexes. 

DAB+ services were tested in 2013 and launched in the UK in January 2016. 

(Cridland 2016) “The first regular service to use DAB+ in the UK was by a small 

scale trial, and some trial multiplexes already carry rich multimedia content 

including logos, slideshow and EPG which can be displayed by some newer 

receivers such as car infotainment systems, and a growing number of handheld 

and portable receivers.” (Ofcom 26th September 2016, Small scale DAB trials: 

Final report, p.24) 

 

DAB coverage in the UK reached 97% of the UK population in 2016, with 

the BBC continuing work on its national network to increase coverage. A 

second national commercial network, Sound Digital, launched earlier in 

2016, which led to an additional 18 stations going on air nationally, some 

of these using DAB+ audio encoding. (Ofcom 2016, The International 

Communications Market 2016: Radio and audio) 

 

Furthermore, RAJAR data showed that the digital share of all radio listening in 

the UK was reached during the first quarter (Q1) of 2018. (RAJAR Q1 2018) As 

of the first quarter (Q1) of 2019, 56.4 per cent of audiences are now listening to 

radio services via a digital device, compared with 43.6 per cent of audiences 

who remain listening via an analogue radio receiver. (RAJAR Q1 2019) 

Therefore, RAJAR data shows that the number of audiences listening via a 

digital platform is increasing, while listening via an analogue radio receiver is 

gradually declining. 

 

Reflexivity has also had the reverse impact on the researcher. Therefore, not 

only did the professional radio practice provide an opportunity to make an 

informed choice for a suitable research topic; but the designing, conducting, 

analysing and the immersion of the research data, has increased my knowledge, 
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awareness and understanding of digital audio broadcasting (DAB). This is 

especially evident in the specialist areas that are associated with the research of 

small-scale DAB, which includes spectrum allocation, multiplex processes and 

audio bit rates, among others. Practicing a reflexivity approach throughout this 

research has developed an awareness and has allowed for a deepening of 

knowledge with a greater level of understanding to be established regarding the 

initial developments and the delivery of the small-scale DAB trials. 

 

However, it is important to highlight that “Reflexivity is also challenging to do. It 

requires huge efforts on the part of the researcher to identify and interrogate 

personal and professional practices. There is also some uncertainty and 

confusion about how reflexivity should be defined and practiced – with examples 

of reflexivity poorly conceived and/or executed.” (Finlay and Gough 2003, p.1) 

 

1.9. Research ethics: processing of information and data 

The research was conducted in a thorough, robust and professional, unbiased 

manner with due credit attributed to all parties involved to ensure integrity. 

(O'Donohue et al. 2013) This includes ensuring all quantitative survey data from 

the 155 respondents was anonymised and held in a safe, secure and 

responsible manner.  

 

Official acknowledgement and credit has been given to the authorship of data 

and their ideas. There were no financial and (or) professional conflict-of-interests 

that were identified during this research. 

 

Considerations were given to all ethical issues an appropriate approval sought 

and received from all relevant stakeholders. Additionally, the research conforms 

to the professional codes of conduct, where appropriate. The research draws 

upon effective record keeping, correct and secure storage of data in line with 

confidentiality, stature and University policy. See APPENDIX SIX, page 310 and 

APPENDIX SEVEN, page 316 for further details. 

 

Information and data research methods are conducted where appropriate and 

applicable specifically for the purpose of this piece of research. Collated 

information and data is securely stored and used in a responsible manner in 

accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. All information and research data 

provided by consenting individuals and organisations will be destroyed once no 

longer required. However, the published data and information contained within 

this written piece of research work will remain, unless otherwise stated or 

requested for removal by an individual that is named or identified in this work. 

 

Personal details including private and confidential information, such as personal 

contact details and financial details of individuals or organisations were not 

requested or held as this information is irrelevant and is not required for the 

purposes of this research. Information and data is securely held and used only if 

stakeholders and respondents consent and agree with their data and information 

being used for the purposes of this research. 
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The research includes a range of industry stakeholders from relevant external 

organisations. Stakeholders have agreed to be named in the semi-structured 

interviews and elsewhere within this written thesis. All other information, 

including respondents have been conducted in anonymised conditions 

throughout. However, where appropriate and applicable unidentifiable 

information may be used in this work, such as age, which may appear alongside 

other relevant anonymous information and data. “Anonymised data contains 

nothing that has reasonable potential to be used by anyone to identify 

individuals: the link had been irreversibly broken.” (Eckstein 2003) 

 

Informed consent was obtained prior to commencing the research using a 

written consent form. The consent form advises stakeholders of the scope of the 

research and how the information and data that they provide will be used. 

Respondents and stakeholders were informed of the purpose, methods and 

intended possible uses of the research, what their participation in the research 

entails and what risks, if any, are involved. 

 

Consenting stakeholders and respondents have participated in a voluntary 

fashion, free from any coercion. There is no bribery and no corruption. There are 

no monetary, no financial benefits, nor capital gain for participating in any 

research, including, though not limited to, interviews, surveys and (or) 

questionnaires. Therefore, no money or financial legal tender was exchanged 

between any parties including individual stakeholders and (or) organisations. 

The collation, use and presentation of research data is independent and free 

from any political influence or interest and free from conflicts of interest and 

partiality. This research included stakeholders and respondents aged 18 and 

over, who were in ‘an informed’ capacity. 

 

All research data is collated and used accurately and where appropriate. This 

includes using research data honestly, fairly, objectively, and responsibly. All 

research data is used in accordance with relevant and current disciplines, laws, 

legislations, regulations and standards. This includes, though is not limited to, 

the Data Protection Act 1998, the Human Rights Act 1998, the Freedom of 

Information Act 2000, the Statistics and Registration Services Act 2007, the 

Equalities Act 2010 along with the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and the 

Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999. 

 

Under the Data Protection Act 2018, individual stakeholders participating in this 

research have the right to request a copy of their data that is held about them, 

by making a subject access request. (Information Commissioners Office, ICO 

2019) For example, if a stakeholder wishes to request a copy of their specific 

audio recording, which contains their voice. Every effort will be made to obtain 

all relevant pieces of information requested, providing this is in accordance to 

the Data Protection Act 2018. (Information Commissioners Office, ICO 2019) 

This will not apply to any respondent who participated in the audio quality 

survey, as all data was anonymous throughout and is therefore unable to be 
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identified, linked or attributed to any specific named individual. Please refer to 

the appendices for further details. 

 

1.10. Summary 

This research uses a mixed method approach to obtain accurate and detailed 

information to build upon existing research and foster new knowledge. The 

mixed approach draws upon qualitative research results from semi-structured 

stakeholder interviews with quantitative research data from the audio quality 

survey while being underpinned with a range of relevant literature. The 

stakeholder interviews provide a comprehensive insight and discussion 

regarding the challenges and the current situation of digital audio broadcasting 

focusing mainly in the United Kingdom. 

 

The listening survey was formulated in direct response to the stakeholder 

interviews, which highlighted a gap in knowledge regarding listeners’ opinions, 

perceptions and threshold limitations of broadcast audio quality. The survey 

provides original contribution to knowledge by identifying these limitations of 

specific broadcast audio quality.  

 

The quantitative audio quality survey method was designed not only to 

complement the qualitative semi-structured interview data by investigating 

further into the reasons ‘what’ and ‘why’ audiences liked, in terms of broadcast 

audio quality, but also to explore other research aspects. This included 

understanding broadcast audio quality threshold limitations; establishing if 

audiences prefer the audio quality on different broadcast platforms such as 

analogue (FM) and digital (DAB); and DAB with DAB+. The quantitative audio 

quality survey method has provided suggestions on how community 

broadcasting stations can reduce their transmission costs and carriage fees on a 

DAB multiplex. This is often achieved by reducing the bit rate, but without 

degrading the audio quality to a noticeable level. However, prior to this research, 

there was little evidence to suggest where audience threshold limitations were in 

terms of broadcast audio quality and if audiences preferred or could identify one 

audio quality over another. For example, DAB at 128 kilobits per second, over 

DAB+ at 48 kilobits per second. (Meadows et al. 2007) 

 

The qualitative audio quality survey was particularly important to address the 

gap in industry knowledge and to establish where audience threshold limitations 

are and provide useful feedback to the community radio sector. This research 

has already allowed community radio stations, such as Black Cat Radio and 

others, to make informed decisions on the best means to reduce their 

transmission costs and carriage fees on a DAB multiplex, which is based on the 

research evidence provided from this work. (Meadows et al. 2007)  

 

Ethical aspects have been considered and applied throughout the research 

process of data collection and analysis. This includes anonymising the survey 

data, as identifying or harvesting individuals’ data was irrelevant, as personal 
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data has no impact to the findings and is therefore not required as part of this 

research. 

 

The following chapter provides a range of qualitative and quantitative results. 

The results were generated directly from the semi-structured stakeholder 

interviews and the 155 respondents, which participated and completed the audio 

quality survey. The quantitative results from the audio quality data is displayed in 

a series of relevant bar charts. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Results 

 
1.1. Introduction 

This chapter includes transcription excerpts from the qualitative research 

method, which used semi-structured interviews with a range of stakeholders. 

The transcription excerpts are themed around keyword analysis searches, which 

have been used to identify fundamental aspects relating to this research. 

Therefore, these themes relate to the research topic and create wider impact of 

knowledge. Quantitative research data from the audio quality survey, in which 

155 respondents were collated as part of this study, are presented towards the 

end of this chapter. 

 

1.2. Qualitative research: Semi-structured interview results 

A range of aspects relating to digital audio broadcasting (DAB), including small-

scale DAB and DAB+ was discussed with various industry stakeholders. A total 

of sixteen stakeholders were interviewed as part of this research. The 

stakeholders represent aspects of the digital radio industry including; multiplex 

operators, local and community radio broadcasters and radio membership 

organisations. Several key themes were identified during the interview process 

as several themes emerged throughout the discussions through reoccurrence. 

These included discussing; the setup and launch process of small-scale DAB; 

geographical coverage of small-scale DAB; cost of broadcasting on and 

operating a small-scale DAB multiplex; available multiplex capacity, including 

the significance of DAB+; long term licensing and roll out of small-scale DAB; 

broadcast audio quality. 

 

These themes were identified using keyword analysis, which is discussed in the 

previous chapter. The keyword(s), including similar keywords relating to the 

same topic, are bolded to assist in identifying each specific keyword theme. 

These are identified and listed below in a non-hierarchical order. The entire 

transcriptions are listed in APPENDIX TWO, page 155 for context and 

reference. 

 

The research interviews were recorded in audio format and included a range of 

industry stakeholders, which represented multiplex operators, analysts and 

representatives from the wider radio sector. It is important to emphasise that 

these transcriptions are written as they were recorded in spoken word. 

Therefore, there may occasionally be conversational and informal terminologies 

used in parts of the interview dialogue, which will appear in the written 

transcriptions. 
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1.2.1. Setup and launch process of small-scale DAB 

Keywords: launch, launched, launching, setting up, setup 

 

Ash Elford, Director of Angel Radio in Portsmouth, Solent Wireless Trustee and 

operator of the Portsmouth small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

Being on digital audio broadcasting does not have to be difficult. It took 

Angel Radio sixty-nine days from being awarded the licence from Ofcom, 

to being on-air. Historically, the larger multiplexes can take significantly 

longer, possibly over two years, to launch. Angel Radio could have 

launched within four to five weeks. However, as Angel Radio is a 

registered charity and is run by committed volunteers, it was challenging 

to arrange suitable people to oversee the installation and launch of the 

small-scale localised multiplex. That was really the only slight delay that 

was experienced. Most of the other small-scale localised multiplexes 

were launched within three months of being awarded their Ofcom 

licence. Many of those groups had limited experience of digital audio 

broadcasting. The technology that is powering these small-scale 

localised multiplexes is reasonably straightforward. 

 

As the multiplex operator, we do the hard work for the individual radio 

stations. As far as the individual radio stations were concerned we 

posted them a Raspberry PI or an Odroid, which is a simple and cost 

effective computer, which is approximately the size of a cigarette packet, 

a USB soundcard, which plugs into the Raspberry PI or Odroid, which, 

with an Ethernet cable, plugged into a router, then the radio stations 

were ready to broadcast using digital audio broadcasting. Apart from 

that, the radio stations do not do any setting up. As the multiplex 

operator, we do everything for the radio stations. Anyone who can plug in 

and set up a DVD player can get their radio station or studio on digital 

audio broadcasting. From the radio station perspective, it is very simple, 

there is nothing to be scared about. It is a simple case of plug and play. 

 

The traditional way of launching radio station on digital audio 

broadcasting took a lot of time because these stations had dedicated 

data circuits to the multiplex centre from their studio. Most radio stations 

had fully redundant systems and everything was running on industrial 

computers with lots of rack space being used. Radio stations could not 

launch quickly as a result. This traditionally took approximately three 

months from setting up and launching on digital audio broadcasting. 

Whereas a small-scale localised multiplex system allows radio stations to 

set up and broadcast on digital audio broadcasting within a day. There is 

no need for an engineer to visit. 

 

Dan Overy, Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and operator of 

the Bristol small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 
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There were no delays in setting up and launching the Bristol multiplex. 

What Celador discovered is that some of the smaller community stations 

do not have the technical in-house capabilities in order to set up the 

digital audio broadcasting services. Therefore, Celador assisted with this 

process. 

 

David Duffy, Managing Director and Co-owner of Niocast Digital in Manchester, 

operator of the Manchester small-scale DAB multiplex, The Radio People 

Broadcast Radio Consultants stated that: 

 

There have been a few challenges along the way during the setting up 

and operational processes of managing the multiplex, but there was 

nothing that we could not overcome. These challenges are reasonably 

small and insignificant. Over the trial period we have had a few outages. 

However, we had the remote equipment, which has allowed us to restart 

the transmission equipment very quickly. We thought that the turnover of 

services would be at a higher rate of three or four months and relatively 

short, but in fact the service turnover rate on the multiplex has been very 

low. Since the trial began, I believe only two broadcasting services have 

come off of our Manchester multiplex. These were in DAB+. One of the 

broadcasters had financial difficulties and the other had coverage 

problems. These have been replaced with other DAB+ services. 

 

Dean Kavanagh, Director at 107.5 Switch Radio, operator of the Birmingham 

small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

To be fair the whole process of launching the Birmingham multiplex trial 

has been smooth. We had originally thought that when Ofcom awarded 

us the licence, we had limited knowledge about digital audio 

broadcasting. We completed all of the installation ourselves. We believed 

that process would be quite difficult. However, it was a smooth process. 

The problems that we actually encountered came from external factors, 

such as Openreach or BT who are relatively well known for having the 

occasional problem. From our perspective the process has been 

relatively straightforward. The whole launch process from setting up and 

launching took a couple of months. A lot of the processes such as the 

works approval and access to the transmission sites, which is on a high-

rise tower block was included in the application. It was a requirement by 

Ofcom that the application with this information included. The 

administrative processes were complete by the time we were awarded 

the multiplex trial licence. It was then process of setting up the 

equipment, which took a couple of months with various waiting times for 

specific pieces of equipment to arrive. Ofcom stipulated in the application 

process an upper limit of 12 weeks from being awarded the licence to 

launching the multiplex. I believe we completed our launch within eight 

weeks, by which time Ofcom attended the multiplex to sign it off and we 

launched in mid-September 2015. 
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All those previous technical barriers that stations and service providers 

would have experienced in terms of launching on frequency modulation 

have disappeared. For smaller, localised and niche radio stations digital 

audio broadcasting delivers a significant role. 

 

Nick Beer, Head of Projects and Development at BFBS/SSVC and operator of 

the Aldershot small-scale DAB multiplex stated: 

 

The original small-scale DAB setup all went relatively smoothly. We were 

not overly impressed by some of the conditions that Ofcom had applied 

to the trial, although we understand why they did it. However, overall it 

went quite smoothly.  

 

I do not believe we would have done anything differently in terms of 

launching on the national DAB platform when we did. I think we may 

have looked to see if we could have got someone else to fund the 

platform for a while. I think we cease broadcasting on the national DAB 

multiplex a bit early, but I was always very clear in my opinion that DAB 

was not the only platform. 

 

Paul Smith CBE, Founder and Chairman of Celador Radio Limited, Bristol stated 

that: 

 

Celador Radio has not faced any challenges while setting up and 

operating the small-scale multiplex. We installed the equipment and that 

was it. 

 

1.2.2. Benefits of broadcasting on small-scale DAB 

Keywords: benefit, benefits 

 

Dan Overy, Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and operator of 

the Bristol small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

The benefits of small scale localised digital audio broadcasting is 

increased audio quality, better metadata, this includes ‘now playing’ and 

radio station logo, album music display information on radio receivers 

that supports this feature and choice for the listener. From a business 

perspective, running a small-scale localised DAB trial allows for a 

potential revenue stream and a means of influencing the way that this 

technology could transform the digital radio marketplace in the United 

Kingdom. 

 

Daniel Nathan, Co-founder and Chairman of Juice 107.2, Chief Executive 

Officer at Totally Radio and operator of the Brighton and Hove small-scale DAB 

multiplex stated that: 
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I do not believe digital radio is about making the transition from analogue 

to digital. Instead I think the benefits for digital audio broadcasting is 

potentially offering listeners incremental new services. That is a 

reasonably strong benefit. When it comes to promoting radio we need to 

be more imaginative and except radio is broader than just a broadcast 

signal to traditional domestic radio receiver, radio is broader than that. 

There are valid reasons to promote listening. Digital radio is therefore, 

not about promoting the analogue to digital switchover transition. 

 

David Duffy, Managing Director and Co-owner of Niocast Digital in Manchester, 

Operator of the Manchester small-scale DAB multiplex, The Radio People 

Broadcast Radio Consultants stated that: 

 

One of the benefits of digital audio broadcasting is radio stations that 

migrate to DAB and have to surrender on the frequency modulation band 

will create space on the FM band. The question then is what is Ofcom 

going to do with that space. That is a potential positive moving forward. 

From our point of view in operating and managing the Manchester 

multiplex is to get as many new and diverse services on the multiplex as 

possible. Therefore, as multiplex operators, we have taken a particular 

view, that we see it as an ecosystem. Whilst there is no requirement on 

us or any other multiplex operator to create diversity on that multiplex, I 

think we have done that to the best that we can and that is why all 28 

services on the Manchester multiplex are DAB+. That is similar to the 

Brighton and Portsmouth multiplex operators, who have also pushed 

DAB+. The reason why we have chosen to carry DAB+ services on the 

Manchester multiplex, is that it allows services to occupy less space on 

the multiplex. This means we can bring more services on board, which 

means listeners benefit from a greater choice. It also means that we can 

amortise the cost of running the multiplex across a large number of 

stations. Therefore, the cost of entry for a service onto our multiplex is 

relatively low. Pro rata, compared to the larger local Manchester 

multiplex, we are probably 1/20th of the cost of the equivalents of running 

on their multiplex would be for any service. That is why we have 

attracted services that are not simply community and small commercial 

radio stations, we have attracted Internet Radio stations and also a large 

number of spontaneous creations. These consist of stations that never 

existed before this multiplex trial and have been specifically created for 

this trial. 

 

Dean Kavanagh, Director at 107.5 Switch Radio and operator of the Birmingham 

small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

The benefits and advantages of digital audio broadcasting is that it 

allows listeners an incredible amount of choice. I believe that is very 

important to people. For example, my wife told me she had started 

listening to LBC, which prior to DAB, she would never have considered. 

LBC is only available on DAB, television and online in Birmingham. The 
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range of services that are available in Birmingham on DAB, whether that 

is on the small scale localised multiplex or the national multiplexes, 

listeners are spoilt for choice. In some parts of the country where there 

has previously been little competition, and then suddenly multiple 

services become available on DAB, broadcasters have to up their game 

to compete in this new market. From a technological perspective, digital 

audio broadcasting provides easy access for smaller service providers to 

broadcast. For example, Starpoint Soul, which was originally an Internet 

only radio station that is carried on our multiplex. They saw how the 

developments of the localised multiplex would benefit them. 

 

The benefit of DAB+ compared to digital audio broadcasting is a more 

enhanced error correction processing algorithm. For example, if listeners 

are more likely to hear a DAB+ service compared to a DAB service. The 

UK radio industry has approached digital audio broadcasting in the back 

to front way, where DAB+ has been feared for so long because the 

industry believe the majority of listeners cannot receive DAB+ services 

and it will become commercial suicide. However, since the introduction of 

DAB+ services on the small scale localised multiplexes, the industry and 

listeners are beginning to embrace this piece of latest technology. 

 

Grae Allan, DAB Radio Director at Bauer Radio stated that: 

 

From a commercial point of view, the next benefit of digital radio from a 

broadcasters’ point of view is the ability to save on multiple transmission 

costs of being on multiple platforms. Scaling up on IP would be very 

expensive but being able to close some, if not all, of AM and FM would 

deliver significant savings the BBC as well as the commercial radio 

sector. Everyone is always looking at the ‘bottom line’. The growth in 

listenership is not going to be a massive change in the industry as we 

already have very high listenership figures. The way to improve business 

performance would be to reduce our cost base. One of those savings will 

be able to turn off our analogue AM and FM transmission at some point 

in the future. DAB and IP delivery will both exist. They have their 

individual merits. It is the combination taken together that is the value 

from a consumer point of view; largely in terms of choice and more 

consistent quality and from a broadcasters’ point of view is the ability to 

avoid all this multiple simulcasting that we have been doing for that past 

ten to fifteen years or more. It makes cost effective financial sense in the 

medium to large broadcaster sectors to migrate analogue platforms onto 

digital platforms. 

 

James Cridland, Radio Futurologist, consultant and Managing Director of 

Media.Info stated that: 

 

One of the benefits of DAB is that it uses a single frequency network. A 

single frequency network allows multiple transmitters covering an area 

instead of just one. The benefits of that allows many more radio services 
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to be transmitted on the same frequency and giving a robust and reliable 

coverage to that area. So, instead of having to switch the FM dial to find 

the best signal for a particular radio station as you drive around, DAB 

addresses all of that by broadcasting multiple radio services on a single 

frequency. The single frequency networks that the Eddie uses is fine for 

national, regional and large local radio stations. However, a small-scale 

local radio station that may cover a small town on DAB may struggle 

because there has been, up until now, no way forward to get small-scale 

radio stations onto DAB, because the only way forward up until now is to 

be on a large regional transmitter, which will cost a considerable amount 

of money. So benefit of the new piece of legislation, is that now allows 

small-scale radio stations to potentially operate their own cost-effective 

broadcast transmitter, and that means that small-scale broadcasters can 

become available on DAB alongside the larger national services.  

 

One of the benefits of DAB, is listening by selecting a radio station via its 

name, is vastly under estimated within the radio industry. 

 

That is one of the benefits of DAB+, is that there is no horrible ‘bubbling 

mud’ sound and the squeaks and everything else, DAB+ audio fades 

away, which is a real benefit. 

 

DAB has some benefit in that you can actually broadcast data as well as 

audio on there, but actually that is the much more interesting part of 

radio is heading. 

 

Lawrence Galkoff, General Manager at Radioplayer Worldwide stated that: 

 

DAB+ benefits the listener with better quality and more services. DAB+ 

benefits the broadcaster as it reduced the costs. So what is not the like 

about DAB+? Well if you are a listener if you have a radio that does not 

have DAB+, you might not be so keen, but DAB+ compatible radio 

receivers are not that expensive and as of 2010, DAB+ is standard 

across all DAB receivers. 

 

Certainly from a commercial point of view, the commercial stations have 

seen the benefit of DAB+ services. For example, Jack FM was one of the 

first services that were not on small-scale DAB multiplex but they went 

on DAB+ in Surrey when they realised actually they could move into 

stereo on those transmitters, they probably were not going to lose too 

many listeners by going onto DAB+ and they would save some money. 

So it made sense for them and they have stayed on DAB+ so it is 

obviously working for them. 

 

Nick Beer, Head of Projects and Development at BFBS/SSVC and operator of 

the Aldershot small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 
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In terms of small-scale DAB, it presented us with the benefits of 

community FM with the ability to broadcast more than one service in that 

coverage area without some of the more onerous aspects of community 

FM that would have made that unviable in those locations. In other 

words, having a studio in the region, et cetera. We are always keen to 

look at the technology development across all the things that we do, so 

there was that bit of it as well, but we could really see and we continue to 

see many, many opportunities when hopefully small-scale DAB goes to a 

full licensing model, hopefully in 2018. We can see quite a few locations 

where we would really want to expand our services. 

 

The benefits of DAB include a significant increase of services available 

to the listener, which is key. As an audio engineer, I am bound to say 

that it provides listeners and operators with additional capacity and 

functionality. DAB, relatively speaking, allows a quick entry into an area. 

We have a digital sound programme service (DSPS) licence so therefore 

if we want to do another one, it’s a relatively straightforward thing to do. 

There are the technical clearances to do, but we do not have to go 

through these additional onerous things that would apply if we were 

operating it on FM as a community licence. They have their place and we 

have no issues over the requirements of community licence, we fully 

understand and support them, but that is not a relevant solution to us in 

some locations, and small-scale DAB allows us to do that in a much 

more efficient way. 

 

Paul Smith CBE, Founder and Chairman of Celador Radio Limited, Bristol stated 

that: 

 

Forgetting small-scale DAB for a moment, the only benefit that DAB has 

in general is that the analogue airwaves are congested and there is 

insufficient space for any more terrestrial radio stations in the UK on 

analogue. Therefore, if there is a demand for more stations, and there is 

a little demand for them at the moment, then the only solution, at this 

stage, is to have DAB. 

 

Steve Potter, Director at Cambridge 105 and representative from the Cambridge 

small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

For us, I think small-scale DAB has been a benefit. Certainly, given that 

we have not really incurred any significant costs. We have had to pay for 

the DSPS (digital sound programme service) licence and we have had to 

pay PPL. However, the overall costs are nothing really because we 

received a contribution from UKRD for our side of the deal, so probably 

for the nine months overall, I think the overall cost was £350 or so and a 

lot of time. 
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1.2.3. Challenges of small-scale DAB 

Keywords: challenge, challenges, problems, issues 

 

Daniel Nathan, Co-founder and Chairman of Juice 107.2, Chief Executive 

Officer at Totally Radio, Operator of the Brighton and Hove small-scale DAB 

multiplex stated that: 

 

The biggest challenge one weekend was there was an electrical storm 

and the adjacent transmitter mast, that belonged to our ISP was hit by 

lightning, which took out the connectivity for three to four hours. That was 

probably one of the biggest single challenges. I believe some of our 

equipment was damaged as a result of the lightning strike. However, it 

was nothing terminal. But that was probably the biggest single challenge 

once the multiplex was up and running.  

 

David Duffy, Managing Director and Co-owner of Niocast Digital in Manchester, 

Operator of the Manchester small-scale DAB multiplex, The Radio People 

Broadcast Radio Consultants stated that: 

 

One of the challenges is that if you have not got easy access to the 

equipment, then the reliability of that equipment is paramount. We have 

been reasonably lucky, as we have only had a few outages since the trial 

began. However, gaining access, because we had to set the trial up 

quite quickly and we had to fit in to get the trial launched within three 

months, it is not really what we would want. The DAB transmission 

equipment in effect is on the roof. Therefore, every time we want access, 

there is a 24-hour notice required, which is not ideal, so if there is an 

outage for one reason or another, that can be quite problematic. All of 

the multiplex trials were provided with a similar flight case, filter and an 

antenna by Ofcom. However, like some of the other small-scale localised 

multiplex operators, we purchased additional equipment, which allows us 

instant remote access to the transmission equipment, should anything go 

wrong. For example, we have remote capabilities for restarting the 

equipment. 

 

Matt Deegan, Co-founder and Creative Director of new media and radio 

consultancy at Folder Media, MuxCo DAB multiplex representative, Founder and 

Station Manager of Fun Kids and Co-founder of the Next Radio conference 

stated that: 

 

The challenges for radio for all platforms is that there are a lot more 

interesting things to do on a lot more devices than there were ten to 

twenty years ago. The battle is for consumers’ time. Radio is incredibly 

lucky, until the late 1990s, if consumers wanted free music, the only 

place you could get it was on the radio. Now clearly that is not the case 

anymore. Audiences are not stopping listening to the radio; they are just 

listening to less of it. Radio needs to work hard to ensure that it keeps 
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creating new and interesting products for new and young audiences. 

Fundamentally the content that audiences are consuming on phones is 

YouTube, Spotify and social media and other aspects are taking their 

time. I do not think that is a particular failure of any radio product, that is 

just the nature of the world and society shifting and changing. It is similar 

among younger audiences as they do not consume as much broadcast 

television compared to previous generations because the nature of their 

lifestyle and the devices that they have available to them, means that 

they consume more on-demand television. 

 

1.2.4. Cost of broadcasting on and operating a small-scale multiplex 

Keywords: cost, expensive, inexpensive 

 

Ash Elford, Director of Angel Radio in Portsmouth, Solent Wireless Trustee and 

operator of the Portsmouth small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

The small-scale localised multiplex trial, which was introduced in 2015, 

was based on low-cost technology. 

 

Dean Kavanagh, Director at 107.5 Switch Radio and operator of the Birmingham 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex 

 

There is considerable cost for installation, operation and wireless 

telegraphy licensing of a localised frequency modulation transmission 

service. Digital audio broadcasting does not attract these costs because 

the transmission is extracted away from the broadcaster and 

responsibility transmission lies with the multiplex operator. Digital audio 

broadcasting is relatively inexpensive for most broadcasters and service 

providers if they are to occupy a suitable capacity and bitrate. 

 

Dr Lawrie Hallett, Owner of Future Digital Norfolk and operator of the Norwich 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

I am not privy to what Arqiva charges stations on its multiplexes, but it 

would be in the region of tens of thousands of pounds, around £40,000 

to £50,000 per year. Now, is that worth the money in a sparsely 

populated county such as Norfolk? If we have approximate 200,000 

people within the coverage of our DAB transmitter, maybe the Arqiva 

multiplex that covers Norfolk has double that, so it might have half a 

million, but for two and a half times the amount of listeners, are stations, 

such as Jazz FM, really going to pay ten, fifteen, twenty times as much 

money per head, they are unlikely to. I do not believe it is viable. That is 

why stations like Jazz FM are not on those countywide multiplexes, as 

they are too expensive. The small-scale localised DAB multiplexes offers 

a lower cost approach, but it still has to cover its costs. 
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Steve Potter, Director at Cambridge 105 and representative from the Cambridge 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex stated: 

 

There is a limited amount of spare capacity on the multiplex and the 

licensing costs need to be factored in. At the moment, PRS (Performing 

Rights Society) do not charge us any additional costs for broadcasting on 

DAB, as long as we simulcast our FM output. If we change our output on 

DAB, then we start to incur costs with PRS and possibly the costs with 

PPL (Phonographic Performance Limited) would also change. We could 

run DAB as a separate broadcast service, however, we would incur 

additional costs. 

 

1.2.5. Importance and impact of small-scale DAB 

Keywords: importance, impact, significant, significance 

 

Nicky Ness, Director of Forces Broadcasting and Entertainment for Forces 

Network at BFBS/SSVC, Chalfont St Peter stated that: 

 

The small-scale DAB was originally setup as a technical trial. What we 

have learnt is that some of those quid pro quo deals are actually very 

valuable to us. As small operators try to find audiences, I think anyone 

who is operating radio at any level; it is all about finding audiences. DAB 

is a platform that helps broadcasters do that. There is the challenge 

around DAB and DAB+ and the radio receivers that people have and 

when they have to rescan, which does not help. As a platform to find 

audiences, particularly when you are weighing up costs per head and 

certainly for us the national DAB platform per head calculations was 

ultimately led us to the decision to cease broadcasting on the national 

DAB multiplex. We are a niche service and those sums never added up 

and we could just see the national costs escalating. They were really 

‘eye watering’ from our perspective and it was very hard to justify why we 

were spending the money. 

 

1.2.6. Geographical coverage of small-scale DAB 

Keywords: geographical, coverage 

 

Ash Elford, Director of Angel Radio in Portsmouth, Solent Wireless Trustee and 

operator of the Portsmouth small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

Angel Radio wanted to expand the existing frequency modulation 

coverage because prior to digital audio broadcasting, Angel Radio had a 

low powered FM transmitter, which was based in the town of Havant. 

This only gave Angel Radio the coverage to approximately 40,000 adults 

aged 15 years and over. Digital audio broadcasting allowed Angel Radio 

to greatly enhance the coverage area. 
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During the process, digital audio broadcasting allowed Angel Radio to 

greatly expand its coverage area. Angel Radio is also on small-scale 

localised mini multiplexes in Brighton, Bristol, Birmingham, Cambridge, 

Norwich, Woking and Aldershot, London, among others. Digital audio 

broadcasting has therefore enabled Angel Radio to expand the coverage 

area by approximately two to three million adults, at relatively low 

financial costs. This is particularly good news as Angel Radio is a 

registered charity and careful consideration is made to how money is 

spent. The Ofcom small-scale localised multiplex trial was a great way of 

being able to do that. 

 

As digital audio broadcasting allows multiple radio stations to be carried 

on a multiplex using one frequency, rather than one radio station on one 

frequency with FM, coverage areas can be more generous than they 

would otherwise be on frequency modulation. 

 

The Portsmouth multiplex operates using one transmitter. However, 

digital audio broadcasting can operate using a network of transmitters on 

the same frequency to fill in the coverage by using several smaller 

transmitters to make the overall signal stronger. Coverage is only as 

good as the multiplex transmission site. Fortunately, the Portsmouth 

multiplex transmitter is located at the top of Portsdown Hill. Therefore, 

any location that is within line of sight of Portsdown Hill should be able to 

receive digital audio broadcasting services from the Portsmouth 

multiplex. The key to having good coverage is being on the tallest site 

that is closest to the area you want to cover. 

 

Finally, over recent years, vehicle manufacturers have introduced DAB 

radio receivers as standard in most new cars and DAB radio coverage 

has improved. As a result, there are very few digital audio broadcasting 

‘deserts’, where there is little or no coverage available. As the saying 

goes, ‘height is might’. Therefore, having good coverage to begin with is 

the key to success for a multiplex operator. 

 

Dan Overy, Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and operator of 

the Bristol small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

For regulatory reasons, the local DAB multiplex that Fire Radio is on 

covers as far as Weymouth and beyond. It is therefore approximately five 

to six times greater than the coverage area of the frequency modulation 

licence. However, the multiplex coverage is pointless as the on-air 

content is aimed at Bournemouth and Poole, and Weymouth has no 

connection with the area that Fire Radio covers on FM. The long-term 

idea is to broadcast Fire Radio on a small-scale localised digital audio 

broadcasting multiplex, which would provide the equivalent FM 

coverage. At the moment the financial costs and the increased coverage 

are just prohibitive for us. 
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The beauty of small-scale DAB is that it is localised. When Celador gets 

the relocation of the transmission site in Bristol approved by Ofcom, the 

multiplex will cover the city centre of Bristol. The multiplex will not quite 

match Celador’s ‘The Breeze’ radio station’s frequency modulation 

coverage. However, in the future if Celador were to install another DAB 

transmitter somewhere in Bristol, we would match that coverage. 

Whereas, if The Breeze radio station in Bristol were to transmit from the 

Arqiva local multiplex it would cover Bristol and Bath and parts of south 

Wales as well, which is too large a coverage area. 

 

Daniel Nathan, Co-founder and Chairman of Juice 107.2, Chief Executive 

Officer at Totally Radio, Operator of the Brighton and Hove small-scale DAB 

multiplex stated that: 

 

Digital audio broadcasting and frequency modulation is not directly 

comparable. This technology is still at a trial stage. It was interesting to 

see how it worked. As it happens the DAB multiplex is using the same 

mast as our FM service. The frequency modulation coverage reaches 

further. However, at no point did we think the small-scale localised DAB 

multiplex would match frequency modulation coverage like for like. That 

was not part of the plan. However, there are ways in which we can 

enhance our small-scale localised multiplex with small low-cost filling 

transmitters. That is something that I hope will be allowed when the 

service is fully licensed in 2018. 

 

David Duffy, Managing Director and Co-owner of Niocast Digital in Manchester, 

Operator of the Manchester small-scale DAB multiplex, The Radio People 

Broadcast Radio Consultants stated that: 

 

I believe that none of the multiplex trialists that I have spoken to are 

satisfied with the coverage footprint. My biggest concern and I have 

expressed this, is that the same repeat problems that have haunted 

community radio for the previous ten years could present themselves 

here. What happened with community radio is that everyone was 

awarded 25 watts horizontal and vertical transmission power, and one 

transmission power is unsuitable for all. As we have discovered there is 

approximately somewhere in the region of 244+ community radio 

stations that are licensed across the United Kingdom and they suffer 

from the same problems that DAB will and could suffer from if DAB is 

introduced in the same way. Manchester is very different to Cambridge, 

which is very different to Portsmouth, that is our concern. We completed 

extensive coverage testing, which, similar to the other multiplex trialists, 

we were universally dissatisfied with our coverage experience. That is 

something that is going to come out in the consultation in due course. 

 

Dean Kavanagh, Director at 107.5 Switch Radio and operator of the Birmingham 

small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 
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We have received very few complaints about the digital audio 

broadcasting services that we provide. We have received a few minor 

complaints regarding coverage. It appears from the correspondences we 

have received, listeners, broadcasters and operators would like more 

coverage. The services we lost from our multiplex was Point Blank and 

Scratch, which was primarily due to internal aspects regarding their 

equipment costs they had to replace in the student station. However, we 

do not know the specific details. Overall, most services and stations are 

happy to be carried on our multiplex and they have not made any 

suggestions that they are struggling. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting gives service providers and broadcasters the 

capacity to reach more people. DAB introduces a level of 

professionalism and credibility. Our frequency modulation coverage area 

completely overlaps the DAB transmission area. In terms of transmission 

DAB does not really do a huge amount for us. However, DAB is a brilliant 

marketing tool that the broadcasters can state on air. 

 

Grae Allan, DAB Radio Director at Bauer Radio stated that: 

 

Local DAB coverage is nearly there in terms of FM equivalents. 

However, I do not believe the national DAB coverage is equivalent to FM 

at present. The BBC may feel they need to reach the same coverage of 

FM on DAB, but it is a big challenge to reach that. I do not believe the 

commercial sector at a local level is going to move significantly further 

down the coverage aspect. Similarly in the way that relay transmitters 

have been added to expand the FM coverage in certain geographical 

areas over time, DAB relays maybe added over time. The majority of 

listeners, it is in car around the periphery of the service area that is the 

biggest challenge at present. I do not believe DAB+ changes that. What 

we cannot afford to do is to alienate audiences that have been listening 

on DAB for years. Therefore, we need to understand what the proportion 

of radio receivers are in the marketplace that are DAB only before we 

can even contemplate converting everything into DAB+. It is one thing 

the new operators to come along and start using DAB+, that is fine as 

there is no risk involved in doing that. Migrating existing DAB services to 

DAB+ is the challenge because operators and broadcasters risk 

disenfranchising listeners at that stage and coverage will not solve that 

problem.  

 

There appears to be a reluctance to make the move to digital only radio 

platforms at present. However, I understand from a national perspective 

that getting fully national DAB coverage, which is equivalent to FM is 

going to be a challenge. 

 

James Cridland, Radio Futurologist, consultant and Managing Director of 

Media.Info 
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Coverage remains an issue in some parts of the UK. I actually find DAB 

pretty good in the car now, unless I am driving around more remote 

countryside areas such as Devon. But certainly places right across the 

south-east, I have never had a particular issue. When I was listening to 

national radio, I think local radio is a little bit harder, but the increases in 

transmitter coverage are going on all the time. There has recently been 

some increases in Cornwall and Hull and I am sure that those will 

continue because it is important to make sure that you have a good 

signal so that people can pick it up without any interference. 

 

One of the particular interesting things that Norway is doing and it’s 

European law is that they are covering tunnels with decent DAB 

coverage, and it is special DAB coverage because you are there in the 

tunnel driving along and if something happens inside the tunnel they can 

cut into the broadcast and inform you what is going on. 

 

There is a big difference between population and geographical coverage. 

To change that figure of 97 per cent FM coverage and make that a bit 

higher means an awful lot more money needs to be invested in additional 

transmission networks. 

 

Dr Lawrie Hallett, Owner of Future Digital Norfolk and operator of the Norwich 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

In terms of reliability, FM and DAB are both very similar. However, 

confusion with reliability and coverage should be avoided. As a listener, 

a DAB radio receiver either receives and decodes the DAB signal or it 

does not. Therefore, DAB is either receivable, in which case it is pretty 

much fine, or you do not receive it. The thing about our FM signal is that 

it reaches a long way, but by the time you are a little way out of Norwich, 

the signal becomes weak. I think listener’s perception of our FM signal is 

that it has the ‘graceful decline’ where the signal gradually fades as it 

becomes weaker, until it is no longer receivable by an FM radio. 

However, DAB has the problem of what we refer to as the ‘digital cliff 

edge’ where the signal suddenly stops and becomes unlistenable once 

the signal becomes weak. If you compare the reliability against our 

coverage, and beware that it is not a fair comparison as you are 

effectively comparing apples against oranges, so it is not a fair 

comparison, but effectively the coverage of Future Radio’s FM goes 

slightly further, but at the point of where it goes slightly further, it is not 

necessarily a very strong signal. The DAB signal is broadly speaking, I 

would say is a good signal over in excess of 90 per cent of Norwich. 

There is a small area towards the south-east of Norwich, which is behind 

a hill, where the signal cannot sufficiently penetrate. However, we intend 

to operate an additional transmitter to fill in that gap, but the FM is better 

in that area because the aerial is slightly higher and FM signals are 

better at going around obstructions, compared to DAB signals. In 
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general, in reliability terms, both FM and DAB are pretty reliable; there is 

not much in it. 

 

1.2.7. Multiplex capacity, including the significance of DAB+ 

Keywords: capacity, multiplex capacity, available, DAB+ 

 

Dan Overy, Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and operator of 

the Bristol small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

DAB+ is an effective and efficient way of using the available bandwidth 

that multiplex operators have. Celador are looking to reposition the 

transmitter site to gain a greater coverage in Bristol. That is currently 

awaiting Ofcom approval. If and when that happens, Celador will 

reassess the services that are carried on the Bristol multiplex to include 

some DAB+ services. An example of a multiplex using DAB+ is 

Manchester and Portsmouth. Most of their services are DAB+. However, 

it is not something that Celador are currently doing, but that is likely to 

change.  

 

If Celador had the opportunity to launch the small-scale localised 

multiplex trial again, we would have started with DAB+ services from the 

outset. However, this technology was unavailable at the time. Using 

DAB+ allows more radio stations to occupy the multiplex as DAB+ uses 

lower bandwidth and the audio quality remains relatively unchanged. 

Looking back at the small-scale localised multiplex trial, I believe we 

could have launched from a more prominent transmission site in the 

middle of Bristol to get better coverage. The trial has run smoothly and I 

do not believe we would change anything else. 

 

Daniel Nathan, Co-founder and Chairman of Juice 107.2, Chief Executive 

Officer at Totally Radio, Operator of the Brighton and Hove small-scale DAB 

multiplex stated that: 

 

If it comes down to a measure of demand for carriage, then it is difficult 

to say if small scale localised DAB multiplexing has been successful in 

terms of the amount of listening to services on these multiplexes. A 

number of them are quite a niche Minority interest services. They are 

nice to have, but there is no official way of measuring audiences unlike a 

direct internet broadcast with a return path; it is very difficult to assess 

what listening is like.  

 

Dr Lawrie Hallett, Owner of Future Digital Norfolk and operator of the Norwich 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

Because a DAB multiplex can be reconfigured so that the services can 

be changed in terms of audio quality and capacity, we could see, the 

possibility of running additional services on our Norwich multiplex. So for 
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example, in conjunction with the annual Norfolk and Norwich Festival, 

not for this year, but for example, for next year, we can envisage offering 

a service, which said, ‘okay we can offer more coverage of the festival, 

by offering an additional radio service’, they could operate a short-term, 

‘pop-up’ festival radio service, which could be run in conjunction with 

other broadcasters. It is entirely possible if we and other local 

organisations could make it commercially viable. We would need to work 

out what it would cost, who would do what, and how much we could 

charge. 

 

Matt Deegan, Co-founder and Creative Director of new media and radio 

consultancy at Folder Media, MuxCo DAB multiplex representative, Founder and 

Station Manager of Fun Kids and Co-founder of the Next Radio conference 

stated that: 

 

We are seeing more multiplex operators and broadcasters feeling 

comfortable launching DAB+ services. The reason they are launching 

DAB+ services is that these use less capacity and therefore it is cheaper 

for them to get on DAB. There is a bit of trade off at present, where the 

percentage of active DAB+ radio receivers is still a bit of a ‘question 

mark’ at the moment. My feeling is that it is nearly fifty-fifty. If you launch 

a DAB+ service it means it will be cheaper for you to get on-air but half of 

the DAB radio audiences cannot receive the DAB+ service, so that is a 

challenge. The other aspect we are seeing develop is the continued 

growth in choice. Depending on how you count it, there is on the verge of 

one hundred radio stations on DAB in London. There is so much great 

content and choice, which is why radio is an incredibly strong platform. 

 

1.2.8. Long term licensing and roll out of small-scale DAB 

Keywords: long term, long-term, longer term, licence, licensing, roll out, future 

 

Dan Overy, Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and operator of 

the Bristol localised small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

The long-term idea is to broadcast Fire Radio on a small-scale localised 

digital audio broadcasting multiplex, which would provide the equivalent 

FM coverage. At the moment the financial costs and the increased 

coverage are just prohibitive for us. 

 

Dean Kavanagh, Director at 107.5 Switch Radio and operator of the Birmingham 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

These upfront costs are likely to be made back over the long-term 

operation of the multiplex. It depends on the locality and the amount of 

DAB services that are carried on the multiplex. It mostly depends on 

what the final licensing framework will look like. It is likely that community 

radio stations will be encouraged into DAB if the multiplexes are 
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operated in a non-profit way by the long-term framework. We have 

encouraged local radio stations, and in particular community radio 

stations, to consider operating their own multiplex or at least 

broadcasting on DAB. 

 

Dr Lawrie Hallett, Owner of Future Digital Norfolk and operator of the Norwich 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

FM remains the dominant listening platform across the UK, but the 

number of people listening on DAB is increasing and as the popularity of 

DAB increases, Future Radio does not want to be left as one of the small 

stations, which is only on FM because in the long term FM will decline 

and will degrade people’s listening. 

 

Nicky Ness, Director of Forces Broadcasting and Entertainment for Forces 

Network at BFBS/SSVC, Chalfont St Peter stated that: 

 

[…] for me the way I see small-scale DAB going, particularly if the 

licensing around it is going to be less complex than community FM or 

commercial FM then there would be a clear winner. I do not think you 

can look at the platform on its own. I think you have to look at the other 

options and opportunities and then what goes around in terms of red 

tape and treacle, licensing, reporting around that particular platform. 

Therefore, we are taking a keen interest in the consultations that are on-

going at the moment with Ofcom. 

 

I am very interested in how the small-scale DAB trials evolve because 

community FM is so complicated at the moment in terms of the way that 

it is bound up in law, if there is an easier way to get that coverage and at 

the moment we have to wait for a window to open if we want to open a 

new community FM station or do something differently as we would have 

to wait for the Ofcom licensing window. I am sure all of this will 

eventually change. My gut feeling is that small-scale DAB will have a part 

to play in community radio of the future and I think that is only a good 

thing. I think small-scale DAB sits in parallel with the system to operate 

community radio changing and becoming easier and less bound up in 

regulation, reporting and all of the other processes. 

 

Paul Smith CBE, Founder and Chairman of Celador Radio Limited, Bristol stated 

that: 

 

Celador Radio decided to be part of the trial because the introduction of 

the small-scale DAB, if indeed it happens because there is no legislation 

governing it yet, will as a long term plan, is probably inevitable for 

certain. The operators of the other small-scale multiplexes and 

broadcasters cannot possibly afford to be broadcasting on regional DAB. 

It is also pointless because DAB does not currently serve our listeners 
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properly. Therefore, an infinitely cost effective and more concentrated 

way of delivering DAB is the only solution if we have to be on DAB. 

 

What we are concerned about is checking whether or not DAB is an 

effective and reliable system for delivering audio signals over the 

airwaves, and it is and has been proven to be so. In that aspect, it is 

useful, but we are not using DAB yet because it has not been formally 

licensed long term. However, that process is likely to happen in the next 

twelve to eighteen months, but as yet we are unclear about when the 

government will proceed to formally licence it. 

 

There is no question about it; you do not need to look very deep in the 

licensing of DAB in the United Kingdom to see that there is almost an 

absolute monopoly through Arqiva. There was an opportunity for Ofcom, 

DCMS (Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport) and the 

Government to in someway correct that dominance in the DAB 

transmission market when national digital network ‘D2’ (the second 

national commercial multiplex) was introduced. There was a very brave 

organisation applying for that, which Celador Radio have nothing to do 

with by the way, to offer an alternative to Arqiva. However, a consortium, 

including Arqiva were granted the licence and that is a grave mistake. 

Ofcom had a duty not to award the licence to Arqiva. 

 

Steve Potter, Director at Cambridge 105 and representative from the Cambridge 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

I think longer term, and which is more important, is online streaming. 

Certainly, for the medium to long term, FM is still going to remain 

relevant. 

 

1.2.9. Broadcast audio quality 

Keywords: audio quality 

 

Dean Kavanagh, Director at 107.5 Switch Radio and operator of the Birmingham 

small-scale DAB multiplex stated that: 

 

I believe listeners care more about choice of services and content, rather 

than audio quality. As long as the services do not sound terrible, I believe 

the advanced audio coding (AAC) codec allows us to carry DAB+ 

services without reducing the audio quality at lower bitrates. Listeners 

would much prefer choice rather than absolute crystal clear, CD 

equivalent or 320 kilobits per second mp3 equivalent sound quality. 

Listeners do not really care that much. 

 

The audio quality is good. However, DAB audio quality is not as good as 

frequency modulation, which is one of the drawbacks that listeners are 

likely to say. Despite this, the average listener in reality is unlikely to 
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significantly care that much about audio quality. Therefore, I do not 

believe that sound quality will be a hindrance to the progression of digital 

audio broadcasting or DAB+. 

 

The only aspect where DAB needs to develop compared to frequency 

modulation is the audio quality. However, I do not believe this is a 

significant concern for the public, provided that what they hear is of 

suitable and reasonable quality. 

 

It could be argued that very few people who listen to DAB radio in a car 

significantly care about the audio quality. The vast majority of ambient 

vehicle noise is from the motion of driving. In terms of the average 

vehicle user and listener they are unlikely to significantly care about 

audio quality, particularly in vehicle. 

 

Grant Goddard, Radio media analyst and consultant stated that: 

 

People do not care so much about audio quality. One of the reasons for 

this is because an increasing amount of people stream audio.” 

 

Grae Allan, DAB Radio Director at Bauer Radio stated that: 

 

If it is pure entertainment and it is something there in the background 

while the listener is driving, making breakfast, washing or doing whatever 

it is that they are doing, the audio quality has to be about a certain level. 

With an increasingly sophisticated audience, then digital matches FM for 

these purposes. AM is the odd one out and yet it still has listeners that 

listen to music on AM. However, there is no question that once quality is 

above a certain point, that is all that matters. This is not a high fidelity 

medium; it is a broadcast medium that is designed to have a very wide 

appeal rather than a specialist appeal. There is no money radio if it is in 

a niche. It has to have a broad appeal and at that point quality only takes 

you so far. It is the quality of the content and the breath of content and 

choice that is available, which is the real driver for listening. 

 

Listeners do not care about audio quality. Bauer successfully run the 

majority of our services nationally in mono. We would much rather 

broadcast our services in stereo, but instead we broadcast in quality 

mono. This is because the radio experience is not a high fidelity 

experience. It is not people sitting down in their front room equally 

spaced between two speakers or even sitting in front of a ‘ghetto blaster’. 

Radio is something that is part of listeners’ living and lifestyle 

environments. Whether it is a box in the corner of the room with one 

speaker or ten speakers it is not the primary function for the vast majority 

of people. The detailed bitrate is one aspect that broadcasters have to 

use for their services. Therefore, BBC Radio 3 uses more bandwidth 

than Classic FM uses more bandwidth than our AM simulcast services. 

There are no wrong or right answers in all of that, despite the nonsense 
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that gets talked by the audiophiles about all of this. It is whatever works 

for the majority of the broadcasters target audience that is the only 

decision that need to be made as far as it rates are concerned. There are 

all sorts of combinations of bitrates. 

 

Listeners struggle to tell the difference in audio quality on a standard 

DAB radio receiver. Listeners want to hear the content. As long as the 

quality is not distracting to them, listeners will continue to listen 

regardless of the bitrate or whether the audio transmission is in mono or 

stereo. It is more challenging in vehicles as listeners are in a fixed 

orientation between two or more speakers, which is when stereo image 

has a certain value. However, it is only when listeners miss this feature 

that it becomes a problem. The compromise that we have found at the 

moment is operate quality mono services and so far that has been 

successful for us in building audiences across all of our brands. 

 

There is such a wide spectrum of opinion and sensitivity relating to audio 

quality. If you get audiophiles in a room, you are likely to find that only 

the highest bandwidths will do. If you get genuinely average radio 

listeners in a room, you are likely to find that you can go much lower 

before the audio becomes a ‘turn off’ for them and this is the threshold 

we are interested in finding. Not to work at the threshold, but to know 

where it is and operate above that threshold. We currently have Magic 

Chilled running at 32 kilobits per second in DAB+. We have not received 

any audio quality complaints about this service. We believe that 24 

kilobits per second in DAB+ is beginning to get to the threshold margins. 

However, 32 kilobits per second in DAB+ is reasonably robust. Solo 

speech can be problematic, but we are a music-based network, so that is 

not really an issue for us. 112 kilobits per second in DAB works really 

well, as long as the source material is good quality. If you have 

compressed source material, for example, MPEG to play the music in the 

studio, then you need a larger bandwidth in the broadcast chain, 

because it is the combination of those two factors that determines the 

quality. That is why conducting tests is such a difficult thing to do 

because you have to assess your source material as well as the 

broadcast channel. Those who have done it, and I have played a part in 

it over the years, it is a pretty thankless task. You move forward in small 

steps. In practice, 112 kilobits per second in DAB is now adequate if the 

studio production systems are to a high standard.  

 

James Cridland, Radio Futurologist, consultant and Managing Director of 

Media.Info stated that: 

 

What we learnt pretty early on is that we should not be promoting DAB 

on audio quality because most people do not care. What we should be 

promoting DAB on is additional choice of stations and broadening the 

choice and broadening range of some of the radio stations that listeners 

can actually get. 
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1.3. Quantitative research: Listening survey results 

The quantitative research method builds upon the range of comprehensive data, 

which was collated from qualitative research in the form of the semi-structured 

stakeholder interviews. The qualitative research method, which consisted of 

sixteen semi-structure stakeholder interviews, had identified a gap in industry 

knowledge in relation to listeners’ opinions, perceptions and threshold limitations 

of broadcast audio quality. Therefore, a listening survey was formulated to 

address this gap in industry knowledge. The listening survey aimed to identify 

listeners’ threshold limitations of broadcast audio quality. The aim was to 

establish whether respondents could identify the difference between different 

audio qualities. These are specified within this results chapter as specific DAB 

and DAB+ bitrates, along with analogue platforms, such as FM. 

 

The significance of the survey data and results fills a gap in industry knowledge 

regarding broadcast audio quality and will therefore allow broadcasters to 

reduce their transmission costs according to this research. However, due to 

factors beyond the control of this research study and beyond the broadcasters’ 

control, such as multiplex capacity, it may not always be possible to significantly 

reduce transmission costs. Despite this, the survey results aim to enable 

broadcasters to reduce their DAB bitrate accordingly and thus reduce the 

broadcast quality without listeners becoming aware of such changes, while 

simultaneously reducing the broadcaster’s transmission costs. 

 

It is important to emphasise that the survey is not a scientific study but merely a 

sociological representation, which gauges respondents’ opinions, perceptions 

and threshold limitations in response to differing broadcast audio qualities. The 

survey is therefore based upon personal and opinionated viewpoints, rather than 

unequivocally substantiated evidence. The audio excerpts that were used within 

the survey were selected on the level of ubiquitous broadcast audio qualities 

and platforms that are available in United Kingdom. (RAJAR 2018) 

 

Each pair of radio excerpts compared two different audio qualities. For example, 

one pair of excerpts were comparing digital with analogue broadcast platforms, 

such as DAB at 128 kilobits per second with FM, while other excerpts were 

comparing different DAB and DAB+ bitrates. The respondents were asked to 

distinguish and identify the best audio quality version by ticking the box to 

indicate the best quality out of each pair. 

 

The survey response sheet contained a comments section next to the tick 

boxes, which related to each pair of radio excerpts. This was so that the 

respondents could voluntarily provide a brief anonymous comment during or 

after each pair of radio excerpts had been played. The comments were based 

on respondents’ own subjective opinion based on the audio quality that they 

heard during the survey. It was anticipated that not all respondents voluntarily 

provided brief anonymous comments for specific excerpts. However, this did not 

affect the outcome of the survey results, as the comments section did not form a 
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significant part of the survey, as this section was optional. This was because not 

all respondents wished to state their opinion, and (or) did not form an opinion 

based on the audio quality of each excerpt. This would therefore be unethical to 

encourage respondents to provide a ‘forced’ comment, where no opinion was 

formed or was not voluntarily forthcoming. The most significant comments are 

transcribed in each subsection in relation to the relevant pair of excerpts. 

 

1.3.1. Overview of respondents 

A total of 155 respondents formed the final set of survey results, which appears 

in this chapter and within the thematic analysis and discussion chapter. 

However, this final set of survey results does not include the eight rejected 

respondent surveys. This was due to incomplete - and thus unreliable survey 

data - which could form inaccuracies within the overall results. The 155 

respondents do not include the 37 separate respondents that participated in the 

pilot survey. 

 

1.3.2. Overview of respondents’ age 

Age was a factor during the conduction of the listening survey. This anonymous 

information regarding age, in years, was requested to ensure a wide and 

accurate demographic of respondents was obtained. Age was also relevant to 

this survey as several non-related research studies show that age and hearing 

are closely related as hearing deteriorates to some degree with increasing age. 

(Soucek and Michaels 2012)  

 

The chart below shows the range of respondents’ ages. A significant proportion 

of respondents were aged from 18 to 27. Overall, the respondents ranged from 

18 to 100 years of age, which represents a span of 83 years. The unobtainable 

ages, due to the limited sample size, were 35, 44, 49, 61, 70, 73, 75, 76, 79, 81, 

83, 85, 88, 89, 90, 93 to 96, 98 and 99. The 155 respondents represent an 

average ‘mean’ age of 42. This is calculated by adding the respondents’ ages 

together, which totalled 6561, and was then divided by the 155 respondents. 

The average ‘mode’, which, in this case, is the age that occurs most often, was 

20, as this represents the most frequently occurring number, of which there were 

15 respondents aged 20. The ‘median’, which is the middle average listed in 

ascending years of age was 39, as 77 respondents were either side, above and 

below this age, in addition to itself, which totals 155 respondents. 
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Figure 2: Overview of respondents’ age 

 

1.3.3. Overview of respondents’ hearing 

Of the 155 respondents, 93.5 per cent had no hearing impairments, while 6.5 

per cent had varying levels of hearing impairments. It is important to emphasise 

that results are based on respondents’ own subjective opinion and perception of 

their own hearing ability. 

 

The chart below shows the general level of hearing abilities across the 155 

respondents. The respondents were asked to tick to indicate their level of 

hearing ability. Although not entirely objectively accurate, this does give some 

subjective indication of hearing ability across the range of respondents. The 

chart shows that most respondents (57.4 per cent) have identified themselves 

as having a good or average hearing ability, while 36.8 per cent of respondents 

have identified themselves as having excellent hearing. Therefore, a significant 

proportion (94.2 per cent) of respondents have good or excellent hearing. 

However, a small minority (5.8 per cent) have poor hearing. As a result, this 

range of hearing abilities, with most respondents identifying themselves as 

having either good or excellent hearing, ensures a more accurate range of data 

was collected compared to if there were a greater number of respondents with 

poor hearing. This information is important to note as age and hearing are 

related. (Soucek and Michaels 2012) 

 

 
 Figure 3: Overview of respondents’ hearing 
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1.3.4. Overview of environment 

The survey was conducted in locations, which - according to RAJAR and MIDAS 

data - best represent the diverse range of radio listening environments. 

However, these environments are not a completely scientifically accurate 

representation of radio listening environments (RAJAR Q1 2019). This is due to 

the ethical limitations and sample size of this survey along with respondents’ 

availability. For example, it was not possible to conduct the survey accurately or 

safely in a moving vehicle environment due to the potential distractions and risks 

involved. 

 

The chart below shows that most respondents were surveyed in classrooms 

(28.4 per cent) and radio studio environments (26.5 per cent). It could be argued 

that very few, if any, listeners listen to the radio in a radio studio. (RAJAR 2019) 

However, this was one of the quieter acoustic environments, which would 

provide more accurate results. The remaining respondents were surveyed in 

office environments (25.8 per cent), domestic home (9.7 per cent) and 

community centre environments (9.7 per cent). These locations were partly due 

to the limitations of this research and the availability of suitable venues. 

 

 
Figure 4: Overview of environment 

 

1.3.5. Comparing FM with AM 

The comparison between FM and AM terrestrial broadcast analogue platforms 

was included within the survey due to the ubiquitous level of radio listening via 

these platforms. According to RAJAR data from the first quarter of 2019, 43.6 

per cent of audiences listen via an analogue broadcast platform. However, the 

number of audiences choosing to listen via FM and AM will continue to reduce 

as more listeners migrate to a digital listening platform. (RAJAR Q1 2019)  

 

This pair of identical excerpts was recorded on 26th September 2017 from BBC 

Three Counties Radio and includes 103.8 megahertz (MHz) FM, from the 

Zouches Farm transmitter near Dunstable, compared with 630 kilohertz (kHz) 
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AM, transmitted at from the Lewsey Farm transmitter near Luton. (UKFree.TV 

2018; UK Broadcast Transmission 2018) 

 

These identical excerpts, in terms of content, feature the chorus from a song 

titled ‘Hold Me Now’ by the Thompson Twins and the drivetime presenter, 

Roberto Perrone. Each excerpt is precisely 21.349 seconds in duration. The 

excerpts were selected due to the diverse range of frequencies from the music 

and human speech from the presenter. As with all the excerpts, audio quality, 

and not the audio content was being assessed and compared within each pair. 

 

The results in the chart below show that most respondents (80.6 per cent) prefer 

frequency modulation (FM) compared to 16.1 per cent who prefer amplitude 

modulation (AM), with only a minority of respondents (3.2 per cent) who were 

unable to distinguish between to two analogue platforms. 

 

 
Figure 5: Comparing frequency modulation with amplitude modulation 

 

These results were supported with a range of similar comments. One 

respondent wrote that there was a “big difference between the two”. Others 

mentioned that excerpt B, which was AM (Amplitude Modulation) sounded ‘flat’. 

Another respondent mentioned, “B sounded like it wasn’t tuned in properly or on 

AM”. Meanwhile another respondent wrote, “[FM excerpt] was less muffled [and] 

scratchy.” Another shared the same view stating that the FM excerpt was 

“clearer and not muffled.” Another noted that there was a “lot of hissing” on the 

AM excerpt. Another wrote that the FM excerpt was “far more crisp and clear” 

while another noted that the AM excerpt had a lot of “disturbance”. Another 

stated that the AM excerpt “sounds a bit muffled in comparison” to the FM 

excerpt, with another mentioning that the AM version sounded “muffled”. 

Another commented writing, that the AM excerpt was very low fidelity. 

 

1.3.6. Comparing 128 kbps DAB with FM 

These excerpts compared digital audio broadcasting (DAB) at 128 kilobits per 

second with analogue frequency modulation (FM). The radio excerpts for this 

comparison were recorded on 23rd October 2017 from BBC Radio 2 on 128 

kilobits per second DAB from the BBC National Multiplex and 88.6 megahertz 
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(MHz) frequency modulation (FM) from the analogue radio transmitter in Bow 

Brickhill, Milton Keynes. (UKFree.TV 2018; Wohnort 2018) These identical 

21.349 second duration excerpts (each) features approximately ten seconds of 

the chorus from a song titled ‘The Look of Love’ by ABC and ten seconds of a 

cappella speech from the drivetime presenter, Simon Mayo. This content was 

selected due to a range of frequencies within the song and the solo presenter’s 

voice. 

 

The chart below shows that most respondents (64.5 per cent) prefer FM 

compared to 21.3 per cent preferring 128 kilobits per second DAB. A 14.2 per 

cent minority could not distinguish between the qualities of the analogue 

platform compared with the digital platform. 

 

 
Figure 6: Comparing 128 kbps DAB with FM 

 

The anonymous comments support these results as one respondent wrote that 

there was “little difference, maybe [clip] C [FM] was better”, while at least four 

respondents noted that the FM excerpt was “slightly clearer” with another saying 

the FM excerpt was “more crisp”. Another wrote that the DAB version sounded 

“muffled”, while another mentioned that the FM version was ‘clearer’. 

 

1.3.7. Comparing 128 kbps DAB with 48 kbps DAB 

These identical radio excerpts were recorded on 21st September 2017 from the 

community radio station, Radio LaB (Luton and Bedfordshire) directly from two 

separate recording of transmission (ROT) feeds; one at 128 and the other at 48 

kilobits per second DAB. This represents a difference of 80 kilobits per second 

between the two excerpts. The identical excerpts consisted of a 21.349 second 

extract (each) of the chorus from a song titled ‘The Man’ by The Killers. This 

song was selected due to a range of frequencies. 

 

The chart below shows that most respondents (83.9 per cent) prefer the higher 

128 kilobits per second DAB quality, compared with 7.7 per cent preferring the 

lower quality of 48 kilobits per second DAB. 8.4 per cent could not tell the 

difference between these two excerpts. 
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Figure 7: Comparing 128 kbps DAB with 48 kbps DAB 

 

These results were reflected in the anonymous comments as one respondent 

stated that they “would change channels if [DAB at 48 kilobits per second] came 

on!” Another wrote that DAB at 48 kilobits per second “was far more scratchy 

and unclear.” One respondent mentioned that DAB at 128 kilobits per second 

was “clearer” and “crisper” while another shared a similar view expressing that 

128 kilobits per second was “clearer and not muffled”. Another respondent wrote 

that DAB at 48 kilobits per second was “badly compressed.” Meanwhile another 

respondent noted that the 48 kilobits per second version appears to sound as 

though it is “underwater”. Another respondent wrote, “terrible bit rate”, which was 

regarding the 48 kilobits per second version. Others commented that there was 

‘whistling’ and it sounded ‘more muffled’ in the 48 kilobits per second version. 

“low bitrate and compression of data” wrote another respondent in response to 

the 48 kilobits per second version. Another mentioned that the lower bitrate 

version “sounded like it was struggling with buffering – digital interference”. 

Another stated that they would not want to listen to the 48 kilobits per second 

version. Others mentioned that there was a ‘bubbling’ audio effect on the lower 

bitrate excerpt. Another respondent wrote that there were “squeaky and 

scratchy” sounds “in the background” regarding the lower bitrate version. 

 

1.3.8. Comparing 128 kbps with 80 kbps DAB 

This pair of excerpts compares DAB at 128 kilobits per second with DAB at 80 

kilobits per second, which is a difference of 48 kilobits per second. The 128 

kilobits per second DAB output was recorded from the London 1 multiplex, while 

simultaneously the 80 kilobits per second DAB output was recorded from the 

national Digital One multiplex. (Wohnort 2018) These identical excerpts were 

recorded on 23rd October 2017 from Capital Radio and features a 21.349 

second (each) extract from the opening verse of a song called ‘Starving’ by 

Hailee Steinfeld. This song was selected due to the level of simplistic 

frequencies during the guitar solo with female vocals. 

 

The chart shows a significant proportion of respondents (47.1 per cent) prefer 

the lower 80 kilobits per second audio quality compared with 14.8 per cent 

preferring the higher 128 kilobits per second DAB quality. A significant 38.1 per 

83.9%

7.7% 8.4%

128 kbps DAB 48 kbps DAB No difference

155 respondents in total
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cent of respondents could not distinguish between the higher 128 kilobits per 

second DAB quality compared with the lower 80 kilobits per second DAB quality. 

 

 
Figure 8: Comparing 128 kbps DAB with 80 kbps DAB 

 

These quantitative results were supported with qualitative comments as one 

respondent wrote that the vocals appeared “louder and clearer” in the 80 kilobits 

per second version, with at least two others also mentioning that this version 

sounded clearer. Another wrote that the 80 kilobits per second version was “not 

muffled” as another respondent noted that the 128 kilobits per second version 

“was hissy”. Others shared a similar view as one wrote that they could “hear 

more of the vocals” in the 80 kilobits per second version. However, one 

respondent wrote that there was a “very marginal difference”. Another 

respondent wrote that the 80 kilobits per second version sounded “slightly 

clearer”, while others mentioned that the 80 kilobits per second version sounded 

‘sharper’. Another respondent mentioned that both were good, but there was “a 

difference but I can’t put my finger on it”. 

 

However, a reasonable proportion (38.1 per cent) could not tell the difference in 

the audio quality between these two bit rates. “Associated Broadcast 

Consultants opinion is that 80kbps Stereo is inadequate quality, but becomes 

bearable at 80kbps Mono, albeit with total loss of stereo image.” (Associated 

Broadcast Consultants 2019) This may offer an explanation to these results, as 

all audio recorded and played during this survey was monophonic. 

 

However, O’Neill 2010, p.93 mentions that, “Technical assessments of the audio 

quality are difficult to achieve, and are normally based on a combination of 

objective and subjective tests of programme loudness levels and perceived 

audio quality.” 

 

1.3.9. Comparing 112 kbps DAB with 80 kbps DAB 

These identical excerpts were recorded on 29th June 2017 from Magic. The 112 

kilobits per second DAB output recording was taken from the London multiplex, 

while the 80 kilobits per second recording was from the Digital One multiplex. 

(Wohnort 2018) This represents a difference of 32 kilobits per second between 

14.8%

47.1%
38.1%

128 kbps DAB 80 kbps DAB No difference

155 respondents in total
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the two excerpts in this example. The identical pair features a 21.349 second 

(each) extract from the chorus of a song titled ‘Easy like Sunday morning’ by the 

Commodores. This song was selected due to its simplicity of frequencies from 

the combination of the piano, percussions and male vocals. 

 

The chart below shows that 66.5 per cent of respondents preferred the lower 80 

kilobits per second audio quality, compared with 4.5 per cent preferring the 

higher 112 kilobits per second quality. 29 per cent of respondents could not tell 

the difference between these two excerpts.  

 

 
Figure 9: Comparing 112 kbps DAB with 80 kbps DAB 

 

These results were supported with the anonymous comments as one 

respondent wrote that the vocals appeared “louder and clearer” in the 80 kilobits 

per second version, while at least two others noted that this version sounded 

clearer, with another stating that the 80 kilobits per second version was “a lot 

sharper”. 

 

1.3.10. Comparing 128 kbps DAB with 48 kbps DAB+ 

These excerpts were recorded on 8th October 2017 from Cambridge 105 directly 

from two separate recording of transmission (ROT) feeds; one at 128 kilobits per 

second in DAB and the other at 48 kilobits per second in DAB+. This represents 

a difference of 80 kilobits per second. However, it must be noted that the 128 

kilobits per second is in DAB is encoded using MPEG audio layer II. Whereas 

the 48 kilobits per second is in DAB+ is encoded using “MPEG-4 High Efficiency 

AAC v2 profile (HE-AAC v2).” (World DAB 2012) The identical excerpts, in terms 

of their content, consists of two 21.349 second (each) extracts; half of which 

features a spoken male presenter’s voice, with the remaining half featuring the 

piano solo taken from the start of a song titled ‘A Thousand Miles’ by Vanessa 

Carlton. 

 

The chart below shows that 39.4 per cent of respondents preferred the 48 

kilobits per second in DAB+ quality, compared with 17.4 per cent preferring 128 

kilobits per second in standard DAB quality. However, 43.2 per cent of 

respondents could not tell the difference between these two excerpts. 

4.5%

66.5%

29.0%

112 kbps DAB 80 kbps DAB No difference
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Figure 10: Comparing 128 kbps DAB with 48 kbps DAB+ 

 

These results were supported by the anonymous comments as one respondent 

wrote “[DAB+ had] greater depth”; meanwhile another stated that is was 

“marginal”, with one saying that there was a “slight difference”. However, at least 

one respondent wrote that there was “no difference” with another mentioning 

that the DAB version was “slightly clearer.” However, another respondent 

mentioned that there was a ‘bubbling sound’ during the music in the 128 kilobits 

per second version. Another respondent wrote about the “superior quality of the 

piano, which had less distortion” in the DAB+ version, while another mentioned 

that the DAB+ excerpt sounded “more natural.” Another mentioned that the DAB 

version sound “muffled”. 

 

The results show a preference towards the audio quality offered by DAB+. This 

is because DAB+ uses High-Efficiency Advanced Audio Coding to encode and 

compress the signal in a more efficient way, while reducing degradation of the 

data or audio. However, original DAB uses the less efficient, but still effective 

MPEG-1 audio layer II, which is also referred to as MP2. (O’Neill 2010) 

 

Given that sound quality is a function of the bit rates used by the 

broadcaster to transmit the signal, DAB+ would add extra capacity but 

ultimately the broadcaster (or multiplex operator) would have to ‘make a 

trade-off between the number of services (audio or data) fitted into the 

multiplex and the sound quality of those services’ (Ofcom 2007: 115) 

(O’Neill 2010, p.95) 

 

1.3.11. Comparing 48 kbps DAB+ with 32 kbps DAB+ 

To draw a stronger and more accurate conclusion from the previous set of 

results, which compared 128 kilobits per second in standard DAB with 48 kilobits 

per second in DAB+, a second pair of excerpts was used to narrow the 

broadcast audio bitrates of DAB+. This example in the chart below, compared 

48 kilobits per second with 32 kilobits per second in DAB+, which represents 16 

kilobits per second difference between the two excerpts. These identical 

excerpts, in terms of their content, consisted of two 21.349 seconds per extract, 

17.4%

39.4% 43.2%

128 kbps DAB 48 kbps DAB+ No difference
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which featured a song titled ‘Wanna Be Startin’ Somethin’’ by Michael Jackson. 

This song was selected due to the range of frequencies. As with the previous 

pairing, these excerpts were also recorded on 8th October 2017 from Cambridge 

105 from two separate recording of transmission (ROT) feeds.  

 

In this set of results, the chart shows that the majority (46.5 per cent) of 

respondents preferred the audio quality of the higher 48 kilobits per second 

DAB+ rate, compared with 17.4 per cent preferring the lower 32 kilobits per 

second DAB+ rate. However, over one third of the 155 respondents (36.1 per 

cent) could not distinguish between these two excerpts. 

 

 
Figure 11: Comparing 48 kbps DAB+ with 32 kbps DAB+ 

 

These results are supported by the anonymous comments as one respondent 

mentioned that DAB+ at 48 kilobits per second “was clearer” with another stating 

that this was “clearer and not muffled”. Another mentioned that DAB+ at 48 

kilobits per second “was slightly less muffled” while another stated that the lower 

quality 32 kilobits per second version sounded “muffled”. 

 

1.3.12. How important is broadcast audio quality? 

To identify the importance of broadcast audio quality combined with other 

factors of radio, respondents were asked to order four statements in any 

preferential order of their personal choice. The four statements were, ‘good radio 

presenters’, ‘good audio quality’, ‘good choice of radio stations’, and ‘good 

selection of music’. Respondents were asked to order these four statements, in 

any preference of their personal choice, from one to four. One represented the 

highest importance of statement, two represented the second most important, 

three was the third most important and four represented the fourth and 

therefore, lowest importance of statement. These responses were based on the 

final question at the end of the survey that asked, ‘Which is most important to 

you as a radio listener?’  

 

The results in the chart below indicate that content, such as music selection 

(30.4 per cent) and presenters (26.2 per cent) are most important to the majority 

of the 155 respondents. The significance of audio quality (24.5 per cent) and 

46.5%

17.4%

36.1%
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choice of radio stations (18.8 per cent) that are available via a digital radio 

platform, such as DAB, are somewhat negligible as presenters and selection of 

music is of greater importance in this survey. 

 

 
Figure 12: How important is broadcast audio quality? 

 

While audio quality may not feature as a significant factor for respondents, 

compared to the other statements listed in this survey; audio quality and service 

carriage costs are usually the biggest outlay for most small-scale, community-

based broadcasters. Most small-scale, including local and community, 

broadcasters do not pay their voluntary presenters or staff. Therefore, this 

overhead is kept relatively low; PRS for Music is relatively low, often under 

£1000. Whereas some DAB bitrates rates can cost over £3000 or significantly 

more, depending on which multiplex and bitrate they are broadcasting their 

service on. 

 

1.4. Summary 

A range of expert views and opinions were explored in the stakeholder 

interviews. The stakeholders represented a range of radio industry sectors 

including, radio analysts, researchers, local and national broadcasters, 

community radio organisations and small-scale multiplex operators. The key 

themes identified from these semi-structured research interviews focused 

around the small-scale DAB multiplexes; including the geographical coverage, 

audio quality, benefits and challenges, along with the importance, impact and 

financial expenditure of small-scale DAB.  

 

In addition to the stakeholder research interviews, quantitative data was used 

from the results of the listening survey, which shows several fundamental 

threshold limitations regarding broadcast audio quality. The survey compared a 

range of broadcast audio qualities including analogue frequency modulation 

(FM) with a range of different digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and DAB+ 

bitrates that were directly recorded from a range of national and local multiplex 

service outputs. The survey results show that most of the 155 respondents could 

identify the higher audio quality. 
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The following chapter provides a detailed narrative discussion by explaining the 

qualitative and quantitative research results in the context of small-scale digital 

audio broadcasting (SSDAB) within the United Kingdom. This includes the data 

generated from the semi-structured stakeholder interviews and the 155 

respondents who participated in the audio quality survey. Relevant academic, 

policy and legislative literature is used to support and underpin the discussion of 

the research results. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Thematic analysis and discussion 

 
1.1. Introduction 

This chapter analyses and discusses the findings and results from the qualitative 

semi-structured research interviews combined with the quantitative survey data. 

A total of sixteen stakeholders participated in the semi-structured research 

interviews. These stakeholders represented multiplex operators, broadcasters, 

Internet radio services, research analysts and radio industry organisations. The 

semi-structured research interviews with stakeholders are separated and 

discussed within the key themed areas below, which are significant to this 

research.  

 

A coherent argument is formulated by drawing upon the variety of qualitative 

information from the semi-structured research interviews. Each key theme area 

has been identified due to its significance as it relates to the research topic of 

small-scale digital audio broadcasting in the United Kingdom. Key themes were 

identified through a process of thematic analysis. These consisted of specific 

words and phrases within the relevance of conversations that took place during 

the semi-structured interviews with radio industry stakeholders. The key words 

and phrases were identified due to the frequency (the number of times or 

popularity) of how many times these words and (or) phrases appeared within the 

transcriptions. 

 

To develop a deeper range of research results, a listening survey was 

developed to address a fundamental gap in industry knowledge regarding 

broadcast audio quality. A total of 155 respondents participated in the survey. 

The quantitative survey data was converted into charts to allow for an enhanced 

visual representation of results. 

 

1.2. Setup and launch process of small-scale DAB 

The majority of stakeholders who were interviewed for this research expressed 

the relative ease and straightforwardness regarding the setup and launch 

process of the small-scale DAB multiplexes. Nick Beer, Head of Projects and 

Development at BFBS/SSVC and operator of the Aldershot localised small-scale 

DAB multiplex mentioned “The original small-scale DAB setup all went relatively 

smoothly.” (Beer 2017) Paul Smith CBE, Founder and Chairman of Celador 

Radio Limited expressed similar views saying “Celador Radio has not faced any 

challenges while setting up and operating the small-scale multiplex. We installed 

the equipment and that was it.” (Smith 2017) 
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Despite the relative ease that was expressed from setting up the small-scale 

multiplex, some stakeholders mentioned that there have been some intermitted 

service outages. Daniel Nathan, Co-founder and Chairman of Juice 107.2, Chief 

Executive Officer at Totally Radio and operator of the Brighton and Hove 

localised small-scale DAB multiplex provided an insight into the challenge that 

his multiplex has faced: 

 

The biggest challenge one weekend was there was an electrical storm 

and the adjacent transmitter mast, that belonged to our ISP [Internet 

Service Provider] what’s hit by lightning, which took out the connectivity 

for three to four hours. That was probably one of the biggest single 

challenges. I believe some of our equipment was damaged as a result of 

the lightning strike. However, it was nothing terminal. But that was 

probably the biggest single challenge once the multiplex was up and 

running. (Nathan 2017) 

 

1.3. Benefits of broadcasting on small-scale DAB 

Several stakeholders have voiced their support and enthusiasm for small-scale 

digital audio broadcasting. Ash Elford, Director of Angel Radio in Portsmouth, 

Solent Wireless Trustee and operator of the Portsmouth localised small-scale 

DAB multiplex gave his personal opinion saying, “I think it is a great way to 

enable more stations to broadcast and to enhance listeners’ choice and make 

radio a more straightforward experience for the listener.” (Elford 2017) Dan 

Overy who is the Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and 

operator of the Bristol localised small-scale DAB multiplex also supports Ash 

Elford’s viewpoint, as Overy explains: 

 

“The benefits of small scale localised digital audio broadcasting is 

increased audio quality, better metadata, this includes ‘now playing’ and 

radio station logo, album music display information on radio receivers 

that supports this feature and choice for the listener. From a business 

perspective, running a small-scale localised DAB trial allows for a 

potential revenue stream and a means of influencing the way that this 

technology could transform the digital radio marketplace in the United 

Kingdom. (Overy 2017) 

 

Daniel Nathan, Co-founder and Chairman of Juice 107.2, Chief Executive 

Officer at Totally Radio and operator of the Brighton and Hove localised small-

scale DAB multiplex expressed his view regarding the benefits but expressed 

caution concerning the digital switchover process: 

 

I think the benefits for digital audio broadcasting is potentially offering 

listeners incremental new services. That is a reasonably strong benefit. 

When it comes to promoting radio we need to be more imaginative and 

except radio is broader than just a broadcast signal to traditional 

domestic radio receiver, radio is broader than that. There are valid 
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reasons to promote listening. Digital radio is therefore, not about 

promoting the analogue to digital switchover transition. (Nathan 2017) 

 

1.4. Challenges of small-scale DAB 

“Digital audio broadcasting faces similar challenges that traditional analogue 

radio faces, such as the demands for peoples’ time associated with Internet 

browsing and video streaming.” (Elford 2017) 

 

Another wider aspect of digital audio broadcasting is the digital radio switchover. 

Paul Smith CBE, Founder and Chairman of Celador Radio Limited explained 

that “The government faces a huge challenge in determining if it ever will switch 

off analogue radio and indeed if they did, how it would be carried out without 

disenfranchising a huge swathe of the population.” (Smith 2017) 

 

Another challenge that digital audio broadcast faces is consumer behaviour as 

Dan Overy, Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and operator of 

the Bristol localised small-scale DAB multiplex explains: 

 

Listener education is one of the biggest challenges. Frequency 

modulation has been around many decades and it is what listeners are 

used to. Some listeners may not even realise they have DAB in their 

vehicle. From my opinion that is definitely the greatest issue. (Overy 

2017) 

 

1.5. Cost of broadcasting on and operating a small-scale multiplex 

Research conducted by Marcello Lombardo in July 2017 and published by the 

European Broadcasting Union (EBU) shows the effective cost benefits between 

analogue and digital media platforms such as FM and DAB. Lombardo’s 

research, which is published in the EBU Technical Review document, states 

that: 

 

[…] the total cost to run the national DAB network is larger than the FM 

equivalent. The reason for this is identifiable in the larger number of sites 

required, leading to higher expenses on maintenance and rental, but also 

to the poorer efficiency of DAB transmitters. Nevertheless, even if the 

cost of running the entire network is higher, DAB is still a cheaper option 

than FM; this is because the cost of an FM network is absorbed entirely 

by a single radio station whereas the cost of the equivalent DAB network 

is shared across the different radio stations populating the multiplex 

(‘mux’); typically up to about 18 different stations. (Lombardo 2017, p.13) 

 

Lombardo 2017, p.17 confirms that “DAB is the cheapest technology among the 

three [FM, Internet and DAB], and interestingly in the case of a full multiplex, 

DAB […] matches the cost of internet distribution in the realistic case.” In his 

research, Lombardo 2017, p.25 concludes that: 
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FM emerged as the most expensive distribution platform. […] Broadband 

has a variable cost that depends on the listening time and the population 

reach it sustains. It proves to be an expensive technology for distribution 

and not really capable of competing with DAB for various reasons. 

 

Previous broadcast transmission models, such as large scale; regional and 

national DAB multiplexes were often unsuitable for small-scale broadcasters 

such as community radio stations. This is because regional and national 

multiplexes are often more complex and use more power in regards to their site 

rent, network setup and operations, compared to the small-scale multiplex 

models. However these large-scale multiplexes, unlike the small-scale 

multiplexes, provide significant geographical coverage to a potentially large 

population, thus attracting higher transmission costs. As Ash Elford, Director of 

Angel Radio in Portsmouth, Solent Wireless Trustee and operator of the 

Portsmouth localised small-scale DAB multiplex explained: 

 

Broadcasting on a larger local commercial DAB multiplex is very 

expensive. The small-scale localised multiplex trial, which was 

introduced in 2015, was based on low-cost technology. These localised 

multiplex trials were a straightforward platform for a local radio station to 

be on. Angel Radio volunteers used their experience of digital audio 

broadcasting to help other local radio stations to gain access to digital 

radio. (Elford 2017) 

 

Another reason for cost is due to the nature of the long established monopolised 

framework that surrounds the large-scale multiplexes as Dan Overy, Group 

Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and operator of the Bristol localised 

small-scale DAB multiplex explains that: 

 

Arqiva are the main national transmission provider for the United 

Kingdom. They currently own and operate the D1 National multiplex. 

Arqiva also has a majority share in owning and operating the second 

national commercial multiplex with Bauer and other commercial 

companies. (Overy 2017) 

 

Overy goes onto explain “Arqiva controls most of the transmission market and 

can pretty much charge what they want for it.” (Overy 2017) Therefore, this 

monopolised framework has established itself in the broadcast market and has 

restricted and even potentially prohibited many community radio stations from 

broadcasting on larger DAB multiplex networks. This is due to the high cost and 

lack of localised coverage that is associated with large-scale multiplex networks. 

 

Overy (2017) explains that small-scale digital audio broadcasting uses relatively 

low cost open sourced equipment to transmit the services via the small-scale 

multiplex. “The encoding equipment is all open source LINUX based software as 

opposed to traditional rack mounted kit that Arqiva would use for traditional DAB 

broadcasting.” (Overy 2017) 
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The more ubiquitously mainstream a piece of technology becomes, the more 

cost-effective the service and product will become. This example is reflected in 

the steady decline of the costs associated with domestic DAB receivers. When 

these devices first launched in 1999, they were often extortionately expenses. 

However as DAB has become more ubiquitous and has established itself in the 

broadcast market and domestic home environment, which is reflected in the 

production prices as the economies of scale plays a significant factor in this 

process. Individual prices of DAB receivers are no longer a significant factor. “If 

you look at the situation today and the cost of devices, it is really not such an 

issue anymore and the cost of devices will continue to reduce as the market 

develops.” (O’Neill, Project Director at World DAB, 2017) 

 

1.6. Importance and impact of small-scale DAB 

The significance of small-scale digital audio broadcasting has created unique 

opportunities for community broadcasters to transmit their services on a cost-

effective and localised digital platform. 

 

1.7. Geographical coverage of small-scale DAB 

Geographical coverage is an important factor when it comes to small-scale 

digital audio broadcasting. Using low powered and open sourced equipment, 

which is publicly available, allows broadcasters with limited financial budgets 

and options to broadcast at a localised level using small-scale digital audio 

broadcasting. 

 

“[…] if The Breeze radio station in Bristol were to transmit from the 

Arqiva local multiplex it would cover Bristol and Bath and parts of south 

Wales as well, which is too large a coverage area. Small-scale localised 

DAB will enforce the localness. The Arqiva multiplexes, which cover 

larger areas, appear to dilute the localness. However, small-scale DAB, 

which Celador has been campaigning for, reinforces the localness of 

local radio stations.” (Overy 2017) 

 

Therefore, the current small-scale digital audio broadcasting model allows cost-

effective and often ‘affordable’ route to transmission. The previous alternative, 

prior to small-scale digital audio broadcasting becoming available in United 

Kingdom, was for larger community radio stations to broadcast from a regional 

multiplex. However, this large-scale multiplex model attracts a significantly 

higher transmission costs and carriage fees.  

 

Ash Elford, Director of Angel Radio in Portsmouth, Solent Wireless Trustee, and 

operator of the Portsmouth localised small-scale DAB multiplex explained how 

the small-scale DAB model has allowed the expansion of the Angel Radio brand 

and service: 

 

Angel Radio wanted to expand the existing frequency modulation 

coverage because prior to digital audio broadcasting, Angel Radio had a 
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low powered FM transmitter, which was based in the town of Havant. 

This only gave Angel Radio the coverage to approximately 40,000 adults 

aged 15 years and over. Digital audio broadcasting allowed Angel Radio 

to greatly enhance the coverage area. 

 

1.8. Multiplex capacity 

A multiplex is a method of broadcasting multiple digital radio and data services 

using a single transmission frequency. Each multiplex has a maximum of 864 

capacity units. An individual multiplex can carry a mixture of DAB and DAB+ 

radio and data formats at different bitrates. Each service carried on a multiplex 

occupies a set amount of capacity units. For example, 112 kilobits per second 

stereophonic music-based radio service, using MPEG 2 DAB, will occupy 84 

capacity units per service on a multiplex. (Future Digital Norfolk 2015) “The 

challenge that Celador has is there is a waiting list for potential radio 

broadcasters, as there is not enough capacity currently available on the 

multiplex.” (Smith 2017) 

 

1.9. The significance of DAB+ 

Ash Elford, Director of Angel Radio in Portsmouth, Solent Wireless Trustee and 

operator of the Portsmouth localised small-scale DAB multiplex provided an 

overview of DAB+: 

 

We were the first small scale localised multiplex to launch a DAB+ radio 

station and now there are lots of DAB+ stations. In the United Kingdom 

there are approximately sixty DAB+ stations, which is remarkable if you 

consider this time last year in 2016, we were broadcasting two DAB+ 

stations and Arqiva had just launched three of their own nationally.  

 

There are now many DAB+ radio services that are available in the UK on 

national, regional and local multiplexes. These services include BFBS, Fun Kids 

UK, Jazz, Magic Chilled, Union Jack, Chris Country, Asian FX and many others 

(Wohnort, 2019). 

 

1.10. Long term licensing and roll out of small-scale DAB 

“The longer licence has given us more chance and time to experiment with the 

latest digital audio broadcasting technology.” (Elford 2017) 

 

The former Minister of State for Digital, Matthew Hancock MP, has made clear 

the importance of small-scale DAB to DCMS (Department for Digital, Culture, 

Media and Sport). Matthew Hancock MP mentioned it is the last bill passed in 

pre-election by the current Conservative Government. It is now in law, so what 

DCMS are planning to do is by the first quarter of 2018 is have the legislative 

and regulatory framework in place so that they can confirm the ten areas with 

the 140 stations on-air and also expand it to one hundred more markets. 
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Therefore, we expect to see a real ‘explosion’ of local and community radio on 

DAB as part of that process. (Ennals 2017) 

 

1.11. Broadcast audio quality 

This aspect of broadcast audio quality is significant due to lack of knowledge, 

which was identified in the stakeholder interviews. During the interview process 

with DAB Radio Director at Bauer Media, Grae Allan, highlighted a gap in 

knowledge as Mr Allan explained that: 

 

There is such a wide spectrum of opinion and sensitivity relating to audio 

quality. If you get audiophiles in a room, you are likely to find that only 

the highest bandwidths will do. If you get genuinely average radio 

listeners in a room, you are likely to find that you can go much lower 

before the audio becomes a ‘turn off’ for them and this is the threshold 

we are interested in finding. Not to work at the threshold, but to know 

where it is and operate above that threshold. (Allan 2017) 

 

This gap in knowledge led to the formulation of the listening survey, which aims 

to address this gap in knowledge by identifying listeners’ opinions, perceptions 

and threshold limitations regarding broadcast audio quality. The survey data and 

results provide evidence based on the 155 respondents that there are several 

limitations and thresholds when comparing different audio bitrates and 

comparing analogue and digital platforms. 

 

1.12. Summary 

The results have been explored within the discussions and have identified the 

current and possible future aspects in relation to digital audio broadcasting. The 

research results stem from the qualitative and quantitative methodologies. This 

includes the semi-structured qualitative research interviews with industry 

stakeholders, coupled with the quantitative data that was generated from the 

listening survey. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Implications and conclusion 

 
1.1. Introduction 

This chapter summarises and concludes the research results and findings by 

providing an overview of the discussions and exploring emerging areas of 

further research. This research supports the radio broadcast sector by offering 

new information with a detailed insight regarding small-scale digital audio 

broadcasting. A range of community radio stations, which are interested in 

broadcasting on a small-scale DAB multiplex have directly contributed and 

shown interest in this research. 

 

1.2. Summary of contributions 

The primary information, which was generated from the qualitative research 

method provides a detailed account of the operational processes that were 

encountered by stakeholders during the setup and operating period of the small-

scale multiplexes. The semi-structured research interviews provide an insight 

into the current digital audio broadcasting market, with specific references to 

small-scale DAB. The qualitative research explored the possible long-term future 

of digital audio broadcasting, and more specifically small-scale DAB. Other 

aspects discussed the historical implications and challenges that digital audio 

broadcasting has faced over previous decades. 

 

The fundamental aspect relating to ‘original contribution to knowledge’ is that 

this research identifies audience perspective relating to their opinions, 

perceptions and threshold limitations of broadcast audio quality. This gap in 

knowledge was identified during one of the stakeholder interviews with DAB 

Radio Director at Bauer Media, Grae Allan, who explained that a variety of radio 

stations that broadcast on DAB do so at different audio quality bitrate. This is for 

a variety of reasons. 

 

Firstly, audio bitrates can vary according to the allocated use of capacity on a 

given multiplex; higher bitrates provide an increased level of audio quality but 

occupy a greater amount of capacity on the multiplex. While listeners, in the 

example of higher bitrates, may benefit from higher audio quality, compared to 

lower bitrates, they will undoubtedly have fewer radio services to choose from 

on the multiplex. This example of higher bitrates also means that fewer radio 

stations can broadcast on the multiplex, as there is more likely to be insufficient 

capacity available for additional services. Therefore, higher bitrates reduce the 

choice and variety of services, while offering better audio quality, compared to 

services operating on lower bitrates. It also means that the multiplex generates 
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less income for the multiplex operator, as fewer services will operate on a 

multiplex with higher bitrate. Therefore, while lower bitrates reduced the audio 

quality to some extent, listeners will benefit from a greater choice of radio 

services that are carried on the multiplex. Using lower bitrates creates a greater 

amount of spare capacity, compare to higher bitrate. This therefore increases 

the amount of available capacity for additional services as a multiplex capacity is 

used more efficiently. 

 

Another fundamental aspect is that the higher the bitrate, the greater the costs 

that are incurred by the broadcaster from the multiplex operator. This is due to 

the previous point that highlighted that higher bitrates occupy a greater amount 

of multiplex capacity. Therefore, broadcasters that are looking to reduce their 

transmission costs are likely to broadcast their service at a lower bitrate. 

 

1.3. Limitations 

Due to the limitations of this work, industry stakeholders may wish to build upon 

this research, in particular the survey. This approach will allow stakeholders that 

wish to conduct a more intensive and detailed survey, to gain a greater 

understanding of their listeners’ perception of audio quality. For example, 

stakeholders may wish to tailor the survey so that it offers a more bespoke 

range of results that meets their business requirements. Therefore, broadcasters 

may wish to conduct their own bespoke listening survey by using excerpts at 

different bitrates from their own station output, rather using a range of bitrates 

from different radio stations. Additionally, stakeholders may also wish to conduct 

the survey using a larger sample size to provide more conclusive data. 

 

1.4. Future research direction 

The research provides stakeholders with an opportunity to view the collated 

primary research evidence, which includes semi-structured interviews and 

listening survey results. The research findings and results provide broadcasters 

with a potential opportunity to reduce their transmission costs by suggesting an 

optimum DAB bitrate for specific broadcast services, which is based on primary 

research evidence. The research has led to consultations with stakeholders that 

are interested in broadcasting their FM (frequency modulation) and online radio 

services on a small-scale DAB multiplex. Consultation continues at senior 

management level with directors at community radio stations to provide them 

with cost-effective options based upon the research evidence. The consultations 

have allowed stakeholders to view and discuss the research findings and results 

from this work prior to broadcasting their services on a local DAB multiplex.  

 

There have been discussions and interest generated from the research findings 

and results. The research has allowed direct consultation discussions to evolve 

with various community radio stations. One specific example is Black Cat Radio, 

which is a community station that serves the Cambridgeshire town of St Neots 

(Saint Neots). The station has been broadcasting on 107 megahertz (MHz) on 

frequency modulation (FM) in the market town and surrounding local 
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communities of St Neots since 17th April 2017. (Ofcom 2018) The initial 

consultation work with Black Cat Radio began in November 2017 with more 

substantial discussions through until April 2018. The consultations gave 

stakeholders, including Black Cat Radio the opportunity to view and discuss the 

research results, findings and evidence. 

 

Senior members of the Black Cat Radio have expressed their interest and 

support for small-scale DAB. The station Co-founder and Managing Director, 

Tony Gillham expressed the challenges that Black Cat Radio has faced along 

with the significance of small-scale DAB: 

 

Black Cat 107 want[s] to join small scale DAB to continue with our 

previous experiment with the Peterborough [multiplex]. This proved too 

expensive and provided a poor signal. We would like to operate our own 

small scale DAB so that the service area of our current 107 [FM] can be 

matched by DAB coverage or even extend it. We are also attracted by 

the lower cost of small scale DAB. We have also spoken to third parties 

who are interested in helping us fund our own service. DAB is an 

emerging platform and we believe that we cannot afford NOT to be 

available via this means. 

 

Mr Gillham explained what small-scale DAB could offer the station and wider 

community of St Neots, “We are hoping that small scale DAB will provide an 

alternative platform for our listeners, especially those in vehicles. By offering this 

coverage alongside joining additional nearby similar services, we would hope to 

offer commuters a better coverage on their journeys say to Cambridge and 

Bedford. We know that many people travel from Camborne to St Neots station to 

catch the train for example.” 

 

Similar to other community radio stations, Mr Gilliam welcomes and supports 

small-scale DAB, but has expressed some concern “that enough power will be 

allocated to give good coverage. Many listeners will find that having the signal 

drop out after only a few miles will be frustrating and cause them to tune to 

another station. We are also frustrated that we are still unable to apply for our 

own licence.” (Gillham 2018) 

 

However, Mr Gillham was delighted to announce on 4th May 2018 that a cost 

effective route to digital broadcast based on this research, using DAB+ as, 

“great news! We will be joining [the] Cambridge [multiplex] from 1st July [2018]” 

(Gillham 2018) This is related to part of the impact of this research. 

 

As the survey results show, more respondents out of the 155 preferred DAB+ at 

48 kilobits per second compared to DAB at 128 kilobits per second and DAB+ at 

32 kilobits per second, respectively. Therefore, based on this research evidence 

Black Cat Radio confirmed on 4th May 2018 that it will launch a simulcasting of 

its current FM (frequency modulation) service on 1st July 2018 on the Cambridge 

multiplex on DAB+ at 48 kilobits per second. Broadcasting in DAB+ at 48 kilobits 

per second has saved Black Cat Radio a significant amount of money, as the 
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annual cost quoted for DAB at 128 kilobits per second on the Cambridge small-

scale multiplex was approximately £6000, excluding value added tax (VAT). 

However, DAB+ at 48 kilobits per second was quoted at £3600 per annum 

excluding value added tax (VAT).  

 

However, the initial drawback at present for Black Cat Radio is that the 

Cambridge multiplex is licensed to serve the main city centre area and the 

immediate surrounding communities of Cambridge. The Cambridge small-scale 

multiplex uses the on-channel repeater with two sets of transmitter equipment at 

two separate sites, which reaches up to a 10-kilometre radius depending on the 

geographical topography. (Ofcom, 2016) This therefore means that Black Cat 

Radio listeners who are listening in St Neots and neighbouring communities will 

continue to receive Black Cat Radio on 107 megahertz (MHz) frequency 

modulation (FM). However, listeners in St Neots and neighbouring communities 

around the market town will not be able to listen to Black Cat Radio on DAB 

from the small-scale Cambridge multiplex. Only listeners within the catchment 

area of the Cambridge multiplex will receive the services that are carried on the 

small-scale multiplex, which will include Black Cat Radio from 1st July 2018. 

 

The purpose of Black Cat Radio launching on the small-scale multiplex in 

Cambridge is to establish itself on a small-scale DAB multiplex. Despite the 

small-scale DAB multiplex being outside of Black Cat Radio’s total survey area 

(TSA), it is anticipated that this temporary approach will, for the foreseeable 

future, provide Black Cat Radio with a greater audience reach and allow for 

possible experimentation with adjustments to raising or lowing the DAB/DAB+ 

bitrate of the service carried on the multiplex. This trial will also allow Black Cat 

Radio to provide a more robust argument for when the opportunity arises to 

progress onto either operating Black Cat Radio’s own small-scale multiplex in St 

Neots, or alternatively, launching their service on a local small-scale multiplex, 

which is nearer to St Neots. 

 

Further consultation work is on-going with other community radio stations, which 

are similar to Black Cat Radio. These consultation discussions, which are based 

on this research, will continue through to the completion stage once each station 

has launched on a local DAB multiplex. The research results and evidence has 

allowed and will continue to allow community radio stations to reduce their 

operational expenditure by reducing their DAB/DAB+ bitrates without audiences 

becoming aware of any significantly noticeable audio degradation.  

 

Similar to Black Cat Radio, Secklow Sounds, is a community radio station in 

Milton Keynes that currently broadcasts on FM (frequency modulation) and 

online. The station has expressed an interest in broadcasting on small-scale 

DAB. Managing Director of Secklow Sounds, Mike Johnson stated that, “as part 

of a local consortium, [DAB] would give us greater exposure across the [wider 

local area of Milton Keynes].” Mr Johnson went onto explain that small-scale 

DAB would enable Secklow Sounds to reach a greater area. However, Mr 

Johnson raised some cautionary concerns regarding, “not knowing the costs at 

this stage [which is] the only uncertainty.” (Johnson 2018) 
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Another community radio station that has expressed an interest in broadcasting 

its services on a small-scale DAB multiplex is Wycombe Sound. This multi-

award-winning community station currently broadcasts on 106.6 FM (frequency 

modulation) and online via Radioplayer. The station serves the Buckinghamshire 

town of High Wycombe with local surrounding areas. Co-founder and 

Programme Director of Wycombe Sound, Philippa Sawyer stated, “There is a 

perception that DAB is better quality and we are asked about it often, with 

[listener] comments such as ‘I only listen to stations on DAB’. Perception is what 

matters, and the customer is always right!” Ms Sawyer explained the positive 

impact of broadcasting their radio service on a small-scale DAB multiplex would: 

 

Depending on the set-up (and I think there are 3 different options), we 

may be able to extend our coverage slightly. Being on DAB will give us 

another plus-point when talking to funders and advertisers. However, Ms 

Sawyer expressed some concern, “around the ownership of [multiplexes] 

and whether they will be controlled by commercial operators. (Sawyer 

2018) 

 

The research results and findings have provided these and other community 

radio stations with the ability to make informed decisions based on the survey 

data, which addresses the gap in industry knowledge in relation to audience 

opinions, perceptions and threshold limitations regarding broadcast audio 

quality.  

 

This work continues to contribute to a range of additional academic research. 

For example, excerpts of this research have been presented at several Media, 

Communication and Cultural Studies Association (MeCCSA) conferences, 

postgraduate networking events and stakeholder consultations. This research 

continues within several research papers that will stem from and build upon the 

findings contained within this work. It is likely that research will eventually 

contribute towards academic books and journal publications. The results 

continue to support stakeholders, including community FM (frequency 

modulation) stations by providing them with conclusive findings and results that 

may offer them even further reductions on transmission costs. 

 

1.5. Summary of research 

The research triangulates a mixed methodological approach, which includes 

qualitative and quantitative research methodologies coupled with evidence and 

reviews from a range of literature, which includes public facing reports, white 

papers and policy documentation relating to this area of research. 

 

The qualitative research stems from semi-structured interviews, which provide a 

detailed analysis of digital audio broadcasting from a variety of stakeholders. 

The stakeholders were selected on their level of expertise and professional 

industry practice. These included stakeholders representing community radio 
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stations, commercial radio groups, multiplex operators and professional 

membership organisations. 

 

The semi-structured research interviews generated a range of opinions 

regarding digital audio broadcasting and more specifically, small-scale DAB. 

Many stakeholders spoke about the positive impact that small-scale DAB is 

having within the community radio sector and specifically within their 

organisation. For example, several stakeholders mentioned that small-scale 

DAB is providing a range of local and community broadcasters, which would 

otherwise be ‘pushed out’ of the large scale DAB market, with an opportunity to 

transmit their services at relatively low-costs on a small-scale DAB multiplex. 

 

However, while some stakeholders encountered a few minor challenges with the 

multiplex power supply, mast height and location; a minority of stakeholders also 

expressed caution regarding a lack of transparency and future proofing the 

small-scale multiplexes. For example, a few stakeholders expressed their 

concerns as they cannot make long-term financial commitments and business 

plans due to a lack of information from DCMS and Ofcom and regarding the full-

term licensing of the small-scale multiplexes and the rollout of small-scale DAB. 

However, this information will become available once the small-scale DAB 

consultation process has concluded and once the licensing and regulatory 

framework is in place. (Ofcom 2018) 

 

The quantitative research methodology draws upon data from the listening 

survey. The survey was formulated in direct response to address a gap in 

knowledge that was identified during the stakeholder interview process.  

 

1.6. Offering of original contribution to knowledge 

This research provides broadcasters and individual stakeholder the opportunity 

to reduce their transmission costs by broadcasting their service(s) at an 

optimum and cost-effective DAB bitrate. 

 

A gap in knowledge was identified as Grae Allan, DAB Radio Director at Bauer 

Media explained that: 

 

There is such a wide spectrum of opinion and sensitivity relating to audio 

quality. If you get audiophiles in a room, you are likely to find that only 

the highest bandwidths will do. If you get genuinely average radio 

listeners in a room, you are likely to find that you can go much lower 

before the audio becomes a ‘turn off’ for them and this is the threshold 

we are interested in finding. Not to work at the threshold, but to know 

where it is and operate above that threshold. (Allan 2017) 

 

The research was ‘reactive’ as Grae Allan’s comment led to further research and 

the formulation of the listening survey to identifying broadcast audio thresholds. 

The survey results have identified several potential cost-effective options for 

small-scale DAB transmissions without significantly degrading the audio quality. 
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Example, possible financial savings could be sort by transmitting at 80 kilobits 

per second in monophonic rather than 128 kilobits per second in stereophonic. 

Although 80 kilobits per second in monophonic is a lower broadcast audio 

quality, compared to 128 kilobits per second in stereophonic, the majority of the 

155 respondents either preferred 80 kilobits per second in monophonic, or could 

not tell the difference between the two identical audio samples at these two 

bitrates. Please refer to the results section for further details. 

 

1.7. Summary 

The UK radio industry is committed to providing a digital future for radio and is 

working with the government towards a digital radio switchover. With a robust 

infrastructure, planning, financial support and implementation, digital audio 

broadcasting is likely to provide a sustainable future broadcasting model for 

Europe and the United Kingdom. (World DAB, 3rd August 2017) 

 

The most recent and historical Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR) data 

shows that DAB is continually growing in popularity through listening hours and 

purchased domestic home receivers. Approximately 62.3 per cent of adults aged 

15 years and above claim to own a DAB radio receiver. (RAJAR, Q4 2017) 

 

It is likely that the second generation of digital audio broadcasting, DAB+, will 

eventually be phased in to replace the original digital audio broadcast platform. 

DAB+ services are already available in most parts of the United Kingdom. 

 

Similar to other technolgies, digital audio broadcasting will eventually be viewed 

as an ‘interim’ piece of technology, similar to VHS videocassettes, minidiscs and 

compact discs (CDs), offering consumers a bridge between a low-technological, 

analogue past and the relatively high-technological, digital future. If DAB radio 

had been introduced, marketed and launched during the early 1990s, it may 

have gained enough sufficient momentum to replace FM (frequency modulation) 

radio in the United Kingdom. However, the consumer’s appeal of DAB now 

represents a very small marginal ‘upgrade’ compared to FM radio. The 

significant wealth of radio content that is now available via increasingly fast, 

reliable and greater fixed and mobile Internet coverage is proving more versatile, 

exciting and cost-effective compared to DAB radio, which has its limitations and 

initial high receiver purchase costs for the consumer. In House of Lords Select 

Committee on Communications (2010, p.77) Digital switchover of television and 

radio in the United Kingdom: 2nd report of session 2009-10 with evidence, Grant 

Goddard (21st January 2010) stated: 

 

The strategic mistake of the UK radio industry in deciding to invest 

heavily in DAB radio was its inherent belief in the mantra ‘build they will 

come.’ Because the radio industry has habitually offered content 

delivered to the consumer ‘free’ at the point of consumption, it failed to 

understand that, to motivate consumers sufficiently to purchase relatively 

expensive DAB radio hardware would necessitate a high-profile, 

integrated marketing campaign. Worse, the commercial radio sector 
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believed that the compelling digital content could be added ‘later’ to DAB 

radio, once sufficient listeners had bought the hardware, rather than 

content being the cornerstone of the sector’s digital offerings from the 

outset. 

 

If DAB technology fails to secure itself within the competitive UK broadcast 

industry and market, it is likely to lower and damage consumer and listener 

confidence. Thus, this could potentially damage the reputation of the BBC, 

which continues to pioneer and invest a considerable amount of Licence Fees’ 

money into DAB technology. As World DMB Global Update notes, “the BBC has 

committed to build-out its national networks to 97% and at least five new local 

multiplexes will launch in the next year. Significant signal boosts in London, 

Manchester, Leeds have improved coverage for thousands of households and 

there are more to come during 2013/14.” (World DMB Global Update 2014) 

However, the current BBC national DAB coverage is 94.4 per cent of the UK 

population. In 2014, the BBC launched a further twelve national DAB 

transmitters to expand its national DAB Radio coverage, which raises the total 

number of transmitters to 265. The BBC hopes this network expansion will allow 

a further two million people into the coverage area, which will increase coverage 

from 93 to 95 per cent by the end of 2015. The rollout is not only adding new 

areas into the coverage of the network but also improving reception for existing 

listeners in certain areas. (BBC 2014) 

 

If DAB is regarded as a success, this will help support future digital broadcast 

technologies, such as DAB+, along with supporting and enabling a wider range 

and scope of radio programming, programme choice, content, selection, quality, 

interaction and consumption for the listener on a national, regional and local 

market scale. Radio, like television, will require a sustainable broadcast 

‘backbone’ for many years to come, to deliver high quality radio output and 

programming for the near future. The BBC Radio Blog (2011) argued: 

 

There is much comment on the BBC's obsession with DAB but our 

objectives are simple: ensure cost effective, universal access to our 

services (including the digital stations) while stimulating competition and 

innovation which helps grows radio as a whole. 

 

However, will DAB technology saturate the mass media market and industry in 

terms of interaction and consumption? In a modern and competitive media 

market, will radio embrace DAB technology? Will DAB developments have a 

significant impact on revenue in relation to ‘value for money’ and therefore 

justifying the expenditure and finical implications of a DAB licence for BBC Local 

Radio? Radio still has its advantages as it lends itself to ease of use, flexibility 

and mobility, will this continue with DAB technology? 

 

It would appear that DAB was marketed at the radio consumer offering a greater 

range of radio stations at an enhanced broadcast sound quality compared to FM 

(frequency modulation). For many consumers, this marketing idea has not lived 
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up to expectations, with consumers reporting poor geographical coverage, low 

audio quality. 

 

Outlined in the Minister for Communications, Technology and Broadcasting, 

Digital Britain Report in June 2009, Lord Carter suggests that once UK radio 

stations have moved to DAB, the existing FM (frequency modulation) spectrum 

will become vacant to allow for a new tier in ultra-local FM radio. Carter (2009, 

p.101) stated “We believe that these stations, rather than becoming the poor 

relation of digital, will have a key role in radio's continued contribution to the 

UK's cultural life and local democratic debate.” 

 

It appears that DAB is still in its developmental stages; with a somewhat 

sporadic and intermittent multiplex infrastructure and reception on a local and 

national scale. Goddard (2010, p.2) mentioned that the “Increased coverage of 

DAB will be absolutely essential if it is to ever become a full replacement for FM 

for most service [...]” The uptake and purchasing of DAB radios could be seen 

as a deceptive moneymaking and somewhat rather lucrative business for 

broadcasters and multiplex owners, as it is believed that a proportionate 

percentage of sales revenue and profits from DAB radio set sales, go towards 

supporting such DAB broadcasters and multiplex owners. Think of it a bit like 

three-dimensional (3D) television, consumers must have one to view and 

experience modern television. That is untrue as the majority of consumers view 

terrestrial television programmes via a flat screen high definition television. To 

watch and experience most 3D television content, consumers need to wear 3D 

glasses. Consumers cannot walk into the room and experience 3D television at 

first glance. Therefore, like DAB radio technology, 3D television is still in its 

infancy and developmental stages. It appears that there is not a significantly 

high or justifiable consumer demand from the British public for DAB radio in the 

UK. Goddard (2010, p.1) noted that, “After a decade of existence, the DAB 

platform is still struggling. Only 9.2% of commercial radio hours listened are via 

DAB; while 79% of new radios sold in the UK are still old-fashioned analogue 

rather than DAB.” What we see today is DAB technology trying to establish itself 

in an already saturated multiplatform radio market. It appears that newer, 

advanced, faster, robust, mobile and reliable technologies, such as 4G (fourth 

generation) and 5G (fifth generation) high-speed mobile broadband and 

superfast fibre optic home broadband, is likely to continue to establish itself in 

the majority of Smartphone and tablet devices including within our homes and 

businesses. 

 

The impact of DAB is changing and shaping the way radio stations broadcast 

their content to their audiences. (RAJAR Q4 2019) DAB is the only digital 

broadcast platform, it is also more efficient at using the electromagnetic 

spectrum compared to analogue broadcast platforms such as AM and FM. My 

research also identified several key areas and gaps in industry knowledge which 

I have fulfilled in my PhD. For example, I have identified audiences’ perceptions 

of the threshold limitations regarding broadcast audio quality. This is significant 

as there is a cost implication for multiplex operators and radio stations to 

broadcast their content at higher bit rates, resulting in increased audio quality. 
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The following section contains the appendices. These contain a range of 

supplementary information and data, which are relevant to this research work. 

This includes the transcriptions of the semi-structured stakeholder interviews, 

the audio survey forms, photographs of small-scale multiplex equipment, DAB 

multiplex details, research ethic forms and ethical research information. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

List of stakeholder interviews 

 
Ash Elford  Director of Angel Radio in Portsmouth 

Solent Wireless Trustee 

Portsmouth small-scale DAB multiplex licensee 

 

Bernie O’Neill  Project Director at World DAB 

 

Dan Overy  Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited 

Bristol small-scale DAB multiplex licensee 

 

Daniel Nathan  Co-founder and Chairman of Juice 107.2  

Chief Executive Officer at Totally Radio 

Brighton and Hove small-scale DAB licensee 

 

Daniele Fisichella  Former Station Manager at Future Radio, Norwich 

 

David Duffy Managing Director and Co-owner of Niocast Digital, 

 The Radio People Broadcast Radio Consultants 

Manchester small-scale DAB multiplex licensee 

 

Dean Kavanagh Director at 107.5 Switch Radio 

Birmingham small-scale DAB multiplex licensee 

 

Grant Goddard Radio media analyst and consultant 

 

Grae Allan  DAB Radio Director at Bauer Radio 

 

James Cridland Radio futurologist, consultant and Managing Director of 

Media.Info and Co-founder of the Next Radio conference 

 

Lawrence Galkoff General Manager at Radioplayer Worldwide  

Director of Lawrence Galkoff Associates Limited 

 

Matt Deegan Co-founder and Creative Director of new media and radio 

consultancy at Folder Media 

 MuxCo DAB multiplex representative 

 Founder and Station Manager of Fun Kids  

 Co-founder of the Next Radio conference 

 

Nick Beer Head of Projects and Development at BFBS/SSVC 

 Aldershot small-scale DAB multiplex licensee 
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Nicky Ness Director of Forces Broadcasting and Entertainment for 

Forces Network at BFBS/SSVC, Chalfont St Peter 

 

Paul Smith CBE Founder and Chairman of Celador Radio Limited, Bristol 

 

Steve Potter  Director at Cambridge 105 

Cambridge small-scale DAB multiplex representative 
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APPENDIX TWO 

Semi-structured interview 

transcriptions 

 
1.1. Introduction 

This appendix contains the transcriptions of the semi-structured research 

interviews. The interviews were recorded in audio format and included a range 

of industry stakeholders including multiplex operators, analysts and 

representatives from the wider radio sector. It is important to emphasise that 

these transcriptions are written as they were recorded in spoken word. 

Therefore, there may occasionally be conversational and informal terminologies 

used in parts of the interview dialogue, which will appear in the written 

transcriptions.  

 

1.2. Ash Elford 

 

Director of Angel Radio, Solent Wireless Trustee and Portsmouth small-scale 

DAB multiplex licensee 

 

Date recorded: 10th March 2017 

 

“I am very enthusiastic about digital audio broadcasting, I have been a big 

supporter of it from the beginning in 1999 and I think it is a great way to enable 

more stations to broadcast and to enhance listeners choice and make radio a 

more straightforward experience for the listener.  

 

Angel Radio was already on digital radio before the small-scale localised DAB 

multiplex trial. However, Angel Radio launched on a local countywide multiplex 

in 2010 and was broadcast to South Hampshire, to a population of 

approximately 1.2 million adults aged over 15 years and above. 

 

Angel Radio wanted to expand the existing frequency modulation coverage 

because prior to digital audio broadcasting, Angel Radio had a low powered FM 

(frequency modulation) transmitter, which was based in the town of Havant. This 

only gave Angel Radio the coverage to approximately 40,000 adults aged 15 

years and over. Digital audio broadcasting allowed Angel Radio to greatly 

enhance the coverage area.  

 

Broadcasting on a larger local commercial DAB multiplex is very expensive. The 

small-scale localised multiplex trial, which was introduced in 2015, was based 
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on low-cost technology. These localised multiplex trials were a straightforward 

platform for a local radio station to be on. Angel Radio volunteers used their 

experience of digital audio broadcasting to help other local radio stations to gain 

access to digital radio. 

 

During the process, digital audio broadcasting allowed Angel Radio to greatly 

expand its coverage area. Angel Radio is also on small-scale localised mini 

multiplexes in Brighton, Bristol, Birmingham, Cambridge, Norwich, Woking and 

Aldershot, London, among others. Digital audio broadcasting has therefore 

enabled Angel Radio to expand the coverage area by approximately two to three 

million adults, at relatively low financial costs. This is particularly good news as 

Angel Radio is a registered charity and careful consideration is made to how 

money is spent. The Ofcom small-scale localised multiplex trial was a great way 

of being able to do that. 

 

Being on digital audio broadcasting does not have to be difficult. It took Angel 

Radio sixty-nine days from being awarded the licence from Ofcom, to being on-

air. Historically, the larger multiplexes can take significantly longer, possibly over 

two years, to launch. Angel Radio could have launched within four to five weeks. 

However, as Angel Radio is a registered charity and is run by committed 

volunteers, it was challenging to arrange suitable people to oversee the 

installation and launch of the small-scale localised multiplex. That was really the 

only slight delay that was experienced. Most of the other small-scale localised 

multiplexes were launched within three months of being awarded their Ofcom 

licence. Many of those groups had limited experience of digital audio 

broadcasting. The technology that is powering these small-scale localise 

multiplexes is reasonably straightforward.  

 

As the multiplex operator, we do the hard work for the individual radio stations. 

As far as the individual radio stations were concerned we posted them a 

Raspberry PI or an Odroid, which is a simple and cost effective computer, which 

is approximately the size of a cigarette packet, a USB soundcard, which plugs 

into the Raspberry PI or Odroid, which, with an Ethernet cable, plugged into a 

router, then the radio stations were ready to broadcast using digital audio 

broadcasting. Apart from that, the radio stations do not do any setting up. As the 

multiplex operator, we do everything for the radio stations. Anyone who can plug 

in and set up a DVD player can get their radio station or studio on digital audio 

broadcasting. From the radio station perspective, it is very simple, there is 

nothing to be scared about. It is a simple case of plug and play. 

 

The traditional way of launching radio station on digital audio broadcasting took 

a lot of time because these stations had dedicated data circuits to the multiplex 

centre from their studio. Most radio stations had fully redundant systems and 

everything was running on industrial computers with lots of rack space being 

used. Radio stations could not launch quickly as a result. This traditionally took 

approximately three months from setting up and launching on digital audio 

broadcasting. Whereas a small-scale localised multiplex system allows radio 
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stations to set up and broadcast on digital audio broadcasting within a day. 

There is no need for an engineer to visit.  

 

We have proved that even domestic asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) 

broadband connections are very stable for running digital audio broadcasting 

transmissions. We had one station that had a minor problem, which meant they 

were not quite ready to have their encoder installed, so instead the radio 

station’s output was broadcast from a member of staff’s house. They had an 

ADSL connection with a 400-kilobyte upload bandwidth speed and the radio 

station was broadcast at 128 kilobits per second. There were no dropouts and 

no problems. The system was very reliable, particularly as it was not a dedicated 

circuit. It used a standard domestic broadband connection.  

 

The small-scale localised digital audio broadcasting technology is very reliable, 

considering what these radio stations financially spend and for what they expect. 

We have not really experienced any major transmission problems between the 

radio station studios and the multiplex operator centre. However, if British 

Telecoms (BT) or Virgin Media have problems with their telephone exchange 

systems then the radio stations will be off-air. Fortunately, those outages are 

highly infrequent. The radio stations that we carry on the Portsmouth multiplex 

are financially saving four to five thousand pounds each year by not having 

dedicated digital audio broadcasting transmission circuits. 

 

One of the reasons why radio services may have been off air could be due to 

faults with their own studios or play out system. It is unlikely to be the digital 

audio broadcasting technology that has caused the temporary ceasing of 

services. The reason why radio stations have been off-air is not a reflection of 

digital audio broadcasting technology, but it is more to do with radio station’s 

own level of internal resource. 

 

We operate the Portsmouth multiplex and we have a vested interest in ensuring 

that the system is on air and that it covers the widest possible area. The 

multiplex allows spin-off services to support our main station. Angel Radio has 

two spin-off services on the small-scale localised multiplex. Angel Radio is a 

local community radio station in Portsmouth aimed at people aged 60 years and 

over and who like vintage radio. As a rule, Angel Radio broadcasts pre-1960s 

music. One of Angel Radio’s spin-off stations is called ‘60s’, which plays music 

from the 1960s. The other spin-off radio station is a 24-hour weather service, 

which provides weather forecasts and updates. The small-scale localised 

multiplex has allowed experimentations by running these additional services and 

to experiment with digital audio broadcasting technology. We have recently been 

experimenting with visual slideshows, which are compatible with some in car 

radio receivers and domestic home receivers. In addition to the standard 

scrolling text being displayed on the radio receiver, the visual slideshows allows 

images in the form of music album art to be displayed by the radio receiver. 

Small-scale localised digital audio broadcasting has therefore allowed multiplex 

operators to experiment with this technology, which would otherwise be 
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unavailable with conventional digital audio broadcasting services on the South 

Hampshire multiplex. 

 

From the multiplex operator’s perspective, digital audio broadcasting gives a 

greater flexibility to experiment and trial new services. For the majority of radio 

stations, digital audio broadcasting allows their radio output to be heard on 

digital terrestrial radio for the first time. There is a shortage of frequency 

modulation frequencies, particularly in London and the south of England. Most of 

the niche and local community radio stations already had a small online 

presence for a few years. However, digital audio broadcasting has allowed these 

radio stations to have more of a terrestrial presents and are on the same station 

list as the larger commercial radio stations. Digital audio broadcasting therefore 

gives many local radio stations a fairer opportunity to broadcast. Many local 

radio stations are not able to broadcast on frequency modulation. With Internet 

radio, there are so many radio stations trying to make themselves’ heard. Being 

on digital audio broadcasting has enabled many of these radio stations to be 

heard and discovered by a wider audience for the first time. 

 

Frequency modulation provides limited opportunities to obtain a broadcasting 

licence and community radio stations can only hold one licence. Angel Radio 

can only really be heard in the Portsmouth area on frequency modulation. 

Therefore, digital audio broadcasting gives Angel Radio the chance to expand to 

a significantly larger area. 

 

Angel Radio, which is our main community radio station in Portsmouth, is carried 

on the established commercial South Hampshire multiplex. As well as Angel 

Radio, we carry Express FM on our Portsmouth multiplex, which is the other 

community radio station. 

 

The multiplex means that these stations can be heard in the city of Portsmouth 

like they can be heard on frequency modulation, but on DAB the stations can 

also be heard in the suburban outskirts of Portsmouth. For example, there is a 

town called Waterlooville, which would identify itself with Portsmouth. However, 

Waterlooville is the other side of Portsdown Hill, which means that radio 

stations, such as Express FM cannot broadcast to Portsmouth on frequency 

modulation. Local frequency modulation reception is limited, whereas being on 

digital audio broadcasting allows local radio stations to transmit to the wider 

areas of Portsmouth as opposed to the main city centre boundaries. 

 

As digital audio broadcasting allows multiple radio stations to be carried on a 

multiplex using one frequency, rather than one radio station on one frequency 

with FM, coverage areas can be more generous than they would otherwise be 

on frequency modulation. 

 

The Portsmouth multiplex operates using one transmitter. However, digital audio 

broadcasting can operate using a network of transmitters on the same frequency 

to fill in the coverage by using several smaller transmitters to make the overall 

signal stronger. Coverage is only as good as the multiplex transmission site. 
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Fortunately, the Portsmouth multiplex transmitter is located at the top of 

Portsdown Hill. Therefore, any location that is within line of sight of Portsdown 

Hill should be able to receive digital audio broadcasting services from the 

Portsmouth multiplex. 

 

The frequency modulation transmitter is located approximately one to two miles 

away at a separate site. Since launching our small scale localised multiplex trial, 

we were successful in our application to Ofcom to relocate our community radio 

frequency modulation transmitter. The frequency modulation transmitter is now 

located on Portsdown Hill, but the site is separate to the digital audio 

broadcasting transmitter. This is because there is one area on FM that is 

particularly important for Angel Radio to cover, which we would have lost if the 

FM transmitter were still located at the previous transmission site. The key to 

having good coverage is being on the tallest site that is closest to the area you 

want to cover. 

 

We know that people listen to our digital audio broadcasting services. The 

Portsmouth multiplex currently broadcasts twenty-one radio stations. Listeners 

in the Portsmouth area can currently receive up to 76 radio stations on digital 

audio broadcasting, twenty-one of which are carried on the Portsmouth 

multiplex. It is not very often that there are problems with the transmitter, but if 

there are transmission problems, there are usually listener comments via email 

and postings on social media such as Twitter. So although none of the radio 

stations that are carried on the Portsmouth multiplex have their audience 

measured, we do know that people are listening because when there are DAB 

transmission problems we usually hear about them pretty fast, which is always a 

good sign. You can have a look at individual radio stations on their Twitter and 

Facebook pages. Some of these radio stations built up a large following around 

them. So we do know that people are listening on digital audio broadcasting.  

 

There is a lot of momentum behind digital audio broadcasting. Most of the radio 

stations that sign up and are carried on the Portsmouth multiplex remain on 

board. There have only been a few radio stations that have ceased broadcasting 

on the Portsmouth multiplex since the launch in August 2015. There is a lot of 

support from the radio stations and their audiences for digital audio 

broadcasting.  

 

We are the smallest tier of digital audio broadcasting. Some of these radio 

stations are broadcast with voluntary spare time. One of the radio stations 

ceased broadcasting due to other on-going commitments at the time. The radio 

station had not only ceased broadcasting on digital audio broadcasting, but also 

on all other platforms. Therefore, that particular radio station shutdown. Another 

radio station had financial problems with paying the musical royalty fees. This is 

not so much reflection on digital audio broadcasting because the Portsmouth 

multiplex fees are lower compared to what most radio stations pay for music 

royalties. There are lots of other external factors that are not just down to the 

physical transmission it is the other elements that make up the radio station. The 

majority of radio stations have remained on the Portsmouth multiplex. Digital 
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audio broadcasting has been a success to those people who are organised and 

are able to work to manage their radio station. 

 

The question I get asked the most from the radio stations is when is our licence 

getting extended? There is definitely a lot of enthusiasm for the next chapter of 

digital audio broadcasting in Portsmouth.  

 

Digital audio broadcasting has enhanced the ability for audiences to find niche 

and local radio stations, such as Angel Radio. The real thing for Angel Radio are 

the programmes, the technology is almost an irrelevance. Being on digital audio 

broadcasting has meant that audiences can hear Angel Radio on their DAB 

radio receiver. Angel Radio appears alongside Classic FM, Smooth, BBC Radio 

2, among many others. Digital audio broadcasting has enabled Angel Radio to 

have an equal footing. Angel Radio is lucky that it begins with the letter ‘a’, so 

the station appears at the front of most listeners’ DAB radio receiver display 

lists.  

 

Digital audio broadcasting makes it easier for audiences to find radio stations 

such as Angel Radio. Audiences no longer need to worry about radio 

frequencies. Listeners simply turn their radio receiver on, look for ‘a’ for Angel 

Radio. Digital audio broadcasting makes it simple for our audience to find us and 

to stay listening to us. It is all about the programmes and content, the technology 

is an enabler for radio stations, such as Angel Radio, to reach more listeners. 

That is what has been good about being on digital audio broadcasting. 

 

We had to take a short-term approach to the trial. Originally, we only had a nine-

month licence. Everything we did we had to bear in mind that there was a risk 

we may have gone off-air at the end of the nine-month trial because we did not 

know if the trial was going to be extended or not. Originally, we are launched at 

a different transmission site because that was the easiest one to source at the 

time. We did not want to spend a lot of money because firstly we are a charity 

and we may not have seen that money back over the course of the nine months. 

However now that our licence has been extended by another two years we have 

been able to take more of a relaxed approach to investment and experimenting 

with new approaches. We were the first small scale localised multiplex to launch 

a DAB+ radio station and now there are lots of DAB+ stations. In the United 

Kingdom there are approximately sixty DAB+ stations, which is remarkable if 

you consider this time last year in 2016, we were broadcasting two DAB+ 

stations and Arqiva had just launched three of their own nationally. The longer 

licence has given us more chance and time to experiment with the latest digital 

audio broadcasting technology.  

 

There are fixed financial costs for running a multiplex. Radio station fees are 

calculated based on the amount of multiplex capacity they occupy on a 

multiplex. Broadcasting on DAB+ means that a radio station can have an 

improved sound quality and pay less financial costs to the multiplex operator 

and they would do if they were on the classic mp2 DAB. The disadvantage of 

broadcasting on DAB+ is that a lot of older DAB radio receivers do not support 
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DAB+. Having said that though, we have been pleasantly surprised that a lot of 

radios seem to be capable of receiving DAB+, even if the receivers never 

explicitly mention on the packaging or in the manual or on the radio itself that it 

supports DAB+. Most radio receivers that are currently sold have the green 

Digital Radio UK ‘tick mark’, and one of the requirements for that ‘tick mark’ is 

that the radio receiver supports DAB+. All the radio receivers on sale in my local 

supermarket supported DAB+ and cheapest DAB+ radio receiver was £20.  

 

If you are a fan of country music and you want to listen to it and then you are 

likely to spend £20 on a DAB+ radio receiver to get Chris Country radio. The 

technology is not really a thought for the listener; they just want to listen to their 

radio station. It is easy to listen to a DAB+ station. The radio stations have been 

very supportive and surprised with the DAB+ format. We have had quite a few 

radio stations convert from mp2 to DAB to DAB+. Originally all of the radio 

stations that launched on the Portsmouth multiplex were conventional DAB. 

DAB+ has meant that radio stations can improve their sound quality and lower 

their transmission costs at the same time. As a multiplex operator DAB+ enables 

wider offering of services. The stations that converted from standard digital 

audio broadcasting to DAB+ have freed up capacity space to enabled new 

services to transmit on the multiplex. As a multiplex operator that is how we 

have been able to launch additional and new services. For example, we have a 

weather service, soul music and easy listening radio station service that are 

carried on the Portsmouth multiplex. All of this is possible because of DAB+. If 

our original radio station line-up remained in an mp2 DAB format, then we would 

not have been able to accommodate these additional services. However, DAB+ 

has meant that we have been able to expand from ten DAB to nineteen DAB+ 

services. DAB+ offers better sound and signal quality compared to standard 

DAB as DAB+ uses the more efficient advanced audio coding (AAC).  

 

Not everyone can listen to DAB+ as approximately half of all DAB radio 

receivers currently in circulation in the United Kingdom support DAB+. Digital 

audio broadcasting radio receiver sales figures go back to when DAB radio 

receivers became publicly available in 1999. Clearly receivers purchased in the 

early 2000s may have been retired from use by the listener in the domestic 

home environment. Therefore, it is very difficult to know the true picture of DAB 

radio receiver sales. However, there are radio receiver manufacturers that sell 

receivers globally to places that have always had DAB+ services, such as 

Australia, and the radios here in the United Kingdom support DAB+ but they 

have never shouted about the fact search is very difficult to know for sure. We 

do know people are listening to the DAB+ radio stations because these stations 

have loyal audiences.  

 

Any new radio stations wishing to broadcast on the Portsmouth multiplex will 

have to be DAB+. These stations are considering the opportunity to broadcast, 

versus not being able to broadcast at all. Therefore, they are obviously quite 

keen to be able to broadcast to people because it means they can reach new 

audiences. They understand they won’t be able to reach everyone, but they will 

be able to reach a significant proportion of the population. If their radio service is 
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niche enough then they will be able to get people to purchase radio receivers to 

listen to those services. Our position as it stands for the Portsmouth multiplex, 

unless there is an exceptional reason to be on mp2 DAB, we would encourage 

stations to transmit on DAB+. This is because it is unlikely that the stations we 

currently carry in mp2 DAB format are going to cease broadcasting on the 

multiplex. Therefore, the only way multiplex capacity will be freed up is by 

stations leaving. As most of our stations are DAB+ the odds of those freeing up 

enough capacity to actually cobble together a reasonable sounding mp2 DAB 

stream is very slim. On a practical level there will only likely be enough capacity 

for DAB+ services but also just supposing there was say, 128 kilobits per 

second became available, we would prefer to see two or three DAB+ services, 

because our mission is to offer as broader range of services as possible. We 

have a long waiting list of radio stations that want to be on the Portsmouth 

multiplex and there are many more radio services besides the ones that we are 

currently broadcasting that are not on digital radio yet, so we would like to give 

them a chance, so unless there is a very compelling reason we would 

encourage stations to go down the DAB+ route. 

 

The future is likely to be that all community and local commercial radio stations 

will be broadcasting on digital audio broadcasting. This will mean that all radio 

stations will have a level playing field, as all DAB radio services will appear on 

the generic radio receiver menu. From a manufacturing perspective, almost all 

vehicle manufacturers are fitting DAB radio receivers as standard to their new 

cars, which is great for the radio industry and its listeners. It is very difficult to 

purchase a domestic radio receiver that does not support digital audio 

broadcasting. I do not believe we are very far from digital audio broadcasting 

being considered as the default radio platform, much like frequency modulation 

became the default analogue listening platform at the end of the 1980s. I think 

we are very close for that being the case for digital radio. 

 

There was originally a whole host of problems when digital audio broadcasting 

launched publicly in the United Kingdom in 1999. For example, the receivers 

were very expensive. For the first three to four years there were no DAB radio 

receivers that were less than £100. DAB radio receivers were unavailable in 

supermarkets. Therefore, purchasing a DAB radio receiver was difficult. Until 

approximately 2005 to 2006, DAB coverage of even the BBC radio stations was 

very limited. Given that the BBC launched the first digital audio broadcasting 

services in 1995, most DAB radio services were unavailable until the mid-2000s. 

Therefore, the DAB receivers were originally too expensive and were 

unavailable for sale in many high street shops and supermarkets. When you 

could eventually purchase a DAB receiver there were not that many DAB radio 

stations available. Finally, over recent years, vehicle manufacturers have 

introduced DAB radio receivers as standard in most new cars and DAB radio 

coverage has improved. As a result, there are very few digital audio 

broadcasting ‘deserts’, where there is little or no coverage available. In 1999 

there where are some amazing digital radio stations. However, these stations 

had no listeners. There were large commercially operated radio groups, such as 

Capital and GWR. GWR were operating three DAB radio stations with live 
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presenters as if they were normal local stations, with no listeners. Clearly large 

commercial Radio groups cannot afford to spend millions of pounds year after 

year, so they ran out of steam. Digital audio broadcasting is taken points where I 

think everything is now in place. This is reflected in the radio joint audience 

research (RAJAR) figures as they suggest that more people are listening to 

digital radio. There are stations such as Absolute 80s and Kisstory that are only 

available via a digital radio receiver, that have over one million listeners. It has 

been a long slog to get this is far but not quite everything was in place in the 

initial years when DAB was introduced. However, all the right ingredients are 

there now for making digital radio a success. 

 

Transmitting on small-scale localised DAB can be affordable. We have one 

transmitter, which we pay one amount of rent to carry multiple radio services. 

Compared to frequency modulation each radio station would need to pay for its 

own transmitter. Therefore, DAB can be more affordable at the localised level as 

far as the broadcaster is concerned. Depending on the station along with their 

circumstances and audio streaming quality specifications, the Portsmouth 

multiplex ranges from £500 to £2000 per year. Broadcasters would struggle to 

run an FM licensed transmitter for that amount of money. For the broadcaster’s 

digital audio broadcasting can be very affordable. Internet broadcasters pay per 

listener. Most streaming companies charge broadcasters based on the amount 

of individual listeners and bandwidth required. I suppose DAB might be slightly 

more expensive compare to broadcasting online but the flip side of that is you’re 

going to reach a larger audience base. I refer to radio joint audience research 

(RAJAR) data, where everyone can listen on the Internet via their smartphone or 

tablet computer, but digital audio broadcasting makes radio more accessible to 

listeners. I guess the cost per listener when you compare Digital audio 

broadcasting to the Internet is probably cheaper and more affordable for DAB. 

As far as the consumer is concerned I do not believe cost is really an issue any 

more. When you can purchase a DAB+ radio receiver for £20, I don’t really 

believe cost comes into to it. I refer back to my previous point; digital audio 

broadcasting it’s just a method of broadcasting programmes to listeners. Digital 

audio broadcasting does not have to win anything between the Internet, 

television or existing analogue platforms such as frequency modulation and 

amplitude modulation. Digital audio broadcasting is about making programmes 

that listeners want to listen to more accessible to them and DAB delivers that. 

The Internet, frequency modulation, amplitude modulation and television all 

have their place. Digital audio broadcasting is a reasonably straightforward 

means of accessing radio stations and it has some flexible advantages, such as 

portability, listening while on the move while driving and at home, it is a 

reasonably consistent listening experience. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting faces similar challenges that traditional analogue 

radio faces, such as the demands for peoples’ time associated with Internet 

browsing and video streaming. Radio can never be complacent. Who knows 

what future technology may become available. As far as terrestrial radio is 

concerned, digital audio broadcasting mostly fulfils audience needs for the time 

being. Despite high levels of smartphone and computer tablet ownership, digital 
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television services and other activities, approximately 90 per cent of people still 

listen to the radio in the United Kingdom every week. I do not think listeners 

really care if they listen on a DAB radio or an FM radio but if they are going to be 

in the car or if they just want to switch a radio on, then a DAB radio makes that 

are very simple experience. So, until a more straightforward technology 

becomes publicly available, I do not think DAB radio has to worry too much. 

However, we will not rest on our laurels, which is why we have been developing 

new ideas for digital audio broadcasting in Portsmouth, such as adding 

slideshows to our broadcasts and improving sound quality with DAB+. One of 

the criticisms of digital audio broadcasting has been that the sound quality has 

not been as good as it could be, which is why we have been trying to address 

those problems, so hopefully we can stave off any technological competition at 

least for a few more years. 

 

We have occasionally made unpublicised changes to the Portsmouth multiplex. 

For example, we have upgraded audio encoders behind the scenes and made 

small improvements. Looking at some online web forums people of commented 

that they have noticed that we have made these changes. For example, when 

we have changed radio stations from mono to stereo. What are the complaints 

about digital audio broadcasting is that most of the stations are in mono. That is 

not the case in Portsmouth. Listeners are noticing small improvements and 

changes without us shouting about it. When radio stations have switched from 

DAB to DAB+, listeners have contacted the station to mention that they can no 

longer receive the service. When these people have been advised to purchase a 

DAB+ radio receiver, there has been enthusiasm. The stations have not really 

received any negative feedback. The majority of listeners, who wish to listen to 

DAB+ services, have purchased a receiver that supports these services, which 

means they could listen to their favourite station. People are noticing what we 

are doing, but we try to keep things quiet because it should really be about 

celebrating programmes and the technology is just really vehicle for people to be 

able to enjoy their programmes.  

 

I would advise other potential multiplex operators and organisations that are 

interested in transmitting on digital audio broadcasting is not to underestimate 

the importance of a good transmission site. One of the aspects that has been an 

eye-opener to me is to try and get onto rooftops and on top of hills, which 

requires a lot of work. I think securing good transmission site or sites at the 

earliest opportunity are absolutely key. As the saying goes, ‘height is might’. 

Therefore, having good coverage to begin with is the key to success for 

multiplex operator. As far as the stations are concerned I think what I see 

stations under estimate, some stations think that just being on DAB radio is 

enough to get those stations listen to, but it is not. As well as investing in 

programming, stations have to invest in some kind of promotion. That does not 

mean posters in city centres or anything like that, but they do need to think 

about reaching out to their target audience. If our radio station plays a particular 

genre of music, to make contact with local music groups in that particular area, 

or to do targeted adverts on Facebook or Twitter. Radio stations do not have to 

spend a lot of money, but they do have to do some kind of promotion. If you are 
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just a station name on a list, people will listen to you, but it will take you a lot 

longer to build up an audience than just by doing some simple advertising. That 

is really my advice the stations.  

 

The other thing that I say to multiplex operators and stations, is that small scale 

localised DAB multiplex trial is based on low cost open source technology. But 

low cost is not the same as no cost. The multiplex operators still have to 

purchase computers, routers, aerials and transmitters. The radio stations, 

although their encoder may only cost a couple of hundred pounds, they still have 

to spend several thousand pounds a year on paying various, PRS and PPL 

music licences, Ofcom licence fees and operational costs. It is about being 

realistic about where radio stations money is going to come from. Some of these 

stations are run as hobbies by people who can afford it. However, as long as 

you know how much these costs are, and do not simply jump into it blind, there 

is no reason why you cannot be on digital audio broadcasting for a long time and 

make a success of it. It is just really in the planning.  

 

I suppose one of the things we may have approached differently is the way that 

we launched Angel Radio on other local multiplexes at an earlier stage. 

Although Angel radio pretty much broadcasts to where we want to, perhaps we 

could have pursued those are other areas sooner than we did. Broadcasting in 

these other areas has been a success for us. We know people listen to Angel 

Radio in Norwich, Bristol, London, so I think perhaps if we had approached 

anything differently, we would have expanded sooner. However, as a charity we 

need to be sensible with our financial approach, so we do not overstretch 

ourselves.  

 

You can now hear Angel Radio in Birmingham, Bristol, Cambridge, Brighton, 

Norwich Woking and Aldershot, London, among others. We estimate between 

two to three million people can currently listen to Angel Radio on digital audio 

broadcasting. In the early 2017 we have relocated to our FM transmitters, so we 

have gone from serving tens of thousands of people to hundreds of thousands, 

which is being good news for Angel Radio. However, Angel Radio has always 

been streamed via the Internet. Although we have been expanding on frequency 

modulation and digital audio broadcasting. 

 

In London, Norwich, Brighton and Hove, Angel Radio is broadcast in DAB+ and 

in other areas, such as Aldershot, Birmingham, Bristol and South Hampshire, 

Angel Radio is broadcast in standard mp2 DAB. That is really down to what we 

have been able to negotiate and agree with the individual multiplex operators.” 

 

1.3. Bernie O’Neill 

 

Project Director at World DAB 

 

Date recorded: 5th September 2017 
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“World DAB is a not for profit organisation, we are an industry forum and 

membership organisation. We started our existence over twenty years ago. It 

was a Eureka project, which was an EU funding mechanism to take research to 

market. As with a lot of those programs, there has to be a critical mass of 

something around five membership counties or companies, so there were 

different stakeholders at that point that had developed the technology. It was a 

combination of industry and broadcasters. Then that project ended, and the 

stakeholders of that consortium decided that the work was incomplete, and they 

felt that this piece of technology was the future and they wanted to continue the 

facilitation, so they decided to set up an industry forum, which is what we have 

today, World DAB. That was some twenty years ago and at that time it was 

DAB. Of course, there are now improved audio codecs and there is the new 

variety, which is DAB+. Nearly all countries and anyone launching a radio 

service would start with DAB+. There are some countries that we refer to as 

‘legacy’ countries. For example, Spain originally launched DAB and at the time 

the DAB receivers were not at an affordable price for the mass market, as they 

are now. There was not really the ‘joined up’ approach to adopting and 

promoting the technology that for example, Digital UK do, and which is a great 

example of integration of industry broadcasters, retailers and messaging to the 

listener.  

 

We have got approximately ninety-five membership organisations from across 

almost thirty countries. We are a global organisation. Each company can have, 

what we call, nominated representatives, that gives them access to the 

members’ portal and information behind the members ‘pay wall’, so that means 

we are about one thousand plus digital radio experts, such as people that have 

been involved or who are very interested to actively become involved in the roll-

out of digital radio. That is what gives us a ‘birds eye view’ and an indication to 

what is happening with DAB because we have a great network of contacts who 

keep us informed about progress in their country and all the interagencies of all 

of the different aspects and each territory is very different. There are similarities 

of course and lessons to be learnt, which is the underpinning rational of World 

DAB. Our members are from cross sections of the radio industry and then added 

onto that, the digital radio industry. So, we have for example ministries of 

telecommunications who are members, regulators, broadcast associations, 

broadcasters, both private and commercial, we have some of the network 

operators and then we have the equipment manufacturers, the receiver 

manufactures and when we say receivers we mean kitchen radios or your home 

radio devices. We also have vehicle manufacturers and mobile phone 

manufacturers, such as LG mobile phone, they are a member of World DAB 

because they have DAB fitted in one of their mobile phone handsets. We also 

have research companies, chip manufactures and the professional transmission 

equipment and multiplexing equipment manufactures. They are all members of 

World DAB. We are a portal of information about what is happening with DAB 

and we are also an exchange mechanism for best practice on how to go about 

implementing DAB, which manifests within our infographics and our statistics on 

our website, there is a lot of information there. We have a ‘country information’ 

section, with details about the network and coverage in each country and what 
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they are doing in terms of marketing and what the regulation is in each country 

along with the current news for each particular country. We do a lot of our own 

events and more, so we are very much involved in other radio and media events 

around the world. We are very much about DAB and we are a business forum, 

we are also very much aware and talking about where DAB sits within the wider 

market of getting radio to the listener. The listener does not care about how they 

receive their audio, they just want to hear their favourite programme or listen to 

their favourite music or whatever it may be. So there is an awareness of where 

we sit within the wider marketplace. 

 

DAB is the future of terrestrial broadcast radio and sits alongside a mixture of 

other digital platforms, which radio is carried to the listener. DAB will sit 

alongside IP, 4G and 5G in the future. Hybrid radio will be the future. DAB is part 

of the digital mix and is part of ‘digitising’ radio. Public and commercial local, 

regional and national broadcasters are keeping a close eye on their listening 

statistics and are watching consumer behaviour with how radio is consumed. 

There has been and is likely to remain an acute awareness on the need to 

innovate and to offer more to the listener. Digital radio offers that, as it provides 

more choice and with the enhanced features of digital radio and the potential for 

more interaction with other devices and back channel interaction with the 

broadcaster that gives a much richer offering to the listener. DAB will be the 

‘digital backbone’ that carries most of the weight of the transmission. However, 

that ‘digital backbone’ is enhanced by the additional functionality and features 

that would be offered by connectivity. 

 

There are certain key countries in Europe that launched DAB earlier and are 

making solid progress. Norway is one of them and they are way ahead of the 

game as they took the very bold step of switching of national FM. It was very 

scary because they were the first country to do so. Norway is on a steep 

learning curve. Here at World DAB, we see it as good because there is a whole 

set of case studies and examples of what worked and what did not work. They 

have a whole list of ‘here is what we would do differently’ so there is a lot of 

learning coming out of it.  

 

I was at a presentation yesterday [4th September 2017] at IFA Berlin, which is 

the largest consumer electronics show in Europe, where a huge explosion over 

the last two to three years of DAB devices are on show there. The Norwegians 

gave a presentation at part of that event and they were saying that basically they 

were worried that listeners would not follow as they felt it was a risk to switch off 

national FM and would listeners go somewhere else, but they put up on the 

screen the listening statistics at a very ‘granular’ level over the recent weeks and 

it showed a slight reduction, which they anticipated anyway with summertime as 

people go off to the beach and on holiday, so listening reduced slightly but those 

listening figures are actually ‘bouncing back’ and increasing. It only reduced by 

something between two to three per cent. Therefore, they are happy with 

progress and are not concerned. Of course, the next big set of transmitter switch 

offs happens in September, later this month and that is in the Oslo region, so 

that is when the biggest chunk of the country will be switched off. Really it is 
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very much playing out and they will have interesting information to present to the 

outside world, I would say around the first quarter, quarter one and two of next 

year in 2018 will be when there is a detail set of analysis, but you know they 

have a very healthy commercial radio sector and public radio. There is a good 

balance there I think, which is a bit like the UK, and they are all very much 

working together. Switzerland is also gearing up to switch off and there is the 

other country with a plan in place and an agreement to switch off FM radio, so in 

preparation for that they have a very active and on-going marketing campaign 

for their listeners about that. Other counties that are leading the way, of course 

the UK, although the UK is not talking about a switch-off date, but the UK is very 

much working towards its target of fifty per cent of digital listening. The 

Netherlands launched more recently, and they have been the fastest DAB and 

DAB+ launch. Of course, the Netherlands is a small country and it is flat, but 

they have really good cross-industry collaborations and good government 

support and they have got good national coverage and while they do not have a 

digital switchover date, obviously the conversation is happening amongst the 

broadcasters. Germany launched in 2011, I was at IFA Berlin, which is the 

consumer electronics show and they are now I think they are now, we said 

yesterday [4th September 2017] that they are at about fifteen per cent digital 

listening and they are really happy with their progress as well. It is the biggest 

market in Europe so everybody else is looking to them. Germany is complicated 

because it is a federal system, but if you look at Bavaria, which is one of the 

biggest states, and a couple of the neighbouring southern Germany states, they 

are very much pro-DAB and they are providing an example to the rest of 

Germany; providing a template for how to go. Some of the commercial 

broadcasters are a little bit worried about competition and about dual-

transmission costs. I think the general feeling overall was one of optimism, and 

whereas in previous years, the commercial broadcasters were not so much 

actively involved in the conversation, this year we saw them very much there 

and very much now entering into the discussion. What has changed in Germany 

is that they announced earlier this year a second national multiplex of 

commercial radio, so that is going to be a big game changer in Germany as well. 

There will be some new entrance coming on the market and new broadcasters, 

so a whole new rich offering to listeners in Germany.  

 

Italy is another country that is making a lot of progress. They have got 

something like 75 per cent population coverage that has grown by ten per cent 

in the last three years and a lot of progress there. Denmark, they were one of 

the original DAB countries and I think from next month [October 2017] will switch 

from DAB to DAB+ and they have just launched a new marketing campaign so 

very much ‘ploughing ahead’ with really good household penetration in 

Denmark. 

 

France is slow, it is a complicated situation in France, because 80 per cent of 

the radio market is with the big four commercial radio groups and they have 

been apposing digital radio because they do not want to erode that position that 

they have. Radio France is on-air in certain parts of France, in Paris and in the 

east because, as a public broadcaster, they have a remit to reach all their 
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listeners, which physically was not possible given the limitations and congestion 

with FM in certain areas, so they have had to go onto DAB+ so that is an 

opening, but the regulator in France is very much behind the rollout of DAB+ 

and there is now an on-going plan to launch DAB+, which has already launched 

in Paris, Marseille and Nice and there is an on-going issue in such licensing that 

is happening over the coming years across all of the main population centres. 

The CSA (Superior Council of the Audio-visual, France) announced earlier this 

year [2017] a plan to accelerate coverage across motorways because DAB, at 

its heart, was developed as a robust mobile digital mobile technology. Those are 

the key countries in Europe and we are seeing a lot of interest in other territories 

emerging but to look outside of Europe, Australia launched back in 2011 as well, 

and they are now at 65 per cent population coverage. They cover the five main 

metropolitan cities and regulation has gone through and they are now in the 

process of extending coverage to the regions, which will dramatically increase 

DAB+ coverage. There is a high level of commitment from the commercial radio 

industry sector for DAB+. All of this has meant that the price of devices has 

decreased, so those legacy countries that I mentioned earlier, the scene 

nowadays is so much different. Devices, such as digital radio receivers and car 

radio adaptors are starting at fifteen Euros and increasing at all price points, as 

they offer more functionalities. All the emerging markets are at different stages 

of regulation and are doing trials. Probably top of the list would be Belgium, 

which is planning a launch of DAB in 2018 and they are pretty advanced in their 

planning. The Czech Republic has almost 50 to 60 per cent population 

coverage. Hungary is conducting trials. Large countries such as Indonesia, 

Thailand, Turkey, among others are very actively looking at DAB and have trials 

on-air. We spent a lot of our time talking to them as well and on the receiver side 

will drive prices down which again, makes it more attractive for yet more 

countries to look at this technology. Another big part of DAB is cars. In the more 

advanced markets such as the UK and Norway for example, Norway now has 

something around 98 per cent of new cars with DAB as standard, in the UK the 

figure is around 87 per cent. It is really down to the market as it costs extra to 

have DAB activated in cars and imported, so the importers want to see a market 

for the technology, so it is a bit ‘chicken and egg’. The UK market is very much 

active in this and they provide a really good case study because they work 

closely with the auto manufacturing body, the SMMT. They realised early on that 

to roll out the technology, really strong collaboration across all sectors, including 

the retail and auto sector is necessary, so they have worked on that and have 

proved it in their progress.  

 

I think it takes a long time to rollout any new technology. I think people forget 

that FM and the timescale that was involved to launch FM, was longer. It is 

definitely worth taking a moment to look at how long it took for FM to rollout and 

it is a huge investment. It takes a long time to build out the networks and to get 

the devices. It may look like a long time, but I think maybe in the bigger picture 

of things, it perhaps not that long, but yes, I know that some people would have 

liked DAB to have happened faster and it has been the ‘chicken and egg’ 

scenario, but it is very much on-going. 
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If you look at the situation today and the cost of devices, it is really not such an 

issue anymore and the cost of devices will continue to reduce as the market 

develops. 

 

Sometimes people are misinformed and are usually afraid of change. Norway 

took a bold step, but they felt they had no choice as their infrastructure was 

ageing and they did not want to reinvest in the analogue technology when it was 

limited in what it could offer just because it is the limitations of what they could 

do on the spectrum with analogue services. Countries such as Indonesia, 

Turkey, Thailand, among others, have huge congestion problems, where you 

cannot walk ten or twenty steps without hearing three different radio stations and 

you are into the societal issues of communicating with broadcasters 

communicating with people. Therefore, ‘digitising’ is the only way forward to 

resolve those issues of poor quality. In the more developed markets, it is about 

offering more choice at an affordable price, both for the listener and the 

broadcaster. 

 

Everybody loves to talk about something shiny and new and the latest thing and 

IP and 5G. Time and time again, and we hear this debate a lot within our 

members and particularly our members would be on the content side, a lot of 

them are also on the technical transmission side, so they are worrying about 

how to get this wonderful content to the listener, how to, how much, practically, 

so they keep doing, they have to justify it to their own stakeholders within their 

own organisation who are attracted to the shiny new propositions. So, they have 

to continually articulate, and they have done and there are various pieces of 

research. The latest one is by EBU (European Broadcasting Union) by Marcello 

Lombardo, which is a key piece of research and he analysed the cost to the 

broadcaster and to the listener of FM verses DAB and 4G and so he is 

comparing those transmission channels. Basically, it becomes crystal clear at 

the end of his analysis that DAB is the sensible way forward for that digital 

backbone and then of course it is not ‘either, or’, it is very much ‘and’. DAB is the 

broadcast backbone, so that robust carrying the heavy weight of the data 

content and then supplementing it and enriching it and giving it the additional 

features and interactivity with connectivity. Fixed and mobile Internet streaming 

would require a very dense network of transmitters. There are various elements 

to the costs that would render it completely unfeasible.  

 

Marcello Lombardo compared FM, DAB and 4G from a cost perspective for 

transmission by the broadcaster, but also from a cost to receive by the listener, 

because of course, if you are using your mobile phone data plan there is a cost 

to you the listener if you start increasing your radio listening.  

 

There is now an active conversation with mobile phone handset manufacturers 

to get DAB into mobile phone handsets. The first mobile phone handset was 

launched with DAB+, from LG. However, DAB in mobile phone handsets has 

been a challenge, even more so than DAB in vehicles. When vehicle 

manufacturers are supplying to markets, they look at the world on a regional 

basis, but mobile phone manufacturers look at it from a global perspective. This 
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is still an on-going discussion as to where we are at this stage, but I think they 

want to see the market evolving to see more listeners before they can justify to 

themselves before installing the DAB chip inside mobile phones. It depends on 

how people consumer radio for each market. We usually listen to the radio in the 

background. You would not really listen to radio maybe that much on your 

mobile phone handset, maybe if you were commuting.  

 

The digitising of radio is linked to the digitisation of television as well as it is 

broadcast. Television digitised and that has gone through much more quickly. 

The proposition with the television switchover was easier to sell to the radio 

listener as they get a lovely new flat screen television, which they did not mind 

‘coughing up’ for and more television channels. People’s relationship with radio 

is more of an emotional one, it is a very personal one, and so it is different on 

many different levels. Also, people usually have their favourite stations that may 

not be more than two or three or maybe five, depending on their mood or it 

depends on the listener. While digital radio offers a lot more choice and the 

opportunity to listen to more niche stations, the proposition for digital radio 

switchover is different. I personally believe it is a little bit of resistance to change 

and naysayers can be pretty vocal and also find raison d'être in taking that 

stance. That is not to disrespect the concerns that people have of course in 

migrating across to digital and it does involve some cost and it does involve a 

different way of tuning in the radio, which is actually a lot easier, but it is 

different. Some listeners will need more information on how to do that. It is all 

part of the process but let us remember about digitising television. There was a 

pretty intense campaign around that and intense marketing. 

 

The UK government is busy sorting out ‘Brexit’, but nonetheless the previous 

minster, Ed Vaizey and the current minister, Matthew Hancock, the ministers are 

consistently very supportive of DAB and other terrestrial broadcast digital radio 

and I know that the national rollout body in the UK has a good relationship with 

the government. So, while they may not set a date for digital switchover, due to 

political expediency. They are consistently strong supporters of DAB and attend 

switchover events, so it may even be in the UK that we see a switchover happen 

more by default because we may see some areas just switchover to DAB and 

DAB+, so it maybe a more gradual migration, because they already have near to 

fifty per cent listening on a digital platform device. It is interesting that little 

pockets of areas, such as the region of south Tyrol in Italy, are starting to switch 

off FM transmission from the end of 2017 onwards. They have pretty good DAB 

penetration in their local area and the broadcaster there does not want to keep 

paying the dual transmission costs, so they believe they are at a point where 

they can switch off FM as well. While there is not a national switch off in Italy 

there are pockets of quite affluent economic areas that are switching from 

analogue to digital radio. 

 

There is a lot of interest and activity for digital radio across Europe. I think in 

Europe, what some broadcasters, particularly the Germans have expressed a 

desire for some sort of regulation or assistance from a European level for there 

to be a requirement that radio devices also have digital capability and there is 
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proposed legislation from Germany and Europe on this. They actively want 

assistance so that devices are digitally enabled as well as analogue. I think that 

something that would massively help towards progress because the 

broadcasters that are implementing, obviously the longer that dual transmission 

goes one, then the more costly that is. However, I think broadcasters are 

proceeding and making progress and everything is as it should be. We are very 

actively facilitating the dialogue, particularly with the car manufacturers. A lot of 

them are members of World DAB and I think we are in the process of signing up 

Ford and Toyota and that is in addition to several others that are already 

members. We are having very active conversations that are happening at that 

level as well. I cannot think of any major problems regarding digital radio. The 

devices are there. 

 

DAB is very much part of the mixture of platforms. Eventually broadcasters, 

such as the BBC and commercial broadcasters will start reducing the investment 

in FM. What we have seen with Norway is that when they announced the DSO 

(digital switchover) date that really galvanised everyone and got everyone 

focused. However, there are some people not wanting to switch to digital, 

though in reality they are the minority voice shouting the loudest. But the UK is 

not going down that route, so yes there are some broadcasters absorbing dual 

transmission costs and that is how it is for the foreseeable future. If they 

switched to digital or had a plan to reduce their reliance on FM, I guess that will 

eventually happen one day.  

 

We see the Broadcasting (Radio Multiplex Services) Act 2017 as a very positive 

step. It is taking small-scale DAB to the next level and we have been working 

with the people who were involved with the early trials of that and it is something 

that we would promote to our members because, from our point of view, 

everybody has to join in on the road to digital and you cannot have some 

broadcasters left out, feeling that the ‘big guys’ are going to wipe us out. So 

there needs to be a way of bringing everyone along. We are very happy that this 

development has happened, and again the UK, is providing an interesting 

template that we are able to refer to and call on when we are explaining this 

solution to other territories that are emerging. It is great news. We have been 

talking about this for some years and there are other counties that are ‘dabbling’ 

in digital radio. For example, Switzerland has been doing similar small-scale 

DAB broadcasts in Zurich and other areas for several years. It has been on 

going in Denmark. So, we are happy to see DAB become more mainstream and 

being legislated for and extending the digital footprint and impact that digital 

radio can offer.  

 

DAB in the UK is a shining example since half of the case study of the rollout of 

DAB and the collaboration that is required because of the shared distribution 

model that DAB is. We have seen an explosion of digital radio listening. We are 

in the Radiocentre and my office is beside the CEO (Chief Executive Officer) of 

UK Radiocentre and we read their blogs and they are very happy. Radio 

advertising in the UK is robust and radio listening figures are increasing. We see 

case studies from Absolute with the extension of their brand with very little 
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marketing and they have increased their listenership by millions. Advertising is 

more valuable as there is a more niche offering, so they know their listeners 

better on broadcast with these niche stations, for example country music fans.  

 

Digital radio from our point of view in the UK has definitely rejuvenated, 

enlivened and enriched the radio scene. The same can be applied to the 

Norwegian radio industry, as we heard on 4th September 2017 that, thanks to 

digital, the public broadcaster is offering ‘cradle to grave’ radio. This means that 

they have children’s radio, similar to what we have here in the UK with Fun Kids, 

they have one of the most popular national digital radio stations is for the fifty-

fives and over, who felt un-catered for. These radio services did not exist before 

the launch of digital radio. We believe our members see DAB as a saviour of 

getting an enriched radio offer to a wider audience. In Norway, they are seeing 

their youth listening figures increasing and a lot of conferences that we go to you 

hear broadcasters worrying and they put up these gloomy slides about the 

younger generation are not listening to traditional radio as they are online. 

However, in Norway, they are showing statistical data and evidence that shows 

their younger listeners are increasing thanks to the better offering from digital 

broadcast radio. Audiences are evolving as digital radio provides a rich offering 

and has rejuvenated the robust radio industry. In the UK, it is just that, if you 

listen to Dee Ford at Bauer Radio, she said at a conference in 2016 that they 

are very happy, and it is all thanks to DAB and DAB+. 

 

I do not hear many broadcasters worrying about digital radio. What I am hearing 

is that the radio industry is quietly starting to move towards DAB+. However, 

there is a problem at the moment due to the number of compatible DAB+ 

devices that are already out in the market. It has to be handled extremely 

sensitively. I know that the radio industry is looking carefully at how many of 

those DAB devices are actually DAB+ compatible as well, because a lot of them 

are, but there are some that would be DAB only, I have one of them at home as 

well. So, there is extreme care that is being taken about not alienating the 

listeners who have already switched to DAB, so it has to be done carefully and I 

guess that maybe at some point, who knows that they may decide to do some 

sort of amnesty campaign or a promotion, all these things are possible. It is a 

problem at the moment, but I think it is one that is being handled very carefully 

because the stakeholders involved really would not want to upset all of the hard 

work and progress that has been done and also upset the listener of course. 

The UK is a very good example there. Dee Ford was impressive. We at World 

DAB loved Dee’s speech of course as she got up and said, ‘it is fantastic, we 

love it, we are very happy and it is thanks to DAB’. It was a pretty resounding 

endorsement of the technology. 

 

There is a certain amount of convergence happening around digital radio. The 

German market, which is a significant market, launched a new consumer 

marketing campaign. They had developed a new logo for this new campaign, 

which they hired an agency to develop. It is a very simple graphic logo, but they 

came at that from the perspective of radio is up against the like of Spotify and 

YouTube. The logo is very instantly recognisable and radio needs something 
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like that, so they developed that. Other countries are looking to Germany and we 

are seeing other markets adopting that logo, because of course the packaging 

on digital radio receivers is shipped by manufacturers to multiple markets, so 

that is an example of one aspect, we continually to connect people with each 

other on all of those aspects. When it is new markets, we are telling them about 

the extent of digital radio adoption in other markets. We are explaining to them 

about what other devices exist. We are telling them how to go about launching. 

We might bring along a few regulators from the UK or other markets that may 

say, ‘here is how we did it and here is how we did our regulation. Another hot 

topic is how much will it cost and then we would collaborate closely with the 

EBU (European Broadcasting Union) and they would come along and explain 

that ‘well we did a cost analysis’ and then we would explain examples of how 

audience growth has been achieved or maybe use different business case 

examples. Each market is different, and it depends what stage they are at. It 

could be a basic discussion about what DAB is and that DAB provides a more 

robust sound quality and the whole basics of the spectrum efficiency and the 

whole basics of multiplex and shared transmission, competing on content and 

collaborate on cost. This is a new model for some broadcasters. Sometimes the 

public broadcasters have their own network and the commercial broadcaster 

have their own. Nonetheless, it does require joined up promotion to the listener 

to achieve those cost savings, which are significant. Initially there are costs 

associated, but in the long term, comparing like for like, it is approximately up to 

ten times cheaper than FM to transmit on DAB. 

 

World DAB is a membership body, so we are a voice of our members. The cost 

savings are pretty impressive.  

 

Our members are asking us for help. There is an on-going conversation with our 

members, where they are asking about existing examples of legislation for DAB 

trials and what other markets and broadcasters do when they started DAB and 

how long did the trial last for and how did other countries entice commercial 

broadcasters and what did they do in the UK and Australia. What did the 

Netherlands do, as they sold a lot of DAB radios so quickly and how did they 

manage that, how did the radio industry talk to the retail sector? In Norway our 

members have been asking how the Norwegian radio industry got the car 

manufacturers to install up to 97 per cent of all new cars with DAB as standard. 

Who did they talk to, how did the conversation happen, so it is all of those 

conversations, as our members want to know what the best practice is and how 

they did it and they want help articulating that argument to their stakeholders. 

Our members know why 4G connectivity is not the whole answer. But for them 

to have credence even within their organisation, they need to produce research 

from other countries and other bodies, so we help them with that. We collate all 

of the case studies and examples. SO those are the questions that our members 

are asking us and other members and some of the questions can be pretty 

technical. We have got a very active automotive user experience group working 

with the automotive sector making radio easy to find in the connected dashboard 

because of course, cars are connected devices as well. Historically radio has a 

very strong starting position of being a button on and your present radio stations. 
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Of course, that is changing, so everybody in the radio industry wants to make 

sure that radio keeps its place in the connected dashboard, so we have 

Radioplayer UK as a member and we talk to all of the car manufacturers and 

convey to them about the extent of the adoption of DAB. You cannot sell cars 

without radio and DAB radio because those cars will be on the road for at least 

the next ten years and if you had somewhere like the UK heading down the 

digital path, it has to have DAB as well and it has to be easy to find and tune in, 

so there is a whole user experience interface with radio in the car that needs to 

be simplified and we are very actively working on that as well with a lot of our 

members, such as broadcasters and car manufacturers. All new cars that are 

fitted with DAB are also DAB+ compatible. The car is the biggest radio receiver, 

so there would be a legacy issue and that would have to be handled and 

communicated properly with the vehicle owners and there would have to be an 

understanding of how many cars are there that are only DAB and what would be 

the game plan.” 

 

1.4. Dan Overy 

 

Group Technical Director at Celador Radio Limited and Bristol small-scale DAB 

multiplex licensee 

 

Date recorded: 16th March 2017 

 

“Excluding the small scale localised trials, digital audio broadcasting as it 

currently stands in United Kingdom, is very monopolistic. Arqiva are the main 

national transmission provider for the United Kingdom. They currently own and 

operate the D1 National multiplex. Arqiva also has a majority share in owning 

and operating the second national commercial multiplex with Bauer and other 

commercial companies. Digital transmission is incredibly expensive compared to 

traditional frequency modulation transmission costs. Broadcasting on DAB is 

cost prohibitive for smaller operators such as Celador and UKRD because it 

likely that the smaller broadcasters are going to broadcast the same content on 

digital audio broadcasting as they do on frequency modulation. An example of 

that is one of our stations called Fire Radio in Bournemouth. It is an FM radio 

station that covers Bournemouth and Poole. For regulatory reasons, the local 

DAB multiplex that Fire Radio is on covers as far as Weymouth and beyond. It is 

therefore approximately five to six times greater than the coverage area of the 

frequency modulation licence. However, the multiplex coverage is pointless as 

the on-air content is aimed at Bournemouth and Poole, and Weymouth has no 

connection with the area that Fire Radio covers on FM. The long-term idea is to 

broadcast Fire Radio on a small-scale localised digital audio broadcasting 

multiplex, which would provide the equivalent FM coverage. At the moment the 

financial costs and the increased coverage are just prohibitive for us.  

 

Traditional frequency modulation broadcasting costs for transmission are 

relatively low. Celador are quite unique in that we own and operate most of our 

transmission and infrastructure. Most of the other broadcasters in the United 
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Kingdom would use Arqiva because it is easier to outsource to a company. 

However, the outsourcing comes at financial cost. Digital audio broadcasting are 

five to six times the cost of frequency modulation. This is the no real reason. It is 

likely that the digital audio broadcasting transmission will be using the same 

masts and using older encoding equipment that has been around for 

approximately 20 years or more. However, Arqiva controls most of the 

transmission market and can pretty much charge what they want for it.  

 

Celador believe that the small-scale localised DAB multiplex is positive idea. 

The appeal for this technology is that radio stations can cover a much smaller 

area using digital audio broadcasting. This means that radio stations can match 

their frequency modulation footprint and the costs are far lower than traditional 

digital audio broadcasting that is discussed above. Small-scale localised digital 

audio broadcasting was originally a trial that was launched in the United 

Kingdom in 2015. The technology that was used during the trial was used 

across Europe for approximately five to six years, prior to launching in United 

Kingdom. An Ofcom engineer, Rashid Mustapha, originally pioneered this trial 

DAB technology in Brighton. Celador wanted to be part of the trial because we 

believe in small-scale localised DAB and by being involved from the outset we 

can hopefully have a voice to influence how this technology might be regulated 

in the future. Celador successfully run the Bristol DAB trial. It is costing Celador 

very little to operate as the aerial antenna is on the roof of our building, so we do 

not pay any sites rentals for transmission mast charges and so on. The 

encoding equipment is all open source LINUX based software as opposed to 

traditional rack mounted kit that Arqiva would use for traditional DAB 

broadcasting. Celador entered into the trial with an interest in hoping to be able 

to shape the way that this technology might be regulated. As a potential 

business opportunity for Celador, we operate a multiplex in Bristol and we have 

other stations broadcasting on the multiplex. These range from local student 

radio stations, to local community stations, to BFBS. Celador are not charging 

any of these broadcasters to be on the multiplex because we are seeing this as 

a trial as it goes off every now and again, and there really was not any point in 

Celador charging anyone. Other small-scale localised multiplex operators are 

charging broadcasters and they are charging a lot of money. There is definitely a 

potential revenue stream for multiplex operators. 

 

DAB+ is an effective and efficient way of using the available bandwidth that 

multiplex operators have. Celador are looking to reposition the transmitter site to 

gain a greater coverage in Bristol. That is currently awaiting Ofcom approval. If 

and when that happens, Celador will reassess the services that are carried on 

the Bristol multiplex to include some DAB+ services. An example of a multiplex 

using DAB+ is Manchester and Portsmouth. Most of their services are DAB+. 

However, it is not something that Celador are currently doing, but that is likely to 

change. 

 

When Ofcom launched in these small-scale localised DAB trials, multiplex 

operators could either opt for a single transmitter trial or a multiple transmitter 

trial. This is referred to as a single frequency network, where multiple 
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transmitters using the same frequency. A way that works is by having a locked 

global positioning system GPS time so that the network transmits in the 

synchronised form. Celador transmits the Bristol DAB multiplex from the roof of 

our building in Bristol. A cable from the aerial mast on the roof connects to the 

racks room, which is where all the transmission equipment is housed, and is fed 

into a multiplexer. This effectively converts data to a radio frequency. The 

encoder that takes audio and converts it into data is a computer that is running 

LINUX software. Celador radio stations feed directly into the encoder because 

our radio stations are based in the same building. However, other radio stations 

such as the community stations, operate an Odroid computer from their studios. 

These are small low-cost computers that are publicly available and run open 

source LINUX software. The Odroid computer converts the radio station’s audio 

into data, which is sent over the Internet to the multiplex operator, such as 

Celador, and is fed into the multiplexer and is sent to the aerial on the roof of the 

Celador building, which transmits DAB services across Bristol. 

 

There were no delays in setting up and launching the Bristol multiplex. What 

Celador discovered is that some of the smaller Community stations do not have 

the technical in-house capabilities in order to set up the digital audio 

broadcasting services. Therefore, Celador assisted with this process.  

 

The benefits of small scale localised digital audio broadcasting is increased 

audio quality, better metadata, this includes ‘now playing’ and radio station logo, 

album music display information on radio receivers that supports this feature 

and choice for the listener. From a business perspective, running a small-scale 

localised DAB trial allows for a potential revenue stream and a means of 

influencing the way that this technology could transform the digital radio 

marketplace in the United Kingdom. 

 

In the United Kingdom there are two National commercially operated multiplexes 

with various local multiplexes around United Kingdom. These usually cover wide 

geographical areas. This means that, for example, a community radio station 

based in Southampton is likely to cover most of Hampshire and parts of Surrey 

on DAB. This is pointless because the community radio station is specifically 

referring to Southampton in its content. The community station is unlikely to 

reflect outlying communities that it serves on DAB. The beauty of small-scale 

DAB is that it is localised. When Celador gets the relocation of the transmission 

site in Bristol approved by Ofcom, the multiplex will cover the city centre of 

Bristol. The multiplex will not quite match Celador’s ‘The Breeze’ radio station’s 

frequency modulation coverage. However, in the future if Celador were to install 

another DAB transmitter are somewhere in Bristol, we would match that 

coverage. Whereas, if The Breeze radio station in Bristol were to transmit from 

the Arqiva local multiplex it would cover Bristol and Bath and parts of south 

Wales as well, which is too large a coverage area. 

 

Small-scale localised DAB will enforce the localness. The Arqiva multiplexes, 

which cover larger areas, appear to dilute the localness. However, small-scale 
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DAB, which Celador has been campaigning for, reinforces the localness of local 

radio stations.  

 

Celador do not survey any of its radio stations using radio joint audience 

research (RAJAR) data. Celador promotes digital audio broadcasting on-air on 

the Bristol service. For example, the news jingle mentions listening via DAB. It is 

challenging to gauge how successful digital audio broadcasting is. As Celador 

does not currently charge any of the broadcasters that are carried on the Bristol 

multiplex, it is difficult to gauge how successful digital audio broadcasting is on a 

financial level. 

 

Small-scale localise digital audio broadcasting has enhanced Celador in the 

sense that we are at the forefront of this potentially exciting new platform, which 

radio stations can broadcast on. It is interesting to see how this technology has 

evolved over time. The small-scale DAB technology was first licensed by Ofcom 

as a technical trial to ascertain whether the software and platform was stable 

enough to be rolled out. This is now the case and has been the case for a while 

now. Celador have experienced no problems trialling the small-scale localised 

DAB technology. However, other small-scale localised multiplex operators have 

experienced a couple of issues, but this is nothing to be overly concerned about. 

It mostly consisted of faulty pieces of equipment. Overall, it has been a highly 

successful trial. 

 

Celador believes that the small-scale localised DAB trial has been a 

straightforward process. Celador did not need to advertise the DAB multiplex to 

potential broadcasters. It is almost two years since the DAB trial launched in 

Bristol and many radio stations continue to contact Celador on an average 

monthly basis asking if they can join the multiplex. This ranges from online radio 

stations two radio stations in other parts of the United Kingdom that want to 

launch a bespoke service for Bristol. It appears that the radio industry sees the 

small-scale localised DAB trials as an exciting opportunity. The challenge that 

Celador has is there is a waiting list for potential radio broadcaster, as there is 

not enough capacity currently available on the multiplex. However, from a 

technical point of view there have not been any challenges at all. 

 

Small-scale localised DAB is on a financial par with frequency modulation. 

However, national DAB is extortionate. Part of this small-scale localised 

multiplex trial is about opening up digital radio to broadcasters, such as 

independent commercial, community and student radio stations that cannot 

afford larger broadcasting costs. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting and DAB+ has a future in the United Kingdom. The 

Broadcasting (Radio Multiplex Services) Act 2017 was passed into law in April 

2017 and sets out the way in which digital audio broadcasting will operate in the 

future in the United Kingdom. If the government say they are intent on switching 

frequency modulation off, however, they have not set an official date for that yet. 

They need to provide a platform on which these radio stations can continue to 

broadcast. 
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There has been some confusion in the digital audio broadcasting marketplace 

from consumers and listeners, who most likely do not know or understand what 

DAB and DAB+ is. Most new car radio receivers support DAB+. However, the 

majority of original DAB receivers will not support DAB+. There is also confusion 

over how different DAB receivers and car radios display digital radio information. 

For example, some radio receivers break services down by multiplex. A listener 

does not know or care what a multiplex is, they simply want to listen to the radio. 

Some car radios do not list services in alphabetical order instead some radio 

receivers list services by how they are broadcast on the multiplex. Unlike 

frequency modulation, listeners need to ‘autoscan’ their DAB car receivers to 

retune their radio. For example, driving from Southampton to London while 

listening to DAB radio, a different multiplex will be received on the outskirts of 

Surrey and London, at which point the DAB receiver will need to be rescanned. 

Therefore, there is a clear lack of consistency with vehicle and domestic DAB 

receiver manufacturers. 

 

There is a campaign group that aims to put pressure on vehicle manufacturers 

to have consistent and generic interfaces across all DAB receivers. Listener 

education is one of the biggest challenges. Frequency modulation has been 

around many decades and it is what listeners are used to. Some listeners may 

not even realise they have DAB in their vehicle. From my opinion that is 

definitely the greatest issue.  

 

Digital audio broadcasting offers a cost-effective and efficient method of 

broadcasting multiple radio services on digital radio. It is likely that there will 

eventually be applications in most major cities in United Kingdom for more 

small-scale localised multiplexes. It is a very exciting time for digital audio 

broadcasting in the United Kingdom.  

 

If Celador had the opportunity to launch the small-scale localised multiplex trial 

again, we would have started with DAB+ services from the outset. However, this 

technology was unavailable at the time. Using DAB+ allows more radio stations 

to occupy the multiplex as DAB+ uses lower bandwidth and the audio quality 

remains relatively unchanged. Looking back at the small-scale localised 

multiplex trial, I believe we could have launched from a more prominent 

transmission site in the middle of Bristol to get better coverage. The trial has run 

smoothly, and I do not believe we would change anything else.” 

 

 

1.5. Daniel Nathan 

 

Co-founder and Chairman of Juice 107.2, Chief Executive Officer at Totally 

Radio and Brighton and Hove small-scale DAB multiplex licensee 

 

Date recorded: 12th June 2017 
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“Generally speaking, digital audio broadcasting is a technology that looked like a 

great idea in the last part of the 1980s and early 1990s. It was relatively slow to 

achieve traction in United Kingdom for a number of reasons. Digital audio 

broadcasting never really achieved global traction and the world has moved on. 

However, DAB is a great incremental broadcast platform. The execution during 

previous years has been confused and poor and so I do not really see, as a 

broadcast platform, that DAB has huge longevity ahead of it.  

 

We created the small-scale experiment in Brighton before it was licensed. 

Therefore, it was a natural progression that when it became a more formal trial 

we would obviously also apply for it. I am not saying that anyone in Brighton 

invented this technology. There were a number of engineers working in Canada 

and Switzerland that were developing open source encoding technology. This is 

the result that came out of the conversation led by Ofcom engineer, Rashid 

Mustapha, who by day works for Ofcom and is a long-term friend and associate 

fellow. When we looked at how absurd the implementation of digital audio 

broadcasting had been with the ‘closed gatekeeper’ approach that we had 

arrived at, the conversation went along the lines of, ‘surely there is a better way 

of doing this, why are we playing this ridiculous game and paying this ridiculous 

cost to be part of an incremental technology, and so that is where the inspiration 

for creating this trial began. We were pleased that Rashid’s colleagues within 

Ofcom ran with it and Ian O’Neill, the civil servant at the Department for Culture, 

Media and Sport and Ed Vaizey, who was then the minister who encouraged the 

developments of digital audio broadcasting, and so here we are now with this 

approach enshrined into law in such a way that we will see its licensed maybe 

by summer 2018. It will move from the trial stage two into a formal application 

process. 

 

The Broadcasting (Radio Multiplex Services) Act 2017 was a positive outcome. 

That was always the intention of developing this small-scale localised DAB 

technology. There were some initial objections. However, these were overruled 

and now this piece of legislation is part of the wider broadcast radio industry. 

This is a positive result. In areas where this technology is licensable unlicensed 

there will be potentially dozens of additional services. There is no harm in that at 

all, it can only be a good thing. 

 

The Briton and Hove multiplex operates from a single transmission site at 

Sussex Heights. There is open sourced software and encoders that the small-

scale localised multiplexes use, which cost a fraction of the price for the legacy 

proprietary systems. This digital data is delivered to the main transmitter over IP, 

what more is there to be said for it really? 

 

It is not to say that digital audio broadcasting is as reliable and robust as some 

of the dedicated systems that exist out there, but all-scale localised DAB fulfils 

an extremely efficient job. Considering the price point, small scale localised 

multiplexing allows Digital audio broadcasting to be a great incremental 

technology. Frequency modulation spectrum is, in some ways slightly artificially, 

limited. This allows the opportunity to create additional services. Most of the 
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radio services and I carried on the small-scale localised multiplexes are 

community and experimental stations. 

 

DAB+ is more efficient in terms of distribution. It means that we can carry more 

services on our multiplex at a higher sound quality with spare capacity 

headroom to play with. The majority, but not all, modern domestic and in car 

DAB receivers support DAB+. The way that DAB+ fades is a slightly more 

elegant degradation. Whereas, legacy digital audio broadcasting using the mp2 

codec, is often described as the ‘bubbling mud’ effect. However, DAB+ rapidly 

fades and is either there or not there. DAB+ is not as graceful in its degradation 

compared to analogue broadcast. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting and frequency modulation is not directly comparable. 

This technology is still at a trial stage. It was interesting to see how it worked. As 

it happens the DAB multiplex is using the same mast as our FM service. The 

frequency modulation coverage reaches further. However, at no point did we 

think the small-scale localised DAB multiplex would match frequency modulation 

coverage like for like. That was not part of the plan. However, there are ways in 

which we can enhance our small-scale localised multiplex with small low-cost 

filling transmitters. That is something that I hope will be allowed when the 

service is fully licensed in 2018. 

 

If it comes down to a measure of demand for carriage, then it is difficult to say if 

small scale localised DAB multiplexing has been successful in terms of the 

amount of listening to services on these multiplexes. A number of them are quite 

a niche Minority interest services. They are nice to have, but there is no official 

way of measuring audiences unlike a direct Internet Broadcast with a return 

path; it is very difficult to assess what listening is like.  

 

The reason we got involved with the small scale localised multiplex trial is 

because digital audio broadcasting very nearly killed Juice over the years with 

extraordinary and excessive payments made to the monopoly legacy digital 

audio broadcasting supplier. The decision as to why we ended up on digital 

audio broadcasting in the first place is quite a long story, it is not something I 

originally approved of, but once we were there it was something we were 

contractually bound to and it had a devastating impact on Juice with next to no 

financial return. That was a very strong driver for developing a lower cost 

alternative. 

 

The biggest challenge one weekend was there was an electrical storm and the 

adjacent transmitter mast, that belonged to our ISP what’s hit by lightning, which 

took out the connectivity for three to four hours. That was probably one of the 

biggest single challenges. I believe some of our equipment was damaged as a 

result of the lightning strike. However, it was nothing terminal. But that was 

probably the biggest single challenge once the multiplex was up and running.  

 

There is no shortage of broadcasters waiting to subscribe to our multiplex. We 

have spare capacity and the list of approximately at least a dozen services that 
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are very keen to be part of our multiplex. Our priority, in the spirit of making 

small scale localised Digital audio broadcasting a platform for innovation at a 

local level, is that the majority of the services that are carried originate locally. 

We have at least a dozen network services that would like to be on-board and 

we will bring more services on-board, but there are still another three or four 

local services to come and we are leaving some spare capacity to run other 

innovative an experimental services and features in due course, which I am not 

in a position to share at the moment. 

 

If broadcasters are paying the market rate for carriage on a residential tower 

block that is the very substantial part of the cost of the operation. The electricity 

bill is relatively small. The capital cost of the equipment required is comfortably 

below £10,000. With a single site a broadcaster good company operates a small 

scale localised multiplex for approximately £15,000 per year on average. 

Compare to frequency modulation, Digital audio broadcasting at a local level is 

more cost-effective, particularly if the cost is divided between at least a dozen 

DAB services. The cost of operating and managing our own frequency 

modulation transmission equipment with some contingency in there is 

approximately two thirds of the cost of the digital audio broadcasting multiplex 

on its own. However, as the multiplex costs are shared by a number of services, 

then the costs are spread. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting including DAB+ is a great incremental platform for 

new services. The best and most successful examples of that have been BBC 

services, such as 6 Music and Radio 4 Extra, which are brand extensions. 

However, in terms of a wholesale replacement for broadcast I take the view that 

digital audio broadcasting is unsuitable and that is why I was quite famously 

against any kind of mandated switchover. Broadcast radio and television will 

come under increasing commercial stresses and strains with the proliferation of 

other methods of delivering radio and visual entertainment. However, digital 

audio broadcasting has a role to play. There are ways in which DAB might 

ameliorate some of those challenges by embarking on a process where 

something such as hybrid radio could deliver the complimentary return path that 

could conceivably make broadcast radio more accountable and more relevant to 

digital devices. Broadcast radio will be here for some time to come and digital 

audio broadcasting including DAB+ will be part of that mix. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting is unavailable in commercially available smart 

devices, such as mobile phones and computer tablets. However, there have 

been a few experimental attempts to make digital audio broadcasting available 

on the digital device. We see trends for younger listeners not owning a 

dedicated domestic radio receiver. Therefore, their default audio and radio 

entertainment device is likely to be their mobile device; such as smartphones 

that they can wirelessly transmits to speakers. That type of technology is 

gradually becoming part of the connected the vehicle environment. There is a 

danger broadcast radio to be overlooked and as a consequence left out and not 

included in some vehicles, if the industry is not sufficiently imaginative. 
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Amongst the challenges that broadcast radio is likely to face, and perhaps not 

so much in the community or public sectors are that digitally accountable 

advertising demands or requires a return path. Even where there is still an 

audience for free to air services, if they are segmented and not part of the mix 

and they do not become part of a compatible part of that environment, they will 

be left out. Device manufacturers may have little incentive to promote radio as 

another application environment, even in something such as a vehicle. 

 

I do not believe digital radio is about making the transition from analogue to 

digital. Instead I think the benefits for digital audio broadcasting is potentially 

offering listeners incremental new services. That is a reasonably strong benefit. 

When it comes to promoting radio, we need to be more imaginative and except 

radio is broader than just a broadcast signal to traditional domestic radio 

receiver, radio is broader than that. There are valid reasons to promote listening. 

Digital radio is therefore, not about promoting the analogue to digital switchover 

transition.  

 

I am not for one moment arguing that frequency modulation is here forever. 

However, FM is a ubiquitous, affordable and efficient broadcast radio platform. 

There is little sense in artificially switching off frequency modulation. Frequency 

modulation will atrophy and fade over time anyway, though that time has not 

arrived at present. I do not believe any government would be irresponsible 

enough to implement a Norwegian style switchover to anyone platform. Clearly 

there are colleagues in the industry that a lobbying hard and I can understand 

from their position why they might do that. But actually, if we can get over this 

notion that they need to be some sort of mandated transitional switch off, Then I 

think the industry will be in a much healthier state. 

 

Something I would not have done would be to have embarked on a contract that 

links survival of our business to the legacy DAB platform, which clearly on a 

national level it is working very well, but on a regional county-by-county local 

level, has been an abject failure. I have to have to say I saw that coming at the 

outset that a mistake was made once we were in that, it became very difficult 

unpick it, so I would not do that again. 

 

Legacy digital audio broadcasting strikes me as being pointless when the 

majority of viable devices that are publicly available support DAB+. These 

devices are more efficient. They make the platform or affordable. DAB+ is a 

more efficient delivery System. It delivers a more robust signal over a wider 

area. I understand politically why there are concerns about making the 

transitional switch as for a significant minority of listeners; they would have to 

dispose of their original DAB receivers. Everything tells us that the quality of that 

early generation of DAB receivers leaves more than a little to be desired. The 

sheer expense of maintaining that original DAB system appears to be pointless. 

 

We were the first to experiment with localised multiplexing before the small-

scale localised trial started. I hope that Ofcom will award a full-time licence at 

some time in 2018. If that is the case and from the lessons that we have learnt 
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during the trial, I think we would want to revise the business model but stated 

ambition when we applied for the trial was that pricing should be transparent in 

contrast to the legacy way of selling DAB carriage. I am personally keen to see 

where possible, we encourage innovation on the ground locally. We have 

committed at the point, which this service is fully licensable to spinning of a 

separate not-for-profit company. That is what is likely to happen, but I cannot 

say for certain that we would be awarded a full-time licence. 

 

The passing of the radio multiplex act in 2017 was something that we were 

pushing for when we started the trial process. It is pleasing to see this trial pass 

through Parliament as legislation via a private members bill, which in itself is 

quite difficult prospect to achieve. There was very little reason to object to such 

a bill. Credit to the civil servant Ian O’Neill, who was part of the drafting of the bill 

and sympathetic ministers and shadow ministers, so yes, it is good it was 

passed into law, even a little surprising, but a very good development.  

 

We have other services running on the other multiplexes, but not Juice. Juice is 

currently on the countywide Brighton and Hove multiplex, but not on other small-

scale localised multiplexes. To be honest if Juice is the highly focused on what 

is happening in Brighton and Hove, then I am unconvinced that Juice 

necessarily needs to be on-air in other geographical locations such as, Glasgow 

or Manchester. If listeners really do want to listen to Juice anywhere else in the 

country or in the world then it is available online. In terms of any mass audience 

and in terms of the 70,000 that regularly listen to Juice, most of them will be 

within the terrestrial footprint. 

 

Similar aspects apply to national digital audio broadcasting. I previously gave 

examples off some of the most successful digital services being BBC 6 Music 

and Radio 4 Extra, and typically digital audio broadcasting is an incremental 

technology that appeals late adopters of other streaming services and mobile 

devices. Brilliant though they are, there is no doubting that services such as 

BBC 6 Music, BBC Radio 4 Extra and Absolute 80s in broad terms will typically 

have an older audience. Therefore, Digital audio broadcasting has enhanced 

choice, which is not a bad thing. 

 

A common problem and one that is improving is the quality of DAB receivers in 

terms of sensitivity or what some people may refer to as ‘UX’ user experience 

and user interface, has been worse than dreadful on a lot of receivers. However, 

this problem has recently changed and that is disappointing because once again 

ten years after the iPhone was available on the market, people are used to a 

tactile touch interface that is fast and intuitive and that is really the last thing that 

can be said about many of the current generation of in car digital radio receivers. 

DAB receivers are difficult to use in some instances. To be fair that may not be 

the case for the Roberts DAB receivers, but for a lot of in car receivers, they do 

not offer a positive user experience. Even if the interface works then sometimes 

the sensitivity varies enormously and is not really determined by price. You can 

see any of the communication from users about their experience of DAB 
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receivers and I would be putting it politely to say that their quality of experiences 

are mixed. 

 

The way that digital audio broadcasting will expand and develop is by further 

transmitter build-out. It depends on whether the Technology used is the legacy 

DAB technology that was expensive, but those people responsible have their 

own rationale sticking with it. Or with some of these emerging Technologies that 

have developed with the lower cost, localised multiplex services, there are better 

ways of building the services out. Therefore, there are ways in which DAB can 

be enhanced at reduced costs than might have been the case traditionally. 

However, there becomes a point where it ceases to be worth doing that.  

 

Digital audio broadcasting coverage is improving. Domestic DAB receivers are 

relatively expensive. Traditional digital audio broadcasting does not exist in any 

of the new generational devices. DAB receivers are therefore quite rarefied and 

premium items that are sold to wealthier than average customers to shops and 

businesses such as John Lewis. That is great as it is a market segment. 

However, for example, in student households, there might be only one DAB 

receiver, though increasingly younger people do not have a dedicated radio 

receiver. Their radio is their mobile device and if they are going to have to 

device filling their living space or on the move, they will connect wirelessly to 

other technologies. 

 

Listening habits are evolving and changing overtime. It might be disappointing to 

have atomised behaviour even in something such as the car, where a car radio 

might have been a shared experience. During the 1930s a large radio receiver, 

or as it was referred to at the time as a radiogram, was a shared family 

experience by two or three generations. These days you are likely to find 

children in the back of the family car with a headset on listening to their own 

music or visual entertainment, their own way. Increasingly vehicle manufacturers 

are developing ways of positioning entertainment consoles on the back of the 

front passenger chairs. It is all to play for. I am not saying it is all great or 

perhaps to my generation it may appear a little unnerving, but that change is 

happening at pace. 

 

There are interesting aspects that digital audio broadcasting technology may be 

used for in the medium to long-term future. DAB is nice to have if it does not 

cost too much. It can deliver additional creative and commercial possibilities. It 

can allow for short-term and experimental services on a micro level that would 

not be possible at a national level. Public broadcasters, such as the BBC, and 

large commercial radio networks can rollout brand extensions, which is what the 

BBC, Global and Bauer have successfully managed to do. It is not right to say 

that digital audio broadcasting is the only future for radio. 

 

The obstacle to a lot of the emerging technologies as being be kind of ‘buff’ 

factor. In the end listeners want to be in a position where they can switch their 

preferred device on really easily and sit back and listen to it. At the same time, 

perhaps somewhat counterintuitive, audiences also want, in an environment 
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where everything has a screen or a second screen, the radio is expected to offer 

that connection to all sorts of other complimentary information and social media 

networks and everything else. It is all changing. 

 

The best thing for radio to continue to develop is to allow, not just the market to 

take its own course, but to allow platforms to evolve at their own pace. Whether, 

as we see at the moment, there are services that are attracted to the hyper-local 

digital audio broadcasting multiplexes that we are offering. That is great. Let 

those services bloom and succeed, but also accept that DAB is an environment 

where the technology can exist for several months at a time and eventually be 

replaced by something else. DAB is a useful incremental platform in radio’s 

evolution. My feeling is that it is likely to be seen as an interim platform other 

than part of radio’s long-term future. 

 

What I am querying is the notion that digital audio broadcasting and DAB+ as 

broadcast radio platform, has longevity. It would not surprise me to see digital 

audio broadcasting out run its course by 2030. However, at the same time, it is 

ridiculous to speculate this far ahead. We have gone beyond the point where we 

can say digital audio broadcasting is a platform with truly global traction, as it is 

not. DAB is never going to have this sort of attraction that some of the legacy 

analogue broadcast radio platforms held. These aspects will ebb and flow. As 

policy, it would make sense to encourage getting the best use out of digital 

audio broadcasting while it exists, while accepting that it probably will not be 

around forever. 

 

It is too early to say whether DAB+ is more future-proof than traditional digital 

audio broadcasting. However, there are significant reasons to believe that DAB+ 

should be more future-proof, as twice as many services can use the same 

capacity, DAB+ is more cost efficient, which makes DAB+ more viable and 

effective with less reasons to object to it. However, the similar principles apply to 

traditional digital audio broadcasting. 

 

The contentious idea of closing long wave services in the United Kingdom, such 

as BBC Radio 4 on long wave, will eventually happen. Also, one of the reasons 

why LG launched a smartphone with a DAB receive chip inside, was that the 

EUREKA 147 family of technologies is used in Korea to distribute video. The LG 

smartphone with a built-in DAB receiver was designed for the Korean market, 

but there was limited traction for it in the United Kingdom. As a result, digital 

audio broadcasting is no longer available on mainstream smart computer 

devices.” 

 

1.6. Daniele Fisichella 

 

Former Station Manager at Future Radio, Norwich 

 

Date recorded: 7h April 2016 
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“The small-scale DAB trial has been very positive, mainly from two aspects. 

Firstly, the small-scale DAB has made Future Radio more popular and more 

accessible, because being able to broadcast on DAB and being one of the few 

stations in this area to broadcast on DAB has made Future Radio more popular 

within the local media, local community, local businesses and listeners. In June 

2015, we had something significant to announce and it was not the standard 

‘new playlist or new band’ that we announced, but it was actually a new method 

of transmission, which was a significant announcement, which put us on the 

map so to speak. 

 

The second aspect is that the small-scale DAB had a significant impact on our 

volunteers, because our volunteers realised that they could be heard much more 

than before. They could be heard on a DAB radio receiver as well as an FM 

radio receiver and the word was easily spread. Broadcasting on DAB has made 

Future Radio more comprehensive, more competitive and overall DAB gives us 

a more professional and credible approach to our business. 

 

From my experience as a listener, I can say that DAB appears to be more 

reliable. I listen to DAB various DAB radio stations and it is easier to listen to. 

The DAB radio signal is less susceptible to interference compared to FM. 

However, every so often, the DAB signal does occasionally suffer with some 

interference, but I think in an area such as Norfolk, which has many rural areas 

and many areas where mobile reception is not at its best, as well as analogue 

radio reception, a digital radio signal is certainly more reliable. With Future 

Radio, which broadcasts from Norwich, I believe that at the moment, with this 

trial, the DAB signal is actually weaker than the FM signal, but in the areas 

where DAB is strong, it is as good as the FM signal. 

 

DAB allows the listener to choose where to listen and on an accessible ‘free at 

the point of delivery’ platform. DAB does not exclude listeners that have chosen 

to listen on DAB. 

 

We launched a new website in early 2015, which is more user friendly as has a 

better design, a ‘listen live’ button for live streaming, ‘listen again’ and 

podcasting. We have statistics based on the popularity of the website. The 

website is achieving approximately 10,000-page views per average month, 

which is around 3,500 unique visitors per month. Therefore, approximately a 

third of our listeners use Future Radio’s website. The website has more accurate 

listening statistics compared to our broadcast survey data.  

 

FM is good, but as a community radio station, it is about trying to be up-to-date 

and give to the listeners and community as many opportunities to be heard as 

possible. If another technology becomes available, then it is important for a 

community radio station to try to be on that platform and to give the listener the 

opportunity as well. Technology is incremental. We have the opportunity to be 

on DAB at the right time and we were in a fortunate position, as other radio 

stations that were not so fortunate may have to wait for several years to get onto 

a DAB multiplex. 
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1.7. David Duffy 

 

Managing Director and Co-owner of Niocast Digital in Manchester, The Radio 

People Broadcast Radio Consultants and Manchester small-scale DAB multiplex 

licensee 

 

Date recorded: 23rd March 2017 

 

“We were not huge supporters of digital audio broadcasting, partly because the 

gestation of DAB has taken so long. However, the digital audio broadcasting 

multiplex trial came along. We decided we would put an application to run a 

multiplex in Manchester. That is really where our involvement and engagement 

in digital audio broadcasting turned from being a bystander to actually rolling up 

our sleeves and getting involved in DAB in a very real-world sense. 

 

Both my business partner, John and I come from a broadcasting background; 

John comes from a content background, myself on the commercial side of 

things, so when we came out of our respective employments we actually set up 

an organisation called the radio people and that was providing consultancy on a 

whole range of things in the broadcast sector and licence applications was one 

of them. So, we had a lot of experience of writing successful licence 

applications. Where this opportunity the DAB came along, we were quite able to 

write a licence application for it. We were operating as The Radio People, a 

consultancy, so in this space and any opportunity for writing a licence 

application for these DAB trials came along so we thought we will write a licence 

application, because that is what we do. We wrote the application, am not sure 

anybody really fully understood amongst the ten awarded multiplex operators, 

what we were getting ourselves into. So, we wrote the licence application and 

we were successful. 

 

The Manchester multiplex launched in August 2015. One of the stipulations was 

that from the award of licence, the launch of the multiplex had to be 90 days, so 

we had three months in effect to launch the multiplex and I think we came in 

within a few days of that. Looking back now, that was really unrealistic of Ofcom 

to expect anybody to go from awarded licence, from a standing start, to actually 

having a multiplex but you could switch on with a minimum of six services in 

three months. One of the usual big obstacles in broadcasting, whether it is 

amplitude modulation, frequency modulation or digital audio broadcasting is 

actually getting the premises on which you are going to locate your antenna and 

transmission equipment. Those kind of leases in my experience can take six 

months to complete. Therefore, it was all pretty much rushed through, with one 

or two exceptions out of the ten awarded multiplexes across the United Kingdom 

I think they all launch within a week of that three-month limit. 
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The antenna is located at the top of a high-rise building called Manchester One, 

which is approximately 80 meters in height. We have an engineer who works 

with us. Manchester One is almost directly located across the road to the prime 

site in the centre of Manchester, which is City Tower, on which all of the existing 

broadcasters inhabit. There is no space on the top of City Tower. There was 

some space, and there are couple broadcasters, who are on Manchester One, 

those being Gaydio and Unity, which are two community radio stations in 

Manchester. We were able to leverage the relationship that Gaydio have with 

the owners of the building, Bruntwood, to facilitate the quick process of getting 

our antenna on there. Normally, these sort of things can take six months, so we 

were able to leveraged the existing presence and relationship of an existing 

broadcaster with the owners of the building. 

 

There is a transmission room at the top of Manchester One. One of the 

challenges is that if you have not got easy access to the equipment, then the 

reliability of that equipment is paramount. We have been reasonably lucky as we 

have only had a few outages since the trial began. However, gaining access, 

because we had to set the trial up quite quickly and we had to fit in to get the 

trial launched within three months, it is not really what we would want. The DAB 

transmission equipment in effect is on the roof. Therefore, every time we want 

access, there is a 24-hour notice required, which is not ideal, so if there is an 

outage for one reason or another, that can be quite problematic. All of the 

multiplex trials were provided with a similar flight case, filter and an antenna by 

Ofcom. However, like some of the other small-scale localised multiplex 

operators, we purchased additional equipment, which allows us instant remote 

access to the transmission equipment, should anything go wrong. For example, 

we have remote capabilities for restarting the equipment. 

 

One of the benefits of digital audio broadcasting is radio stations that migrate to 

DAB and have to surrender on the frequency modulation band will create space 

on the FM band. The question then is what is Ofcom going to do with that 

space? That is a potential positive moving forward. From our point of view in 

operating and managing the Manchester multiplex is to get as many new and 

diverse services on the multiplex as possible. Therefore, as multiplex operators, 

we have taken a particular view, that we see it as an ecosystem. Whilst there is 

no requirement on us or any other multiplex operator to create diversity on that 

multiplex, I think we have done that to the best that we can and that is why all 28 

services on the Manchester multiplex are DAB+. That is similar to the Brighton 

and Portsmouth multiplex operators, who have also pushed DAB+. The reason 

why we have chosen to carry DAB+ services on the Manchester multiplex, is 

that it allows services to occupy less space on the multiplex. This means we can 

bring more services on board, which means listeners benefit from a greater 

choice. It also means that we can amortise the cost of running the multiplex 

across a large number of stations. Therefore, the cost of entry for a service onto 

our multiplex is relatively low. Pro rata, compared to the larger local Manchester 

multiplex, we are probably 1/20th of the cost of the equivalents of running on 

their multiplex would be for any service. That is why we have attracted services 

that are not simply community and small commercial radio stations, we have 
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attracted Internet Radio stations and also a large number of spontaneous 

creations. These consist of stations that never existed before this multiplex trial 

and have been specifically created for this trial. Forget about the original DAB 

receivers that do not support DAB+, some of the estimates I have heard are 

anywhere between 20 and 35 per cent of new receivers support DAB+, and 

certainly moving forward, that number is only going to increase. One of the 

aspects of these digital audio broadcasting trials, is that it could stimulate a lot of 

interesting creativity from content producers and consumers. Greater diversity of 

listening experiences awaits, when these small-scale localised multiplexes 

develop. 

 

The services that were originally carried as traditional DAB on the small-scale 

localised Manchester multiplex were reluctant to migrate to DAB+ transmission. 

This was due to concerns regarding DAB-only receivers, which do not support 

DAB+ services, yet the majority of listeners appear to still use. The DAB radio 

services believed that migrating to DAB+ would reduce their potential audience. 

Their argument was that if only one third of DAB receivers support DAB+ why 

would they migrate from DAB to DAB+. It has nothing to do with quality of 

service. For example, 48 kilobits per second in DAB+ is the equivalent to 128 

kilobits per second in DAB. That is not the concern. The concern for radio 

service broadcasters is the first-generation DAB receivers that are incompatible 

with DAB+ services but are currently in the marketplace. However, that will 

eventually change. Similar to the London, Brighton and Portsmouth multiplexes, 

we have pushed DAB+ because we received a lot of interest. Some of these 

multiplex trials have been engaged and responsive to the marketplace. We have 

received a lot of interest, which has resulted in a substantial waiting list. The 

question we have asked ourselves on many occasions is, how can we allow all 

the services to engage in this trial? There are many service providers who want 

to participate in the small scale localised multiplex trials, but how best can we do 

that. That has been one of our governing principles of digital audio broadcasting 

and DAB+.  

 

I persuaded the original DAB stations to migrate to DAB+ transmission, which 

has allowed us to introduce more services onto the Manchester multiplex. All of 

the original ten small-scale localised multiplex operators, including us, discuss 

aspects of commonality and aspects where we differ in terms of our operation. I 

see that as a good thing. That is what makes the small-scale localised multiplex 

operation vibrant. We are all doing something different. I keep an eye on what 

the other small-scale localised multiplex operators are doing. For example, the 

Portsmouth operators were the first to introduce slideshows on their multiplex. It 

is not something we had anyone asking about and we didn’t want to use any of 

our resources to do that, but good luck to them. Equally if some of the services 

are on DAB as opposed to DAB+ there is probably a very good reason for that, 

that the other small-scale multiplex operators have not shared with me. That 

could they simply down to the number of receivers that are in the marketplace. I 

believe the Cambridge multiplex had remained with six or seven DAB services. 
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The way the original small-scale localised multiplex trials developed in a wider 

sense across all ten multiplexes and specifically including us in Manchester was 

that we had to find six services at the start of the launch. These were all DAB 

services. Therefore, we set our price at DAB. When some of those services 

migrated to DAB+ we incentivise them to do that because it makes sense that if 

they relinquished 128 kilobits per second capacity and went on to 48 kilobits per 

second, there was 80 kilobits of spare capacity available. The spare capacity 

was segmented into two or three more DAB+ services coming on board. We 

were therefore able to reduce the price. Their equivalent of service was exactly 

the same; the audio quality was exactly the same, they had been in stereo on 

128 kilobits per second in DAB, they are now in stereo on 48 kilobits per second. 

These broadcasting services were incentivised to come off of DAB, and as a 

result we were able to bring additional services on-board. Technically, that has 

worked quite well for us. Considering we were still in the trial phase, therefore 

the first nine months was all about the technicalities of the multiplex. Over the 

first nine months of the trial, we realised that DAB+ was just as good compared 

to traditional DAB. As a result, we eventually migrated the services to DAB+. 

The results of this for the broadcaster was that they were able to reduce the 

amount they were paying because we were amortising the cost across 

increasing amounts of services. Therefore, the technical aspects had a financial 

benefit to the multiplex operator and the broadcasters of those services. You 

could argue that 48 kilobits per second occupies nearly a third of the space 

compared to 128 kilobits per second. If we started from a DAB+ perspective 

now, and a broadcaster requested 128 kilobits per second in DAB, we would be 

looking to charge them at least three times the amount that we would charge at 

48 kilobits per second in DAB+. This is because 128 kilobits per second 

occupies really three times as much bandwidth. Also, as a concern to us, and I 

keep coming back this point, is that we are trying to build a multiplex that has a 

beautiful diversity. Instead of having multiple DAB services, which are all trying 

to ‘grab the middle ground’, our Manchester multiplex carries DAB+ services 

that represent Greek, Ghanaian, gay and urban, among other communities. 

DAB+ offers a wider representation and mixture of services compared to 

traditional DAB. We are really trying to achieve a wider representation and 

mixture of services and we are not using financial pricing to deliver that. The 

broadcasters that were originally on DAB are not paying three times the amount, 

compared to the broadcasters that are on DAB+. Whether this DAB+ idea and 

model will be represented across other small scale localised multiplexes or 

when additional multiplexes become available, will be really interesting. 

Certainly, from our perspective, after the technical trial ended, we still saw that 

the trial still has some value in terms of us understanding the commercial and 

operational aspects and how it might run and how profitable it might be. We will 

eventually have to purchase our own multiplex equipment. This is the real test. 

Ofcom loaned each small-scale localised multiplex with £9000 worth of 

equipment for nine months and it has remained with us for the extended two 

years. What Ofcom have not done, even though some commercial lessons have 

been learnt and because the trial was always technical, is seeing what would 

happen if the media communications regulator awarded licences to the likes of 

Niocast and other multiplex operators and we actually had to source our own 
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equipment and pay Ofcom for commissioning and engineering services. What 

are the real costs of running an operational like this? Instead of cadging space 

on an existing building, what would the lead-time be, if we had to go? Would it 

take as six months to find the best location and what would it really cost? So, 

there are a lot of real world, commercial aspects, which is yet to come out of 

these trials, and which we are trying to learn from now that the technical part of 

the trial is largely complete. 

 

It is difficult to geographically compare small scale localised multiplexing to 

existing radio platforms. My understanding from my conversations with 

representatives at Ofcom, whose project this is, was that 100 watts was chosen 

as the transmission power because it allowed Ofcom to launch this project really 

quickly and I did not have to go through the usual European checks and 

balances regarding frequency allocation. That is why they gave the awarded ten 

trial multiplex operators 100 watts as a level playing field in that sense. All of the 

awarded ten trial multiplex operators at the find a suitable transmission location, 

to locate the antenna. The height of the transmitter mast is everything in 

broadcasting. Therefore, if a multiplex operator is fortunate enough to have a 

suitably tall enough location, then the omnidirectional broadcast is going to have 

a larger footprint compared to a multiplex operator that does not have sufficient 

transmission mast height, given that all of the trial multiplex operators had the 

same transmission power. What I believe a few of these multiplexed trialists 

have done is upgraded the antenna. We have not done that. We are still working 

with the standard equipment that Ofcom loaned to us. I believe that none of the 

multiplex trialists that I have spoken to our satisfied with the coverage footprint. 

My biggest concern and I have expressed this, is that the same repeat problems 

that have haunted community radio for the previous ten years could read 

present themselves here. What happened with community radio is there 

everyone was awarded 25 watts horizontal and vertical transmission power, and 

one transmission power is unsuitable for all. As we have discovered there is 

approximately somewhere in the region of 244+ community radio stations that 

are licensed across the United Kingdom and they suffer from the same problems 

that DAB will and could suffer from if DAB is introduced in the same way. 

Manchester is very different to Cambridge, which is very different to Portsmouth, 

that is our concern. We completed extensive coverage testing, which, similar to 

the other multiplex trialists, we were universally dissatisfied with our coverage 

experience. That is something that is going to come out in the consultation in 

due course. 

 

The small-scale localised digital audio broadcasting trials have been highly 

successful in Manchester and across parts of the United Kingdom, from my 

point of view. It has been a successful trial because it has worked tremendously 

well in some respects and we have learnt new approaches. If you are able to 

take what we have learnt and actually build upon those after these ten localise 

multiplex trials come to an end and this is eventually fully rolled out, it will be a 

huge success, as long as Ofcom and the Department for Culture, Media and 

Sport listen. I have every reason to believe that they are listening because I 
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have met and spoke to them on numerous occasions all the chance of being 

ongoing and they are very engaged with this. So yes, it has been successful. 

 

We set up Niocast Digital as a separate branded entity to focus on this small 

scale localised multiplex trial. It has been successful in a large number of ways. 

When small scale localised DAB is eventually rolled out across the country we 

would hope to be one of the licensees that keep the continuity all services going 

on a full-time basis beyond the trials. We would look to work in other areas by 

working with other groups in other areas to help digital audio broadcasting roll 

out at a localised level across the country. The trial has certainly fulfilled 

everything that we wanted localised DAB to do for the Niocast Digital business 

and it has given us potential futures. 

 

There have been a few challenges along the way during the setting up and 

operational processes of managing the multiplex, but there was nothing that we 

could not overcome. These challenges are reasonably small and insignificant. 

Over the trial period we have had a few outages. However, we had the remote 

equipment, which has allowed us to restart the transmission equipment very 

quickly. We thought that the turnover of services would be at a higher rate of 

three or four months and relatively short, but in fact the service turnover rate on 

the multiplex has been a very low. Since the trial began I believe only two 

broadcasting services have come off of our Manchester multiplex. These were in 

DAB+. One of the broadcasters had their right financial difficulties and the other 

had coverage problems. These have been replaced with other DAB+ services. 

 

The original DAB broadcast services have migrated over to DAB+, which freed 

up space on the multiplex. When any broadcast service upgraded from 

traditional DAB to DAB+, the available bandwidth and that was created from the 

upgrading process allowed more DAB+ services to come on board and 

broadcast on our localised Manchester multiplex. 

 

I am very interested in the role that hybrid radio (RadioDNS) is going to play 

because that seems to crop up every time I have conversations about digital 

radio. I believe digital radio will be a hybrid of online provision and digital audio 

broadcasting. Terrestrial broadcasting still offers something for the listener and 

broadcaster. However, there is no frequency modulation capacity remaining in 

the United Kingdom. The explosion of small-scale DAB multiplexes opens up a 

whole new tier and platform with content. That content will come from existing 

service providers who are currently on analogue platforms and the Internet. Our 

local Manchester multiplex currently carries the most services of any multiplex in 

the United Kingdom. Even if broadcasters move from the Internet onto our 

multiplex, there are likely to be one of 40 to 50 DAB and DAB+ services that can 

be heard in Manchester. So, to be one of the 40 to 50 DAB and DAB+ services, 

it still highly attractive and more exclusive, compared to Internet, which has 

potentially many thousands of radio services and stations transmitting online. 

Therefore, hybrid radio is probably the best of both worlds. 
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If I had the opportunity to launch another localised multiplex, I would talk to one 

of the ten trialists and listen and learn from their experiences and then put a plan 

together based on that. You will need some tea individuals so this unlike 

frequency modulation need software expertise because you are looking at 

software defined radio, so the shift in knowledge in this industry who move away 

from hardware such as aerials, transmitters and cables to software such as 

LINUX. Certainly, from a small scale localised multiplex perspective we are 

using open source software so the whole concept of open source and 

collaborative working emulates from that. There is great amount of sharing 

amongst the ten multiplex trialists, and we have learnt a lot along the way. 

Therefore, when localised multiplexing is fully licensed, I would advise any 

potential operator who is new to localised multiplexing, to speak to one of the 

ten original multiplex trialists to understand the processes that we have been 

through, before launching their multiplex in their city or town. By which time, 

approximately three years would have elapsed, and we would have learned a lot 

of other things. Like any business you need the right resources. The barrier of 

entry will be considerably lower than it ever was before because localised 

multiplex operators will be using open source software, which runs on standard 

computerised technology. The established transmission infrastructure that the 

likes of Arqiva have made a considerable investment in, is similar to DAB itself, 

is becoming out-dated. That probably explains why operating a large-scale 

multiplex with multiple transmission sites is so financially expensive. What small 

scale localised DAB has the potential to do in this marketplace within the radio 

sector is to become a technological broadcast disruptor. That is quite exciting. 

 

I have told the Department for Culture, Media and Sport that I believe all small 

scale localised DAB multiplexes should carry DAB+ only services. I know realise 

there are implications for this, so I do not say it lightly. I also believe they should 

restrict, limit and ban the sales of radios that only have a DAB receiver chip 

inside them, which do not support DAB+. DAB+ receiver chips are backward 

compatible. I hate the thought of somebody in this day and age after 

approximately 25 years since the first BBC live trial was introduced in 1991, 25 

years later we still selling radio receivers in this country with DAB only chips in 

them. People do phone me and raise their concerns that they cannot hear DAB+ 

services and it is because they have an incompatible DAB receiver, which does 

not support DAB+. Listeners can see the service that is displayed on their DAB 

receiver screen, but they cannot actually hear any DAB+ audio, which is 

ridiculous. From listeners and consumers perspective, the majority do not 

understand the difference between DAB and DAB+. The majority of listeners 

say, ‘I have a digital radio, but I cannot hear this radio station.’ Those are the 

types of comments I regularly receive. DAB and DAB+ only means something to 

people who work within parts of the radio industry. The radio industry needs to 

take a long hard look at itself. That explains why it has taken 20 or more years to 

get to where we are today. 

 

Technology moves at such a fast pace. If we had the opportunity to launch the 

multiplex again, we will probably purchase different equipment. We were driven 

by the trial. It was not as if much of this was in our control. The equipment was 
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loaned to us. The terms, the power, the antenna was predefined. All we have 

really been doing is ‘service support’ and managing the multiplex. On reflection I 

would certainly launch on DAB+ only. That would probably be one of the only 

changes I would have made to the trial so far. I am satisfied with everything else 

we have achieved so far. We have had a significance impact on the aspects we 

could have influenced, and they have gone really well. The aspects that we 

could not influence, we have tried to manage to the best of our ability. Overall 

we are delighted.” 

 

1.8. Dean Kavanagh 

 

Director at 107.5 Switch Radio and Birmingham small-scale DAB multiplex 

licensee 

 

Date recorded: 7th March 2017 

 

“The community radio station, Switch Radio, launched in 2010 as a result of a 

local project that had applied to Ofcom for a community radio licence. Switch 

Radio was financially supported by the local housing association that operated 

the station as a local training project. There was a point where the local housing 

association could not keep putting money into this project, when the association 

had to support other projects across the estate, such as boiler repairs and other 

non-radio related things and the housing association basically said we cannot 

keep funding the radio project anymore. There were various options that were 

put forward to us by the housing association. By ‘us’ I mean the radio station’s 

management at the time and the volunteers. Ultimately, what came out of those 

discussions was that the volunteers at the time formed a company to take it 

over. That was when, as a company, we took the licence over in 2013. 

 

A small scale localised multiplex trial launched in September 2015. When we 

submitted the application for the trial, Ofcom specified a minimum amount of 

nominated services, which would be carried on the multiplex. Switch Radio was 

one of those services, that was carried from the launch date. We originally 

launched with Gaydio, Touch FM, Oak FM and Scratch Radio, which is the local 

student station. Initially when we were awarded the licence from Ofcom and first 

advertised the multiplex space, we went for a simple approach, which was to 

divide the bandwidth into a set of suitably defined capacities and allocated these 

to interested broadcaster. There were no DAB+ services when we originally 

launched the Birmingham multiplex in September 2015. As time has gone on 

and broadcasters have come off of the multiplex and capacity has become 

available, we have added more DAB+ services. Our aim is to get as many DAB+ 

services on the Birmingham multiplex. We are yet to fully migrate all services to 

DAB+, but we are working towards that. Each multiplex has a finite capacity. I 

believe listeners care more about choice of services and content, rather than 

audio quality. As long as the services do not sound terrible, I believe the 

advanced audio coding (AAC) codec allows us to carry DAB+ services without 

reducing the audio quality at lower bitrates. Listeners would much prefer choice 
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rather than absolute crystal clear, CD equivalent or 320 kilobits per second mp3 

equivalent sound quality. Listeners do not really care that much. DAB+ is 

considered by some to be a ‘roadblock’ to being heard, in that there is a 

percentage of original DAB receivers that are incompatible and do not support 

DAB+. I believe actually on the ground that percentage is not a hindrance to 

making DAB+ work. 

 

To be fair the whole process of launching the Birmingham multiplex trial has 

been smooth. We had originally thought that when Ofcom awarded us the 

licence, we had limited knowledge about digital audio broadcasting. We 

completed all of the installation ourselves. We believed that process it would be 

quite difficult. However, it was a smooth process. The problem is that we 

actually encountered came from external factors, such as Openreach or BT who 

are relatively well known for having the occasional problem. From our 

perspective the process has been relatively straightforward. The whole launch 

process from setting up and launching took a couple of months. A lot of the 

processes such as the works approval and access to the transmission sites, 

which is on a high-rise tower block was included in the application. It was a 

requirement by Ofcom that the application with this information included. The 

administrative processes were complete by the time we were awarded to the 

multiplex trial licence. It was then process of setting up the equipment, which 

took a couple of months with various waiting times for specific pieces of 

equipment to arrive. Ofcom stipulated in the application process an upper limit of 

12 weeks from being awarded the licence to launching the multiplex. I believe 

we completed our launch within eight weeks, by which time Ofcom attended the 

multiplex to sign it off and we launched in mid-September 2015. 

 

The benefits and advantages of digital audio broadcasting is that it allows 

listeners an incredible amount of choice. I believe that is very important to 

people. For example, my wife told me she had started listening to LBC, which 

prior to DAB, she would never have considered. LBC is only available on DAB, 

television and online in Birmingham. The range of services that are available in 

Birmingham on DAB, whether that is on the small scale localised multiplex or the 

national multiplexes, listeners are spoilt for choice. In some parts of the country 

where there has previously been little competition, and then suddenly multiple 

services become available on DAB, broadcasters have to up their game to 

compete in this new market. From a technological perspective, digital audio 

broadcasting provides easy access for smaller service providers to broadcast. 

For example, Starpoint Soul, which was originally an Internet only radio station 

that is carried on our multiplex. They saw how the developments of the localised 

multiplex would benefit them. There is very little technical work required from 

them, who is the radio service broadcaster and provider, to transform their radio 

station into a significant broadcasting radio station on DAB. All those previous 

technical barriers that stations and service providers would have experienced in 

terms of launching on frequency modulation have disappeared. For smaller, 

localised and niche radio stations digital audio broadcasting delivers a significant 

role. 
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We have received very few complaints about the digital audio broadcasting 

services that we provide. We have received a few minor complaints regarding 

coverage. It appears from the correspondences we have received, listeners, 

broadcasters and operators would like more coverage. The services we lost 

from our multiplex was Point Blank and Scratch, which was primarily due to 

internal aspects regarding their equipment costs they had to replace in the 

student station. However, we do not know the specific details. Overall, most 

services and stations are happy to be carried on our multiplex and they have not 

made any suggestions that they are struggling. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting gives service providers and broadcasters the capacity 

to reach more people. DAB introduces a level of professionalism and credibility. 

Our frequency modulation coverage area completely overlaps the DAB 

transmission area. In terms of transmission DAB does not really do a huge 

amount for us. However, DAB is a brilliant marketing tool the broadcasters to 

state on air. The inclusion of Switch Radio on our multiplex allowed us to use 

our own station as part of the trial. When we migrated Switch Radio from 

traditional DAB to DAB+, we were effectively setting an example and making a 

trusted statement that DAB+ works and other service should follow suit if they 

wanted to. The remaining original trial multiplexes are taking more significant 

and advanced steps. For example, carrying all services in DAB+ across their 

entire multiplex. 

 

From a technical aspect we have not encountered any significant problems. The 

only consistent problem that we have and encountered on several occasions is 

related to external contractors and organisations that share our physical space 

where our transmission equipment is stored and operated from. For example, 

when contractors access parts of the transmission room, our equipment has 

been switched off. This is unlike a national model, where Aqiva operate their 

services from a strictly controlled environment, under locked and secure 

conditions. Therefore, our set up on a local multiplex level is a few steps down 

from the national operators such as Aqiva. This is why are slightly concerned by 

people sharing their transmission sites. We have had a couple of instances 

where we have had problems with our broadband provider, where we have 

experienced various problems, such as dual allocated IP addresses and issues 

with broadband outages on a larger scale. Unfortunately, there is little resilience 

in terms of a backup transmission service. This is something that needs to be 

considered when this small-scale localised DAB technology is launched across 

the nation, as there needs to be a level of resilience and backup. What other 

multiplex operators have found is that when a problem is identified it requires 

immediate attention and there is no level of redundancy in place at present. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting is more cost effective and efficient compared to 

existing transmission methods and offers value for money. Comparatively 

speaking, 32 to 40 kilobits per second in DAB+ is relatively cheap. The small 

scale localise multiplexes are considerably cheaper than the commercially 

operated regional and national multiplexes. There is considerable cost for 

installation, operation and wireless telegraphy licensing of a localised frequency 
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modulation transmission service. Digital audio broadcasting does not attract 

these costs because the transmission is extracted away from the broadcaster 

and responsibility transmission lies with the multiplex operator. Digital audio 

broadcasting is relatively inexpensive for most broadcasters and service 

providers if they are to occupy a suitable capacity and bitrate. There are two 

aspects that digital audio broadcasting provides compared to online streaming, 

and that is the physical transmission presents in a geographical area, the other 

aspect DAB provides broadcasters and service providers with, is a level of 

professionalism and credibility. DAB is what sets online stations and service 

providers apart from other Internet only stations. It is for multiplex operators to 

decide the cost outlay and pricing that they charge carrying DAB and DAB+ 

services based on each broadcaster’s capacity usage on the multiplex. We do 

not charge broadcasters and service providers a lot in comparison to some of 

the other multiplexes. Small scale localised digital audio broadcasting is not out 

of the financial reach of some of the smaller online radio stations. Some of the 

online only Internet radio stations will already have costs for PRS and PPL 

licences, these costs would be transferred to DAB if they were to transmit via 

DAB. Ofcom’s licensing for digital radio is incredibly cheap. A digital sound 

licence will cost a broadcaster approximately £300 per year. Therefore, 

transitioning an online radio station to one of the small-scale localised 

multiplexes is a commercially viable exercise. We do not know whether it will 

remain this way once the localised framework and multiplex scheme is fully 

licensed. There is some suggestion in the legislation that the multiplexes will 

have to be run the non-profit. Whether that makes it into the final Ofcom licences 

remains to be seen. If the non-profit limit is removed, then it could be introduced 

as a commercialised and financially incentivised operation. 

 

As an indicator we currently pay £600 per year for our community radio licence 

for Switch Radio. The fees for frequency modulation licences are expensive. 

The other great aspect that Ofcom’s digital sound licence offers is that it is 

applicable for multiple multiplexes. Therefore, broadcasters and service 

providers require one digital sound licence to be carried on multiple multiplexes, 

which as of 2017 costs broadcasters and providers £100 per year for a digital 

sound licence, with a £250 application fee per year. A local frequency 

modulation licence for ‘category A’ which has a potential reach of 4.5 million 

people would cost approximately £50,000 per year. A ‘category D’ frequency 

modulation licence, which has a potential reach up to 400,000 people, would 

cost approximately £5,000 per year. The frequency modulation spectrum band 

has reached its full capacity. However, there is a potential for Digital audio 

broadcasting to also eventually reach a full capacity. Everything has a finite limit. 

Digital audio broadcasting appears to be operating as if there is no upper limit to 

how many services that can be carried and transmitted. 

 

Digital audio broadcasting serves a purpose, provides a solution and has a 

future. There are so many more technical reasons why DAB is an improvement 

compared to frequency modulation. For example, DAB has the ability to transmit 

slideshow images alongside audio directly into listeners’ car radio receivers and 

domestic home receivers. DAB provides a range of diverse, niche and bespoke 
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services that listeners can choose from, which is arranged in an easy to find 

alphabetical order. The audio quality is good. However, DAB audio quality is not 

as good as frequency modulation, which is one of the drawbacks that listeners 

are likely to say. Despite this, the average listener in reality is unlikely to 

significantly care that much about audio quality. Therefore, I do not believe that 

sound quality will be a hindrance to the progression of digital audio broadcasting 

or DAB+. Some of the small-scale localised DAB trial multiplexes are 

experimenting with electronic programme guides to enable listeners to view 

programme information and schedules. There are so many reasons why from a 

technical and practical perspective, digital audio broadcasting is better because 

of the reasons above. The only aspect where DAB needs to develop compared 

to frequency modulation is the audio quality. However, I do not believe this is a 

significant concern for the public, provided that what they hear is of suitable and 

reasonable quality. 

 

The benefit of DAB+ compared to digital audio broadcasting is a more enhanced 

error correction processing algorithm. For example, if listeners are more likely to 

hear a DAB+ service compared to a DAB service. The UK radio industry has 

approached digital audio broadcasting in the back to front way, where DAB+ has 

been feared for so long because the industry believes the majority of listeners 

cannot receive DAB+ services and it will become commercial suicide. However, 

since the introduction of DAB+ services on the small scale localised multiplexes, 

the industry and listeners are beginning to embrace this piece of latest 

technology. It is a finite space, over time I believe the more efficient and cost-

effective DAB+ system will eventually win the battle against the more inefficient 

digital audio broadcasting method. This is because DAB+ is commercially 

cheaper, DAB+ provides better sound quality particularly towards the fringes of 

the geographical transmission area and occupies less bandwidth capacity on the 

multiplex, which allows a greater choice of services for the listener. This is one 

of the fundamental selling and marketing aspects of DAB+. The biggest 

challenge for the radio industry including broadcasters and multiplex operators is 

convincing listeners to migrate to DAB+. For example, a significant number of 

people purchased DAB receivers when Chris Moyles re-launched his radio 

career and began broadcasting on Radio X. There needs to be a marketing 

push to convince people that they need to have a DAB receiver, as opposed to 

an FM radio. The counter argument to this idea is if a listener listens to Heart 

Radio on FM in the Midlands, why would they need to purchase a DAB 

receiver? However, they will be missing out on the choice that is available to 

listeners on digital audio broadcasting, but there is no marketing push to 

incentivise listeners to purchase a DAB receiver. There are likely to be two 

options, there will either be an enforced digital radio switchover process, which 

will be similar to the digital television switchover process. The other alternative is 

that the radio industry makes more of an incentivised marketed a reason to 

listeners to switch to digital audio broadcasting. I am not suggesting that the 

radio industry has not already tried this marketing strategy. One of the aspects 

that we have seen on a smaller more localised level on the multiplexes is that 

there are certain stations that have quite a loyal listenership. Radio Caroline for 

example has quite a significant history in the United Kingdom and we know of a 
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number of listeners who have actively purchased DAB receivers in order to hear 

that station, which has relaunched and broadcasts on local DAB. There will 

always be a long-term challenge to incentivise and encourage listeners to 

purchase a DAB receiver. The listeners’ argument would be that their FM radio 

receiver works so why should they purchase a new DAB receiver. There is 

possibly a case for a forced Digital radio switchover. However, I believe that this 

is becoming increasingly unlikely. If you look at Norway for instance, their FM 

switch off has gone relatively well. When analogue to digital television was 

switched over there was some complaints from viewers, but everyone eventually 

migrated to digital television in the United Kingdom. 

 

A significant amount of digital audio broadcasting listening occurs in the car. 

When listeners purchase a new car that comes with a DAB radio as standard, it 

required the listener to do absolutely nothing, other than to purchase the vehicle. 

In a domestic environment, a listener would consciously have to make a 

decision and specifically purchase a DAB receiver. It could be argued that very 

few people who listen to DAB radio in a car significantly care about the audio 

quality. The vast majority of ambient vehicle noise is from the motion of driving. 

In terms of the average vehicle user and listener they are unlikely to significantly 

care about audio quality, particularly in vehicle. 

 

My advice to potential multiplex operators and broadcasters would be to just go 

for it. We thought carefully about DAB, and whether or not we should submit an 

application to operate one of the small scale localised multiplexes. There was a 

lot of technical work that was involved, which we were relatively inexperienced in 

that area. I suspect what will happen is once this small-scale localised multiplex 

project becomes fully licensed is that many organisations will get involved with 

digital audio broadcasting by providing technical services to other small-scale 

localised multiplex operators. If individuals or organisations have a reasonable 

amount of technical experience and knowledge, then it is possible to set up and 

operate a localised multiplex. Ofcom estimates it cost approximately £10,000 

per multiplex transmission site. Therefore, potential individuals and 

organisations would need to be comfortable in providing the upfront costs to 

provide multiplex service. These upfront costs are likely to be made back over 

the long-term operation of the multiplex. This it depends on the locality and the 

amount of DAB services that are carried on the multiplex. It mostly depends on 

what the final licensing framework will look like. It is likely that community radio 

stations will be encouraged into DAB if the multiplexes are operated in a non-

profit way by the long-term framework. We have encouraged local radio stations, 

and in particular community radio stations, to consider operating their own 

multiplex or at least broadcasting on DAB. Community radio sector does not 

have significant amounts of financial money available, therefore I believe in 

these radio stations need to diversify what they do in order to give themselves 

stability. 

 

If we had the opportunity to operate our Birmingham multiplex and Switch Radio 

on DAB again, we would launch the services in DAB+ from the outset. We would 

perhaps structure the multiplex slightly differently, so we would have a bit more 
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resilience from different providers. Perhaps as well, some of the organisational 

and administrative processes would have been completed differently. 

Community radio stations are notorious and not paying on time, which then has 

a knock-on effect to the multiplex provider, when they also have to cover their 

financial costs. Generally speaking we have experienced a relatively smooth 

trial. There is not anything that we would significantly change. 

 

One aspect that we are particularly pleased about the enthusiasm which Ofcom 

has seen, certainly from our point of view while operating the multiplex. There 

are a lot of appendices that have been added to Ofcom’s final report that would 

have taken someone a considerable amount of time to generate, which they did 

not have to do and was not a requirement. For example, Ofcom included 

frequency planning to demonstrate 100+ multiplexes running simultaneously in 

the United Kingdom. That is a lot of work, when you sit down work all of that out, 

but they did it, which gives everyone else the encouragement that Ofcom regard 

this trial as a serious research project. So much so that Ofcom spent a lot of 

time working on the outcome of this extensive report. That was really 

encouraging. 

 

The biggest fear for us was not being able to deliver the services. We applied for 

the licence and if we were subsequently not able to deliver the services they 

would have been a significant knock-on effect. The knock-on effect of not 

delivering the services would appear professionally embarrassing and negative. 

If individuals or organisations are going to set up and operate a multiplex, they 

need to be confident that they can provide the services. Any new services that 

we launch on our Birmingham multiplex will launch and operate as DAB+. 

 

The majority of listeners and community radio stations believe digital audio 

broadcasting is a new technology, but it is not. The BBC were trialling DAB in 

the 1990s. Many European countries are more advanced in their operation and 

implementation of digital audio broadcasting. For example, some radio services 

in Germany broadcast in 192 kilobits per second. Apart from BBC Radio 3, there 

are no radio stations, which broadcast on DAB at 192 kilobits per second in the 

United Kingdom. One of the peculiarities there are various parts of the United 

Kingdom where radio receivers can pick up four different versions of Heart 

Radio from four different transmitters this is multiplicity of access. The 

commercial argument for this is the more platforms that the service is carried on, 

the more the service will reach a greater amount of listeners. 

 

1.9. Ford Ennals 

 

Chief Executive of Digital UK 

 

Date recorded: 27th September 2017 

 

“We have been celebrating the success of digital radio and there is so much to 

celebrate. We have seen the success of new stations; there are now over thirty 
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national stations on Digital One and Sound Digital they are doing really well. 

They are doing well in terms of advertising revenue, they are doing well in terms 

of audiences and I think there will be more to come.  

 

We have also been focusing on cars because people love listening to radio in 

their cars. We are now at a point where almost ninety per cent of new cars have 

digital radio fitted as standard. However, there are still approximately twenty-five 

million existing cars that do not have DAB and the question there is ‘how do we 

make that happen’ and I think that has been a key focus.  

 

The Norwegians having been switching of FM in Norway during 2017 and they 

are almost finished that process. What that has done is actually ‘explode’ and 

accelerate the Norwegian market for digital radio adaptors in cars. As a result, 

we have seen many more companies launching car adaptors here in the UK. 

Roberts, who have never made a car product, have launched a digital radio 

adaptor and the dash cam company, Nextbase, have also launched a new car 

adaptor. Apart from the success of digital radio, people can get digital radio in 

old and new cars. Most listeners in Norway left it until the last minute to 

purchase a DAB compatible receiver before the switchover process was 

complete in their area. However, people took action, as people love radio and 

they found that six months later, listening remains the same as ever, but 

consumers did not do anything about their car until the point of switchover. In 

the UK we do not want that to happen. So, what we are doing now is trying to 

develop this market so when people get an MOT (Ministry of Transport) test or a 

service they think they can get a digital radio upgrade. Shaun Keaveny on BBC 

Radio 6 Music is losing his audience halfway through the breakfast programme 

because they are getting in their cars. So, we want to make sure that more 

people will have digital radio in their cars. 

 

I think it is really important that Digital UK has brought all the broader parts of 

the broadcast radio industry together, not just broadcaster but the retailers, 

manufacturers and car companies because I think they are all in this together 

and it is important for them to see that the momentum is here, and that digital 

radio is clearly unequivocally the future.  

 

I think most of us are in love with voice activated smart devices and the future 

could potentially be based around voice activated devices, including 

lawnmowers, which will be voice activated. It is a compelling version of the 

future.  

 

Digital radio is a good thing. There will be a switchover. It is a matter of ‘when’ 

not ‘if’. However, the radio industry needs to take its listeners with them during 

the switchover process. The industry needs to plan and prepare the switchover. 

It needs the time to make sure that everyone comes with us on the switchover 

journey.  

 

The industry should not be selling analogue only products. Over fifty per cent of 

radios currently sold in the UK are analogue only. Though we know that most 
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digital products have FM built into them. One UK retailer, John Lewis, has 

announced that as of October 2017, they are no longer going to sell analogue 

radios anymore. It is partly thanks to the current Minister of State for Digital, 

Matthew Hancock MP, who has given a positive signal to the supply chain, and 

John Lewis has responded to that. 

 

The Minister of State for Digital, Matthew Hancock MP, has made clear the 

importance of small-scale DAB to DCMS (Department for Digital, Culture, Media 

and Sport). Matthew Hancock MP mentioned it is the last bill passed in pre-

election by the current Conservative Government. It is now in law, so what 

DCMS are planning to do is by the first quarter of 2018 is have the legislative 

and regulatory framework in place so that they can confirm the ten areas with 

the 140 stations on-air and also expand it to one hundred more markets. 

Therefore, we expect to see a real ‘explosion’ of local and community radio on 

DAB as part of that process. 

 

We have been discussing the digital radio switchover process since 2012. Radio 

as an industry and sector and the listener are the winners because radio has 

never been better. For example, in London there are over one hundred stations. 

Seventy per cent of those are digital only stations. The content offer is 

compelling. Commercial and national stations have made real progress. There 

used to be three national stations and now there are approximately thirty-three. 

The good news for radio is that it is getting stronger and we are seeing record 

levels of listening. In terms of this transition to digital, I think the biggest and 

most difficult piece about it is cars. Listening in cars is so important. We are not 

going to ever complete this transition unless every car has digital radio in it. Five 

years ago, I wondered if that was possible, but in 2017, I am really encouraged. 

It may have taken over four or five years, but I think the radio industry is in great 

shape and I think this transitional switchover will be completed.” (Clarkson 2017) 

 

1.10. Grant Goddard 

 

Radio media analyst and consultant 

 

Date recorded: 22nd May 2017 

 

“The digital audio broadcasting technology is very cleaver. It is a brilliant 

technology. The coordination of various technological interests across Europe, 

with the whole process of developing DAB was very cleaver. I do not think one 

can fault the technology. The problem has been the way in which DAB was 

implemented specifically in the UK and that is what has led us to the situation 

where we are now. One of the biggest problems has been the amount of time it 

has taken to implement the technology at a time when new technological 

innovations are moving forward and replacing each other faster than they have 

ever done before. DAB was a product of 1980s research. If it had been 

implemented earlier in the 1990s in the UK, then it may have developed more 

traction with consumers. However, because it was not implemented publicly until 
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the end of the 1990s it was really too little too late. The fact that here in 2017, 

we are talking about DAB and asking the question, ‘will it become the 

technology for radio?’ thirty odd years after the development was started. I think 

it speaks for itself really. It is just too late, and it has been superseded by many 

other things. I was interested that the Fraunhofer Institute in Germany said that 

they will no longer be licensing the mp3 technology to any other commercial 

users because the technology had been superseded. In the UK DAB technology 

utilises mp2 technology, which is an antecedent of mp3. To me that 

demonstrated how late in the day we are really talking about DAB.  

 

The problem with DAB in the UK is that the vast majority of DAB receivers that 

people own cannot receive the DAB+ version and there is no possibility of them 

being upgraded because of the way they were originally designed. Therefore, 

the UK is stuck in this situation where those who do own a DAB radio have very 

dated technology that cannot be upgraded to a better version.  

 

I went to the radio festival in 1993 in Birmingham and I have recordings of all the 

speeches that were made then about DAB and they were anticipating that it 

would be launched in the UK as a commercial prospect, not just experiments by 

BBC engineers but properly for consumers. They were thinking that DAB would 

be launched in a matter of a couple of year or so. It was the same with the 

magazine write-ups at the time, such as New Scientist, and it didn’t happen until 

the end of the decade. So, the nineties were obviously a key decade in which 

the Internet became more and more used in workplaces and at home. I 

remember getting my first Internet account in around 1992 or 1993 and it caught 

on really quickly. DAB was too slow off the mark and entered a marketplace in 

which people were finding there were lots of other ways to receive audio. That is 

more so the case than ever.  

 

I remember when the first DAB receivers were launched and marketed, and they 

were absolutely preposterous prices. You could buy an AM/FM radio made in 

China for less than £5. The initial DAB sets were £100s and what could you get 

on them, the same stations that you could get on AM and FM, so why would I 

want one, well the audio quality is good. I remember going into a boardroom of a 

company and they had a DAB radio and they were so proud of it and it sat there 

all shiny and it was that sort of thing that companies would place in the 

boardroom to impress people, but would the average radio listener invest that 

sort of money, no. I think the entire problem with the implementation of DAB in 

the UK stemmed from the fact that it was a top down approach. This was 

dreamed up by civil servants sitting in government offices and that is not a very 

good way to develop an implementation of technology and these civil servants 

had no experience of the radio industry and no understanding of how radio 

works and their motivations were vaguely ‘it will do British industry good, British 

industry can manufacture DAB radios and export them in their millions to the 

rest of the world’ and it was a crazy pipedream and they tried to drag the UK 

radio industry along with them and failed. 
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Looking at the Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR) figures, the majority of 

listening on the DAB platform is to stations that are readily available on AM and 

FM. I have worked closely with RAJAR and I have worked with them to reduce 

the costs for the commercial radio industry. The problem with RAJAR and 

consumers is that if they have a DAB radio they are not sure if they are being 

asked whether they are listening on DAB as a waveband or if they are listening 

on a DAB radio. I am someone who has subscribed to RAJAR and worked with 

them and know the people involved and to be honest, I would take the RAJAR 

figures with a ‘pinch of salt’. The consumer does not really know. We know that 

the majority of listening on DAB is to existing stations that are also available on 

AM and FM and we know that the majority of DAB radio out there have FM 

included as well. However, the earlier models did not have FM and were DAB 

only, but the manufactures realised that was not an option and they started 

including FM. So, for one thing, I would take the figures with a ‘pinch of salt’ and 

the figures already show that the majority of listening is to existing stations and 

not to DAB only stations. Therefore, what does DAB bring to the consumer? The 

majority of stations are broadcasting with a codec that is lower quality than what 

they are receiving on FM now. Many of the stations are in mono on DAB, which 

is a bit crazy for a music station. What does the consumer get out of it? 

Increasingly the station and multiplex owners have reduced the technical 

superiority offered to consumers to a standard that is actually below FM. We 

know that the reception of DAB is appalling in a lot of the country and the Ofcom 

commissioned reports demonstrate this. It is great if you happen to live in close 

proximity to a transmitter, it is not so great if you live in a city, it is not so great if 

you live in a tower block or a basement flat, which the reception is almost 

impossible and the proponents of DAB have known for more than a decade that 

the technical reception of DAB in the UK is relatively awful and nobody is 

prepared to put the money up to fix that problem. The wavelength used by DAB 

is considerably shorter than that of FM, which means that, it does not travel as 

far, nor does it bend around obstructions as well as FM does. Everyone is aware 

that the implementation in the UK has been a disaster from all aspects. 

 

The costs have always been one of the impetuses for implementing DAB or it 

would be a lot cheaper for broadcasters to transmit on DAB, but that is not the 

case in some areas when you need ten times as many transmitters. One FM 

signal in Wrotham will cover the whole of southeast England. Can we say that of 

DAB? Of course, we cannot. It needs dozens of transmitters and there is not an 

area in the UK where DAB reception meets that of FM. Not surpasses, but 

meets FM. There is not one. All of the data collected demonstrates that. The 

technology has worked out to be more expensive for the consumer and the 

broadcaster. The reception is nowhere near as robust as FM and all of this is 

down to the implementation. The technology itself is very cleaver, very smart 

and could potentially be used for a lot of good services. If you go back to the 

European Broadcasting Union (EBU) developments of DAB, they never really 

saw it as a technology for national stations. It was because of its shorter 

wavelength than FM, they knew that in a specific local area they could provide a 

much wider choice of stations via multiplexing for local areas. Yet the initial 

implementation in the UK was for national stations. One needs to look at history 
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that the implementation to reach that kind of robust reception of FM took 

decades and the BBC did an excellent job at putting transmitters in all sorts of 

weird and wonderful places to reach communities that were down as low as a 

few thousand people. That approach produced a quality of FM reception by the 

time DAB was launched that was really unsurpassed in any other country and it 

is really only public broadcasters such as the BBC that had the resources, the 

will and the technological expertise to be able to do that. To think that DAB could 

somehow surpass the robustness of reception of FM in a matter of a few years, 

when it was a vastly inferior technology for a national service, was simply wrong.  

 

It has taken eighteen years as a consumer platform. In those eighteen years, 

how many millions of pounds of radio industry money have been spent on 

marketing DAB to people in places that could not receive it at all or with a 

sufficiently robust signal to replace their existing AM and FM radio. Why did the 

radio industry throw so much money into a black hole knowing that a huge 

proportion of listeners could not receive it? I remember the figures for 

Manchester where a third of people could not receive their own local DAB 

multiplex. I lived in Brighton and worked at the Radio Authority (now known as 

Ofcom). We did not have DAB in Brighton and the Christmas gift to all staff 

working at the Radio Authority was a DAB radio, so I could not receive it at 

home. When you look at all the aspects of the implementation, the marketing, 

you would be hard pressed to find anything that was done appropriately, 

correctly, honestly and within a sensible timeframe. That is where we are today. 

Where do we go with DAB? No one has really tried to fix these problems in that 

way that they needed to be fixed, which is quickly, successfully, robustly and 

that simply has not been done and it has not been done from all sides. The 

regulator or the multiplex owners have not addresses these problems. To their 

credit, the BBC have put more work into this than anybody else. However, they 

have the resources and they do not have the commercial constraints, although 

the licence fee agreements with the government, in the last decade have held 

them back. Nobody really comes out of the implementation of DAB with any 

credit whatsoever from my perspective and no one has taken the ‘bull by the 

horns’ and tried to fix that problem. That is where we are today. All the problems 

are identified but they are being fixed at a rate that is either so slow or simply 

non-existent that it is never going to happen, while in the meantime, new 

platforms have arrived that supersede DAB. No one had a smartphone when 

DAB was implemented in 1999. Now, anyone with a smartphone can listen to 

audio and radio at a press of a button. 

 

People will spend hundreds of pounds on a smartphone because they are 

persuaded by, economic terms, the utility that they receive from purchasing the 

device. Therefore, there has to be a consumer proposition, but DAB never had 

one that succeeded with consumers.  

 

Compared to around twenty years ago, the proportion of people listening on 

earphones is significant. You only have to look at public transport to see that. 

Most people listen to audio privately now, which they did not used to do. There 

was the Sony Walkman, but that was not an all-pervasive audio machine. It 
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played cassettes and that was pretty much it. The developmental growth of the 

mp3 player, which was then superseded by the smartphone, which was 

superseded by handheld computer tablet devices, people are listening in audio, 

so when you say they cannot really tell whether it is in mono or stereo, well 

anybody who listens with that sort of technology can certainly tell. I think that is 

the kind of attitude that organisations who have implemented DAB have had 

towards consumers. I would therefore classify that as contempt. If I purchase a 

smartphone for several hundred pounds, I expect it to work and to give me 

quality that supersedes any other device I have previously used or owned. If I 

purchase a DAB radio compared to a Chinese FM radio that I could get for less 

than five pounds in a bargain shop, I expect the device to service its purpose. I 

do not want someone saying to me, ‘you are not going to notice it is in mono, 

you are not going to notice that the World Service is in 64 kilobits per second, or 

whatever it is.’ I do not want people telling me that. I want a return on my 

investment, and as a consumer I expect it to live up to the superlatives and the 

DAB industry has marketed it as crystal clear quality reception and has been 

pulled up by the Advertising Standards Authority for not actually complying with 

those promises and the industry has had to reword its marketing, because it 

does not do that. It does not provide audio that is superior to FM and it cannot 

provide evidence to prove that. Therefore, as a consumer, I do not like to be 

treated with contempt and to a large extent that is what the DAB marketing has 

done.  

 

With a digital signal, compared to FM, it is either ‘one’ or it is ‘zero’. With FM, 

you can twiddle the aerial around and you can suffer a bit of co-channel 

interference. When FM was introduced people had to apply those tricks to get a 

decent signal. The difference between analogue and digital is, you either receive 

it or you do not. There is no middle ground. Whether the codec is DAB+ or DAB 

or anything else, if you do not receive the signal, it is ‘zero’ and DAB+ does not 

make any difference to that. The problem with the implementation in the UK is 

that in a lot of places the signal is insufficiently robust. The difference between 

DAB and DAB+ for those listeners in FM days would have been fringe reception 

areas and now, because of the digital transmission, is a ‘zero’ reception area. 

Because Pure, Roberts and other radio receiver manufactures have been selling 

DAB radios since 1999, the vast majority of DAB radio in the UK market place 

cannot receive DAB+. There is no solution to those radio receivers as there is 

no upgrade. There is not even a little device that listeners can add to their 

original DAB receiver. They are stuck with the initial codec system. Therefore, 

DAB+ is great for consumers who want to spend money on technology and like 

to have the latest technology. However, for the average radio listener, does it 

make any significant difference, no. From the transmission, the broadcaster still 

has to service those listeners who still use their original DAB codec radios. 

Therefore, how does it save the radio broadcasters any transmission costs, as 

they now have to broadcast on DAB+ and on DAB, it does not. As we know from 

the BBC charter, the BBC is obliged to provide universal reception of its national 

radio networks across the country, that is an obligation.  
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The BBC announced it will eventually close its long wave radio services and the 

campaign against that was vociferous. The BBC decided that it was not going to 

close long wave. That was at the point that FM reception was approximately 90 

per cent population of the UK. That was not during the 1950s, but it was much 

later on. The BBC backtracked on that and did not close its long wave services 

as we still have it today some thirty years later after the BBC announced it was 

going to close those services. Can the BBC close its FM transmitters, no it 

cannot, unless DAB reception is robust across the country as FM then it cannot 

close those FM transmitters and it knows that full well. 

 

DAB will consist of a platform as it is already there. However, DAB will exist 

alongside other platforms. DAB will not be ‘the’ platform, and I think the big 

difference there is that the civil servants who dreamt up this crazy scheme had it 

in their mind that it would be ‘the’ platform and ‘the’ only platform for radio in the 

UK. That was their scheme. All AM and FM licensed stations would migrate to 

DAB. They had no consideration at that point that they would not even fit into the 

DAB spectrum that did not cross their minds. They anticipated that DAB would 

be ‘the’ only platform and it would be a platform that was controlled by the BBC 

and the commercial radio sector and that would stop pirate radio stations from 

broadcasting. Pirate radio has been a ‘thorn in the side’ to the UK government 

since the 1960s. The stations broadcasting from overseas, the likes of radio 

Normandy, between the wars, the likes of Radio Luxemburg after the Second 

World War, listening was absolutely huge to Radio Luxemburg. This was a 

technology, which in one stroke prevented all of these issues. It was a 

technology that could be controlled centrally.  

 

When the pirate stations closed in 1967, there was nothing to listen to. Radio 1 

did not launch the day that the pirate stations closed. Once the pirate stations 

had closed, the only station to listen to at the time was Radio Luxemburg, which 

was only receivable in the evening after it came on at 7pm and so Radio 1 was 

not born directly from the closing of the pirate stations. Radio 1 and 2 were 

forced upon the BBC by the government. The BBC operated a service to keep 

people’s spirits up during the war and they were instructed to do so by the 

government. The BBC did not particularly want to run these services because 

the BBC felt that it should be a home for high culture and so the BBC broadcast 

a war service to keep people’s spirits up. The service featured popular music 

and comedies of the time. The BBC’s plan was to close these services after the 

war. They did not see a need for these services once the war had ended. It was 

only through the intervention of the government that stopped the BBC. That is 

the point that the war service was turned into the Light Programme. The BBC 

hated the fact that they had to continue to broadcast these popular songs, 

comedies and dramas of the time. It was the BBC that responded to that by 

launching the third programme and stating that if the government is going to 

force the BBC to broadcast the Light Programme, the BBC will launch what it 

considers to be a cultural service carrying high arts. That is what caused the 

birth of the third programme, now referred to as Radio 3. These initiatives have 

never come from the BBC, expect for the third programme. The initiative for 
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Radio 1 and 2 came from the government forcing the BBC to launch those 

services. 

 

The whole question of DAB switchover and FM/AM switch off was ‘kicked into 

the long grass’ by the government. It is not going to happen. The civil servant 

who was responsible for implementing DAB had to find another job. Regardless 

of the figures, what I am saying is that the government made a decision that this 

had been something, which will not happen and whatever they might have said 

in press releases, you only have to look at the strategy, the policy and the 

actions from the civil servants in the department who had tried to implement this. 

They went. They have gone. It is not going to happen. That is where we are 

today, in 2017 with DAB. The prospect of the government forcing switchover is a 

‘dead duck’. It is literally dead. After that, then it became clear that commercial 

radio was no longer interested in controlling the multiplexes. You only have to 

look at Global. Global inherited all those multiplexes from GCap, who inherited 

them from Capital, GWR and Chrysalis. They have all gone. They have sold 

them back to Arqiva. Those multiplexes lost money. I have the accounts from 

GCap at the time. They were desperate to sell off the multiplexes for a pound 

because they had lost so much money. They were appalling contracts and they 

had been nothing but financial disasters. I doubt if the successor to GCap, which 

is Global Radio, succeeded in selling them for a higher amount. I do not know 

because the amounts were never publicly stated, but Arqiva essentially took 

them back. The only company that has made money out of DAB is Arqiva. I 

think that is very telling. No other commercial radio company has made any 

money out of DAB, either by owning multiplexes or by broadcasting on DAB. 

The only company to make profit from it is Arqiva. If you analyse any of the data, 

and I am a media analyst, that is what my job is, the data shows that DAB is not 

a platform that is worth investing money into. The DAB operators and 

broadcasters have had their ‘fingers burnt’. It is not a commercially viable 

platform.  

 

Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR) only represents listening to live 

broadcast radio stations. It does not apply to listen again and other online 

platforms, such as YouTube and Spotify. The BBC’s own research, which I have 

published shows that a huge volume of listening by 15-24s and 25-34 along with 

the higher age groups is done not via live radio. That is not accounted for in 

RAJAR data, so the figures take no account of the increasingly digital 

landscape. RAJAR is not an accurate reflection of what people are listening to. 

Yes, you can get into semantics about what is radio, what is audio. The original 

idea of RAJAR’s predecessor, was to represent what people are listening to. 

Anybody who uses this data knows that in an increasingly crowded world of 

audio sources that RAJAR does not represent a true picture at all. RAJAR has 

chosen to continue in that vein as it is funded by the radio industry. It is not an 

objective measurement, it is an industry that is measuring listening to itself. 

 

When the Eureka 147 programme was developed, the idea was that DAB would 

be very good for local broadcasting and it is. There is no doubt about that. Local 

DAB came about by someone privately doing this and it therefore demonstrates 
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that this was not a plan. It was individuals acting on their own interest in doing 

this as an experiment and has subsequently been adopted by Ofcom as a way 

to demonstrate that they are doing something about DAB. It does not replace or 

change all of the other existing problems that we have mentioned. The original 

local and national DAB multiplexes do not offer robust reception. That is the key 

‘killer’. Only London has better reception, and this is only because BT invested 

in additional DAB transmitters, when BT decided to launch a range of mobile 

phone handsets, which were going to use the DAB technology. BT made that 

investment and so that scheme ended, and BT no longer operate those 

handsets. However, the DAB transmitters remain. No one has since been 

preparing to make a similar investment across the country.  

 

Mobile handsets are produced on a global scale by global manufacturers 

commissioned in China to produce these devices that will work in any country. 

The technologies that we are using at the moment are all ‘global’. These 

technologies operate in any country around the world. The idea of having a 

technology that can only be used or is only adopted in one place has no place in 

our modern world. The vast majority of radio stations that are available on DAB 

are also available online, via Internet Protocol (IP) on smartphone and other 

mobile devices. There will always be a need for media platforms. There are 

always circumstances that radio still provides robust reception in the most 

difficult circumstances. For example, if there is a loss of electrical power, then 

you are going to turn to a battery-operated radio device to find out what is 

happening in the world. In the United States, there is a very effective emergency 

system that uses frequency modulation (FM) radio. We do not have anything 

similar in the UK. 

 

There is a future for radio because radio reaches those places where other 

things do not. When you have a shower, or you are in the bathroom, you are 

unlikely to take your mobile computer tablet device in there, you are more likely 

to take an FM radio, because there are radios designed for shower rooms. 

There is still a need for broadcast radio as a platform. DAB will only ever be one 

of many media platforms. DAB will be a platform along with frequency 

modulation, television and online. DAB will have to ‘live and die’ by its ability to 

attract listeners and stations who consider that DAB is economically viable to 

broadcast if they are commercial. 

 

People are attracted to content and they will listen to it on the platforms that are 

available to them. DAB is too little too late. It should have been implemented in 

the 1990s. DAB will continue to operate as a broadcast platform, alongside other 

established platforms. Radio receivers have an average consumer lifespan of 

more than a decade. People have multiple radio receivers in their homes. Radio 

is a technology that exists in people’s homes that does not use ‘state of the art’ 

high fidelity equipment. 

 

Bauer’s radio station brand, Magic went onto the national commercial DAB 

multiplex, which enabled Magic to be classified as a national station by the 

regulator [Ofcom]. The reason for being on a certain platform are not made for 
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wanting to reach more listeners but are made on a commercial basis. If it means 

that the station can find itself under a different regulatory regime, which in the 

long run will save it money and enable it to do different things that will reduce its 

costs. The decisions of these stations being on DAB are not made from some 

desire to reach out to people who do not happen to be in certain areas. That is 

not their motivation. These are hard, cold businesses. These are business 

decision that are made on the basis of spread sheets and economics.  

 

Digital radio switchover will not happen. One big motivation for not switching off 

frequency modulation (FM), which the mandarins and the civil servants service 

never considered in the 1980s was, if there is least one frequency modulation 

(FM) radio receiver in every home in the country and all the FM transmitters 

have been switched off so that those consumers are receiving nothing, it is just 

‘white noise’ all the way long the FM spectrum from 88 to 108. That is an 

incredible opportunity for someone or anyone to come along and broadcast the 

content that they want to on that platform, without a licence, because there 

would not be any licences available for FM. 

 

The British government has always been extremely precious about controlling 

radio and what people can hear. In 1985 the government cancelled the 

community radio experiment. The government had received applications from all 

sorts of groups. It had all been setup and it was ready to launch. However, the 

government cancelled the entire experiment. The government were scared of 

community groups using the radio spectrum at a time when there were poll tax 

rises. Throughout history the government has been very careful to control what 

people can hear and listen to on the radio.  

 

DAB is a fantastic technology. Other counties have implemented it differently 

from the UK and, as a result, have had more success with DAB. Other counties 

have viewed DAB as a platform and adjunct through which broadcasters can 

provide additional and alternative services. Australia is a good example of DAB 

because the challenge is covering the vast country. DAB provides different 

services to people, which has been relatively successful. It is the implementation 

of DAB radio in the UK that was so deeply flawed and so unwilling to learning 

from the history of the implementation of frequency modulation (FM) radio, 

which had been an incredible success story. Everything that followed from that 

was done badly, wrongly and in a completely untimely fashion and that has got 

us where we are today. That history cannot be changed. Consumers and 

technologies have moved on since then. The hardware that we purchase, and 

use is very different now compare to when those decision during the 

development of DAB were made. You cannot implement technology upon 

consumer in a ‘top down’ approach. You cannot have governments mandating 

what technology people will use. In almost all cases, it comes from the ‘bottom 

up’, certainly with regards to DAB. Our futures are being determined by the likes 

of Google, Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft and the rest. It is these companies that 

are determining the technology we use on a global basis. DAB is almost 

laughable to think of boardroom tables in the UK during the 1980s with civil 

servants sitting round trying to persuade commercial companies that DAB was a 
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fantastic opportunity for the UK that is could lead the way. That every home 

would have a DAB radio and then we could export millions of these radio 

devices all over the world because every country in the world would want to 

copy the success of this platform in the UK. That may appear laughable, but that 

is exactly what had been done and it failed.  

 

No market research was conducted to determine whether the consumer wanted 

DAB. This was entirely a ‘top down’ decision to impose DAB upon people. The 

Radio Authority at the time did not conduct any consumer research. However, 

Ofcom fortunately did. The Ofcom research showed that consumers were quite 

happy with the existing choice of stations, which were already available on FM. 

The research also highlighted the very limited number of stations that listeners 

listened to each week. Radio is not television. A lot of the more recent mistakes 

have been made by thinking that radio is just a medium that is exactly the same 

as television but without pictures, and it is not. The way that people use it, their 

choices and everything else are made completely differently. That error has 

more recently compounded the errors that were made during the 1980s and 

nineties. Listeners are reporting that they are listening on the DAB platform and 

the majority of what they are listening to, as evidenced by the RAJAR figures 

themselves, is to stations that are already available on frequency modulation 

(FM) and amplitude modulation (AM).  

 

People go where the content is. People will find a platform. When a radio station 

called Laser 558 launched during the 1980s, it broadcast on amplitude 

modulation (AM) at a time when music stations were of frequency modulation 

(FM). Despite most homes having an FM radio receiver, Laser 558 became the 

most popular radio station at the time. It did not matter to listeners that it was on 

amplitude modulation (AM) and that the signal faded in and out because they 

loved the content. Despite poor broadcast signal and audio quality of pirate 

radio, people still choose to listen to pirate radio because of the content. It is 

content that drives people to listen. I would love to see DAB being successful. I 

was very excited about DAB when I was at the radio festival. Anything that can 

increase listener choice in radio would be welcomed. I am not one of those 

people who say radio should not change. We needed choice. DAB is too little 

too late. People do not care so much about audio quality. One of the reasons for 

this is because an increasing amount of people stream audio.” 

 

1.11. Grae Allan 

 

DAB Radio Director at Bauer Radio 

 

Date recorded: 30th May 2017 

 

“DAB has been a slow process because it has been around for a considerable 

amount of time. However, I believe DAB is gaining momentum through 

increased popularity. DAB has not reached the stage where it will displace 

traditional analogue platforms, but it now has some real momentum and 
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engagement from consumers. I believe DAB will offer a strong alternative and a 

new platform for radio for some time to come. 

 

I believe the reason DAB has taken so long to get this far is partly to do with the 

relationship that listeners have with their radio and the technology. I believe it is 

also to do with the structure of radio being free at the point of delivery. Radio 

receivers are generic and are not tied to any specific broadcaster, unlike a 

subscription only product or service. Therefore, whatever waveband is available 

on a radio receiver, the listener is able to freely tune along the waveband and 

listen to any radio broadcast service. That is the central feature. It is the generic 

relationship with the radio and its listeners that has meant that there is 

momentum in custom and practice over generations that are using amplitude 

modulation (AM), which then took a long time to move to frequency modulation 

(FM). It has taken time for consumers to fully appreciate the advantages that 

DAB can bring and because there is so much habit in radio listening. It has 

taken a lot of other changes, marketing and activity to get consumers more 

involved in listening on a digital platform. Those that listen to digital appreciate it 

and that becomes a major platform for them. But it has all taken time because of 

that behavioural aspect and the relationship that I believe there is between radio 

as a medium and the listeners who consume it. 

 

Radio is a secondary medium, which means it does not have the focus that 

watching television does or being engaged with the Internet. With radio, 

audience members are often doing something else while listening. That is what 

makes radio a different and unique experience. Audiences want to know that 

they have the comfort and relationship with radio whenever they need it, 

whatever they are doing. However, it is not, on the face of it, important to 

listeners to go and change the platform in a way that people would have 

migrated to flat screen televisions or upgrade their phone or laptop devices. It is 

a momentum thing. I do not believe there is any inherent resistance, but I 

believe that it stems from the listening behavioural aspects. The nature of radio 

mean that broadcasters need to take their audiences with them rather than 

imposing ‘new rules’ upon them, because listeners always have other rival 

choice radio stations to listen on other platforms. 

 

The main driving force for DAB and digital radio take up has been the extensive 

choice of listening, compared to analogue platforms. If the average consumer 

behaviour is that they are only interested in listening to two, three or four radio 

stations, then offering them thirty or, as with the Internet, thousands of radio 

services is not always an immediately attractive proposition to them. Once 

listeners make the move to DAB, which is much more of a ‘walled garden’ than 

the Internet is, as DAB is constrained in most cities to approximately forty 

different radio services with the convenience of a device to flick between radio 

services without any technical understanding. I believe that convenience is 

driving consumer enthusiasm. It has been a difficult challenge to make 

consumers migrate. The United Kingdom is almost the only country in Europe 

with significant broadcasting on amplitude modulation (AM) but people still 

choose to listen. It is to do with the behavioural pattern and trying to break this 
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has proved challenging. The growth in digital listening is now strong and the fifty 

per cent of total listening on a digital radio platform across the United Kingdom is 

approaching. Several broadcast regions are already over fifty per cent. There is 

nothing wrong with DAB, but it is the nature of radio that is challenge. I believe 

the same issue would have arisen regardless of the platform. It takes time to 

migrate listeners, given their pattern of behaviour. 

 

Manufactures are now fitting DAB radio receivers as standard to most new 

vehicles. It is a marketing exercise to encourage consumers to migrate to digital 

radio. Established broadcasters should encourage listeners to migrate to digital 

radio. The measure of success is the Radio Joint Audience Research (RAJAR), 

which publishes listening figures. There is a need to keep people listening and 

migrating listeners to digital radio is the second requirement. What we do not 

want to do is damage the listening experience or damage our audience figures. 

Broadcasters need to encourage listeners to try digital platforms. We believe the 

offerings that are available to listeners on digital platforms, such as DAB are 

strong enough to sustain listeners on digital platforms and that is where the 

momentum is coming from in the growth of digital listening. 

 

The small scale localised DAB trial has been an important project. Before the 

small-scale DAB project was launched, a lot of the smaller broadcasters and 

government officials were concerned that local and community radio stations did 

not have a ‘route to market’ on DAB. The small-scale DAB project along with 

other broadcasters played a significant role in making the government cautions 

to the point of not setting a specific digital radio switchover date. I believe the 

small-scale DAB project has been a positive experience. On one level, the 

small-scale DAB project has provided a platform for those radio broadcasters 

who want to broadcast in the small scale, localised radio market with a route to 

digital. It appears that there are no shortages of people who want to do that and 

are enthused by it. However, looking at the Radio Joint Audience Research 

(RAJAR) figures, there are no significant changes in the pattern of listening 

across the country by the implementation of the small-scale DAB project. The 

project was designed create an opportunity for small-scale radio that as existed 

on amplitude modulation (AM) and on frequency modulation (FM) for many 

years, but there was not a place for these localised services on digital radio 

platforms until the small scale trial has allowed for legislation to be passed to 

create an opportunity that allows localised radio broadcasters to see a way 

forward on DAB. 

 

When DAB receivers became domestically available in 1999, DAB+ did not 

exist. As a result, there are a significant proportion of DAB only receivers, which 

are incompatible with DAB+ and therefore unable to receive DAB+ services. 

However, the number of DAB only receivers is diminishing as new receivers 

become more affordable and are DAB+ compatible. New receivers provide the 

affordability for consumers to upgrade their receivers. The challenge for DAB+ 

services is that they are ex-directory to anyone who has a DAB only receiver. 

However, we are getting to a point where there have been so many receivers 

sold with the dual compatibility standards to support DAB and DAB+ services 
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that there are operators who are prepared to broadcast DAB+ services. All DAB 

receivers in new vehicles are dual standard, which means they support DAB and 

DAB+ services. As of 2010 onwards all DAB receivers are dual compatible, 

which support DAB+ services. I believe that over time the radio industry and 

listeners will make the migration and will gradually move from analogue to 

digital, including DAB service and eventually to DAB+ services. The advantage 

is that it should reduce costs for broadcasters. The disadvantage for 

broadcasters is that DAB and DAB+ will bring a lot more competition compared 

to analogue platforms. 

 

The use of the radio frequency spectrum will change. There are an increasing 

number of people listening to digital radio services on digital platforms and 

devices. The analogue radio frequency spectrum is likely to be allocated and 

used for small scale and localised radio services. This is yet to come into fruition 

as the medium and large-scale broadcasters are yet to fully migrate from 

analogue to digital platforms. This is why the small scale localised DAB project 

is so important. There is the possibility that analogue could become ‘ex-

directory’ to many listeners. Even if listeners have a multiband radio receiver, 

switching between the various frequency bands, from amplitude modulation 

(AM), frequency modulation (AM) and digital audio broadcasting (DAB) is 

another technical challenge that listeners will need to overcome to find and listen 

to a radio station.  

 

Small-scale DAB operators want to be on the same digital platforms as the 

larger broadcasters. The small-scale DAB project means that the smaller 

broadcasters have greater exposure of their services to their audiences. 

However, small-scale broadcasters’ enthusiasm for the use of the analogue 

spectrum, including amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) 

would dwindle overtime. The success of the small-scale DAB trials has 

demonstrated that localised radio organisations want an effective route to 

market. The future of the analogue spectrum, including amplitude modulation 

(AM) and frequency modulation (FM) remains uncertain. Frequency modulation 

(FM) is likely to remain in some form for the foreseeable future. However, 

amplitude modulation’s (AM) limited use will continue to diminish over time.  

 

Broadcasting has a fixed transmission cost regardless of how many people are 

simultaneously listening. If broadcasters want mass simultaneous listening 

online, they will have to scale-up their infrastructure for that, which results in 

significant cost increases. Anyone who listens online on a regular basis will 

realise it is a less than perfect process. Peak times at approximately 8am you 

will find that BBC Radio 2 or BBC Radio 4’s listen live audio stream will fail. This 

could be because an online listening limit is reached somewhere in the Internet 

distribution. I think the lack of the convenience and simplicity that digital radio 

offers in the form of DAB has a lot to offer over the Internet, not to mention that 

terrestrial broadcaster services are free to listen to. I believe that these two 

platforms will run in parallel. The audience statistics suggest that DAB listening 

remains an important feature of the digital listening choices. DAB is an important 

feature as it has the vast majority of listening compared to television and online. 
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However, that balance may change over time, as I believe audience listening 

habits are generational with the younger generations making more use of IP and 

online, whereas old generations are used to having a ‘box’ that delivers radio. 

None of this is ‘black and white’ and over time the patterns will change. I think 

both IP based radio and digital broadcast radio will continue for quite some time. 

They both play a part in getting us to the switchover. From a commercial point of 

view, the next benefit of digital radio from a broadcasters’ point of view is the 

ability to save on multiple transmission costs of being on multiple platforms. 

Scaling up on IP would be very expensive but being able to close some, if not 

all, of AM and FM would deliver significant savings the BBC as well as the 

commercial radio sector. Everyone is always looking at the ‘bottom line’. The 

growth in listenership is not going to be a massive change in the industry as we 

already have very high listenership figures. The way to improve business 

performance would be to reduce our cost base. One of those savings will be 

able to turn off our analogue AM and FM transmission at some point in the 

future. DAB and IP delivery will both exist. They have their individual merits. It is 

the combination taken together that is the value from a consumer point of view; 

largely in terms of choice and more consistent quality and from a broadcasters’ 

point of view is the ability to avoid all this multiple simulcasting that we have 

been doing for that past ten to fifteen years or more. It makes cost effective 

financial sense in the medium to large broadcaster sectors to migrate analogue 

platforms onto digital platforms. 

 

We are in the worst of both worlds. In the local market, we built our initial 

networks, but they only covered approximately 75 per cent of the FM coverage 

area. With the governments help from 2013, we have now built that out so that 

commercial FM is now largely matched by commercial DAB. What that has done 

has increased yet further the overhead of transmission costs for the commercial 

sector with no savings at this stage. Until we reach the critical point of being able 

to migrate the audience to the digital platforms exclusively and to shut down the 

analogue platforms. DAB is just an increasing overhead for broadcasters, but it 

is one the Bauer Group have been prepared to take, also other major players 

across the industry have done the same such as Global and the BBC. There 

needs to be an endgame in this. That is what we need to look towards. What 

DAB cannot be allowed to do is destabilise radio as a broadcast platform for 

consumers. It is really important that we take audiences with us, rather than 

simply trying to impose something on them. 

 

The driving force for DAB and digital radio is choice, rather than quality. In the 

German radio market, they have tried to lead on technical quality and it has not 

worked for them. They are now beginning to accept that they need to expand 

choice and that means allowing competition into the marketplace. That is where 

the United Kingdom has excelled. The initial incentives that were provided to 

protect analogue licences from re-advertisement was the catalyst for it, to spend 

the money and make a digital investment but that is now gained its own 

momentum where there are businesses being run that are digital only 

businesses. From the consumer’s point of view choice is the driver. Quality has 

to be adequate and above a certain standard. Beyond that, choice and variety 
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for consumers is what digital radio in general brings and DAB does it in a box 

that looks very much like the traditional radio box.  

 

Local DAB coverage is nearly there in terms of FM equivalents. However, I do 

not believe the national DAB coverage is equivalent to FM at present. The BBC 

may feel they need to reach the same coverage of FM on DAB, but it is a big 

challenge to reach that. I do not believe the commercial sector at a local level is 

going to move significantly further down the coverage aspect. Similarly, in the 

way that relay transmitters have been added to expand the FM coverage in 

certain geographical areas over time, DAB relays maybe added over time. The 

majority of listeners, it is in car around the periphery of the service area that is 

the biggest challenge at present. I do not believe DAB+ changes that. What we 

cannot afford to do is to alienate audiences that have been listening on DAB for 

years. Therefore, we need to understand what the proportion of radio receivers 

are in the marketplace that are DAB only before we can even contemplate 

converting everything into DAB+. It is one thing the new operators to come 

along and start using DAB+, that is fine as there is no risk involved in doing that. 

Migrating existing DAB services to DAB+ is the challenge because operators 

and broadcasters risk disenfranchising listeners at that stage and coverage will 

not solve that problem. 

 

If it is pure entertainment and it is something there in the background while the 

listener is driving, making breakfast, washing or doing whatever it is that they 

are doing, the audio quality has to be about a certain level. With an increasingly 

sophisticated audience, then digital matches FM for these purposes. AM is the 

odd one out and yet it still has listeners that listen to music on AM. However, 

there is no question that once quality is above a certain point, that is all that 

matters. This is not a high-fidelity medium; it is a broadcast medium that is 

designed to have a very wide appeal rather than a specialist appeal. There is no 

money radio if it is in a niche. It has to have a broad appeal and at that point 

quality only takes you so far. It is the quality of the content and the breath of 

content and choice that is available, which is the real driver for listening. 

 

Listeners do not care about audio quality. Bauer successfully run the majority of 

our services nationally in mono. We would much rather broadcast our services 

in stereo, but instead we broadcast in quality mono. This is because the radio 

experience is not a high-fidelity experience. It is not people sitting down in their 

front room equally spaced between two speakers or even sitting in front of a 

‘ghetto blaster’. Radio is something that is part of listeners’ living and lifestyle 

environments. Whether it is a box in the corner of the room with one speaker or 

ten speakers it is not the primary function for the vast majority of people. The 

detailed bitrate is one aspect that broadcasters have to use for their services. 

Therefore, BBC Radio 3 uses more bandwidth than Classic FM uses more 

bandwidth than our AM simulcast services. There are no wrong or right answers 

in all of that, despite the nonsense that gets talked by the audiophiles about all 

of this. It is whatever works for the majority of the broadcasters’ target audience 

that is the only decision that need to be made as far as it rates are concerned. 

There are all sorts of combinations of bitrates. 
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Listeners struggle to tell the difference in audio quality on a standard DAB radio 

receiver. Listeners want to hear the content. As long as the quality is not 

distracting to them, listeners will continue to listen regardless of the bitrate or 

whether the audio transmission is in mono or stereo. It is more challenging in 

vehicles as listeners are in a fixed orientation between two or more speakers, 

which is when stereo image has a certain value. However, it is only when 

listeners miss this feature that it becomes a problem. The compromise that we 

have found at the moment is operate quality mono services and so far, that has 

been successful for us in building audiences across all of our brands. 

 

The real difference with in car FM, which is analogue, is that it naturally 

degrades. Therefore, FM is susceptible to gradual interference and signal 

fading, which listeners can still listen to. However, DAB radio rapidly goes 

through the ‘bubbling’ signal degradation to no signal very quickly. Most in car 

radio receivers are almost muting as soon as the DAB signal begins to fade and 

‘bubble’. Therefore, DAB is must more ‘black and white’. It is similar to other 

digital communication devices, such as mobile phones. They are either working 

and receiving signals or they are not. Whereas analogue can be pushed quite a 

long way because the signals degrade more softly than digital does. That is the 

most significant difference when you are at the margins of coverage. Most in car 

FM receivers automatically switch to mono, which improves the FM signal 

reception quality. All of this has been taken account of in planning the local and 

national DAB networks and coverage. If you drive around, as I do, I live in 

Ayrshire, so I drive by lots of green fields from Glasgow to the coast and the 

DAB is at the margins of coverage for vehicles. However, overtime that is 

improving, but the vast majority of the audience do not do that, so we need to 

find an appropriate solution for the audience scale that is affected by these 

coverage issues. 

 

There is such a wide spectrum of opinion and sensitivity relating to audio quality. 

If you get audiophiles in a room, you are likely to find that only the highest 

bandwidths will do. If you get genuinely average radio listeners in a room, you 

are likely to find that you can go much lower before the audio becomes a ‘turn 

off’ for them and this is the threshold we are interested in finding. Not to work at 

the threshold, but to know where it is and operate above that threshold. We 

currently have Magic Chilled running at 32 kilobits per second in DAB+. We 

have not received any audio quality complaints about this service. We believe 

that 24 kilobits per second in DAB+ is beginning to get to the threshold margins. 

However, 32 kilobits per second in DAB+ is reasonably robust. Solo speech can 

be problematic, but we are a music-based network, so that is not really an issue 

for us. 112 kilobits per second in DAB works really well, as long as the source 

material is good quality. If you have compressed source material, for example, 

MPEG to play the music in the studio, then you need a larger bandwidth in the 

broadcast chain, because it is the combination of those two factors that 

determines the quality. That is why conducting tests is such a difficult thing to do 

because you have to assess your source material as well as the broadcast 

channel. Those who have done it, and I have played a part in it over the years, it 
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is a pretty thankless task. You move forward in small steps. In practice, 112 

kilobits per second in DAB is now adequate if the studio production systems are 

to a high standard.  

 

Since the launch of DAB with MPEG layer 2, MPEG layer 3 and advanced audio 

coding (AAC) with a whole range of other coding standards have been 

developed. The challenge in the broadcasting environment as opposed to the IP 

environment is that once someone has purchased a DAB receiver the 

opportunity to upgrade the software is virtually nil. Even if the DAB receiver has 

an upgrade socket on the back, very few people will use upgrade their device. 

Whereas, in the IP environment with laptops, mobiles and tablet devices, if a 

new standard becomes available, it is reasonably easy to rollout the software 

updates to make that new standard. However, that does not work in the 

broadcast environment. That is one of the reasons why DAB has taken many 

years and decades to get this far. The standards cannot be changed once the 

broadcast receiving devices are available in the marketplace. Therefore, the 

frequency bands and technical standards broadcast receiving devices cannot be 

upgraded or changed, which is why consumers and the broadcast industry has 

to live with that for a significant period of time. That is why we are where we are 

in the UK with DAB verses DAB+. There is no easy answer short of gathering up 

the old DAB receivers and issuing new DAB+ receivers, which no organisation 

has the appetite to be doing that. We have a solution that works at present. That 

is not the biggest challenge. Getting people to listen digitally is the primary 

challenge, which platform they listen to is a secondary challenge. 

 

The really strong story is that radio remains popular, but we run the risk of 

damaging audience listening by not getting the timings and communications 

correct regarding the switchover processes. It is one of the lessons that are 

already being learnt in Norway as they potentially risk damaging radio as a 

medium as opposed to one platform or another. No savings in transmission 

costs will make up for not having any audience on broadcasters’ new digital 

platform. Overall the regional nature of the transitional switchover has meant 

that the industry can take measures to mitigate the problems as they find them. I 

believe this year and over the next few months will see the UK reach the 50 per 

cent target for listening on a digital platform, which will trigger the government to 

review and develop plans for a digital radio switchover process. The BBC will 

continue to play a fundamental role in the drive towards this 50 per cent target 

and the switchover process. There appears to be a reluctance to make the move 

to digital only radio platforms at present. However, I understand from a national 

perspective that getting fully national DAB coverage, which is equivalent to FM 

is going to be a challenge. The industry will have to overcome all of those 

challenges. We may discover that different radio industry sectors and different 

operators will move at different times due to their commercial or business 

commitments, investments and practices. The obligation is more generic than by 

platform and it is to provide a service obligation. There are lots of ways that 

could be done, but it is a question of what do listeners and the industry want the 

outcome to be and therefore what steps does the industry take to either make 
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the necessary moves or not? There are still currently AM services being 

transmitted.” 

 

 

1.12. James Cridland 

 

Radio Futurologist, consultant and Managing Director of Media.Info 

 

Date recorded: 22nd May 2017 

 

“I think the general feel for radio going forward is that broadcast radio is still the 

most important aspect. Broadcast radio is the mean for delivering the highest 

amount of audiences. For example, approximately 90 per cent of all radio 

listening is done through broadcast radio, whether that is through FM, AM or 

through DAB. We really do need a future, which includes broadcasting and not 

just Internet listening, because the Internet is very small and hugely expensive 

once you start talking about the listening figures that broadcast radio stations 

expect. DAB clearly falls into part of that argument. It is a very important 

platform given that FM is full and so really the only way of adding more radio 

stations is to use a new technology and DAB is the potential solution.  

 

DAB currently equates for 33.8 per cent of digital share. One of the things that 

the figures are fairly opaque about is ‘what is DAB listening and what is listening 

on a new platform, what is digital listening?’ That 50 per cent is all new platforms 

including DAB. DAB on its own, over a third of radio listening, that is not a bad 

place to end up being really. DAB is growing approximately four times faster 

than Internet radio, but yes, everybody owns an Internet radio, so I find that a 

little bit strange. However, looking at all of the RAJAR figures for DAB, the 

figures are pointing in the right direction. DAB is increasing faster than other 

radio listening platforms and it is certainly going in the right direction. I think it is 

also interesting having a look into other countries such as Norway for example, 

which is turning FM off in favour of DAB. Internet radio is not significantly 

increasing in line with DAB in Norway either. Also, looking at Australia, twenty-

seven per cent of people are tuning into DAB every single week in places such 

as Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne and so on. Once you look at a new form of 

broadcasting more radio stations, which is really all that DAB is, then it does 

seem to be succeeding in quite a lot of parts of the world. 

 

The larger story is the difference of listening in terms of live and in terms of on-

demand for different age groups. Certainly, once you have a look at the over 

sixty-fives, virtually all of their radio listening is to live radio. Once you start 

looking at fifteen to twenty-fours, the youngest age group that RAJAR will 

publish figures for, then actually there is a lot of on-demand radio listening in 

there. There is a bit of podcasting, there are bits of Spotify and those types of 

on-demand music services in there as well. DAB is still playing a good part in 

that audience’s radio consumption too. 
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One of the difficulties is with radio is that it is a very intimate medium. That 

means it is in rooms that typically you do not bring your guests, places such as 

the bathroom, the bedroom. Those sorts of places are the places that have the 

radios in, whereas, typically we do not have a radio in our front room. Therefore, 

change in that regard will always be slower for radio than it is for television. You 

also have to replace one or two televisions in a typical house, instead of 

replacing maybe six or seven radio receivers. You then have the other side of 

the conversation, which is around cars, where approximately a quarter of radio 

listening happens. Car radio manufacturers have been relatively slow at getting 

DAB radios installed in vehicles. Over eighty per cent of new cars in the UK are 

now sold with DAB. However, the average age of a car is, I believe, ten years 

old, or something around that age. Therefore, there are plenty of cars out there 

without any DAB radio receivers installed at all. It will take time to actually 

change. I am not sure if there is any reluctance really. I think it is just a fact that 

we replace our radios at a much slower pace than we replace most other media 

devices. Radio is a very habit forming medium. If you wake up to BBC Radio 4 

every single morning and that is all you listen to, and there are lots of people like 

that, there is no reason for you to buy a DAB radio at all because FM works 

absolutely fine and you will carry on enjoying that radio station for a long time. It 

is only when you tire of Radio 4 and you want something else that actually a 

DAB receiver all of a sudden makes an awful lot of sense because of that 

additional choice that you end up having instead of having really Radio 4, Radio 

5 Live and TalkSport and that is it. All of a sudden on DAB you get TalkRadio, 

LBC and a variety of other radio stations, which you simply cannot get on 

analogue radio. Once people have a DAB radio receiver then typically you will 

see more people going out and buying more because they discover new radio 

stations that they otherwise were not aware of. 

 

Some of the radio industry promoted DAB wrong. When I was working at Virgin 

Radio, which at the time was a national radio station on AM, playing rock music, 

which sounds particularly bad on AM on a very bad AM frequency, we assumed 

it would be a really easy job to go on to Virgin Radio on 1215 AM and say to our 

listeners ‘you can now listen to us in stereo sounding really good, you just need 

to go out and spend around £99 on a new DAB radio’ and we did that for a 

while. Though we did not understand why the needle was not moving 

particularly fast and then we did some research and guess what, the research 

said that Virgin Radio listeners on AM were quite happy with the audio quality on 

AM. Well it is kind of obvious really because they were tuned into AM in the first 

place. One of the things that we in the radio industry did wrong was try to 

promote DAB on audio quality and typically if you are listening to the radio you 

are listening to something, which you think it absolutely fine. Radio 5 Live has a 

lot of people tuning into it on AM and to them, it sounds absolutely fine. What we 

learnt pretty early on is that we should not be promoting DAB on audio quality 

because most people do not care. What we should be promoting DAB on is 

additional choice of stations and broadening the choice and broadening range of 

some of the radio stations that listeners can actually get. Looking at the success 

of stations such as LBC, which is national for the first time on DAB and of course 

6 Music and that is where it is very clear that actually broadening audience 
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choice was the right strategy for the industry to end up taking. However, the 

industry did not take that strategy initially. It is very difficult if you are a 

commercial broadcaster to earn money out of something that very few people 

are actually tuning into. Therefore, the amount of money that was being spent 

on additional stations on DAB was relatively low and so it was not necessarily as 

compelling as it could have been. DAB has been slow but that said, I am very 

pleased that I am not running an Internet radio station because it is growing four 

times less fast, than DAB is. Yet all of us have the technology already to pick up 

Internet radio stations, so I think it needs to be looked at in that way. It has 

changed particularly quickly, if you compare it to things such as Internet radio, 

radio via the television and all of the other platforms, including podcasting, which 

is still, depending on which figures you look at, either ten per cent of the UK 

listens to one per week or four per cent listens to one per week. However, 

whatever figures you look at, podcasts have not really ‘set the world on fire’ 

either. 

 

It really depends how big the audience is. One of the nice things about running a 

business is you have fixed costs. That is a wonderful thing to have if you are 

running a business because you need to be able to budget and be able to work 

out what your figures are going to be. Therefore, having the fixed cost of a 

transmitter somewhere, where it does not matter if ten thousand people are 

tuning in two million people. Having that fixed transmission cost is a very useful 

thing and that is what broadcast radio offers, whether it is FM, AM or DAB. 

Clearly the Internet does not offer that. Internet broadcasting is not free, either 

for the radio broadcaster or free for the person who is actually tuning in as well. 

Therefore, there is the ‘double whammy’ there in terms of Internet broadcasting, 

where you do not have with broadcast radio. For some people DAB is much 

more expensive. For other people DAB is much cheaper if they want to 

broadcast a radio station, it really just depends on how much they want to cover, 

what sort of audio quality and all of those aspects. Certainly, it comes with the 

benefits of broadcast radio, because that is what it is.  

 

One of the problems with DAB is that the lobby group behind DAB have not 

done a very good job of convincing the people who work inside the industry, 

which is a really weird thing. I speak at a lot of radio conferences across the 

world, but particularly in the UK, I will always show the figures of how people are 

tuning in to the radio. Fifty-two per cent to AM, FM, thirty-three per cent to DAB, 

five per cent to radio via the television and eight per cent to online radio. I show 

these figures, but I only show the first one, the FM and AM figure and I say, 

‘what do you think is next, what do you think is the next most popular? Is it 

television, is it radio via the Internet or is it DAB? Everybody’s hand goes up for 

Internet radio. Nobody’s hand goes up for DAB, yet DAB is four times more used 

to listen to the radio. One of the difficulties that the industry has and by the way 

the difficulty in many countries, not just in the UK, it’s that what they have not 

done very successfully is actually talk to the radio industry who are, by their very 

nature, quite different people than ordinary members of the public. They have 

not actually talked to them about the benefits of DAB, how DAB is actually being 

used and why DAB is a good thing. People fear change. In many parts of the 
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world and the radio industry people look at DAB and they say, ‘oh this is scary, 

we are not quite sure we understand it, it must be bad.’ I think that is a great 

shame. 

 

It is how radio people perceive it and it is also how technology journalists 

perceive it because if you are a technology journalist everything is moving onto 

the Internet, surely the future for everything is the Internet. It comes as quite a 

surprise when confronted by the figures, those journalists say, ‘oh well that 

wasn't really what we thought’ and so you'll find an awful lot of scoffing about 

broadcast radios a whole in many online websites publications whatever 

because they do not even understand that nine out of ten of us tune into radio 

every single week and that is an incredible figure, it is only beaten in the UK by 

television. In the US radio is not beaten by television, television is actually 

consumed less than radio, which is an incredible thing, so they do not 

understand that and they certainly do not understand that broadcast radio still 

has a future in terms of radio broadcasting or in terms of radio as a whole. 

Internet radio is not growing anywhere near as fast as the sales of smartphones 

the sales of laptops computers, broadband. Internet radio is not growing as fast 

as that. Internet radio is growing at 25 per cent the speed of DAB why is Internet 

radio such a failure this is the question that I keep on asking why is it such a 

failure and why is DAB comparison doing so well? 

 

Clearly what the radio industry has learnt is that the more variety on the air is the 

thing that drives DAB. In Norway, for example are moving from a radio market 

where you might have six or seven radio stations on your FM dial to at least 35 if 

not a somewhere in the area of 50 on your dab set, that is a tremendous 

increasing in choice and that can only be a good thing for the radio listener. You 

are however seeing other countries such as Poland, which is one of them where 

the public service broadcaster is very excited about DAB and the commercial 

broadcasters do not want it and are not broadcasting on it and that is probably 

not going to mean a particularly bright future for DAB in areas such as Poland. 

Similarly, Germany is another interesting case where DAB listening is quite low 

and while commercial broadcasters are on it, they are not necessarily really 

pushing DAB an awful lot. I think one of the important things is all of the radio 

industry working together, make sure we understand what the benefits of DAB 

are, make sure that we promote DAB internally to our teams as well, because 

that is really important, and it is important to invest in the content and the talent 

that we have and making sure that a DAB receiver not only sounds great, but 

also has incredible content on there as well. 

 

Most listeners have purchased a DAB radio. I would certainly say, go out and 

purchase a DAB radio. Make sure it has a DAB tick mark, so it gets the new 

DAB+ stations on there as well, because you will find a lot of new and 

interesting stations. If you are honestly happy with waking up to Radio 2 

enjoying Chris Evans, then Ken Bruce, then Jeremy Vine and then whoever, if 

you are happy that then fine. When a listener’s FM radio eventually breaks, as 

all pieces of electronics do, I would replace it with a DAB radio because they will 
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get much more stations on their, that one day they might actually want to listen 

to. 

 

One of the benefits of DAB is that it uses a single frequency network. A single 

frequency network allows multiple transmitters covering an area instead of just 

one. The benefits of that allows many more radio services to be transmitted on 

the same frequency and giving a robust and reliable coverage to that area. So 

instead of having to switch the FM dial to find the best signal for a particular 

radio station as you drive around, DAB addresses all of that by broadcasting 

multiple radio services on a single frequency. The single frequency networks 

that the Eddie uses is fine for national, regional and large local radio stations. 

However, a small-scale local radio station that may cover a small town on DAB 

may struggle because there has been, up until now, no way forward to get 

small-scale radio stations onto DAB, because the only way forward up until now 

is to be on a large regional transmitter, which will cost a considerable amount of 

money. So, benefit of the new piece of legislation, is that now allows small-scale 

radio stations to potentially operate their own cost-effective broadcast 

transmitter, and that means that small-scale broadcasters can become available 

on DAB alongside the larger national services. 

 

There are radio stations, which are not available on DAB and I quite often forget 

that they exist. In North London, there is a great radio station called radio Jackie 

that I literally only found because I was in the car and I was flicking around on 

FM because the DAB in the car was not actually very good, so I was thinking 

around on FM and I eventually found Radio Jackie, and I thought this is an 

incredible sounding radio station, But because I never found to the radio station 

on DAB, I never thought of tuning in. The same goes for the community radio 

stations, which do not broadcast on DAB, and as a result I very rarely listen to 

those stations, which is a real shame, because I know that there are some great 

radio stations out there and ones that I would really enjoy. Small-scale DAB 

multiplexes are really important because they allow all radio stations of all sizes 

to broadcast on DAB, which increasingly is where the audience is. 

 

When I was working at a radio station in the north of England, someone is this 

work terrified about tuning away from their favourite radio station, because they 

might never find their way back again. One of the benefits of DAB, of listening by 

selecting a radio station via its name, is vastly under estimated within the radio 

industry.  

 

If you explain to someone who does not listen to the radio how can they find 

BBC Radio 2 on FM, then you would need to explain how to tune the receiver to 

88 to 91 megahertz on the dial. The non-radio listener may ask, why BBC Radio 

2 is located between 88 and 91, and you would probably say, ‘oh it’s history that 

dictates the frequency.’ It makes no sense, yet it is one of the most 

underestimated but enjoy the features on a DAB receiver, is that you do not 

have to worry about tuning to a different radio station, you simply press a button 

and select the radio station via its name. 
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I think what I noticed is that because lots of my favourite stations are on DAB, I 

will never press the FM button. 20 years ago, our favourite radio stations were 

all on FM and we would never press the AM button, and that’s a real hard thing 

if you are one of those stations on AM, or increasingly now one of those stations 

on FM that is not on DAB, you are actually going missed out buying more and 

more people every day. 

 

DAB+ is essentially a more efficient broadcasting method, which allows more 

radio services to be carried on the multiplex without significantly compromising 

the audio quality. More stations will migrate from DAB to DAB+ and therefore, 

there will eventually be fewer radio stations on DAB. What that will essentially 

mean to some people is that all of the sudden one day your DAB radio might not 

pick up your favourite station anymore because your station might switch over to 

DAB+. Hence why customers need to make sure that when they buy a DAB 

radio receiver that it has the ‘tick mark’ on it because that will ensure that it will 

pick up a DAB+ signal. Putting that aside I think that there are two aspects, 

firstly where is the future of broadcast radio and the future broadcast radio is 

tremendously positive, people are still tuning into broadcast radio, much the 

same amount that they were at 10 to 15 years ago. I think the figures are down 

by about 10 per cent, total radio listening, which is not a bad thing in ten years 

where we have seen YouTube, the invention of the iPhone, Spotify and other 

online platforms, something that’s good at in terms of FM and DAB well there is 

a conversation regarding switching FM off moving more radio stations on to 

DAB. However, I am not a fan of switching off FM with one great big government 

edict and being told that we all have to be off of FM, I would rather radio stations 

themselves chose when to come off of FM and move onto DAB. Maybe the 

government and Ofcom might have to consult the BBC when it will have to 

cease broadcasting on analogue, but I believe commercial radio stations should 

be driven by what their audiences want. I suspect we will see more and more 

people tuning into DAB and more and more people tuning into an increasing 

amount of DAB stations because that is what DAB offers. 

 

Analogue to digital radio switchover is by no means a full gone conclusion as to 

whether or when FM is going to be turned off. Even if listening on a digital 

platform reaches 50 per cent, that the government has chosen, what we should 

be doing is to look at what has been happening with the analogue to digital radio 

switchover process in Norway. If we are going to complete a significant 

broadcast process, which is to turn off FM, then the first thing that the radio 

industry needs to do is to observe Norway’s switchover process to see if we can 

work out any mistakes and to see if we can work out if the switchover is a good 

thing or not and see if that really and truly is right for the UK to turn FM off. I 

think that is the sensible approach. Therefore, I am not wholly in favour of a 

government-mandated switchover. The current plans are that some radio 

stations would cease broadcasting on FM, while others would remain on FM. 

Certainly many of the small-scale broadcasters would switch from broadcasting 

on FM to DAB. 
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In Norway they have gone for 50 per cent of people tuning into radio on a new 

platform every week. In the UK we have gone for 50 per cent of all radio 

listening being on a new platform every week. That is a big difference. We have 

already reached the figure that Norway reached, 50 per cent reach, but the UK 

has not reached the 50 per cent audience share, which is the share of listening, 

that the UK government and radio industry has chosen as the reason to switch 

from analogue to digital radio. Therefore, it is a significant change and shift. DAB 

radio, which is the only mobile broadcast radio platform that has mass use, 

remains on 33.8 per cent (as of May 2017). The radio industry still has quite a 

way to go. I would hope people are methodical, careful and slow about the 

switchover process. If I was in Absolute Radio’s shoes, for example, which is a 

national radio stations, which broadcast on AM, I would cease broadcasting on 

AM as soon as possible if I could, if I knew Ofcom were not going to give that 

frequency to another broadcaster, which is the current risk. If Ofcom state that 

they were not going to re-advertise that frequency, well great, I would cease 

broadcasting on AM as soon as possible and move over to DAB, because it 

costs far more to operate an AM broadcast platform. As the legislation that 

Ofcom has to work under currently stands, they would have to offer the 

frequency to another broadcaster. That is really the issue. The issue is not 

whether or not if Ofcom will be nice about it, the issue is actually changing the 

legislation to ensure the Ofcom would not re-advertise, if a radio station wanted 

to cease broadcasting on analogue and migrate to DAB. There are other 

benefits of being a nationally licensed analogue broadcaster and those are 

important commercial benefits as well, which one should not forget about too. It 

is going to be interesting. If you are in Nottinghamshire, which I believe is on 55 

per cent, at the moment (May 2017) of digital radio listening, if you are a 

broadcaster in Nottinghamshire, would it not begin to be tempting to say ‘well we 

might lose a little bit of our audience, but we will certainly make a lot more profit, 

because we will not be broadcasting on an expensive analogue transmitter, so 

why don’t we just cease broadcasting on analogue.’ Unfortunately, the current 

legislation is not allowing broadcasters to do that. 

 

One of the difficulties is that there is not the equivalence of FM really. It is very 

difficult to actually work out what that equivalent is. In north London, I used to 

live a mile away from a DAB transmitter, yet I could not pick up DAB in the 

kitchen in my house. I could only pick up DAB if I precariously place my radio on 

the windowsill at the opposite end of the kitchen from where I really needed it. 

Partially the problem was that DAB was initially planned based on rules that 

were a sensible signal strength at ten meters above ground level, because that 

is how the industry did FM. FM is planned for antennas on top of a roof, and so 

that is what the industry planned DAB for, which is a big mistake because DAB 

has this ‘cliff’ effect of either the signal is there, or it is not there. That is one of 

the benefits of DAB+, is that there is no horrible ‘bubbling mud’ sound and the 

squeaks and everything else, DAB+ audio fades away, which is a real benefit. 

Coverage remains an issue in some parts of the UK. I actually find DAB pretty 

good in the car now, unless I am driving around more remote countryside areas 

such as Devon. But certainly, places right across the south-east, I have never 

had a particular issue. When I was listening to national radio, I think local radio 
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is a little bit harder, but the increases in transmitter coverage are going on all the 

time. There have recently been some increases in Cornwall and Hull and I am 

sure that those will continue because it is important to make sure that you have 

a good signal so that people can pick it up without any interference. 

 

I think we forget count dreadful FM reception really is, and how awful it is in 

homes in many cases and how dreadful it is if you have a portable FM radio 

receiver, trying to walk down the street listening to FM radio on one of those is 

hideous experience. I remember driving in the Highlands of Scotland pressing 

the ‘seek’ button and my car radio going all the way through the dial I’m not 

finding a single station on FM. The only radio station available to me was Radio 

4 long wave. So, I am not sure if the radio industry ever fixed the problems that 

FM still has, but I think certainly that other countries such as Norway have a 

much more challenging geographical landscape competitor United Kingdom and 

DAB be appears to be doing reasonably well in those foreign countries. One of 

the particular interesting things that Norway is doing, and its European law is 

that they are covering tunnels with decent DAB coverage, and it is special DAB 

coverage because you are there in the tunnel driving along and if something 

happens inside the tunnel they can cut into the broadcast and inform you what is 

going on. That is actually European law, of course Brexit and everything else, 

but of course Norway is not in Europe, but they still have to follow that particular 

law. I think that is an example of some of the things that the radio industry still 

has to fix, it is making sure that it works inside the Mersey Tunnel, the Dartford 

Tunnel and in the Welsh valleys is important. However, it is broadcast radio and 

broadcast radio will never be 100 per cent perfect nor offer 100 per cent 

coverage. 

 

There is a big difference between population and geographical coverage. To 

change that figure of 97 per cent FM coverage and make that a bit higher means 

an awful lot more money needs to be invested in additional transmission 

networks. This is why what Radioplayer are doing with their hybrid radios is 

actually very important for where radio is going. With one of these hybrid radios 

which they have already built for the car and no doubt there will be home 

equivalents as well. It is a smart piece of technology, as it knows whether a 

radio station is currently available on terrestrial broadcast radio. If it is the hybrid 

radio system will tune into it there, if the radio receivers start to lose the 

broadcast radio signal, it will automatically and seamlessly switchover to the 

online Internet stream. Once the hybrid radio system received a stronger signal 

from the terrestrial broadcast platform, the system will automatically switch to 

that platform, because it is cheaper and is more reliable for the 

listener/consumer. The hybrid radio system will almost always switch to the 

strongest available signal for that specific radio station that you are listening to. 

That is probably where the future of radio needs to be going, is actually making 

sure that the radio receivers are reliable and that they work really well. The 

conversation of DAB versus the Internet verses FM is almost immaterial 

because actually listeners really want to hear the content, they do not care about 

whether they are listening on 630 or 909 or DAB or black 12B or whether they 

are listening over the Internet or AAC stream or mp3 stream, they just want to 
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hear good content. When the radio industry gets that right, I suspect that we will 

be seeing great smiles from audiences everywhere. 

 

AM radio is gradually becoming less popular across the world. AM radio still has 

its place and I am sure that the radio Vatican will remain on AM for a 

considerable amount of time and I am sure in the Australian outback that AM 

radio will continue to be an enduring part of radio’s future for many years to 

come. AM radio has already been switched off in Germany, it was switched off 

in Norway several years ago. There are lots of radio stations that have ceased 

broadcasting on AM in France and Holland. Some radio stations are beginning 

to cease broadcasting on AM in the United Kingdom as well. AM radio has 

problems, such as it does not have RDS, so it cannot ever be ‘smart’ in terms of 

your radio actually knowing, which radio station it is tuned into. AM radio will 

never be incorporated into mobile phones, is it simply does not work. AM radio is 

not available in some electric cars due to the interference from the electric 

motor, which drives the vehicle, makes is impossible to have AM radio in the 

car. If you purchase a Tesla, or a BMW i3 car, it will not have an AM radio in 

there. So, I am not sure the future for AM is particularly positive, however it is 

likely to continue for the foreseeable future. Rather annoyingly I am one of these 

people that says that there is nothing wrong with FM and if you are happy with 

the limited choice and the actually quite bad sound quality, particularly if you are 

driving, if you are happy with that in terms of FM and you as a broadcaster can 

continue to pay the money to broadcast FM then why turn it off, it is not really 

costing that much to broadcast on FM. A typical FM transmitter will cost 

approximately £70,000 per year, which is not an awful lot of money in the great 

scheme of things and you cannot really use FM frequencies for anything else for 

many years to come. Therefore, I am pretty sure that FM will continue going and 

I would have thought that we will super slow and gradual decline of AM radio. 

 

When I was at the BBC, I mentioned if we could migrate all of the radio stations 

that were simulcasting on FM to DAB+. Therefore, listeners would still be able to 

receive BBC Radios 1 to 4 on FM. If listeners had an original DAB receiver, then 

they would still have the option of listening on FM, but BBC Radio’s 1 to 4 would 

be broadcasting on DAB+. That method of broadcasting on DAB+ would free up 

a lot of space, which would allow the radio services to sound better and it does 

not remove any radio station services away from listeners. I am sure that we will 

see more radio stations gradually migrating over to DAB+. DAB+ is what the 

vast majority of other countries use across the world. Therefore, I do not really 

see much of a long-term future at least for original mp2 DAB. 

 

I think there is enough evidence from elsewhere across the world about how 

DAB+ works. I understand that the BBC does not wish to spend lots of licence 

fee payers’ money try to convince people to go out and buy a DAB radio only 

then to turn around and a couple of years afterwards say, ‘actually we are going 

to change the way that we broadcast our radio services to DAB+.’ Then all of 

those original DAB radio receivers would be completely useless now. I can see 

that, that would not be a popular choice. Quite a lot of aspects that governs how 

the BBC operates is down to who is going to go onto feedback and defend DAB 
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and DAB+. It is a relatively indefensible thing right now to basically go around 

and say ‘it is tough, we have ceased broadcasting our radio services on FM.’ 

That would be an unpopular decision at present. However, there will eventually 

be a change at some point in time. 

 

There is a difference between live radio versus on-demand. It is likely that we 

will end up with live radio being the only live platform that we consume. Quite a 

lot of television at least is moving to on-demand. We are watching fewer live 

television programmes and I wonder whether live radio is, particularly online, 

and this is why I do not believe Internet radio has ever succeeded, is because if 

you have a device such as a mobile phone, why would you use it to tune into a 

stream of music which you cannot change and that you have not chosen the 

music yourself, which you cannot skip through, you cannot fast-forward, you 

cannot share any of it with your friends, you cannot do anything with it, other 

than just listen. To me, I think that live radio is a bit like a pdf file on a newspaper 

website, you can do it, it will work, you will get an audience for that, but is it the 

best, most popular and shareable thing that you can actually produce, and I am 

not necessarily convinced. Therefore, I suspect that in ten years’ time from now, 

we will be having a far more in-depth conversation around on-demand verses 

live and where DAB fits into that. DAB has some benefit in that you can actually 

broadcast data as well as audio on there, but actually that is the much more 

interesting part of radio is heading. 

 

To me on-demand and creating your own bespoke scheduling seems far more 

interesting and far more part of where the ‘future’ of radio is heading than 

anything else. On-demand radio is still radio, even though it may be pre-

recorded, but what difference does that really make?” 

 

1.13. Dr Lawrie Hallett 

 

Director of Future Digital Norfolk, operator of the Norwich small-scale DAB 

multiplex 

 

Date recorded: 10th June 2016 

 

“We applied for a simple application. We are about to launch a second 

transmitter, which we have permission for, and will be synchronised. Because 

there is no line of site, we could not get a sufficiently strong enough signal in. 

Norwich is a bit like Cambridge. Norwich city centre is pretty much in a dip as 

the river runs through, but in the east corner there is Mousehold Heath and 

behind there, going out to the east there is a ‘shadow’. Fortunately, that is where 

the commercial station, Radio Norwich, have their studios, which has a huge 

amount of connectivity because that is their centre, so we are basically putting 

the repeater on there. 

 

I was saying to people who are asking if the nine-month DAB trial would be 

worth it, to look at what happened with the community radio trial. The authorities 
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at the time insisted that it would be a two-year experiment and they insisted 

there would be no possible way that the two-year trial would be changed, and 

then they changed it. We setup a company to try and make money to help fund 

the community station (Future Radio) that was the plan. Whether it works or not 

is to be seen as we have not reached that stage. 

 

The way that it would typically work and if you look at the history of licensing in 

the UK of radio, right back to the early days of the Independent Broadcasting 

Authority and the Radio Authority, is that possession is more than ‘nine points of 

the law’ because if there were two licence applications; one from a group that 

had been broadcasting and it stated that ‘we do X, Y and Z’ and there was 

another application that states, ‘we intend to do A, B and C; unless the X, Y and 

Z station had fundamentally made a significant error and had been in breach, 

then why would the authority award the licence to the group that states that they 

‘intend’. Therefore, it is unlikely, unless an organisation makes a fundamental 

error, that the authority would revoke the licence of an existing licence holder. 

That being said, we are being very careful not to put a lot of capital investment 

into this before we know the outcome of this trial, because two years is not long 

enough to make financial plans. 

 

It appears to me, as a group of licence holders, it would be prudent to have 

some sort of overarching ‘paper tiger’, but something that says, ‘we as a group 

of service providers, this is our opinion, because we will get played off between 

other multiplex operators, who really feel that this is a danger to their business 

model, which is do not believe because none of the services that we are 

carrying would ever be carried on their multiplexes, but they seem to think it is a 

risk. Apparently, there is a lot of lobbying behind the scenes about how to ‘clip 

the wings’ of this radio sector to protect others. It is amazing isn’t it; free 

marketers, until competition arrives, and then they want regulation to prevent the 

free market from functioning. 

 

One of the reason that we got involved with DAB in Norwich, was because we 

realised that the multiplex was effectively a ‘fat data pipe’ and, if in the future, we 

do not manage to fill the multiplex with audio services, we might be able to do 

other things with the remaining multiplex space. I am thinking along the lines of 

multimedia content or remote delivery of content. For example, one of the ideas 

we are looking at in Norwich is we have a telecommunications company that has 

a lot of five gigahertz links, and they struggle with the links dropping out in 

thunderstorms, so of course when the links drop out they go offline, so they 

cannot be rebooted offline, but could they be rebooted by data over DAB to 

address the individual issues and reboot them. It is not a new concept but 

because the multiplex is a ‘data pipe’ you can perhaps do a bit more in terms of 

what you can send to those machines. 

 

We have the Future Plus+ service and we do not run it. We run Future Plus+ as 

an engineering test because of the copyright authorities. We approached the 

copyright authorities to say that we only want to broadcast about an hour per 

day of copyright material because all the rest of the output is speech. The 
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copyright authorities stated that there would be no discount. We would have to 

pay the full amount, even if we were to play one copyrighted song, we would 

have to pay approximately £2,000 per year for our PPL (Phonographic 

Performance Limited) and PRS (Performing Rights Society) costs. So, we just 

said, you can have 100 per cent of nothing because that is the result. We would 

have paid them 20 per cent of something, for 20 per cent of the service, but the 

copyright authorities refused, so we said you can have 100 per cent of nothing 

then and we are not doing it.  

 

The other aspect is that the authorities make no distinction between taking a 

radio service such as Cambridge 105 and broadcasting it on DAB and then 

putting the same service on a different platform, you end up paying additional 

costs for it. However, there is no distinction between a different platform in the 

same area where the service is already available and a brand-new service that 

is coming into a new area availing itself of a greater number of ears. Their 

system is totally illogical. 

 

I think you can make the argument with all broadcasting technologies. If you 

look at FM, FM was originally touted as being a replacement for AM, yet AM is 

still being used over fifty years later. I suspect that whatever they say about FM, 

you may see some of the larger stations turning off FM, such as BBC Radio 3, 

because of the capital costs of reengineering that when it comes to it, they may 

say, you know what, this is available on television, online and DAB, do we really 

want to keep the FM, and pay out all that money, possibly not. As usual, it is a 

bit like a train carriage, people move sideways to let something else in. The 

actual popularity of FM may gradually decline, as has the AM popularity has 

declined. If the BBC tried to switch off Radio 4 on long wave today, they would 

still have a huge number of people complaining.  

 

DAB’s main advantage over analogue radio is the capacity of being able to 

increase choice but compared with online it is more limited. 

 

In Norwich what we are doing is we are keeping all of the local services so the 

commercial station, the community station and the student station; they are on 

DAB, but we are gradually migrating the specialist stations, such as Solar Radio, 

Radio Caroline, Jazz FM and others, they are all going to DAB+ to make space 

for more services. However, because they are specialist services, if someone is 

a Radio Caroline enthusiast and they suddenly find they can no longer receive 

the service as it has switched to DAB+, they will purchase a DAB+ radio, 

similarly with Jazz FM. So, we shall see of that actually work. But also, it is 

cheaper for the station as the bitrate they are buying is lower so it is a more cost 

effective solution. That is why on the second commercial digital multiplex (D2) 

Jazz FM is on 32 kilobits per second in DAB+, because, I do not know how 

much they are paying, but they are paying a lot less being on DAB+ than what 

they would be paying if they were on DAB. If they were on DAB, they should be 

on 80 or 96 kilobits per second. In fact, Jazz FM was on 64 kilobits per second 

in mono, which for a specialist music service is dire, which does not sound good. 
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However, 32 kilobits per second in DAB+, does not sound brilliant but it does not 

sound too dreadful, it is tolerable. 

 

It is a slight ‘race to the bottom’ with Arqiva and with stations that are trying to 

save money. I think mono services at 80 kilobits per second are absolutely fine, I 

think there is no problem with them whatsoever. I think at 64 kilobits per second, 

you really do start to hear the degradation. Most services on the national 

multiplexes are either at 128 kilobits per second in stereo, which is tolerable or 

at 80 kilobits per second in mono, which is fine for mono radio receivers. The 

stations that are looking to save money will broadcast below that. However, they 

are now getting the option of migrating to DAB+, but that further limits their 

audience because there are not that many radio receivers that are compatible 

with DAB+. 

 

If you look at the transition, originally, they started talking about when DAB 

listening reached a percentage, then by ‘sleight of hand’ that became when 

digital listening reaches a certain percentage. So one of the things that Arqiva 

does is it has break clauses in its contracts, which says that ‘once digital 

listening goes above a certain percentage, the cost of being on the local 

multiplex will increase. Therefore, stations that are on a local multiplex are 

paying or were paying between £40,000 and £45,000, when digital listening was 

at 49 per cent, when digital listening was able to meet the 50 per cent target, the 

stations are then charged £80,000 per year. The transmission costs should not 

be related to the number of potential listeners. The costs are unrelated, and it is 

what the market will bear. This is why there is this fight back against the low-cost 

DAB multiplexes. It is not because they actually directly impact on the 

profitability of Arqiva as a company. However, it makes Arqiva look 

embarrassingly expensive and they do not like that. If you look at it, if you say 

for example, 64 kilobits per second on a local multiplex, you might pay 

approximately £50,000 per year. That means for 64 kilobits per second, you can 

multiply that by around 18 stations, so that is £900,000 per year. The total 

capital cost of a local DAB multiplex is probably, let’s be generous and say it is 

twice that. That means on a twelve-year contract, you are in profit, let’s say 

double that again to four years, for the management costs and other overhead 

costs, that means you are in profit for eight of the twelve years. Therefore, all the 

money that the multiplex brings in after the first four years is profit. The other 

way to look at it is because of the free market issues, the government has said 

that these are operated as commercial multiplexes, except for the fact that the 

BBC is obliged to pay rate card fees to Arqiva for the carriage of the BBC 

stations and I would suggest that the BBC costs cover the total operational costs 

of the multiplexes and everything else that is carried by Arqiva is profit. I am 

sure that Arqiva could make a good justification for why I am completely wrong 

on that, but until someone provides me with those figures, my calculations, 

suggest that actually it is. 

 

One of the problems with radio in this country is that the transmission 

mechanism has become the profit extraction point. Radio stations do not make 

money because they are ‘over a barrel’ on the costs of their transmissions, 
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which is why Star Radio is very sensible, because Star is not tied into Arqiva 

transmission sites, which would cost them considerably more. For a couple of 

FM sites, they would probably be paying, anywhere from £70,000 to £100,000 

per year. Because Star Radio are not on any Arqiva transmission sites, they can 

be profitable, because they do not have that profit extraction point. The 

transmission carriage costs are largely a monopoly supplier and Arqiva takes 

advantage of its monopoly position.” 

 

1.14. Dr Lawrie Hallett 

 

Director of Future Digital Norfolk, operator of the Norwich small-scale DAB 

multiplex 

 

Date recorded: 7h April 2016 

 

“In terms of reliability, FM and DAB are both very similar. However, confusion 

with reliability and coverage should be avoided. As a listener, a DAB radio 

receiver either receives and decodes the DAB signal or it does not. Therefore, 

DAB is either receivable, in which case it is pretty much fine, or you do not 

receive it. The thing about our FM signal is that it reaches a long way, but by the 

time you are a little way out of Norwich, the signal becomes weak. I think 

listener’s perception of our FM signal is that it has the ‘graceful decline’ where 

the signal gradually fades as it becomes weaker, until it is no longer receivable 

by an FM radio. However, DAB has the problem of what we refer to as the 

‘digital cliff edge’ where the signal suddenly stops and becomes unlistenable 

once the signal becomes weak. If you compare the reliability against our 

coverage and beware that it is not a fair comparison as you are effectively 

comparing apples against oranges, so it is not a fair comparison, but effectively 

the coverage of Future Radio’s FM goes slightly further, but at the point of where 

it goes slightly further, it is not necessarily a very strong signal. The DAB signal 

is broadly speaking, I would say is a good signal over in excess of 90 per cent of 

Norwich. There is a small area towards the south-east of Norwich, which is 

behind a hill, where the signal cannot sufficiently penetrate. However, we intend 

to operate an additional transmitter to fill in that gap, but the FM is better in that 

area because the aerial is slightly higher and FM signals are better at going 

around obstructions, compared to DAB signals. In general, in reliability terms, 

both FM and DAB are pretty reliable; there is not much in it. 

 

Future Radio does not run the DAB services. Future Radio owns its own FM 

systems, but the company that we have setup, which is a not for profit company, 

is separate from Future Radio to run the DAB services. There are two reasons 

for that. One is, if the DAB went wrong, we would not want that to damage 

Future Radio, but equally if it is an independent company, it can make decisions 

quickly rather than having to go through a formal, much more complex larger 

board structure that Future Projects has, because Future Projects is a charity, it 

has a lot more responsibilities in terms of links to the school education work that 

it does and other projects. So, running the DAB system as a separate 
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organisation, we thought that was the most sensible approach. It ensures that 

there is no additional burden on Future Radio. However, Future Radio is 

ultimately the benefactor because the prospect is that if we are successful in 

creating a surplus, in other words, generating revenue beyond those needed to 

run the DAB service, those will be invested back into the running of Future 

Radio. That is the longer-term plan. 

 

I remember when I was working at Ofcom, what we discovered is that people 

who listen on DAB tend not to switch back to FM. So, if, for example, a lot of our 

Future Radio listeners like music and Future Radio’s music policy means that 

you have listeners for example are likely to listen to BBC Radio 6 Music, which 

is only available on digital radio platforms, such as DAB. Therefore, if listeners 

are listening to BBC Radio 6 Music, dragging them back to FM to listen to Future 

Radio is more challenging, compared to pressing a DAB button to switch 

between stations. I think that is another unique selling point of DAB, the ease of 

use. FM remains the dominant listening platform across the UK, but the number 

of people listening on DAB is increasing and as the popularity of DAB increases, 

Future Radio does not want to be left as one of the small stations, which is only 

on FM because in the long-term FM will decline and will degrade people’s 

listening. 

 

Future Radio has approximately 40,000 listeners on average per month. 

Therefore, Future Radio is not a small station in terms of listening figures. 

However, these listening figures were recorded prior to the station launching on 

DAB. Therefore, that average monthly approximate figure was taken from 

summer 2015, before we launched on DAB and that gave us a monthly figure of 

around 40,000. That is not RAJAR, but it is a robust street survey, with in excess 

of 300 to 400 samples taken and deliberately weighted to take the local 

demographics into account. We have been conducting the survey for the past 

ten years and it has always returns broadly similar figures, generally gradually 

increasing year-on-year each time, as awareness of Future Radio increases. We 

are pretty confident that those figures are accurate. They are certainly as 

accurate as RAJAR. RAJAR is very accurate for national services, though it 

tends to be weaker for smaller localised services and it is ridiculously expensive 

to participate in, which is why Future Radio does not use RAJAR. 

 

I think when we first conducted the listening survey, Future Radio was getting a 

monthly reach of around 29,000 to 30,000, so you can see over ten years it has 

increased by around 25 per cent, but that is because Future Radio has become 

available on more platforms and listeners have become more aware. If you look 

at awareness figures for any community radio station, you will usually find that 

when you ask people, ‘which stations do you know that broadcast locally’ the 

fewest number of people will name the community radio station because that 

does not have an established presence. The majority of people will name the 

BBC, most people in Norwich will name Heart and Kiss and a smaller number 

will name the community station. However, the number of people who identify 

the community station is gradually increasing year-on-year with every survey 

that we complete. We know we are doing something right.  
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We are going to conduct a survey this summer in 2016, and when we do the 

survey we will specifically add on questions about DAB and then we will have 

some data that specifically identifies that platform. So the normal questioning 

process would consist of, without identifying who you are asking the questions 

on behalf of, ‘what stations are you aware of, that broadcast locally’, ‘what 

stations do you listen to’ and then we will be able to ask ‘ which platforms do you 

listen to that station on’ and then we will start to build up a picture based on the 

responses. 

 

There are copyright and licensing costs associated with DAB, but once a station 

is broadcasting and sending a signal, actually that is immaterial, that is not the 

issue. The issues for the operation of the DAB multiplex, with all the various 

radio services carried on it is, what will people pay to be on the multiplex, what is 

it worth for them to be on the multiplex and does that, across the eight to ten 

services, which are carried, does that cover the operational costs and hopefully 

makes some money that can be reinvested into Future Radio. However, we do 

not currently know that yet because we took a very conscious decision at the 

beginning of the original nine-month trial, we said, ‘hang-on a minute, we cannot 

charge people to be on this multiplex’. We cannot charge them because if we do 

that, we have then got to enter into a level of service agreement with them, 

where what they are paying for has to be defined in terms of reliability etc. So, 

we decided that we would operate the multiplex free of charge. All of the stations 

that are carried on the multiplex during the nine-month trial period were not 

paying to be on the multiplex. We would not charge Future Radio for the 

multiplex carriage costs because Future Radio is providing Future Digital Norfolk 

with the transmission site, so it is a ‘quid pro quo’; we get the transmission site 

to run the DAB services for free and in return Future Radio gets carried for free 

on DAB. The other services such as the local commercial stations, which we 

also carry, they also provide Future Digital Norfolk with some services and so 

that may mean when we negotiate the costs with them, they will get a reduced 

carriage cost compared to some other radio stations. The radio stations that are 

broadcasting from outside of Norwich will have to pay to be on the multiplex. 

Some stations will want to be on our multiplex and some of them will say, 

‘thanks but no thanks’. We have got Radio Caroline on our multiplex. Radio 

Caroline was always very popular in Norwich, when it was a pirate radio 

stations, they want to stay on our multiplex, so we have to negotiate with them to 

decide what it is going to cost them to remain on-air. Solar Radio, which is a 

soul and jazz station want to stay on the multiplex, but they are a not-for-profit 

organisation, so it has got to be worth their while. Interestingly, Jazz FM is on 

the national D2 multiplex, but the D2 network does not cover Norwich, so 

therefore Jazz FM want to remain on our multiplex, so they probably will pay to 

stay on it. There are other stations that may or may not decide to continue 

broadcasting on DAB, so we may have some spaces, but we may not. However, 

we will only know as time tells, when the stations have actually been paying for 

the carriage costs, what revenue that generates. It is going to cost a radio 

station a minimum of approximately £200 per month to be on DAB. 
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A DAB multiplex has a limited capacity. Depending on the quality of service that 

is broadcast on the multiplex, the more or less capacity is used. Therefore, it 

depends on quality, if a station wanted a very high quality, high bitrate service, it 

is going to cost a commercial radio station approximately from £18,000 to 

£22,000 per year, or around £1,500 per month. However, if they want a standard 

quality mono service, then it might cost a commercial station approximately 

£4,000 to £5,000 per year. It very much depends on the quality of service verses 

the capacity used to carry that service. The licensing allows us to charge 

different rates. So, for example, we can charge a commercial rate to commercial 

companies, which are making money out of being on DAB and for not-for-profit 

organisations, we can charge a lower rate. That is the way we intend to operate 

our multiplex. However, the multiplex needs to cover its operational costs and 

overheads, that is the challenge. 

 

There are cost variations across all multiplexes due to the differing network 

complexities. In London for example, there could be around three transmitters to 

provide a DAB service in the centre of London, and that means there are more 

infrastructure costs and probably the cost of renting the tower black or 

transmission site access is going to be a lot higher. Therefore, it is going to cost 

more, but then again, t is a much bigger potential audience. So, it is swings and 

roundabouts. I do not yet know what the outcome of that will be, we are just in 

the phase of starting to talk to stations about what it will cost them. 

 

The Digital 2 national DAB multiplex network does not currently cover the area 

of Norwich. Jazz FM could approach Arqiva to see if they could be carried on 

their multiplex, which would cover a wider area of Norwich and Norfolk. It does 

not cover the whole of Norfolk, but it does cover a wider area than our citywide 

multiplex. However, it would be enormously expensive by comparison. I am not 

privy to what Arqiva charges stations on its multiplexes, but it would be in the 

region of tens of thousands of pounds, around £40,000 to £50,000 per year. 

Now, is that worth the money in a sparsely populated county such as Norfolk? If 

we have approximate 200,000 people within the coverage of our DAB 

transmitter, maybe the Arqiva multiplex that covers Norfolk has double that, so it 

might have half a million, but for two and a half times the amount of listeners, 

are stations, such as Jazz FM, really going to pay ten, fifteen, twenty times as 

much money per head, they are unlikely to. I do not believe it is viable. That is 

why stations like Jazz FM are not on those countywide multiplexes, as they are 

too expensive. The small-scale localised DAB multiplexes offer a lower cost 

approach, but it still has to cover its costs. 

 

Whenever you look at new technologies in broadcasting, people say, ‘oh well, 

this technology is going to replace that’, it very rarely does. What happens is, it 

is incremental, and the technologies move aside, and they carry on. We have 

still got AM broadcasting, there are still hundreds of thousands, probably millions 

of people that listen on AM radio at some point and yet AM radio was supposed 

to be replaced in the 1970s, but AM radio remains. It is the same for FM, I think 

it will be a long while, what will force the changes on FM, is that I think the BBC 

will look at its transmission networks for its national radio stations and they will 
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look at the costs of replacing them and they will say, particularly for example, 

BBC Radio 3, ‘hang on a minute, Radio 3 is available online, DAB, satellite, it is 

going to cost us multiple millions of pounds to replace and upgrade the existing 

networks, why would we do that?’ I can envisage that doing a deal with Classic 

FM and saying ‘okay, you want to be on DAB only, we want to be on DAB only, 

we will not renew our transmissions for BBC Radio 3, if you do not renew your 

FM transmissions for Classic FM.’ Then the two radio services can move to 

DAB, because all the people who like classical music are encouraged to listen 

on DAB. 

 

Because a DAB multiplex can be reconfigured so that the services can be 

changed in terms of audio quality and capacity, we could see, the possibility of 

running additional services on our Norwich multiplex. So for example, in 

conjunction with the annual Norfolk and Norwich Festival, not for this year, but 

for example, for next year, we can envisage offering a service, which said, ‘okay 

we can offer more coverage of the festival, by offering an additional radio 

service’, they could operate a short-term, ‘pop-up’ festival radio service, which 

could be run in conjunction with other broadcasters. It is entirely possible if we 

and other local organisations could make it commercially viable. We would need 

to work out what it would cost, who would do what, and how much we could 

charge. Future Radio is a media partner of the Norfolk and Norwich Festival, it is 

quite possible that we could see relationships changing for that sort of event or 

for venues in Norwich city centre, where we could say, ‘okay we will put out 

different programmes, such as live broadcasting from a local venue, but the 

local radio station, would continue to broadcast its normal service on FM, but 

there would be a specialist event or a live event from a local city venue, which 

the local radio station would pay to promote and broadcast via our DAB 

multiplex. It would be available on DAB only, as the programming would split. 

DAB gives radio station, multiplex operators and listeners a greater flexibility. 

However, it all has to be done on the basis that it is a revenue generator to 

support the underlying requirements of the radio station, to deliver its service. 

You can envisage that scenario and possible flexibility. DAB is flexible; we can 

add additional services for specific events. During the summer we could 

potentially offer a different service, we could offer additional services to different 

audiences.”  

 

1.15. Lawrence Galkoff 

 

General Manager at Radioplayer Worldwide 

 

Date recorded: 2nd August 2017 

 

“DAB has taken a long time to get there. It slowly has got there and depending 

on where you are in the world, depends on how much of a grasp it has got on 

the radio economy to be quite honest. In the UK, digital listening is in the fifty per 

cent margins now across DAB, across TV and across the Internet, so it has 

taken a pretty good foothold here. DAB is a major factor in that and it is helped 
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by the fact that digital radios are very cheap, there is lots of competition on 

there, there are lots of services that you can only get in the ‘digital world’. That 

has not been the case elsewhere necessarily but the UK, through various 

means has managed to get digital radio to where it is and make the UK one of 

the biggest digital economies as far as digital radio is concerned.  

 

The problem behind DAB is convincing people to purchase DAB radio receivers. 

If you think about your kitchen radio, why would you bother to replace it? The 

radio I have in my bathroom I have had for probably twenty-five years or more, 

but it gets the stations I want as I can listen to what I want on it, it does not 

break, so why bother replacing it. I think this is the attitude of most people. 

Unlike other technologies such as television sets, where high definition and 

widescreen comes along with other types of television technology comes along 

and TV is a fairly disposable, particularly as we went from glass tubes to flat 

screens and they became a lot narrower and the picture quality changed. So, 

people are more prepared to change televisions, that is odd because radios are 

so cheap but I think televisions are seen as one of the main focal points in a 

room, but people buy radios and they keep going. Radios are not a technology 

that breaks very easily, so why bother replacing it, even if it costs £25 to do it. 

That is why DAB has taken a long time. There is also a bit of a ‘chicken and egg’ 

situation going on here as well as broadcasters are not encouraged to provide 

new services until there are lots of radios out there to receive them and 

therefore they can monetise those services. Listeners are not going to buy those 

radios if there is nothing new to hear on there. If all you can hear on there is 

Radio 1 on DAB or Radio 1 on FM, why would you bother getting rid of your FM 

radio if there are no initial services on there. People were not convinced DAB 

was worth investing in something that just got the same services, therefore 

broadcasters did not want to provide new services because the DAB radios 

were not out there. It took a bit of bribery, a bit of ‘arm twisting’ from the 

authorities to get those services provided and convince, particularly commercial 

radio to move over to DAB, because that is a big investment for them as well.  

 

DAB was a technology that the BBC as a public service broadcaster wanted to 

invest in, so they started trialling services on DAB. There was new digital 

technology and in the 1980s digital was only really starting out. Computer 

technology for instance, computer speeds increase annually and so if you go 

back to the late 1980s, and thing were pretty slow as computer processing was 

not fast by today’s standards, so you could not do the same sort of things that 

you can today, but the broadcaster thought there was an option for DAB, with 

the idea that they can squeeze many stations or a number of stations into a 

single multiplex, was attractive and was something the BBC wanted to 

investigate. The cost of AM (amplitude modulation) transmitters is phenomenally 

expensive and the cost of FM (frequency modulation) transmitters is 

phenomenally expensive and also in the late eighties the BBC was looking at 

rationalising its services. It was being told for instance it could not simulcast so 

Radio 2, which was on AM up until the mid to late eighties had to get rid of its 

AM frequencies. The same with Radio 1, which finally moved to FM after a long 

time and Radio 3, was the same, so they were told they could not simulcast 
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these services. They were moving things onto FM. They were also looking at 

other ways of doing things. 5 Live started in the late eighties, or it actually 

started as Radio 5 at the time, as an AM only service, taking over Radio 2’s AM 

frequencies. It would seem quite attractive that going forward you might be able 

to offer these services and more services on a higher quality network than AM. 

You might be able to do it with lower powered transmitters, which DAB 

transmitters generally are, you need more of them, but remember there are lots 

of services on there, so it actually costs per service per transmitter comes down. 

So, there is a financial reason to think about this and also the attraction of being 

able to free up more capacity for extra services as well seem quite attractive. 

Also, the BBC likes to play with new technology and try things out.  

 

They were transmitting quite early on from places like Crystal Palace doing test 

rigs. Basically, there was not much audio on there. There were test tones and 

test messages and they were trying audio at different bitrates on those trials to 

see what worked and what sounded good because very few people had DAB 

radio receivers at the time of these DAB trials. It was mainly for the broadcasters 

and the manufacturers to try this out. The other thing that made DAB different 

from everything we had already done in this country before was that DAB could 

be a single frequency network so a transmitter in London could be on the same 

frequency as another transmitter in London and what you found with DAB was 

that, it is the same with most digital services, is that rather than the transmitters 

interfering with each other, they added to each other so actually when you had 

two transmitters on the same frequency, it actually enhanced the signal rather 

than degrading it, which is the way other transmission systems have worked in 

the past. They needed to do a few tests on these single frequency networks to 

see how they worked in reality. They were finding that signals were bouncing off 

buildings, which again was pretty good because it meant that it scattered the 

signal all over the place, so it gave them an idea of the quality of the signals at 

different bitrates with the compressions they were using. It gave them an idea of 

what sort of coverage they would get, what sort of difficulties they would get and 

just really how the whole thing worked because DAB was a pretty new idea. 

 

I would have liked to have been part of the original DAB trials because it was a 

great idea that they put all these people on a coach and drove the around 

Birmingham during the trade show and got them to listen to FM and DAB. As 

you drive around and buildings get in the way, you drive through undulating 

landscape, the FM signal usually disappears, now RDS (radio data services) 

helped with this a bit or even quite a lot because RDS only came in during the 

mid-eighties, which allowed radios to automatically retune between FM 

frequencies before then, you were stuck with the FM frequency and you had to 

retune manually, so you would lose signal but the radios helped you by 

automatically retuning. That made FM signals more reliable, particularly in 

moving vehicles so the whole idea of this coach trip really was to show you 

could have a pretty good radio signal between two points without it dropping out 

because you could put in all these filler transmitters that would fill the gaps. The 

radios would pick up more than one signal and would enhance the signal 

strength rather than degrade it, so it showed you could have a very good quality 
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experience all the way down city roads and through city centres, which was 

much better than an FM signal, which would drop out and would make horrible 

noises. 

 

The key phrase that people state is ‘height is might’ because you can get over 

other buildings and hills, so the higher you can go the further the signal will 

carry. A few feet higher probably does not make a huge amount of difference but 

a reasonable amount of height might. There are other factors as well such as 

the frequency a station broadcasts at will make a difference and the FM and 

DAB frequencies are quite different so that makes a difference as well. 

 

The higher the frequency the less coverage and distance the signal will travel. 

DAB transmitters are generally lower powered compared to FM, as a result 

there are many more DAB transmitters required to cover the equivalent area 

compared to FM, but they can be reasonably simple, such as a pole on the top 

of a high rise building working at a few watts of transmission power to provide 

coverage, so more DAB transmitter are required to fill in the gaps. However, 

depending if it is DAB or DAB+, there could be approximately fifteen stations on 

the multiplex, all sharing the transmission costs. Or as the economics works out, 

transmission operators are not pumping hundreds of kilowatts up a big mast for 

one service. Instead a broadcaster on DAB could be on hundreds of watts rather 

than kilowatts but on more transmitters and the cost of technology will come 

back to small-scale DAB as well as the cost of the technology reducing and 

when broadcasters share transmission costs with others small-scale DAB 

becomes relatively cost-effective in comparison to other broadcasting methods. 

 

The coverage of BBC Three Counties Radio for instance, where they have at 

least three FM transmitters that cover the whole patch, it is probably twice the 

number of DAB transmitters covering the same patch to get equal coverage.  

 

There is some investment and costs required for the build out of the DAB 

networks and infrastructure and there is a discussion about how that happens. 

The BBC has ended up funding a lot of this to ensure local radio transmitters are 

built. There was an agreement with the government within the previous years 

that the BBC would fund building a lot more local DAB transmitters to fill the 

gaps. While the BBC are doing this, these local radio multiplexes are owned by 

commercial companies, so the commercial companies were not going to fill the 

gaps for coverage, but the BBC had its ‘arm twisted’. It is public money going 

into increasing the coverage of these local DAB multiplexes. BBC Local Radio is 

only one service and the multiplex. I do not think it is too much of a secret as 

well that, if it was not for the BBC Local Radio stations being on some of these 

DAB local multiplexes, then they probably would not exist in the first place. If you 

take for example, the Stoke multiplex, there is BBC Radio Stoke and three other 

services from Signal Radio and that is all that is on there. Therefore, that 

multiplex would probably not exist if the BBC were not paying a reasonable price 

to have BBC Radio Stoke on there in the first place. It is financially interesting 

how broadcasters make DAB work, but DAB has been made to work. People 

say ‘what is the point as FM is absolutely fine’, actually DAB as a technology 
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might be disappearing if everything goes IP, so it was an interim that maybe has 

already had its day, which is an interesting thought and that is how the look at it 

in other countries as well that actually it was an interim step and we do not need 

it anymore. The BBC and the commercial radio sector, with its additional station, 

have invested significantly in DAB technology. However, the investment is paid 

back, I believe Absolute 80s has been a success for Bauer Media as it has been 

phenomenally successful, so it shows that digital only services can work. The 

size of BBC Radio 6 Music is higher than BBC Radio 3, so these digital radio 

services can work and attract reasonable size audiences. 

 

The small-scale DAB trials have been very encouraging. It has given an 

opportunity to a lot of the smaller broadcasters. The cost of entry for community 

radio onto DAB on the larger regional multiplexes was totally prohibitive as there 

was no way a small community radio station could afford to go on a regional 

multiplex as it would cost far too much money. However, once you get into the 

small-scale services, where you are talking about hundreds of pounds per 

station, per year, it is something that becomes affordable. The computer 

technology that drives it has been incredibly successful. It shows that actually 

you can build these small-scale DAB multiplexes very cheaply and very 

efficiently and the broadcasters and multiplex operators overheads are reduced. 

Looking at the Manchester small-scale multiplex, they are broadcasting 

exclusively DAB+ services and all of those services that are on that multiplex, 

that brings the economics per station down even further because they are 

paying for one or two rooftops for a year with a minimal amount of electricity. 

These small-scale multiplexes are operating off of a 13-amp plug socket, so it is 

not using huge amounts of power. There are lots of stations on the small-scale 

multiplexes, which are all sharing the costs. It means that that costs of running 

these services for the radio stations is far cheaper than running an FM service, 

so it becomes very economical.  

 

The group that really started this whole small-scale DAB trial off was the local 

small-scale service in Portsmouth, who were the first ones to try multiple DAB+ 

services and found it worked. Then Manchester soon followed. The small-scale 

Portsmouth multiplex is run by a group of very enthusiastic people who wanted 

to try a new cost-effective route to DAB. It was really the advance of these 

small-scale DAB services that kicked off DAB+ in the UK because Ofcom as a 

regulator was not really sure where to go with DAB+. So, it was similar to the 

London Underground is the problem with being the first is that now we have the 

oldest system in the world and it is difficult to improve it and that is one of the 

similar problems with DAB. The DAB infrastructure was developed and built out 

during the 1980s so we are stuck with out-dated technology and encoding 

methods that were not very efficient but those were the radio receivers that 

people purchased. Most radios you purchase these days will have DAB and 

DAB+ as standard, so it is not so much of a problem. However, the regulators 

were concerned about what this would mean for the people who all of a sudden 

could not hear radio services on DAB+, if their radios were incompatible, so 

there was some nervousness about that and how they transitioned and gave 

broadcasters the authority to transition without listeners contacting Ofcom to say 
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that they have lost their radio services. It was really the small-scale DAB 

services who were offering something different and new, so therefore, it did not 

really matter if listeners could not receive DAB+ because they never had it in the 

first place if they had the original DAB form of receiver. So, the small-scale 

multiplex operators and broadcasters took the chance to prove that there is an 

audience out there for DAB+, it is much more efficient as broadcasters could be 

using 48 kilobits per second, rather than 96 or 128 kilobits per second in DAB. 

DAB+ offers a more robust and reliable signal as it uses a more advanced 

encoding method. DAB+ made sense to try it out as it reduces the costs even 

further. That is why there are over twenty services on the Manchester small-

scale multiplex. That would be impossible to have that amount of services if they 

were on DAB. So, DAB+ benefits the listener with better quality and more 

services. DAB+ benefits the broadcaster as it reduced the costs. So, what is not 

the like about DAB+? Well if you are a listener if you have a radio that does not 

have DAB+, you might not be so keen, but DAB+ compatible radio receivers are 

not that expensive and as of 2010, DAB+ is standard across all DAB receivers. 

 

Norway is currently going through the national digital switchover process, which 

will be complete by the end of 2017. They are switching off FM transmitters 

region by region in Norway and moving listeners to DAB. The UK government 

have talk about doing something similar, but they have not set a date for this to 

happen. I suspect the UK government have got other things on their mind at the 

moment and they are not thinking about it. The digital switchover debate raises 

its head every so often and the part most people are looking at is digital listening 

above fifty per cent and it is near enough there now. I am sure the UK 

government will think about the digital switchover again, but I think they have got 

other things on their mind and probably are not too bothered right now. The FM 

spectrum does not take up much space. You cannot do much with twenty or so 

megahertz that the FM spectrum occupies. It is not very useful for very many 

things. Ofcom might make a bit of money out of it if they eventually come 

auction it off. However, the UK government also like the idea that the FM 

spectrum could be used for community radio stations, as more community 

stations could be on FM once all of the larger broadcasters have switched to 

DAB and DAB+. The national services take a large amount of space on the FM 

dial. If BBC Radios 1 to 4, Classic FM ceased FM broadcasting with their very 

high-powered transmitters, it would significantly increase the available FM space 

for community and small-scale local radio services. All broadcasters could then 

move off of AM, which is something most broadcasters would like anyway as 

AM is phenomenally expensive to operate. Not that many people listen on AM 

anymore. However, AM has very good coverage and some services outside of 

the digital domain such as TalkSport and BBC Radio 5 live and some local 

community stations and commercial stations, such as the Gold stations are 

committed to AM. They would love to move their AM services onto FM and get 

rid of AM completely. Therefore, the transition to digital radio gives broadcasters 

the opportunity to do that and it almost certainly will happen. Norway is not the 

only country that is actively doing this. There are other countries as well and the 

UK is one of those. There are not many services remaining on FM in Norway 

once the switchover is complete. Once the majority of the services have 
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switched from FM to DAB and DAB+ then it will become similar to AM, where 

FM will become a part of the radio dial where people will not visit unless they 

have a specific need to. Therefore, broadcasters’ listenership will become used 

to being on a digital platform and listening to DAB services, unless there is 

something listeners cannot receive on DAB, listeners are unlikely to stray into 

FM too often. It is only the smaller local and community radio stations that are 

remaining on FM in Norway and from what I have heard, the switchover process 

is going well. There were some listeners who were not happy, but other listeners 

have simply got on with it and are reasonably happy. Norway is reasonably 

interesting as well because it is an incredibly difficult country to cover because of 

the geographical terrain. It is quite a brave and interesting switchover process 

that they have done in Norway.  

 

The Kent multiplex in the UK does not have transmitters by the coast because it 

would interfere with France, not that France has much in the way of DAB as it is 

a sore topic over there in France, but also into Belgium and Holland it took a 

long time to get any national transmitters near Dover on DAB due to possible 

international transmission interference with neighbouring countries such as 

France, Holland and Belgium. This was a similar problem with FM. Broadcasters 

and transmission operators have to be careful where they position transmitters 

because of neighbouring countries such as Ireland, France, Belgium and 

Holland, so neighbouring countries always have to be taken into account. There 

is the same issue with AM as well because the signals travel a lot further 

compared to FM and DAB. There are intercontinental agreements on these 

aspects as to where transmitters can be placed, the transmission power and 

which direction the aerials have to point in. The advantage is that with directional 

aerials that are pointing to a particular area, broadcasters are not wasting power 

by aiming the signal into an area that they do not need to cover. 

 

I think in the UK, there is not much holding DAB back. Probably the biggest 

aspect that holds DAB back is that people like to listen to only a handful of radio 

stations. For example, if some listeners only listen to BBC Radio 4 on FM, then 

why would they switch to DAB. Getting DAB in cars has been a problem but now 

over seventy per cent of new cars in the UK now have DAB, so that is becoming 

less of a problem, as more new vehicles have DAB. All of the traditional 

problems regarding battery life are disappearing as newer DAB radio receivers 

can operate for an awful lot longer. Specialist DAB radio batteries have reduced 

in price. DAB radios are now ubiquitous in many retail outlets, so there is not 

really a great problem with DAB anymore. It is interesting to think how we got to 

where we currently are. For example, why has DAB worked here in the UK, but 

it has not worked so well in countries such as France. The UK broadcasting 

regulator, Ofcom, was very supportive and keen to get commercial broadcasters 

to start broadcasting on DAB. During the 1990s and into the early 2000s, all 

there was on DAB, apart from simulcasts of current stations were jukeboxes that 

were not doing anything terribly exciting because very few commercial 

broadcasters were willing financially invest in DAB if very few people were 

listening on DAB. There was very little incentive for listeners to purchase a DAB 

radio because there was nothing extra to be gained from listening on DAB. 
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Therefore, Ofcom tried to convince commercial broadcasters to move their 

current services onto DAB by saying ‘if you simulcast on DAB we will 

automatically extend your broadcast licence for another term’, so all of a sudden 

that made DAB worth investing in for the commercial broadcasters. The 

commercial broadcast group, Global appeared to be against DAB for a long time 

but I believe the prospect of an automatic extension of their Classic FM licence 

by Ofcom if they went on DAB may have focused their mind and encouraged 

them onto DAB. Then as people started purchasing DAB radios maybe again 

encouraged by the BBC, as it was really the launch of services such as BBC 

Radio 7 at the time, which is now BBC Radio 4 Extra, which gave listeners 

additional services that they could listen to, that they could not hear before and 

were quite popular services. BBC Radio 5 Live Sports Extra attracts a lot of 

listeners for sporting events that listeners cannot not hear elsewhere, the same 

too for BBC 6 Music and BBC Radio 1Xtra, which gives listeners reasons to 

purchase DAB radios to hear content that they could not previously hear on 

analogue platforms. These digital only services have made DAB more 

interesting for commercial radio broadcasters because they can start launching 

additional services such as Absolute 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s and 00s, there are spin 

off services from Capital and Kiss along with other services from other radio 

brands, which are attracting audiences and making it worthwhile for the 

broadcasters to operate these services. Whilst these services are available, 

there are services on DAB that you simply cannot hear on any other radio 

broadcast device. For example, Chris Country, there is no country music station 

available on AM and FM, so DAB has given opportunities for these bespoke 

music and talk services. DAB has provided the opportunity for LBC to go 

national for instance, so there are lots of reasons for broadcasters to broadcast 

on DAB. All of a sudden, broadcasters could monetise DAB once there were 

enough listeners out there who were able to receive DAB service, it was 

worthwhile investing in DAB. So, you can kind of see how that process has 

taken so long from Ofcom saying that they will extend broadcasters licences if 

they move their services to DAB. The BBC also added additional DAB services, 

which helped to sell more DAB radios and encouraged commercial radio 

broadcasters to add DAB services. Eventually the momentum increases after a 

very slow start as it starts picking up and that is why more and more people now 

have DAB radios. Also, if you go to any electrical retailer or supermarket, you 

would be hard pushed to find a radio that does not have DAB, no matter how 

cheap it is. So, people automatically get DAB in their homes and in their new 

cars. It is kind of not a difficult concept anymore. I think people do not even think 

twice about DAB, it is just there.  

 

There is a good reason for BBC Radio 4 to remain on multiple analogue 

platforms. The BBC has always had a policy of being on every platform possible. 

As a public service broadcaster, the BBC does not want to be seen as favouring 

one platform against another. However, that does not explain long wave 

particularly, but there is an advantage in long wave as there is a lot of people 

who still listen to BBC long wave services because it works and covers the UK 

from one transmitter and long wave also reaches parts of Europe, so listeners 

can still hear their long wave service when on holiday, it does not really suffer 
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with interference so if listeners are not that bothered about the audio quality, in 

terms of bandwidth or stereo, then long wave is a pretty good platform. 

However, trying to find a long wave radio these days is pretty challenging. If 

engineers need to replace the parts in the long wave transmitter it is pretty 

impossible, as you cannot get the valves and parts anymore. So, the BBC has 

said it is going to close down its long wave service when the Droitwich 

transmitter breaks, which is probably a few years off yet, but it will eventually 

happen. There is also a useful reason for having a single transmitter that covers 

a large proportion of the country on a very stable platform, people probably do 

not think too much about national emergencies these days but certainly during 

the cold war era and into the 1980s it was a consideration to have one solid 

transmitter that keeps going in a serious situation, which is not a bad thing, but 

long wave will eventually go when the Droitwich transmitter finally breaks and 

the engineers cannot get the specialist parts to replace it anymore. The BBC is 

likely to remain on FM as long as they can be before Ofcom or the UK 

government encourages them to stop and move their services exclusively onto 

digital platforms, such as DAB. You can see why broadcasters are online as it 

makes sense for any broadcaster. Satellite and Freeview is part of something 

that the BBC not wanting favour one platform over another so if the BBC is on 

the Sky platform, then they have to be on Freeview as well and people do listen. 

I think people have found radio services through their televisions because 

programming is part of the EPG (electronic programme guide) it is very easy if 

something is cross-trailed to move between services. Television is not a 

significant majority of listenership, but people do listen to radio services via their 

televisions, so broadcasters want to remain on that platform. Any broadcaster 

who can afford to be on as many platforms as possible is likely to increase their 

listenership. 

 

Most broadcasters across most areas of Europe, for example, France and 

Germany have switched off their long wave transmitters. The Irish would love to 

get rid of their 252 transmitters, but it is more useful probably in the UK by Irish 

expats than it is in Ireland itself, but they are looking at other ways to fulfil that 

need. Strangely by using small-scale DAB services and putting RTÉ (Raidió 

Teilifís Éireann) on those small-scale DAB multiplexes in areas where there are 

large Irish populations, so ultimately they hope that their audiences will migrate 

their UK listeners over to digital platforms so RTÉ can turn off 252 and save 

themselves an absolute fortune because it is costing RTÉ a lot of money to keep 

that 252 kHz long wave service running and RTÉ would rather not pay for it. So, 

a lot of broadcasters and listeners are switching off AM, but it has not really 

happened here in the UK yet, but it probably will eventually.  

 

It would be sensible to drop DAB and move to DAB+. The problem is that there 

are enough radios around that are only DAB capable, so moving to DAB+ is 

probably not a good thing to do at the moment. It would be interesting to see 

how the BBC progresses with this because all of their services on a single 

multiplex all in DAB, such as BBC Radio 4 Extra are only in mono, they struggle 

to add extra services when they do popup services. It would really suit them to 

switch those services to DAB+. I have not heard anyone talking about it. I 
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suspect they do not want to lose the DAB listeners who cannot hear the DAB+ 

services and it is probably seen as being bad for the industry if the BBC 

networks suddenly disappear off of a lot of people’s radios. It is probably a few 

years down the line, but that will happen. There was talk about whether the BBC 

should be given another multiplex, where their services are just DAB+ and then 

they could offer additional services in stereo in the hope that people will migrate 

across to DAB+. The radio industry is going to have to think about how this is 

going to happen. There is no policy at the moment about it. Certainly, from a 

commercial point of view, the commercial stations have seen the benefit of 

DAB+ services. For example, Jack FM was one of the first services that were 

not on small-scale DAB multiplex, but they went on DAB+ in Surrey when they 

realised actually they could move into stereo on those transmitters, they 

probably were not going to lose too many listeners by going onto DAB+ and they 

would save some money. So, it made sense for them and they have stayed on 

DAB+ so it is obviously working for them. Other broadcasters and listeners will 

try DAB+ and I suspect it will be a migration process as people keep moving 

over until there are a minority of people left on the analogue radio platforms. 

There might not be much of a policy around it, it will just eventually happen 

through attrition. The finances will also probably make it more attractive in the 

end. 

 

I think a lot of stuff is going to move to IP. That is my opinion. If you think about 

smart speakers for instance, the Amazon Alexa, currently approximately 

seventy-two million Alexa units out there, which receive radio via IP. Now those 

are really two million extra radios because you can receive anything streamed 

on an Alexa unit. Google Home is out now as well, and they will be fighting for a 

big part of the market. Apple are launching their smart speaker so there are 

more and more companies looking towards smart speakers. I think that is the 

way radio is going to go. That people will probably in the next few years start not 

reinvesting in new radios, but in smart speakers instead, that are multifunctional, 

they will tell you the weather, tell you what your travel is like, they will play you 

your favourite radio station or anything else and so from a radio perspective, it is 

really important that radio collaborates to ensure that radio as a platform can 

compete against the likes of Spotify and companies like that who will be in 

massive competition in the car dashboard and in smart speakers because this is 

where the fight is going to be. So, cars now are looking at how they build other 

services into their dashboard as well, so you will have connected cars, such as 

Audi and Vauxhall are already doing this on their newer models. Ford have SDL 

serial data link in their cars as well. That is open source, so other manufacturers 

can start using it. A lot of car companies are looking now at how they can get IP 

services into the dashboard. So, the thing that broadcasters need to understand, 

and they get it in the UK, is that actually radio needs to compete against other 

services. Radio broadcasters can compete on content. So if they are providing a 

jazz service, country music service, a news service, a sports service, and so on, 

compete on content, that is fine, but join together as a radio industry to make 

sure radio is strong in their area on whichever platforms that happens to be, so 

that there is still something that really attracts listeners against all the other 

entertainment services that are now competing in the home and in the car, 
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which has predominantly been a radio territory up until now, though it will not 

necessarily continue to be in the future, so it is the radio industry’s job to start 

protecting those places that are usually always taken for granted.  

 

It is interesting comparing the UK with a country such as France where there is 

very little DAB. One of the reasons for this, and you see this in other European 

countries as well, is that the public services broadcasters have tried to push 

DAB as a new technology. The commercial broadcasters are incredibly 

suspicious of DAB because the big radio groups have always had the FM band 

to themselves. They have monopolised it. They own all of the stations, they 

have all of the power on the transmitters, there is very little competition for the 

big radio groups in many European countries so the last thing they wanted was 

IP and DAB to provide spectrum for new services that might compete with them. 

There has been ‘turf wars’ in some countries, where there have been some real 

serious fights over this where commercial radio has tried to kill off DAB, while 

the public service broadcasters have tried to introduce it. The fact that it has 

never really got into IP broadcasting either as they are trying to get away from 

that as well. The commercial broadcasters love the fact that they own the FM 

spectrum and they know the listeners, so they do not want competition and so 

this is a real issue for digital growth in some European countries, not all by any 

means, but in some countries. By coercion, this situation has not happened here 

in the UK, but there has not been the same kind of ‘arm twisting’ in other 

countries to try and get the digital platforms out there. Probably from my mind, 

these commercial stations need to do is see these digital platforms as an 

opportunity to launch new services to win new listeners. For example, the 

Capital XTRA type services, the eighties and nineties services that Absolute do, 

digital radio was an opportunity for groups to keep hold of their listenership and 

make the most of it, not just sort of sit on their laurels with what they have got 

because, look at the newspaper industry who suddenly found what it was like to 

have to fight the Internet and has not really survived it, well radio has got to be 

really careful as well that it does not sit back on its laurels and just let external 

organisations ‘railroad’ past them because Spotify have got an awful lot of 

money out there to promote their audio services. Apple have got a lot of money 

to promote their music services as well. There are plenty of organisations out 

there ready to provide entertainment services and take listeners away from 

radio. 

 

The ‘purists’ will always say ‘it is outrageous that music radio stations are 

allowed to broadcast in mono on DAB at 64 kilobits per second, where it sounds 

atrocious’. If you go back to the ‘early days’ of commercial radio, the original 

constraints on commercial radio in the seventies was that broadcasters had to 

build studios that were BBC quality so that everything was absolutely superb, 

and the listener was left wanting for nothing. Now actually that was a financial 

killer as it nearly finished a lot of commercial radio stations off. So the other way 

of looking at it, and this is why the authorities relieved the regulations to a 

degree and took off some of the constraints on stations, was that they would 

leave it to the markets to decide how much broadcasters spent on broadcast 

audio quality and if the audience does not like it, because they think the station 
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sounds awful, they will not listen. So that was up to each radio station to make 

that choice as to where they believed the ‘tipping point’ was between lower 

audio quality and losing listeners. To be honest, I think that is a sensible 

compromise. If a station’s audio quality sounds awful, people will not listen. 

Therefore, broadcaster will have to increase the audio quality to make it better. 

My impression is that people would rather have the extra services; they maybe 

in mono and may have a ‘scratchy’ sounding quality, than not have them at all, 

because if listeners decide not to listen, it is only the same as not having it at all 

so the listener has not lost out. So, I kind of think that is probably how it goes, 

but authorities left it to broadcasters and if people choose not to listen because it 

is rubbish then people choose not to listen. I think the authorities will continue to 

let the market and broadcasters decide on audio quality.  

 

It was well into the 2000s that broadcasters such as BBC Radio 5 Live started to 

push their digital platforms because before then, digital radio receivers were 

unavailable, so it was irrelevant to listeners. Audiences listening on an analogue 

platform usually lose some of their services at night as it would fade in and out. 

Look at a lot of the Gold services, that commercial radio were running purely on 

AM. It was the same with the Asian services that most of those services end up 

on AM and people are more than happy to listen to it because they cannot get it 

anywhere else. Therefore, it is better to have it in some form than not have it at 

all and that is how people look at it. To be honest, listeners get used to it. If you 

are listening to an AM service, you get used to it and you are aware of what the 

quality is going to be like, it is a bit annoying, but you put up with it. For anybody 

who is of a certain age who will remember Radio Luxembourg in the seventies 

and early eighties, which was an AM service broadcast from a transmitter in 

Luxembourg, which UK listeners could only receive at night, when the conditions 

made it acceptable. You were very used to the fact that it would fade in and out, 

but at night time nobody else in the UK was providing a pop service. So, if you 

wanted to hear pop music, it was Radio Luxembourg or nothing, so people by 

their millions would listen to it. It was an incredibly popular service even though 

half of the time you could not always hear it. 

 

In my job as, General Manager of Radioplayer Worldwide, we sit in the next 

office pretty well to World DAB and we have a lot of dealings with World DAB 

because as a digital audio or radio industry it makes sense for people to work 

together and stick together. I have followed the progress of DAB in this country 

since it started, and it is great to see how it has enhanced and how it pretty well 

has got a massive foothold here now. So, it is great to see how DAB has got a 

foothold here now and it is a service of choice and it gives extra choice, so that 

is exciting as well. I think from a listener perspective, you have a lot of extra 

choice now than you had just a few years ago. In London, for instance, there are 

probably around seventy or eighty radio stations on DAB, compared to how 

many on FM and AM. If you go back to the eighties when people used to get 

very excited about all of those radio stations in New York, where they used to 

cram them into the dial, why did we not have that here. In the mid to late 

eighties, there were two commercial radio stations in London. There was Capital 

and there was LBC and that was it. Whereas New York was brimming with 
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them, and well now London is brimming with radio stations as well, as it much of 

the country, because DAB has opened up this opportunity for stations to 

broadcast at a cheap cost in many different markets. It really has opened up a 

wealth of new material for listeners and it is a great thing.  

 

DAB and IP go hand-in-hand as digital technologies in many ways because car 

radios have multiple tuners; they have DAB tuners, they have the ability to 

stream via Bluetooth or via their own systems, they have FM and AM radios. 

There are systems such as radio DMS, which allows smart switching between 

all of those different services so radio DMS technology for instance will sort FM, 

DAB and the streaming details so as you drive in and out of different signal 

strength areas on different platforms, your car radio will automatically retune 

between platforms. Radioplayer launched an app called Radioplayer Car, which 

was the first ever device in the world that did that as well, which you could 

retrofit into your vehicle, so your radio intelligently switches through data that 

Radioplayer are supplying between the FM, DAB and streamed services. If you 

drove out of a DAB area, you could go to FM auto stream, if you drove out of the 

coverage area the stream would keep you going. For example, BBC Three 

Counties Radio is not restricted to the three counties as you could hear it in 

Scotland and you could hear it on the entire journey to Scotland if you wish 

because your radio would switch to the streams. So, all of these technologies go 

hand-in-hand really. It is all about making sure again that the radio listener is 

well served so they do not have an excuse to give up radio for one of the other 

services or one of the other massive amounts of entertainment services that are 

out there trying to steal the radio listeners these days. The radio industry needs 

to fight to keep those listeners now, more than ever before because there is 

fantastic content on the radio. There is an awful lot of good stuff out there and 

people love it. Radioplayer conducted a survey that said, ‘if you could only have 

one audio device in your car, what would it be?’ About seventy per cent of 

people said ‘the radio’ and the CD player was down at about ten per cent, music 

streaming was at one per cent so that is how it is now, but it is going to be a fight 

for radio to maintain that as more and more streaming services come along and 

people are offered different services with a non-radio. Radio has got to keep on 

its guard to make sure that it maintains its place in the dashboard and in those 

smart speakers. I was talking to a radio presenter and he said he does not 

actually own a single radio in his house. He says he has got lots of devices that 

he can hear the radio on, but none of those are radio sets, and that is the way it 

is going to go in the future. You will hear your radio services delivered by your 

Alexa or via your television or by your phone or whatever it happens to be. You 

do not necessarily have to rely on the good old-fashioned radio to deliver it. 

Therefore, DAB and streaming will go hand-in-hand in the future as people 

move towards new technology.  

 

The great thing that streaming allows is the opportunity for catch-up services. 

One thing that television has taught us is that nobody these days is interested 

particularly in a linear schedule. So, people want to consume content when it is 

suits them and not when the broadcasters tell them. People will either record 

programmes on services such as Sky Plus or they will watch it on the iPlayer 
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when it is convenient for them, not when it is convenient for the broadcaster. 

This is also happening in radio as well. The rise of on-demand content is 

happening very quickly. People are starting to turn to on-demand now and listen 

to content when it suits them and that will continue to grow. That is going to be a 

significant factor in the future as well. It will be on-demand and podcasts as 

people what to listen to content when they want to listen to it, not when it is 

convenient for the broadcasters to transmit it. 

 

Radio is a highly valued service. Radio does not usually cater for the elderly 

community anymore, as it does not seem so fashionable, so the fact that Angel 

Radio is, is brilliant. This is what I read about radio competing on content to 

make sure that it holds onto listeners. There are a lot of radio stations such as 

Angel Radio for instance that may not be attractive to some of the non-radio 

broadcasters to provide, but it is important that radio does keep providing these 

sort of services. Some of the news and talk services, you get out there, you 

might not get from other places or they may take a particular viewpoint in that 

they are provided by non-broadcasters, so it is important for broadcasters to 

retain their place in the market and keep their foothold there, otherwise the 

listener is really going to lose out on what they have got at the moment, so it is a 

case of use it or lose it. Some countries, such as Australia, have skipped the 

DAB part and gone straight to DAB+ and are using the latest technology. 

Though who is to say DAB++ will not turn up in ten or so years. It is likely that 

coding will improve and be more efficient.  

 

The small-scale DAB services have been a fantastic achievement. For a few 

thousand pounds, you can have dozens of stations out there. I think the 

Manchester small-scale DAB multiplex suffers from poor coverage in some 

parts, which is not so good. However, additional transmitters may improve the 

coverage, and I am sure they will eventually get that sorted. They have made 

great strides in their DAB+ services and the sort of things that they have been 

able to provide. 

 

RTÉ (Raidió Teilifís Éireann) are now looking at the possibilities of DAB to bring 

their services to the UK so they can close down their long wave transmitter. So, 

DAB gives them and their audience a platform for what is a much-regarded 

service in this country as there is a gaping Irish diaspora here, who still want to 

hear their radio services from home and why not. I am surprised that French 

radio has not survived in London, which has got the third biggest French 

population outside of Paris. Maybe it was not well promoted. Polish radio has 

survived here but you would not get that without DAB. 

 

DAB is not far off of the ninety-seven per cent national coverage. The coverage 

problem is more acute in the home environment rather than in the car. I think the 

DAB car coverage is pretty spot on and it is pretty good. Hybrid radio is available 

in most new cars. So most new cars will automatically switch between FM and 

DAB without the drivers or passengers noticing. So, coverage is becoming less 

of a problem. I was in Scotland for the 2014 Scottish Referendum and even 

then, the coverage in the Highlands was pretty good on the main roads. We are 
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very lucky in London and the southeast where coverage is pretty good. Once 

you move further away, in home listening is more difficult but it was never that 

good on FM. You would always hear stories about people having to move their 

radio on to a window ledge or a different place to get a decent FM signal. I am 

not sure that DAB is much different to that to be quite honest. FM was never 

perfect. Listeners were told to get a roof aerial. DAB is not perfect, but I am not 

sure whether FM was that much better really. However, DAB has improved and 

will continue to make improvements and that is where this rollout of hundreds of 

transmitters to fill the gaps has happened over the last few years. The BBC has 

had its ‘arm twisted’ to provide these new transmitters. It has happened, and it is 

happening so the gaps in coverage are being filled because, from a 

broadcaster’s point of view, it makes economic sense to turn off FM as quickly 

as they can. Why pay to simulcast a service on very powerful and very 

expensive transmitters if you have equal DAB coverage for a much lesser cost.  

 

We have done similar things in the past. The radio industry and listeners did the 

AM switch off and there was a big fuss about it at the time that people did not 

want to lose Radio 2 on AM, on 909 and 693, they did not want to move to FM 

because they thought the coverage and audibility would not be as good as AM. 

These were similar concerns that were applied to DAB and FM. Most of this was 

during the late eighties, but we are not in a very different place to be quite 

honest. We have done it before. People will moan about the change because 

they like what they are used to, but they will soon get used to the new way of 

doing it. It is very easy. With Radio 2 for instance, the BBC started moving bit of 

the programmes, so for instance, they would move the sports programmes only 

onto AM, while normal programmes would continue on FM because Radio 5, 

which was a sports service, was going to move onto AM. They would start losing 

particular programmes off of AM to FM only to encourage listeners to move 

across. They were putting announcements on their AM services to alert listeners 

that they were ceasing broadcasting on AM and to retune to FM. Similar applied 

to television, when 405 and 625-line analogue transmissions. It happens, not 

very often, but it does happen. People move, they get used to it and it usually is 

fine. Then people usually find without about a year they have forgotten that they 

ever had an FM service. It will not be a problem if the radio industry and 

listeners ever decide to switch from analogue to digital and Norway has found 

this. You get the odd bit of moaning but actually this time next year it will all be a 

distance memory.” 

 

1.16. Matt Deegan 

 

Co-founder and Creative Director of new media and radio consultancy at Folder 

Media, MuxCo DAB multiplex representative, Founder and Station Manager of 

Fun Kids, Co-founder of the Next Radio conference 

 

Date recorded: 14th June 2017 
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“We manage ten local commercial multiplexes and we broadcast Fun Kids 

nationally on the Sound Digital multiplex. 

 

If you go back to the first principals of why does DAB exist in the UK, 

fundamentally was because the spectrum allocation between the BBC and 

commercial radio was unbalanced, even up to the late 1990s, the BBC had four 

national FM networks, two national pop networks the local radio stations 

generally had all of the best frequencies. There was gradual releasing of more 

frequencies by the Radio Authority, but the only national commercial FM 

network was a classic music network, there were also some small regional 

licences, that filled in the gaps, but there was nothing in the same scale that 

commercial radio could compete with, against the BBC. Therefore, in the 1990s 

as DAB was being developed particularly at GWR, Ralph Bernard saw an 

opportunity to level the playing field and be able to have real competition with 

the BBC, so the national BBC services would be carried on the national BBC 

multiplex and there would be a national commercial multiplex, which would be 

similar in coverage with a similar amount of capacity, which means there would 

be an equal playing field and at the same time, local multiplexes, that sort of 

replicated the local BBC TSAs (total survey areas) but again, there would be 

around eight or nine commercial radio stations to one BBC radio station. That 

was effectively ‘the dream’ of how DAB would be envisaged. Clearly that 

process has taken longer than those pioneers originally anticipated. If you look 

at what we have got now, we have sort of got there, so we have got two national 

commercial multiplexes, local multiplexes in most counties, major cities and 

towns and then there is the rise of small-scale DAB. What DAB has also meant 

is that new entrants can come into the commercial radio sector. So, in previous 

years, during the 1990s there were around six or seven major large-scale radio 

groups. Anyone can obtain a licence to broadcast, can build a business and can 

come into the market. The radio industry has reached a point where there is 

nearly fifty per cent digital share, which is in quite a strong position to build 

listeners. If you were going to launch a local radio station today, then on 

combined digital platforms, it would be likely be much bigger than previous 

analogue opportunities and DAB can really give a radio station ‘scale’ to be able 

to grow and develop. 

 

The radio industry introduced a new consumer broadcast technology, in the form 

of DAB. The radio industry has had to rollout hardware to upwards of 50 million 

people, the industry has had to build a station content and transmission network, 

that can reach the majority of the population. It is therefore no great surprise that 

DAB has taken a decent amount of time to launch this technology. If you look at 

other radio technologies, for example, online listening via the Internet, actually 

Internet radio kind of started at roughly the same time as DAB, during the early 

1990s and the current share of Internet radio in 2017 is approximately eight to 

nine per cent. However, DAB radio share in 2017 is upwards of thirty per cent. 

The radio industry has rolled out something that is now available in twenty 

million radio receivers and over eighty per cent of all new cars, so I think this 

technology like many others take time. The volume of radio receivers massively 

outweighs the number of handheld computer tablet devices and voice activated 
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smart connected speakers and other consumer technology. I think the radio 

industry was slightly naive to start with that we thought we could make such a 

big change to the market, also at a time when the DAB content was not 

amazingly good. There was also the situation where the content on traditional 

FM radio was pretty good. Just because digital radio exists, does not make BBC 

Radio 4 any less popular. Radio 4 continues to be a popular radio station, as 

with Capital FM, Key 103 and others. So, the growth and migration from 

analogue to DAB radio has been about one device rollout, but it is also about 

content rollout and listeners’ desire for more choice. During the 1990s and into 

the turn of the century, consumers were gradually starting to see broadband 

Internet, multichannel television, Sky Digital and Freeview. We are lucky in radio 

that as that demand from consumers for more entertainment, choices happened 

with more diversity of content, then the radio industry was increasing the amount 

of radio stations consumers could listen to. For example, there are 

approximately around eighty radio stations on DAB. In major towns and cities, 

such a Bournemouth, listeners can expect to receive around fifty to sixty radio 

stations on DAB. The radio industry has been lucky as consumers’ tastes have 

gradually changed and digital radio growth and investment has happened, as 

the radio industry has responded by delivering a better radio product to people. 

 

Radio has been incredibly resilient in the UK and I would suggest that is partly 

because of the growth and development of digital radio. 

 

DAB has been an amazing consumer success. For example, Fun Kids radio has 

been broadcasting on national DAB for a year and in those 12 months, two 

million digital radios were fitted as standard in all new cars and rolled off the 

production line. Now I am not sure what other consumer technology exists 

where you could take an entertainment product to that many people. I could not 

get two million versions of the Fun Kids app installed on people’s smartphones. 

The radio industry is a relatively small industry that has managed to launch 

consumer technology that twenty million people listen to and use every week.  

 

DAB has been a huge success. DAB listening is currently approximately twenty-

five per cent for in car listening. I believe over the forthcoming three years that 

will increase to approximately fifty to sixty per cent for in car listening. DAB is the 

dominant listening platform in homes, so it is over fifty per cent of all listening to 

the radio in home is via DAB, at workplace listening is generally in-between the 

two. I think DAB is pretty successful. The radio industry is trying to replace 

analogue to digital radio and the industry has replaced a lot of analogue radio 

consumption. 

 

I would say 2004 was probably the time when there were consumer digital 

radios from the sense that there were a decent number of receivers on sale from 

£100. I remember a time when the Evoke One was the first DAB radio that was 

around twelve to thirteen years ago.  

 

Multiplatform radio consumption, such as digital television, Internet radio and 

DAB, we have all of those platforms. Digital television had a good start 
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especially as Freeview was replacing analogue television and again we come 

back to the Internet radio argument. I like to listen to the radio on the Internet 

and via smartphone apps but there is not a single radio station in the UK that 

has Internet as its main distribution platform that is a business. Globally Internet 

radio, Beats One is currently the biggest Internet radio station, but it is vastly 

small in the grand scheme of things. What you have on DAB is quite a lot of 

existing operators, whether that is Bauer or Global making quite a lot of money 

out of their digital radio stations or new entrance such as Fun Kids, Jazz FM or 

other services that are running as businesses and paying members of staff and 

creating high quality content. If you look at the radio market, the only platform 

that is driving any business objectives and scale of listening is DAB. 

 

I think the small-scale multiplexes are excellent as they offer a great opportunity 

for smaller radio services to broadcast. From the research we have conducted 

the small-scale multiplexes are more akin to community radio station coverage 

than they are to traditional radio station coverage. I think it is great that there is 

the opportunity to be on the small-scale multiplexes, I think we need to be 

slightly careful because I do not believe the small-scale DAB gives an amazing 

consumer experience because their coverage is small and average listeners do 

not necessarily understand why the certain radio stations sound different or why 

their signal does not reach as far. Therefore, there is a slight concern that if the 

small-scale multiplexes are poorly instigated then they may make DAB appear 

less robust and reliable, especially as we have invested a lot of time and money 

reinforcing the commercial radio networks coverage to make them reliable and 

robust.  

 

I think small-scale DAB is a great opportunity. I think from a sector perspective, 

a few years ago, if you look at the people who were negative and sceptical 

about digital radio, most of those people were from organisations that could not 

get on a DAB multiplex. Their negativity was because they were unable to 

access the platform. If you look at those same people now, and they are very 

happy because they can broadcast on DAB. If somebody finds a new radio 

station that they like that increases the amount of consumption, makes them be 

more connected to the medium, then I think it is great news.  

 

The passing of the Broadcasting (Radio Multiplex Services) Act 2017 will allow 

Ofcom to advertise more small-scale and local DAB multiplexes that operators 

can apply for and should they be successfully awarded the multiplex licence, it 

means that more radio stations can get onto local DAB and listeners get more 

choice. What we usually find is that there is a difference between the kinds of 

people that go on the small-scale and the commercial radio multiplexes. It is 

cheaper to be on a small-scale multiplex but the knock-on of that is that the 

services that are carried will cover a smaller geographical area. However, if your 

radio picks the DAB services up then that is good news. I do not believe that the 

small-scale multiplexes will necessarily be the places to build commercial radio 

businesses, but I think it is a great opportunity for community groups and non-

profit organisations to get onto DAB and it increases the access for listeners and 

consumers. 
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DAB is still growing in popularity. DAB is the fastest growing listening platform, 

which means DAB is growing faster than Internet and television radio listening. 

During 2018, listening on a digital platform is likely to reach fifty per cent, which 

means that fifty per cent of all listening will be digital. We are likely to see that 

percentage increase as people have more digital radio devices, such as in their 

cars, or having additional digital radio devices in the home. Currently the 

listening share is approximately equally spread across analogue and digital 

radio platforms. However, this is gradually changing as consumers eventually 

replace their analogue radio receivers with digital radio devices. The percentage 

of digital radio listening is going to continue to increase. There will inevitably be 

a small percentage of listeners that will remain on analogue until that radio 

spectrum gets switched off. I think we will see a phased analogue switch off 

starting in 2023. Most national commercial and BBC FM radio stations will cease 

broadcasting on analogue platforms. Local radio will also have a phased FM 

switch off. 

 

We are seeing more multiplex operators and broadcasters feeling comfortable 

launching DAB+ services. The reason they are launching DAB+ services is that 

these use less capacity and therefore it is cheaper for them to get on DAB. 

There is a bit of trade off at present, where the percentage of active DAB+ radio 

receivers is still a bit of a ‘question mark’ at the moment. My feeling is that it is 

nearly fifty-fifty. If you launch a DAB+ service it means it will be cheaper for you 

to get on-air, but half of the DAB radio audiences cannot receive the DAB+ 

service, so that is a challenge. The other aspect we are seeing develop is the 

continued growth in choice. Depending on how you count it, there is on the 

verge of one hundred radio stations on DAB in London. There is so much great 

content and choice, which is why radio is an incredibly strong platform. Without 

DAB, BBC Radio 6 Music and BBC 1Xtra would not exist nor would Planet 

Rock. None of these stations, as with many others would not have been able to 

fund themselves on the audiences that Internet radio delivers.  

 

The most cost-effective way of broadcasting to the largest number of people is 

broadcast radio. If you do not have an FM licence, then a digital radio licence is 

the easier way to reach the largest number of people. For example, Fun Kids 

has an amazing smartphone application, with a huge amount of audio and video 

content, Fun Kids targets six to twelve-year olds who are a digitally native group 

of people who are incredibly comfortable with IP (Internet Protocol) and 

consuming content in that form. Fun Kids is lucky as we do not have much 

competition. We could not run Fun Kids on the audiences that listen to our 

service and access our content online. We do not discourage IP, as we want as 

many listeners as possible, but we could not afford to pay for the content on that 

service based on the online audience figures. IP (Internet Protocol) consumption 

is high. Internet usage with broadband and mobile penetration is high. The 

volume of consumption is small on those platforms. It shows growth, but it is 

smaller growth compared to DAB. As a broadcaster I want to grow my business 

and the only way I do that is by reaching consumers. I can choose to spend 

money on lots of different platforms and there is a return on each of those. 
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There is no radio station in the country that is a going concern commercial 

business that is driven by IP (Internet Protocol) listening. There are a handful of 

radio stations across Europe that operates in that way. The ones that are 

successful, such as DI.FM (Digitally Imported) and that is run by two guys and 

they have a team of volunteers who help schedule one hundred radio stations 

that are all ‘jukeboxes’. They employ no people and they generate no unique 

radio content. That is the difference. The danger for markets that do not have a 

broadcast technology is that they will see radio decline. The other non-radio 

products, such as Spotify and Pandora or podcasting are more competitive for 

Internet radio consumption than it is for broadcast consumption. That is usually 

because of places that people consume radio. If you look at Spotify, its main 

competition is own music. That is what it competes with. The Venn diagram 

crosses over. The challenges for radio for all platforms is that there are a lot 

more interesting things to do on a lot more devices than there were ten to twenty 

years ago. The battle is for consumers’ time. Radio is incredibly lucky, until the 

late 1990s that if consumers wanted free music, the only place you could get it 

was on the radio. Now clearly that is not the case anymore. Audiences are not 

stopping listening to the radio; they are just listening to less of it. Radio needs to 

work hard to ensure that it keeps creating new and interesting products for new 

and young audiences. Fundamentally the content that audiences are consuming 

on phones is YouTube, Spotify and social media and other aspects are taking 

their time. I do not think that is a particular failure of any radio product, that is 

just the nature of the world and society shifting and changing. It is similar among 

younger audiences as they do not consume as much broadcast television 

compared to previous generations because the nature of their lifestyle and the 

devices that they have available to them, means that they consume more on-

demand television.  

 

The vast majority of our audio consumption is from DAB. Our big growth in the 

last twelve months has been taking Fun Kids nationwide on DAB. The majority 

of listeners have entered through in car listening and that is because families 

usually have newer cars and newer cars usually have digital radio as standard. 

That environment seems to suit Fun Kids very well. A lot of people stumble upon 

us or discover us in the car, as there are a very limited number of radio stations 

for children as we are currently the only radio station in the UK for children. You 

know what it is going to deliver when you see the name ‘Fun Kids’ and that 

introduces a lot of people to the brand. Simultaneously we run a successful 

selection of YouTube channels that average over two million views per month. A 

lot of that consumption comes from Internet searches and word of mouth. When 

our audience watch those videos, they will learn about Fun Kids, they might visit 

the website, they might listen to the radio station, they might find Fun Kids online 

or via a digital radio. Therefore, Fun Kids is a multiplatform children’s brand that 

is on every platform where children spend time, and our challenge is to get 

children to spend more time with our brand. We are very lucky that we have this 

broadcast radio station that sits in the middle of it. Other children’s brands such 

as Angry Birds, Disney and Nickelodeon do not have a radio channel and we 

can own that space and its position in marketing the rest of what we do is 

significant. An average audience of a quarter of a million children listen to Fun 
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Kids each week and that is a platform for us to promote our other Fun Kids 

platforms, such as the YouTube channels and our websites. Modern and 

successful media businesses do not stick to one platform on one thing. One of 

the challenges for some radio groups and stations is that they are not 

comfortable in a multiplatform environment as they built their business on being 

an FM radio station where there was very little competition. There are not many 

FM only radio stations around anymore. FM is gradually declining in 

consumption as digital platforms grow.  

 

Fun Kids has always been in London on local DAB since it launched ten years 

ago. A new national multiplex launched in 2016 and there was the opportunity to 

go on it. The cost of broadcasting, which is calculated by the amount of multiplex 

capacity a service uses and paying for 80 kilobits or more on the second 

national multiplex, D2, would have been uneconomic for the radio station. It is 

quite expensive to be nationwide. To be on DAB+ is cheaper and so we 

measured that view; so, DAB+ reaches approximately fifty per cent of DAB radio 

receivers. However, the percentage of compatible DAB receivers that can 

receive DAB+ is growing. For example, all in car digital radio is DAB+ 

compatible. The cost for us to be on 32 kilobits per second is much less than 

half of what it would be compared to being on regular DAB, therefore the 

economics were much better, so that is why we decided on DAB+. We own the 

Hereford and Worcester and Suffolk multiplexes, so it is relatively easy for us to 

add new radio stations to them. Our national DAB+ coverage does not cover 

those areas, where we own the Hereford and Worcester and Suffolk multiplexes, 

so we have a choice of simulcasting either the DAB+ version or simulcasting the 

DAB 80 kilobits per second version. Our aim is to reach the most amount of 

people in the most economical way and as the price was pretty much the same 

to simulcast our services, of course I would simulcast the 80 kilobit DAB version 

because that would reach more listeners. The reason why we chose not to 

broadcast Fun Kids on the regional multiplexes that we own is that currently 

DAB+ would approximately half our audience as only around half of DAB 

receivers are able to receive DAB+. 

 

Fun Kids has always been on the London multiplex since the station’s launch. 

We have a long-term contract to be on the London multiplex, therefore Fun Kids 

remains on that multiplex. At some point, Fun Kids will come off of the London 

multiplex because the national multiplex coverage would be more effective. If we 

made that change tomorrow then I would get a load of calls from listeners asking 

why they cannot receive Fun Kids anymore, because they have an older and 

incompatible DAB radio receiver that cannot receive DAB+ services. London is a 

strong market for us, which is why Fun Kids is on DAB and not DAB+. 

 

Pretty much no listeners ever contact us about audio quality. Most people do not 

notice whether Fun Kids is in stereo or not and it is very low down for people 

and what is important in their lives. Being audible to more people in DAB verses 

notionally better sound quality in DAB+ is an absolute no-brainer, given the 

choice, I would choose regular DAB at 80 kilobits per second in mono every 

time, and that is because currently there are more people who can receive DAB 
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compared to DAB+. We operate a business and we want to reach as many 

people, listeners and consumers as possible. We want to grow our audience 

and reach as many people as possible. Why would I want to reduce my 

audience by going onto DAB+ to please a few ‘anoraks’ as they would be 

slightly happier that the perceived audio quality would be better. 

 

We cannot afford for Fun Kids to broadcast on DAB on the national multiplex. 

However, the cost for Fun Kids to be on the national multiplex on DAB+ given 

the number of people that we reach for the money that we pay, is worthwhile. 

On a smaller, local multiplex, particular on the small-scale localised multiplexes, 

I think a lot of the stations that broadcast on DAB+ are mad because those 

multiplexes already cover a small geographical area and so halving the 

audience, coupled with the cost of already being on those multiplexes, is very 

small. It a few hundred pounds difference between DAB and DAB+ and that is 

very much a false saving for broadcasters on that level. It is a very much of a 

real saving on a national level.  

 

MuxCo is a very simple business. We are a landlord, we own the licences and 

we rent out space to other people. Similar to that you own a house, you rent out 

your rooms and the first few rooms pay your mortgage and then the next few 

rooms give you a profit. Like all multiplexes, some of the MuxCo multiplexes are 

easier than others, because there is more demand in some areas than other 

areas. The business makes more money the more broadcast service providers 

that we put on our multiplexes. We are probably one of the most dynamic of the 

multiplex operators; we probably have the most new stations on the multiplex 

and I think we are the most flexible of landlords for new entrance and as a 

broadly digital business, we think it is good to get broadcasters on. The more 

service channels we have on the multiplex, the better digital radio is, and again, 

hopefully that is a virtuous circle, which brings more broadcasters to be on the 

multiplexes. 

 

There are big radio groups who used to make a huge amount of money over the 

years, but now are starting to make reasonably good returns. Bauer, see 

themselves pretty much as a digital radio business. If you look at digital radio 

consumption, they are bigger than Global, who are their main competitor, 

whereas in an analogue world, Global are bigger, so they see very much the 

opportunities of digital radio, that is likely to make them the number one radio 

group. We see new entrances, such as Fun Kids that are building quality 

businesses, we see other new entrances who are growing, and digital radio has 

provided an opportunity to get on-air, that they would never have had before. All 

of these DAB stations, if you are an IP only consumer, then you should be very 

positive towards DAB because without DAB most of those stations would not 

exist. In the future, who knows what consumption will be. Even if everyone 

suddenly got a smart voice activated speaker in every room of their house, and 

4G worked in cars and if that happened tomorrow and the entire sector switched 

over to being IP driven, what would be the stations those people would listen to, 

they are likely to be the ones with broadcast heritage as they are the ones that 

have built up an audience and have built up that connection with listeners. 
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Whatever that transition is, where we are at the moment, is that what digital 

radio has done is that it has reinforced the sector. It has brought a lot of high 

quality services into the market. It has delivered a great user experience for 

radio that is why the RAJAR radio hours are so good and it has put the sector in 

a really strong position for whatever comes next. I think DAB will be the primary 

platform for at least ten years, I would not want to speculate beyond that, but 

DAB is the technology that has pretty much become the ‘scaffolding’ that 

supports the radio sector. 

 

DAB+ is happening now. Do we need BBC Radio 4 to transfer from DAB to 

DAB+? Not really, it does not really matter, as all DAB+ radio receivers can pick 

DAB services up anyway. DAB+ is more efficient in audio quality meaning that 

multiplex operators can fit more services onto their multiplex. There is little point 

for existing DAB stations to make the transition to DAB+. However, I think we 

are likely to see new entrance broadcasters, as we have done with Fun Kids on 

the national multiplex, launching on DAB+. There is still quite a bit of listening on 

AM (amplitude modulation) radio, and that started in the 1920s. We always 

underestimate the speed of change with some technologies. 

 

I think we will see more stations fully transitioning and migrating from analogue 

to digital over the forthcoming years. When I talk to broadcasters who are on AM 

(amplitude modulation) radio, they are mainly on AM because they have long 

term transmission contracts. They are unlikely to lose a significant amount of 

listeners by ceasing to broadcast their services on AM. We see some 

broadcasters, for example, Kiss, where they are in FM in three regions of the 

country and on DAB everywhere else, actually their FM share is relatively small, 

so their money comes from total hours. The scale of their business is such that 

FM plays a smaller role. However, a local radio stations, such as Key 103, FM is 

still a larger platform, because of the nature and model of most local radio 

stations. Technology, consumers and listeners continue to evolve. RAJAR 

research data shows us that consumers who have a DAB or DAB+ radio have 

transitioned themselves off of the analogue platforms because they can receive 

most of their stations that they listen to in various locations, where most listeners 

live or work. One or two stations may have fallen by the wayside because they 

are unavailable on a digital platform, but the consumer is not really that bothered 

because they have got approximately 85 per cent of their other stations 

available on DAB and DAB+. However, it is important for stations to be on the 

most popular platforms that the majority of listeners continue to access. That is 

going to remain, with what the station concentrates and focus on in terms of the 

platform penetration and direction of travel. 

 

All of the research evidence points to more choice and people want a greater 

choice of radio services. Audiences are becoming used to a greater range of 

services becoming available on digital platforms and now this increased range of 

services is becoming expectant. In an ideal world, we would broadcast every 

radio station at 256 kilobits per second in stereo, but we do not have the 

capacity, so we have to make a decision from a business and consumer 

perspective. We talk to consumers about what they would want, and would they 
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want for example, Capital Radio in high quality or would they prefer two Capital 

Radio spin-off stations? Consumers are likely to go for choice. The good thing 

about DAB+ is that we will be able to potentially have slightly better perceived 

audio quality. It is not a fundamental driver, but it is a nice thing to have and the 

transition to DAB+ will enable that, where some of the bitrates on some of the 

radio stations are a little bit lower than in an ideal world. Fundamentally though, 

the people who complain about audio quality almost entirely unhappy on Digital 

Spy and regular consumers and average listeners do not really notice audio 

quality. A lot of listeners listen on single speaker radios. For those of us who do 

want a high audio quality experience, pretty much every radio stations in the UK 

provides a high-quality Internet radio option that people can chose to listen to, if 

that is really important to them, as they can get a device that allows them to 

receive higher audio quality. Therefore, audio quality is not an issue. 

 

The biggest commercial digital only radio stations in the UK are Kisstory and 

Absolute 80s and they are both in 80 kilobits per second in mono in DAB. If you 

talk to the bosses of those radio stations, of course they would like their station 

to be in stereo but are they happy to be nationwide with their new radio services 

reaching over 1.6 million people, in 80 kilobits per second in mono, absolutely. 

We can probably put these stations on at 64 kilobits per second in mono, rather 

than at 80 kilobits per second in mono to reduce transmission costs, but the 

argument to remain at 80 kilobits per second in mono, is that it provides a really 

good level of sound quality for the price and we believe it is worth it, compared 

to 64 kilobits per second in mono. There are similarities on DAB+, we can 

probably get away with 24 kilobits per second and 32 kilobits per second is 

reasonably good. However, I would not see the need to broadcast at 48 kilobits 

per second in DAB+, those are the decisions that we make. 

 

Where we are now, the ‘National 1’ and the BBC multiplexes are reasonably 

close to what FM is. Kiss FM is better on digital than it is on digital. Our local 

multiplexes cover up to 90 per cent and in some of our areas, the DAB coverage 

is much better that the equivalent FM coverage for some radio stations. If you 

have a BBC Local Radio station, which maybe broadcasting on seven FM 

frequencies, their coverage maybe reasonably good in that marketplace, but 

come digital radio switchover, there will probably be more transmitters to 

increase the percentage points. However, if you drive around now, if you have a 

built-in car DAB radio receiver, coverage is reasonably reliable and equivalent to 

FM in most areas. DAB coverage is no longer in a position three or four years 

ago. The ‘National 2’ multiplex covers approximately 75 per cent of the country. 

Not all of the Freeview services cover the whole of the country. The public 

service broadcaster multiplexes, BBC and ITV multiplexes, cover 99 per cent, 

but the remaining television multiplexes cover up to 90 per cent, which has 

always been the case. It is unfortunate for example, that someone in the Welsh 

valleys is unable to receive over one hundred DAB radio stations compared to 

someone living in London. However, the person living in the Welsh valley also 

realises that their mobile phone, television and FM (frequency modulation) radio 

reception is also not particularly great. I think we have made significant progress 

with DAB coverage. I think coverage is pretty good and the view on all DAB 
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coverage is not very good, comes from historic views or early adopters, whereas 

if you purchase a modern DAB radio receiver, they are usually much more 

sensitive compared to the first couple of generations. We spent a fortune 

installing additional MuxCo transmitters over the past eighteen months to 

increase our multiplex coverage to approximately 90 per cent. The final proof of 

the coverage process will be when the majority of listening occurs on a digital 

platform, which the money that we all save from ceasing to broadcast on an 

analogue platform means that we can start to increase our multiplex coverage 

into some of the marginal DAB places.  

 

Classic FM’s coverage on DAB is greater compared to FM. Different stations 

have different coverage levels. BBC Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4 have different 

coverage levels on FM. Our multiplex in Hereford and Gloucestershire, covers 

BBC Radio Gloucestershire and has far greater DAB coverage compared FM in 

that market. The majority of that total survey area (TSA) is covered by an AM 

(amplitude modulation) transmitter and DAB entirely replicates the coverage 

area of FM and AM, so there is much more efficient coverage area. Therefore, I 

do not entirely agree that DAB coverage is poorer compared to FM. In some 

cases, it maybe, but in other cases FM will offer poorer coverage. 

 

It is very difficult to purchase an analogue only radio receiver in today’s market. 

At least 90 per cent of all new radio receivers that are on sale in the UK are DAB 

and DAB+ enabled. 87 per cent of all new cars come with a built-in DAB radio 

as standard. Therefore, the consumer does not need to consciously think about 

purchasing a DAB compatible receiver. In both of those environments, the radio 

experience is going to be a digital one. There is no choice. The industry and 

market is beyond persuading listeners to purchase a digital radio receiver. It is 

more challenging to purchase an analogue radio than a digital one. The 

challenge is for people who are likely to be forcibly migrated from analogue to 

digital as the radio industry will be switch off switch off various analogue 

transmissions at some point. The challenge, for example, for a BBC Radio 4 

listener who only listens to Radio 4, is to say, “there is this wonderful station 

called Radio 4 Extra and it plays those classic programmes that you used to 

listen to.” When they are ‘evicted’ from their analogue listening and they have 

their digital radio receiver, which will only cost them £20, they will be pleased, 

because actually they can receive a far greater range of niche services. 

Providing the radio industry does a good job at providing good quality content on 

the platforms and inform the listener about it then consumers will be fine. 

 

The latest DAB radio receivers have more energy efficient digital processing 

chips, which means a DAB radio receiver will last just as long, if not longer 

compared to an FM receiver. The purchase price of a DAB receiver is continuing 

to reduce. The vast majority of listeners who listen on DAB very rarely go back 

onto FM and if they do, it is only to seek out specific FM content. For example, 

BBC Local Radio sport content, where BBC splits their transmission for the 

different dedicated football commentaries across their AM, FM and DAB 

transmission. Apart from that, I see very little reason for DAB listeners to revert 

back to FM.  
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DAB has been a long journey and process, but the industry and listeners are at 

a point where tens of millions of people listen via a digital platform every week. It 

is a platform that we own. It is a dedicated platform that the consumer and 

listener switches on and audio comes out of it. It is still an incredibly popular 

device. The user interface of radio is simple and no matter how high-tech a 

consumer is the simplicity of radio is one of its driving forces. I think DAB, has 

continued to replicate that simple user interface, while introducing more content 

and choice, which has placed DAB at an affordable price point and easily 

replaces existing devices. That is why the industry has sold twenty to thirty 

million of them, which speaks of its success.” 

 

1.17. Nick Beer 

 

Head of Projects and Development at BFBS/SSVC and operator of the 

Aldershot localised small-scale DAB multiplex 

 

Date recorded: 29th March 2017 

 

“We have recently ceased broadcasting our BFBS radio services on the national 

multiplex. One of the key considerations was the cost and this is an industry 

theme that the cost of being on the regional and national multiplexes is rather 

high for the perceived gain. From our point of view, as a charity, and the 

perceived audience take-up, DAB no longer made financial sense for us to do it 

with other delivery methods, on the national platform. Officially as of Friday 31st 

March 2017, we are off of the national platform.  

 

With regards to the small-scale DAB trial with Ofcom, we have been very 

actively involved in that process. We engaged very early with Ofcom on that and 

we were very keen to get involved. The point being, for us, where we have a 

requirement or a desire to cover pockets of audience, naturally around military 

bases, it provided a really neat solution for us, especially in light of the relatively 

speaking, the lack of availability of community FM licences. It also solved the 

issue of the criteria for community FM. We have a number of community FM 

licences and operate them very happily and successfully across the UK. 

However, there are certain locations where you want to provide radio services, 

but you do not necessarily want the local studio and small-scale DAB ticks that 

box for us as well. It also enables us to deliver multiple of our services. If you 

look at the Aldershot Woking multiplex where we are the operator, on that, as 

well as our local community station, BFBS Aldershot, and some of our global 

brands such as BFBS Beats, we also have got BFBS Gurkha Radio, in 

Aldershot, as well as the British military or English speaking military, we have 

the Gurkha’s in quite some numbers and so therefore, being able to provide 

them with that service on DAB, effectively at no extra cost, has been really 

beneficial. Our BFBS services are present on the Bristol and Portsmouth 

multiplexes where we are working with other partners, so that has been a really 
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positive experience so far, both from a technical and a programming point of 

view.  

 

The national DAB multiplex provided blanket coverage of our services, to areas 

where we did not have specific local transmitters. There are lots of military 

installations across the UK where there are no local stations and so the national 

multiplex provided a BFBS service to all of those. In terms of small-scale DAB, it 

presented us with the benefits of community FM with the ability to broadcast 

more than one service in that coverage area without some of the more onerous 

aspects of community FM that would have made that unviable in those 

locations. In other words, having a studio in the region, et cetera. We are always 

keen to look at the technology development across all the things that we do, so 

there was that bit of it as well, but we could really see and we continue to see 

many, many opportunities when hopefully small-scale DAB goes to a full 

licensing model, hopefully in 2018. We can see quite a few locations where we 

would really want to expand our services. 

 

We applied for three different locations. Aldershot was one, Salisbury Plain was 

another and Holywood was another in Northern Ireland was another. All of which 

have their merits and actually we planned for the one in Salisbury Plain to be 

single frequency network (SFN) from the start. We were successful with the 

Aldershot one, but in the timescale that we had, working with the Ministry of 

Defence and the military in general, to secure a transmission site, we did not 

have the time to do it. It is quite a complicated process dealing with various 

organisations and there are all sorts of hurdles to overcome, even though we 

work in partnership with the military, there are still a lot of processes to go 

through and in the given timeframe, we did not have time to secure all of the 

permissions to put the transmission site in Aldershot. Meanwhile, we had an 

approach from the radio station in Woking, about joining our multiplex, and they 

had a transmission site. So, what we did was to put the initial transmitter there; 

accepting that we were compromising our Aldershot core coverage, but it 

enabled us to get on-air in the timescale that Ofcom stated for all small-scale 

multiplex operators. We did not want to let Ofcom down, because it was a 

significant trial, but for a short period of time and that is what we did. Then we 

were approached by Ofcom once that was well underway, who asked if we 

would like to expand this into a single frequency network (SFN) as they knew 

the situation with the coverage in Aldershot, so Ofcom were extremely forward 

leading on this and very supportive so we have continued to pursue the access 

to the site we wanted within Aldershot and by that time we got to the point where 

we had an agreement and so that is what we did, and then we setup the single 

frequency network (SFN). 

 

The original small-scale DAB setup all went relatively smoothly. We were not 

overly impressed by some of the conditions that Ofcom had applied to the trial, 

although we understand why they did it. However, overall it went quite smoothly. 

When it came to the single frequency network (SFN) despite the fact that Ofcom 

had initiated it effectively and had asked us if we would like to do this, when we 

actually went through the process, I think Ofcom may have had some personnel 
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changes, and there was a big glitch and there was a huge gap in their 

paperwork, which did introduce a delay of two to three months when we were all 

ready to go. We had all of the kit installed and everything else in Aldershot, and 

the suddenly we were waiting for Ofcom’s paperwork. So that was a bit 

unfortunate. Then there were some delays in getting clearances from other 

multiplex operators. The BBC were very straightforward and quick but some of 

the commercial operators in that area were a bit slow to comeback and issues 

their clearances, despite Ofcom already completing all of the testing to prove 

that there were no issues. So yes, there were some delays. 

 

The benefits of DAB include a significant increase of services available to the 

listener, which is key. As an audio engineer, I am bound to say that it provides 

listeners and operators with additional capacity and functionality. DAB, relatively 

speaking, allows a quick entry into an area. We have a digital sound programme 

service (DSPS) licence so therefore if we want to do another one, it’s a relatively 

straightforward thing to do. There are the technical clearances to do, but we do 

not have to go through these additional onerous things that would apply if we 

were operating it on FM as a community licence. They have their place and we 

have no issues over the requirements of community licence, we fully understand 

and support them, but that is not a relevant solution to us in some locations, and 

small-scale DAB allows us to do that in a much more efficient way. 

 

We broadcast some of our services in mono on DAB. If you were to compare a 

stereo FM broadcast with a stereo DAB broadcast, I would say the FM sounds 

better, as long as everything is optimal. The majority of people listen to radio 

either on a portable or in the car and so it is pretty academic to be quite honest. 

Apart from the sound quality, the real key selling point of DAB for the 

broadcaster, multiplex operator and listener is the choice and selection of radio 

stations. Outside of small-scale DAB, there are significantly higher costs. One of 

the key motivators for Ofcom within small-scale DAB is an affordable model. 

Small-scale DAB is an affordable model and removes that significant barrier to a 

lot of stations getting onto DAB. Realistically, anyone wanting to broadcast on 

DAB in a purely commercial sense, with a commercial multiplex operator, it is 

very difficult to get the finances right.  

 

Generally, there is an equivalence for a lower DAB transmission power. 

However, the propagation is different and so the coverage is different, but you 

can get it to look very similar generally with a lower transmission power on DAB 

that is lower than the FM would be.  

 

By virtue of interaction and feedback from the small-scale DAB, I would say that 

the services that are carried on our multiplex have been successful. Particularly 

from those listeners who have gained a service. If you take Aldershot, most 

people who listen to BFBS Aldershot on FM, probably very few listeners have 

bothered to listen on DAB, because what is the point? However, the Gurkha 

Radio listeners have because that is a new DAB service for them. The other 

piece of feedback that we have received was from Radio Woking, which they 

have very much noticed the take-up. They seem to be really enjoying the 
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additional coverage that they have got as a result of the small-scale DAB trial at 

very little cost to them, apart from the transmission costs. 

 

As is the aspiration for a lot of these small-scale DAB multiplexes, it is all about 

cooperation. They host a transmitter and we put them on the service and we do 

not charge them. We are charging broadcasters to carry their services on our 

small-scale DAB multiplex where there is no contra deal. We have an 

arrangement with Celador with The Breeze, so their service is carried on our 

multiplex in Woking and Aldershot, and our services are being carried on 

Celador’s multiplex in Bristol for example, ditto with Portsmouth. The Portsmouth 

multiplex operator has their service carried on our Aldershot multiplex and we 

have our service on their Portsmouth multiplex. We have a contract for the 

Woking transmission site. Other services that are carried on our multiplex pay a 

small fee each year. However, we did not charge during the nine-month trial 

period, but when the trial was extended by two years, we said ‘right well we 

need to do something here to help offset some of the costs.’ 

 

National DAB enhanced our brand over the years, although the degree to which 

it continued to do so, we feel, has waned; hence part of the decision was to 

cease broadcasting our services on the national DAB multiplex. In the 

geographical areas that we are broadcasting to, particularly in Aldershot, 

Woking and in Portsmouth, but not as much in Bristol, small-scale DAB has 

enhanced our operations by increasing the engagement with our audience.  

 

We have a large dedicated engineering team, which is one of the attractions that 

people working with us as a multiplex operator, so we support that from here, we 

monitor things from here in Chalfont and we have got people who can modify 

and fix things very quickly. A large part of the trial has been the hardware 

platforms and we have had some failures; we have had a PA failure, we have 

had a failure of some of the equipment that have been used for encoding, but 

what we did, in addition to the equipment supplied by Ofcom, we invested in 

some spare equipment, so we have got some very quick swap-out capability. 

The Aldershot site was not provided by Ofcom at all, so we paid for all of that. 

We are committed to fully investigating this, and ideally bringing it to a 

production platform, so we have been prepared to invest money into it. Ofcom 

provide one set of small-scale DAB transmission equipment. Even with only the 

one site, we decided to invest in spare units as well, because that is the way in 

which we operate. We operate radio and television transmission all over the 

world, on FM, AM, DAB, MMDS (multichannel multipoint distribution service) 

and DTT (digital terrestrial television). We simply do not leave things to chance. 

The point of the small-scale DAB trial was that we wanted to promote it and we 

wanted people to engage with it and listen. Once we had done that and built an 

audience, the last thing we wanted was it going off-air for a week because we 

are waiting for Ofcom to send us a spare transmitter for example. Therefore, we 

decided to cover it with the same level of support that we would for any of our 

services. 
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Based on interaction, either with the stations involved or with communications 

into our head office, for example, when we have had a fault, the one positive of 

going off-air, is seeing how many people contact you to tell you. If no one 

contacts us, then you start to think is anyone actually listening, but we get good 

interaction. 

 

DAB has been around for a long time and therefore, you could say that over the 

period of time that it has existed, the take-up has been incredibly slow, but 

clearly it has not been linear, and I think in the last five years in particular, there 

has been a significant change due to the cost of receivers reducing. For 

example, most retailers, including supermarkets are selling DAB/DAB+ receivers 

for under £20. Finally, after many, many years of promises, DAB radios are 

appearing in cars and certain radio stations have driven the demand for DAB. 

Personally speaking, outside of our services, Absolute 80s I think stands up as a 

good example of that.  

 

Small-scale DAB does not have a lot of the intrinsic cost disadvantages of 

regional or national DAB. National DAB is significantly more expensive to 

operate compared to FM and obviously significantly more expensive to operate 

than online. Small-scale DAB brings that much closer together and as an 

operator, you have got the benefit of the potential for a little bit of revenue and if 

you are not an operator, actually, to go on DAB, we are charging £800 per year 

and I think that is within the window for most people, between £800 and £1,000, 

which most of the small-scale DAB operators are charging. Even a small station 

that maybe at the moment, only operates online, and we have had a lot of those 

enquire of us, they can justify that, they can find £800 to £1,00 a year to go onto 

DAB and see how it works for them. There are a lot of people out there who are 

running Internet only radio stations and all they desperately want to do is to be 

freely radiating in some form of broadcasting, therefore, small-scale DAB has 

provided them with an opportunity. 

 

I believe DAB and DAB+ services have a future. How long that future will be 

remains to be seen. A lot of people are predicting that with the introduction of 5G 

that the requirement for any such thing as DAB has passed. I think we will wait 

and see and I think that again will be non-linear across the country. However, 

what we have seen with technology generations in the last few years is that 

actually, whereas technology took years to move from one platform to another, 

increasingly the rate of change is increasing and so it could be within two years 

of 5G coming out, if it is all successful, DAB might ‘evaporate’. I think it probably 

will not though. DAB has got to capitalise now before 5G. In the end it is two 

things, it is cost, and it is people being prepared to adopt the technology when 

increasingly people want to do everything through their personal device. 

 

Small-scale DAB is absolutely worth a try for broadcasters who are interested in 

this technology. Small-scale DAB is a low cost and low risk experiment. Larger 

scale DAB requires a really good business plan and you need to be very sure 

that you have the income. There have been so many service, which have 

launched on even regional DAB and they are gone within a year, which is 
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usually indicative of the first year, ‘introductory reduced cost offer’ and then the 

price increases to what it is actually going to be and that is the end of that 

service. I really think that large area DAB is down to the big groups now, there is 

not going to be much beyond that. The advice I would give is to make sure that 

your services are available across all the technologies that people are using, 

wherever possible. Obviously, it is not necessarily easy to get onto FM, but if 

you are an FM station then you are already there, and you have your service 

available via personal devices. You need to think really carefully about whether 

DAB is necessary. 

 

I think we would not do national DAB again. I think we pretty much got the small-

scale DAB operations right, especially in the context of it being an experiment 

and a trial for everyone involved. I have been pleasantly surprised at how few 

errors, issues and problems we have had. In the context of the small-scale DAB 

experiment, it has gone very well. Inherently, small-scale DAB is not as robust 

because the hardware is experimental, and it is based on equipment running 

Linux software. However, as a result of the trials, those types of aspects will be 

refined. I know there are various manufacturers working on proper production 

boxes to do this and so that will bring that resilience and stability. However, in 

the contact of what it is, it has been extremely reliable.” 

 

1.18. Nicky Ness 

 

Director of Forces Broadcasting and Entertainment for Forces Network at 

BFBS/SSVC, Chalfont St Peter 

 

Date recorded: 28th March 2017 

 

“We are in an interesting position as we are involved in the small-scale DAB 

trials that Ofcom launched. We are a multiplex operator and we are also doing 

contra deals with other multiplex operators to get our content on their platforms 

as well. You cannot consider DAB without considering all of the other 

opportunities that there are to reach audiences in the 21st century and how those 

opportunities change on a very regular basis with the way the technology is 

advancing so quickly. There is the possibility that DAB might become the 

‘Betamax’ of our generation, because of user habit and particularly the advent of 

5G and the way that people are ‘pinned’ to their mobile devices may mean that 

DAB becomes more irrelevant as that time approaches. I think from my 

perspective, DAB is a really good platform for now, but I am not sure it is the 

only platform and I am not sure all our ‘eggs’ should be in that one basket. 

 

I think we are in an interesting position and the fact that strategically because we 

have made the decision to come off of Digital One because of the costs 

involved, the piece of work that we are doing at the moment is to see whether, in 

an ideal world we would have moved onto Digital Two because it is cheaper as 

the coverage is not as great but it would have been another way to reach 

audiences. However, there is no room on Digital Two at the moment, so we are 
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unable to do that. So we have a piece of development work that is currently on 

going at the moment where we are looking at our core target audience 

concentrations regional and local multiplex ownership and where we would be 

best spending a sum of money, which we are yet to identify. When we did the 

deal for the Oxfordshire multiplex, we did a really good deal and we gave them 

an upfront five-year deal amount of money, so the deal that we did manage to 

do represented a really good value. What I am hearing now is that if we were 

going to try and do that deal again it would be unlikely that we would get that 

kind of deal. My view is that Arqiva’s finger in many of the DAB pies does not 

help us with that. 

 

We conducted some DAB trials way back when strategically our business has 

always been overseas, with the armed forces overseas. I think defence have 

made a major step change in the wake of the various strategic security and 

defence reviews that we have had over the past decade or so. We are reducing 

the size of the armed forces and for the first time ever we have more troops 

based in the UK than we do in non-UK locations and so for us as an 

organisation, it was really important that we reflected that change and found 

ways to reach audiences. I think the fact that the community FM model, which I 

also operate radio stations under, is very labour intensive because it is bound up 

in law and actually to get a space on a DAB platform, we often joke that it is a bit 

like buying a dog licence really, as long as the service you are putting up is 

Ofcom compliant, nobody is going to ask you to deliver against key 

commitments or jump through any hoops, file any annual returns or do any of 

that kind of stuff. To make that sort of step change in terms of how we were 

reaching audiences, and remember I refer you back to the Iraq and Afghanistan 

conflicts, when we have troops delivering both of those operations at the same 

time; frenetic activity, we were suffering losses. It was really important that we 

were connecting families and actually the UK population with the armed forces’ 

agenda, then actually the DAB platform with its national coverage was a really 

good way of us setting up and delivering that service and finding audiences fairly 

quickly. At that point we did not have our community FM stations, under our 

brand around the country either. Some of them did exist, but they were delivered 

by another operator. We took them over in 2013 and we rebranded them as 

ours’ and have developed that network since. 

 

I think part of our own delay was making sure we had the other end up and 

ready so our radio station in Camp Bastion in Afghanistan we had a slight delay 

in getting that up and organised. We needed to make sure we had both ends of 

the operation ready to go. I am sure there would have been some negotiation 

challenges and all of the challenges that you would normally wade through, but 

it is a lot less than community FM as an example. Because we are not the BBC 

and we are not commercial, we do inhabit this rather strange middle ground 

where we are far bigger and more ambitious than you would expect from a 

community radio station, but in effect that is what we are doing, we are 

delivering content for community of interest, who happen to be in lots of 

geographical locations. I think the other aspect is that the regulation around DAB 

is not setup like the regulation around community FM, which is really setup for 
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geographical communities, not communities of interest, hence DAB being an 

easier solution. 

 

When you weigh up the costs of community FM for instance, that is a very 

inexpensive and very impactful model, particularly when, like us, they are 

actually part of a network, so the editorial support, music scheduling, news 

provisions, promotional production is all coming from a central support network. 

Therefore, we are very efficient in what we do and how we do it and I think one 

of the big downfalls for us with DAB is it is eye wateringly expensive and it is 

becoming increasingly more so all the time that we have been on the platform, 

and to be fair that was all built into the deal, with more investment in more 

transmitters as the DAB proposition rolls out. What was envisaged for DAB in 

terms of a digital switch off has never happened for radio and will never happen 

for radio because DAB will remain as a platform, but DAB will not be the only 

platform. It became clear that there was not enough reason to force people to 

switch to DAB. FM does the job. There are lots of FM radios out there. What can 

a DAB radio add apart from a few channels that only exist in a digital space but 

why would those channel owners not want those channels to be on as many 

different platforms as possible to find more audiences. 

 

5G is likely to be the game changer. As an example, we have ceased 

broadcasting on national DAB. The service that we delivered on national DAB 

still exists at a local level and actually it is quite easy to change your habit as a 

user, so I listen to the same station that I used to listen to on DAB, but I just 

stream it on my phone via Bluetooth into my car and I do most of my on the 

move listening in my car. That was always a challenge because I have only 

recently bought a car with a DAB radio. Actually, you could argue in the age of 

technology people can skip the DAB journey now and it does not take very long 

to change your habit in order to connect you your Bluetooth and stream it. Our 

services are on television and we have an app and it is on our website. It was a 

tough decision to cease broadcasting on national DAB and not spend the 

money. From a moral perspective, it is really difficult for my programme makers 

to suddenly lose their national platform. We have recently ceased broadcasting 

on national DAB, so we will conduct follow-up research to see what the 

audience impact is. When you access our services via digital means, because 

we deliver more than one service, what it taught me already was if I wanted to 

listen to BFBS Germany or BFBS Brize Norton I could choose that in my car in a 

way that I could never do on my DAB radio. You can see the positives in 

encouraging audiences to access your content in different ways. 

 

It is that coverage and the ability to get the content out there. I also think that 

there is a level of kudos being on national Digital One in terms of our 

organisation, our visibility and our brand value. I cannot deny that being a 

national radio operator on DAB gives us credibility. What is important for us now 

is now that we are not on national DAB that we continue to capitalise on that 

credibility.  
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We have a big strategic piece of work to do to decide what is that most 

important thing going forward for us as an organisation. Is it the national 

coverage, the national stations with the national approach or is it actually 

investing more in live and local and I think where and how DAB adds value 

needs to be answered first, because if it is live and local, well then actually for 

me the way I see small-scale DAB going, particularly if the licensing around it is 

going to be less complex than community FM or commercial FM then there 

would be a clear winner. I do not think you can look at the platform on its own. I 

think you have to look at the other options and opportunities and then what goes 

around in terms of red tape and treacle, licensing, reporting around that 

particular platform. Therefore, we are taking a keen interest in the consultations 

that are on-going at the moment with Ofcom. 

 

The small-scale DAB was originally setup as a technical trial. What we have 

learnt is that some of those quid pro quo deals are actually very valuable to us. 

As small operators try to find audiences, I think anyone who is operating radio at 

any level; it is all about finding audiences. DAB is a platform that helps 

broadcasters do that. There is the challenge around DAB and DAB+ and the 

radio receivers that people have and when they have to rescan, which does not 

help. As a platform to find audiences, particularly when you are weighing up 

costs per head and certainly for us the national DAB platform per head 

calculations had ultimately led us to the decision to cease broadcasting on the 

national DAB multiplex. We are a niche service and those sums never added up 

and we could just see the national costs escalating. They were really ‘eye 

watering’ from our perspective and it was very hard to justify why we were 

spending the money. 

 

The deal that we were able to do on the Oxfordshire multiplex, we have a very 

good value deal, but the community FM south-east area opened up as we were 

already operating our station at Brize Norton on a regional DAB multiplex, 

because that was how we managed to launch it in the absence of an opportunity 

to apply for a community FM licence at the time we launched it. That window did 

open up after we launched it, so we did apply for a community FM licence and 

we have now got a community FM licence for that station. My gut feeling is that 

we will not renew the regional multiplex when our deal expires in another couple 

of years and we will just deliver that service on community FM. The reason for 

this is the cost for services being carried on the regional DAB multiplex. 

 

Most cars still have FM radio and FM is still an easy way that the general public 

understand. Approximately 50 per cent of the population currently own at least 

one DAB radio receiver. If you look at the number of people who own an FM 

radio, that is much greater. With the generation who use their device for a range 

of tasks, that single device will become the key to the future, which is why I 

believe DAB is only a platform, but it will not be the only platform. 

 

At the time we launched our services on national DAB, there would not have 

been another way to do that in this country, because the digital opportunity was 

not mature enough. In terms of us building a brand and supporting our strategy 
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around the UK armed forces returning home and us having to have a presence 

in the UK, then yes, DAB has helped us achieve that. 

 

We, like many other broadcasters, have conversations about going from 128 

kilobits per second stereo, and reducing to mono. In fact, we did reduce down to 

mono, because we were trying to save money, and also could the general public 

really hear any demonstrable difference. DAB coverage was very patchy in 

places, and remains patchy in some areas, but then so is 4G mobile phone 

signals. To a certain extent, we as broadcasters are waiting for the car 

manufacturing industry to catch up. For a while, I used a Pure Highway DAB 

radio for a while, which was awful. For example, if you drove over a pothole, you 

lost the signal and it was a very poor relation. However, certainly, my new car 

DAB radio has a much more robust signal. Of course, I have the inside industry 

knowledge, but nevertheless, I can feel with the DAB rollout of all the additional 

transmission networks, and that is what has been costing us the money over 

time, but that has made a difference to improve the coverage, both indoor and 

outdoor. I feel that DAB has got better, but so too has digital connectivity, for 

example, the ability to stream data has improved. 

 

We are in the technical trial phase. From our perspective we just wanted to 

operate our own small-scale DAB multiplex to see how easy it is to operate, do 

those contra deals to find the audiences, stay plugged into Ofcom’s thinking; 

strategically that is why we have been operating small-scale DAB. As we start to 

visibility about what the future looks like then we will make more of those 

decisions about where we go next with DAB. We just felt that it was important to 

be in the game. 

 

DAB is only ever going to be one of many platforms. It will not be the only 

platform that listeners will use. DAB may well become the ‘Betamax’, of our 

generation, time will tell. I do not make my decisions based on platforms. I make 

my decisions based on audiences and audience habit. I think it is really 

important that broadcasters do not get drawn into the platform, so instead they 

should look at the content and then decide what the best methods of delivering 

that content to the audience is and the way that the audiences want to receive it. 

Strategically that is how we are working. There also needs to be the economic 

discussion as well. I do not see this as a challenge for DAB, I see it as a 

challenge for our industry in finding audiences and therefore the part that DAB 

plays in that will fall out once we have resolved or understood what that 

changing landscape looks like and feels like. 

 

I do not believe audiences understand what DAB is. I regularly ask the general 

public whether they listen to our services, whether they have a DAB radio, 

whether they listen on DAB and only on DAB or DAB as one of the platforms 

and it is very clear to me that people do not understand what DAB is, and I 

believe that is part of the challenge. 

 

Multiplex operators and broadcasters need to decide who is their audience, how 

are they going to find and reach their audience, how do they want to receive 
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your content. DAB may or may not be one of those other options, depending on 

the answers to those questions. For example, is it a geographical community, is 

it a community of interest, how big is your community, how far and wide do you 

want to reach, what are the other options, how do your user group demographic 

want to access content in 2017 and beyond. You cannot say ‘what am I going to 

do with my DAB platform’, you have to ask, ‘what am I doing with my content 

and my audiences’ and then make a decision about whether DAB fits into that or 

not. 

 

I do not believe we would have done anything differently in terms of launching 

on the national DAB platform when we did. I think we may have looked to see if 

we could have got someone else to fund the platform for a while. I think we 

cease broadcasting on the national DAB multiplex a bit early, but I was always 

very clear in my opinion that DAB was not the only platform.  

 

I am very interested in how the small-scale DAB trials evolve because 

community FM is so complicated at the moment in terms of the way that it is 

bound up in law, if there is an easier way to get that coverage and at the 

moment we have to wait for a window to open if we want to open a new 

community FM station or do something differently as we would have to wait for 

the Ofcom licensing window. I am sure all of this will eventually change. My gut 

feeling is that small-scale DAB will have a part to play in community radio of the 

future and I think that is only a good thing. I think small-scale DAB sits in parallel 

with the system to operate community radio changing and becoming easier and 

less bound up in regulation, reporting and all of the other processes. In law, a 

single operator can only hold one individual licence and I think the multiplex 

operating will change that model as well. I hope that will open up new 

opportunities. I have eleven radio stations in my community FM network. 

Therefore, you have to find your way around the way the law is written, and 

Ofcom are very aware of what we are doing, but it means we have to setup a 

separate company for every individual community FM station that we have, and 

then times that by eleven with all of the reporting and the financial returning and 

Companies House. We are not a massive organisation and what we are really 

keen on is getting content out to audiences. Finding ways to mitigate all of that is 

really important. If small-scale DAB can have the ease of operation that DAB 

has per se, then it may help community radio evolve. Those quid pro quo deals 

that we are learning about can be incredibly valuable. 

 

For our future we are considering DAB as an option to reach audiences, but it 

does have to be compared against the costs per head. When you are in a niche 

market, like we are, cost matters. We are exploring opening a new community 

radio stations in this country. We have a very keen customer in the Ministry of 

Defence, and for the first questions that we have to answer is, where are we 

going to put this service? So, it is going to be in a Ministry of Defence location 

on a Royal Air Force (RAF) base. We have identified where we want the station 

and we understand what the personality of that radio station is going to be, what 

the content looks and feels like, the audience we are serving, the reasons we 

are doing it, so we have matured all of that thinking. The next question is, where 
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are we going to put it, how are we going to get it to audiences and so today in 

2017, there is currently no community FM window that is opening, so that is not 

an option to us at present. There is no site from Ofcom’s perspective about 

when the area that we plan to do this in is going to open up. There is a regional 

multiplex opportunity, so of course we are going to do some work around how 

much that is going to cost for a one-year, two-year, three-year and five-year 

deal, because that is going to add to the costs of the radio station. What we 

know is that it is too early for an online only in my view. Particularly when you 

are trying to build a station from scratch in 2017, it is too early. In 2020, will it be 

too early, I am not sure, and I am pegging a lot on 5G and audience habit when 

people can stay connected, have unlimited data packages and have an intuitive 

way of accessing content that is in a single device. I believe 5G will become a 

game changer. Depending on who you talk to there are lots of opinions on how 

‘fat that pipe needs to be’ and whether 5G will deliver everything that we hope it 

will deliver. I wait, and I watch, and I am very interested in that development. So, 

this new station that we are about to launch, well online only for me is not right 

yet because you need to build that brand. Small-scale DAB is not mature 

enough for us to say ‘actually that would be a perfect solution for us’ because 

the community is confined, we only probably only need to reach a ten-kilometre 

radius, which is what you would get with community FM, but community FM is 

not an option to us. So, then we have to explore all of those and if we are going 

to open this station in less than a year, well then, we are either going to have to 

get a deal on a regional multiplex or the multiplex that covers the county, which 

would cover more of an area than we want to cover. This is not another 

alternative for us right now. Therefore, we may end up going down that road. 

That is where we are in 2017. Where we will be in 2020, what will happen with 

community FM, it is not just about DAB, it is also about the other opportunities 

and platforms that are available, who your audiences are and how you find them 

in the way that you serve that content up. The user habit takes time to catch up 

with technology, which is the other aspect that is really important. It is about 

understanding how and where audiences want to consume their content from.  

 

Who would have predicted that people would watch television on a screen that 

is mobile phone sized? But they do, a lot. That is what happens. We should not 

underestimate the power of the device, and I have been saying that for a long 

time. As a content provider, I am keen to get my brand out. How do I get to my 

audience? That is the important thing. I am not bothered whether it is on DAB or 

digital television or on a device, that is really not what drives my decision-

making. It is all about how do I get the content to audiences. From a national 

perspective, DAB has become outrageously expensive for smaller broadcasters, 

like BFBS, which we cannot justify spending that amount of money on a national 

broadcast platform. It is a shame, but that is where we are, we will have to find 

alternatives.  

 

There is still some public confusion about what is DAB. Do I listen to a DAB? I 

do not even know, what is digital radio, because it is not necessarily DAB digital 

radio. All of that confusion in the users’ mind, I am fascinated by. If you ask 

someone ‘do you listen to digital radio’, well that could be on their phone, on 
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their television, through a DAB radio. When you ask people, do you listen to 

DAB radio, they are not really sure what that DAB bit is or means, so I think that 

is part of the story. I do not believe that the majority of people know what DAB 

is. I think they have an inbuilt understanding about FM, because the majority of 

people have an FM radio. It is similar to 35-millimetre cinema, that technology 

was around for many years and everyone understood it. People understand 

cinema being on a reel of film. It is not anymore but people understood what that 

was because it had been around for so long. That was what cinema film was. I 

think probably, FM is what radio is and then all of these other things that are 

coming along, is what we need to learn about. We do not necessarily need to 

understand the technology, we just need to understand how we can get content. 

It is the output rather than the platforms. It is absolutely fascinating. Does it 

matter what your relationship is with the device that you use to get that content? 

I think probably what is different in a digital world is that single device gives us 

access to so much stuff in so many different ways in a way that we have never 

had before. Therefore, I think that people will have psychologically assimilate the 

ability to get content with a single device; whether that is audio or audio and 

visual, on-demand, store and play later, whatever that is, the relationship with 

the technology that allows you access is changing. No longer do you need four 

or five devices to get four or five different forms of content. There is one device 

that can do all for that for the user, and that is likely to be the ‘game changer’.” 

 

December 2017 update from Nicky Ness, Director of Forces Broadcasting and 

Entertainment for Forces Network states:  

“We’re excited to be back as a national digital channel from January and 

are delighted with the opportunities that DAB+ has opened up for us. Our 

listeners told us how disappointed they were when we came off Digital 

One earlier in 2017 but as the platform is entirely funded by charitable 

means, we’ve been working hard to find the best value alternative. I’m so 

pleased we’ve been selected by Sound Digital to join the D2 community, 

where our unique blend of military news, features and conversation, 

eclectic music and an ad free environment will deliver something a little 

different. It’s even more poignant to be re-launching in our 75th year as 

the Forces Broadcaster.” (Radio Today 2017) 

 

1.19. Ole Jørgen Torvmark  

 

Chief Executive of Digital Radio Norway 

 

Date recorded: 27th September 2017 

 

“The Norwegian radio industry has come a long way. As of September 2017, we 

have switched off the Oslo region for NRK’s (Norsk rikskringkasting (Norwegian 

Broadcasting Corporation) FM broadcasts. For NRK, the public service 

broadcasting service, there is only five per cent remaining on FM broadcast. For 

the commercial national stations, there are around forty per cent remaining on 
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FM. It has been a big technology shift and people need time, but it is very good 

for us, and encouraging for us to see that. In the first regional area of Norway, 

which switched over in Nordland in January 2017, the listening figures have 

recovered to the same level as before the switchover. Radio in total, for the 

whole of Norway, is down slightly by three per cent. We are in a better place 

than what we thought because you cannot do a switchover like this without 

recognising that there will be a temporary decline. Most people in Norway have 

a DAB receiver or several, but there are a lot of people that do not have their 

cars ready to receive DAB. So, it takes some time, but so far, the switchover has 

gone better than we had originally anticipated.  

 

The radio industry has been behind the switchover the whole time. The 

switchover has made it possible for the radio industry to introduce new formats 

and new stations. I think the most important and best result we have received so 

far is that the listeners are using the new channels. Close to one third of all radio 

listening is now done on radio channels, which would not have existed if we did 

not complete the digital radio switchover. That is perhaps one of the best figure 

we can read because that is the reason why we do this.  

 

I think every market has to find its own way. What we have learnt in Norway is 

that the need for information among the listeners is tremendous. You cannot 

over estimate that because DAB is broadcast, as is FM, so it is not that different, 

but there are some differences. People have to learn those differences. People 

have used FM for more than sixty years in Norway and so that is a difficult habit 

to break. DAB is slightly different, so we have to take people with us and teach 

them and show them by giving them the advice the need, that is very important. 

That is the most important aspect that we can say to other nations that are 

looking at the same process. We need to continue to help people and help them 

understand the differences. We need to continue to work with the car industry 

and retailers that provide the DAB adaptors and the retailers that install them 

and give them good advice and teach them right the first time. One of the things 

we have done too many times is to correct the antenna in a car for the listeners, 

which you do not want to have too much of that.” (Clarkson 2017) 

 

1.20. Paul Smith CBE 

 

Founder and Chairman of Celador Radio Limited, Bristol 

 

Date recorded: 17th March 2017 

 

“Celador Radio has been participating in the small-scale DAB experiment in 

Bristol and we are willingly doing so because we would rather be inside than on 

the outside.  

 

Celador Radio decided to be part of the trial because the introduction of the 

small-scale DAB, if indeed it happens because there is no legislation governing 

it yet, will as a long-term plan, is probably inevitable for certain. The operators of 
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the other small-scale multiplexes and broadcasters cannot possibly afford to be 

broadcasting on regional DAB. It is also pointless because DAB does not 

currently serve our listeners properly. Therefore, an infinitely cost effective and 

more concentrated way of delivering DAB is the only solution if we have to be on 

DAB. 

 

Once Ofcom announced the small-scale DAB trial, the setup process was 

handled very efficiently. 

 

The benefits to any DAB multiplex operator is limited, unless the government 

ultimately is going to insist that we all exclusively migrate to DAB, otherwise 

there are no benefits. We are delivering the same signal to the same people on 

two terrestrial broadcast platforms, simultaneously. Therefore, it is pointless. 

However, if the intention is ultimately to replace analogue with digital then it is a 

step in the right direction. As for our listeners, it again makes absolutely no 

difference at all to our listeners, as we do not provide any dedicated or unique 

DAB services.  

 

Forgetting small-scale DAB for a moment, the only benefit that DAB has in 

general is that the analogue airwaves are congested and there is insufficient 

space for any more terrestrial radio stations in the UK on analogue. Therefore, if 

there is a demand for more stations, and there is a little demand for them at the 

moment, then the only solution, at this stage, is to have DAB. 

 

If it is DCMS and the government’s intention is unclear, certainly the influence is 

that at some point in the future we will be listening to terrestrial radio only on 

DAB. If that is the case, then we have no choice to be on DAB.  

 

Celador Radio broadcast on DAB across the whole of Dorset and beyond the 

county of Dorset that is licensed to cover Bournemouth, Poole and Christchurch. 

Celador is obliged through our licence to provide local news and information, 

cultural activities and to serve the people of those three main areas. We 

broadcast our services far beyond Dorset because there is a requirement for us 

to do so, which we object to, but we are required to do it. We certainly do not 

serve the consumers outside of the area that is the Bournemouth, Poole and 

Christchurch area. However, there is no choice at the moment. When small-

scale DAB is fully introduced and rolled out, if it is, we will be able to match the 

coverage that we have on the stations that we transmit, broadly speaking in 

DAB, so that we do not need to spend the ridiculous amounts of money that the 

monopolistic organisation, Arqiva charges to cover areas that we do not what to 

cover and that we are not even licence to cover. 

 

We are willingly broadcasting on the small-scale DAB multiplex trial in Bristol. 

We were not forced into doing that. We volunteered, and we submitted an 

application and we were eager to do so and we are pleased to be part of the 

experiment. We are required to be on DAB in the Dorset area, whether we want 

it or not, and the only way for Celador Radio to be on DAB is to use a regional, 
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county wide multiplex. We are covering vast swathes of the countryside and the 

population that we are not even licensed to serve with the analogue licence. 

 

The incident with Fire Radio, which is one of Celador Radio’s brands, had 

nothing to do with DAB as a technical platform. It is to do with the way DAB has 

been licensed and introduced and where broadcasters are incentivised to be on 

DAB. In some cases, the incentivisation is something we do not particularly 

welcome. It has nothing to do with unfair financial gain. There is no question 

about it; you do not need to look very deep in the licensing of DAB in the United 

Kingdom to see that there is almost an absolute monopoly through Arqiva. 

There was an opportunity for Ofcom, DCMS (Department for Digital, Culture, 

Media and Sport) and the Government to in some way correct that dominance in 

the DAB transmission market when national digital network ‘D2’ (the second 

national commercial multiplex) was introduced. There was a very brave 

organisation applying for that, which Celador Radio have nothing to do with by 

the way, to offer an alternative to Arqiva. However, a consortium, including 

Arqiva were granted the licence and that is a grave mistake. Ofcom had a duty 

not to award the licence to Arqiva. 

 

Nobody listens to DAB in the Bristol area, when we analysed the listening 

figures. The small-scale DAB experiment is to check and establish the 

robustness of the signal, coverage, the equipment and so on. It is broadcasting 

the same signal as far as we, specifically Celador Radio are concerned, I cannot 

comment for the other organisations that broadcast from the multiplex that we 

are licensed to operate, but Celador Radio broadcast the same signal as we do 

on analogue. Therefore, there are very few DAB-only receivers in the country 

and therefore people can already listen to the service we provide without having 

a DAB radio. If listeners already have a dual band (analogue and DAB) radio 

receiver then they can still listen to our services on analogue and a DAB only 

station on DAB. That is where there is a little bit of a benefit. For example, if a 

listener wants to listen to BBC Radio 6 Music and they want to do so through 

terrestrial transmission, then they have to do it on DAB, because that is the only 

choice. 

 

DAB has been judge as being technically sound and indeed it is. The 

transmission equipment that we have sits in our offices in Bristol. We have a 

relatively tall building in a prominent area, meaning a tall, high area, just outside 

Bristol and the signal from there is reasonable. It does not cover the whole of 

Bristol, but it covers sufficiently to be able to monitor the performance of the 

signal. It is good, it is reliable and inexpensive to manufacture. Therefore, 

organisations such as Celador Radio and other smaller multiplex operators, 

small-scale DAB provides the only alternative to being on multiplexes, where the 

cost in doing so would be ten or twenty times greater than small-scale DAB is 

likely to be to cost. 

 

Online Internet radio streaming does not cost anything. However, online Internet 

streaming is not very flexible system. It is okay, but eventually there will be 

connected cars and so on, so that maybe we will all be listening to whatever we 
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want to listen to, wherever we are, and the terrestrial broadcasting will be 

virtually irrelevant. Anyway, this is a little bit further in the future.  

 

To broadcast to the people of Bournemouth on DAB, at an equivalent quality to 

that the analogue broadcast on, would currently cost us six to seven times what 

we are currently being charged, maybe more. Then we are simulcasting; all we 

are doing is delivering the same signal, but it already exists, and it is already 

capable of being received. Therefore, Celador Radio suddenly increases its 

transmission costs by six or seven times. This is an approximation of the 

multiple, but it is not far from it.  

 

 DAB has not enhanced Celador Radio. However, that is not to be critical of 

DAB. Celador Radio is part of an experiment where we are not terribly 

concerned about listeners’ reaction to DAB. What we are concerned about is 

checking whether or not DAB is an effective and reliable system for delivering 

audio signals over the airwaves, and it is and has been proven to be so. In that 

aspect, it is useful, but we are not using DAB yet because it has not been 

formally licensed long term. However, that process is likely to happen in the next 

twelve to eighteen months, but as yet we are unclear about when the 

government will proceed to formally licence it. 

 

Celador Radio has not faced any challenges while setting up and operating the 

small-scale multiplex. We installed the equipment and that was it.  

 

DAB is inevitable. However, it is not years that DAB has existed for, it is 

decades and DAB is still not the dominant platform in terms of listenership. This 

is critical; most listenership is to stations that are already available on FM. When 

we last checked, which was about twelve months ago, listening to stations that 

broadcast terrestrially only on DAB, such as 6 Music and others, on DAB only, 

meaning not on a digital television or on the Internet or on mobile phone apps 

and other methods of delivering can happen whether the station is on DAB, and 

measuring the actual broadcasting on DAB of these unique DAB stations, only 

seven per cent of listening in the United Kingdom. What effectively has 

happened is since the introduction of DAB some thirty years ago and all it has 

been through is satisfying seven per cent of the population. However, that figure 

of seven per cent may have changed. 

 

The public do not care about technical platforms. They do not care what platform 

they are listening to. After all millions of people still listen to BBC Radio 5 Live, 

TalkSport and Absolute Radio on AM and they listen to it because of the 

content. That is what the public listen to. How listeners listen to it and on what 

platform they listen to it is little consequence to them. It is to do with the content 

and the ease and simplicity of accessing whatever it is they want to listen to. It 

does not matter to listeners if it is on DAB or analogue. 

 

DAB is gradually growing among listeners choosing to listen on DAB. However, 

radio listening in the United Kingdom is broadly flat, which is very good. It means 

that despite all those that would have said ten to fifteen years ago, when the 
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introduction of streaming services began that radio was ‘dead’ or certainly music 

radio was ‘dead’, it had been proven to be wrong. People still like radio as a 

companion. Radio is a companion and it delivers much more than just the music 

you want to listen to, and if that is all radio does then it is not really a radio 

station. If it is just an automated ‘jukebox’ then it does not have the heart that 

you would actually really want from a radio station, as it does not have the 

attraction or warmth, the intimacy or the friendliness that radio, which becomes a 

friend and a companion for the listener. Only radio with speech can do that. 

 

If you want to listen to Jazz FM, Chris Country, Mi-Soul, BBC Radio 6 Music 

then in terms of terrestrial broadcasting, those are only available on DAB. So, 

listeners have no choice. If you want to listen on a computer then of course you 

can or on a mobile app, and some of those stations are available on digital 

television, but apart from the app, the others are not necessarily a useful and 

practical means because they are not mobile and are not portable. I am not 

saying that DAB has no value, but the need to replace analogue radio with DAB 

is unnecessary. The two should sit happily side by side. Those industry 

organisations that cannot get anymore FM spectrum and therefore have to go 

onto DAB can make a decision as to whether they think it is worthwhile or not to 

do so. If they do, and someone is prepared to provide transmission facilities to 

them then great, but that is not what has happened. What has happened is that 

the introduction of DAB has been recognised as being relatively unsuccessful 

and it is being forced upon the industry. The consumer does not have to listen 

on DAB if they do not wish to. 

 

I am told that there are some FM only radio receivers that are still being 

manufactured and sold, but I do not expect there can be that many. I believe 

there are still some but generally speaking if you are going for a mid or top 

range radio receiver these days, it has DAB and FM on it, and rightly so. DAB+ 

is another separate argument and debate as only DAB receivers that are DAB+ 

compatible will support DAB+ listening, which is a further limitation. However, all 

radio receivers that are being manufactured and sold now have got DAB+ 

capabilities.  

 

Celador Radio currently broadcasts its services on three small-scale DAB 

multiplexes. Celador Radio broadcasts the service called The Breeze, at 112 

kilobits per second in stereo on our own multiplex in Bristol. We broadcast two of 

our services, called Sam FM and The Breeze on the Portsmouth multiplex. 

These services are also at 112 kilobits per second in stereo. We also broadcast 

on the BFBS multiplex in Aldershot at 128 kilobits per second in stereo as well. 

We would not want to broadcast our services below 112 kilobits per second and 

we certainly have no interest in our services being carried in DAB+ because 

there are only a few compatible DAB+ receivers at present. 

 

I have a DAB radio in my car that does not receive DAB+. It is an expensive car 

and I bought it four or five years ago, but I cannot receive DAB+ services in the 

car without upgrading the radio receiver, but I have no wish to and it is not 
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important enough to me because I can listen to all the radio stations I want on 

FM or on DAB. 

 

I do not believe DAB itself faces any significant challenges, as DAB currently 

exists. What faces the challenges is all those people that rely on DAB that are 

eager to see DAB becoming the exclusive platform for terrestrial radio 

broadcasting in the UK. Those are all challenges. The government faces a huge 

challenge in determining if it ever will switch off analogue radio and indeed if 

they did, how it would be carried out without disenfranchising a huge swathe of 

the population. 

 

Somebody said to me recently that if DAB was going to be introduced today, 

with all the technologies that stands at the moment, then it would not be 

because there are now other ways to access and listen to the radio. For 

example, Radioplayer created the most wonderful hybrid system. What is does 

is it monitors the available radio stations, irrespective of the platform they are on. 

So, on DAB, on FM and online and the system will continually scan the signal 

frequencies. If you are listening for example to The Breeze in Bristol, and you 

are listening on FM, you may drive through an area where there is poor signal, 

the system will check to see if there is a better and stronger signal on DAB or 

online via 4G and if there is then the system will automatically, seamlessly and 

continually switch to the strongest signal available. With technological advances 

such as the hybrid Radioplayer system, one would wonder whether or not if DAB 

really does have the future. However, too much has been invested in DAB to let 

it die. DAB will continue to form some part of radio broadcasting, probably for 

many, many years, although technical innovation will probably supersede DAB 

and who knows what will happen. However, I doubt that DAB will ever become 

the soul and single, exclusive listening platform for terrestrial broadcast radio. 

 

Generally speaking, the pubic are happy with the radio stations they already 

have. Most people who purchase a DAB radio visit their local retailer because 

they need to replace their current radio receiver because it has broken and 

needs replacing. The new DAB receiver looks aesthetically pleasing, it is 

compact, it has all the features that most people require, they switch the new 

DAB radio on in the home and they listen to BBC Radio 4 or Radio 2 or Heart or 

whatever it might be and they continue to listen to the same radio stations that 

they were before. Their listening habits have not changed that much.  

 

The majority of the public have no idea whether they are listening on DAB or on 

FM. When listeners are surveyed and questioned about this, they may be asked, 

‘do you listen on DAB or do you listen on FM?’ If they have a DAB radio receiver 

with an FM tuner on it, then they might say ‘I listen on DAB, but they do not 

know, and why would they care, because the important thing to remember is 

that they are listening to the Archers or the Today programme or to Chris Evans, 

it does not matter to listeners. Therefore, listeners do not know because they do 

not really care, and it does not really matter to them how they listen. Yet that 

data is used to determine what the radio industry is going to do in the future and 

as a mirror to reflect and represent what is happening right now. We have an 
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extraordinary circumstance; RAJAR figures will tell us for example, that fifteen 

per cent of our listeners are listening to The Breeze in South Devon on DAB. 

The problem is that there is no DAB transmitter for The Breeze in South Devon. 

We do not transmit The Breeze on DAB in South Devon, but the public state that 

they are listening to The Breeze in South Devon on DAB. The reason for this 

listening survey error is that listeners maybe listening to The Breeze on a DAB 

radio receiver, which is switched to the FM receiver option. Therefore, the 

listeners complete and return their RAJAR survey form to Ipsos MORI, who is 

the contracted organisation that are conducting the survey on behalf of RAJAR, 

and some listeners have written down that they are listening to The Breeze in 

South Devon on DAB. But they are not. RAJAR and Ipsos MORI know that 

these listeners are not listening on DAB, because there is no DAB, so they 

convert that incorrect data into analogue, so this information that we are able to 

gain by digging deep enough, is before it is refine. It is sensibly refined, because 

otherwise it would be inaccurate, but what the data proves is that the public do 

not know what platform they are listening on, because they do not know, and 

they do not care. Listeners care about whether or not they are listening to their 

favourite radio programme or whatever it might be, that is what they care about. 

Listeners do not care at all how the content is delivered, as long as the platform 

is convenient, and it is what they want to listen to. 

 

There are new DAB stations launching all of the time, particularly in dense urban 

areas, such as London, when there is a chance that getting half a per cent of the 

listening makes it vaguely viable to run a radio station, if that is the case then 

good on them. I mentioned that there is a good station called Mi-Soul that I listen 

to in London. There is Chris Country, which is available in London as well as a 

couple of other local multiplexes, if you like country music. I have no idea 

whether these organisations are commercially viable now and in the future. 

 

The policy, legislation and framework for the rollout of small-scale DAB will 

eventually go on to the statutory books, but that is likely to be around eighteen 

months away at the moment. Radio broadcasters, such as Celador Radio, along 

with the Radio centre, which represents the majority of commercial radio 

broadcasters and Ofcom and DCMS, wholly support this decision. Purely on the 

basis of that, it is likely to happen. Deregulation will take place, and we will be 

free to broadcast more centrally if we wish. There will be specific new 

provisions, and so there should be, for all local stations. They will be required to 

deliver local news and information, which Celador Radio already does because 

we are obliged to do so, and we deliver far beyond that we are contractually 

obliged to deliver, but we do it because we know that it is commercially sensible 

for us.  

 

Whenever the bill is passed, DAB and analogue will be treated exactly the same 

and all of those stations that, at the moment, are on DAB only and are 

broadcasting in a local area, such as London, who have no obligations to deliver 

local news will then have an obligation to deliver local news in the areas in which 

they broadcast. At the moment these stations do not have to broadcast any 

news at all if they do not want to. Some of the do broadcast news, but generally 
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speaking it is national news only. News collection and local news information, 

delivery and collection are expensive. The manpower that is required to do it is 

expensive and that will certainly add to the cost of those people operating DAB 

only stations. That might be a point when some of the stations that are operating 

on a tight financial budget will find it impossible to operate.  

 

We should never have assumed that having rollover licences associated with 

analogue licences could be handed back and re-advertised without the 

obligation to continue to have DAB services attached, which is what we 

discussed with Ofcom. That is the reason why we broadcast the service that we 

do in Dorset, because we are legally obliged to do so.” 

 

1.21. Steve Potter 

 

Director at Cambridge 105, representative from the Cambridge small-scale DAB 

multiplex 

 

Date recorded: 10th June 2016 

 

“The small-scale DAB trial came along, and it ticked all of the right boxes for me. 

Ofcom hosted a seminar, so I signed up for the seminar at Ofcom, but prior to 

that I got hold of a Hack RF and put together a small multiplex and played 

around with it. I was quite impressed with it. It worked really well, and it 

appeared relatively straightforward. I think you have to have a reasonably good 

technical insight into Linux. However, from my background it seemed relatively 

straightforward and I was quite excited about what you could do with it for little 

or no money. As a result, we signed up for the seminar and went to the seminar 

and that sounded great, this was at Baldock and was over two days. I met 

Rashid Mustapha there and we had a chat and that sounded good. I think 

Ofcom then announced the applications for the small-scale DAB trial and I did 

go around and speak to other local broadcasters, so I spoke to Cam FM and I 

spoke to CRC (Cambridge Regional College) who do RSLs (restricted service 

licences) and they run a radio course and I asked if they would be interested. 

Cam FM were initially interested in being on the small-scale DAB trial, but then 

they thought that it may cost too much and then they ‘sat on the fence’. CRC 

were interested. I am a director at Huntingdon Community Radio as well, so we 

got an interest from them that they would be interested in putting their 

programming on the multiplex. Then we approached Star Radio. Star were very 

interested in the smalls-scale DAB trial, but at that point they made it very clear 

that they would only engage with the other broadcasters if they held the 

multiplex licence. They would not ‘play ball’ at all if they did not have control of 

the multiplex. I was not really happy with that, so we thought about it and I think 

at one point we discounted actually becoming involved in the whole small-scale 

DAB project.  

 

However, I had a meeting with James Woodward, who was the Managing 

Director at Star Radio and he sent the thoughts of our meeting to UKRD head 
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office and I think at that point we had all decided that to stand a good chance of 

obtaining a licence for Cambridge, we should apply for one of the more 

specialised multiplexes. The on-channel repeater option looked like the obvious 

one because in theory we had ideal conditions to run an OCR (on channel 

repeater) because we had an ideal transmitter site outside Cambridge at Gog 

Magog where the Star Radio transmitter is located. That transmitter site is 

owned by Tony Sayer. We have our FM transmitter at the OLEM (Our Lady and 

the English Martyrs) Catholic Church on Hill Road. That has direct line of sight 

with Gog Magog and it also has a 5.8-gigabyte link, which goes from here to 

Gog Magog, so we have IP connectivity as well. The way that OLEM is 

constructed is that it is a square faced tower constructed of very thick brick and 

stone walls and the attenuation from one side to the other is massive, so putting 

the receiver aerial on one side and the transmitter aerial on the other side 

should give us a good deal of isolation, which is required for OCR. It looked like 

Cambridge’s application was fairly strong. However, if we applied for the licence 

and UKRD applied for the licence, then it probably would not work. It is better to 

put a group application together. Therefore, we decided to compromise because 

it was only for nine months. At the Ofcom seminar, they kept on reiterating that 

the small-scale DAB trial is for nine months, there is no follow-up, this is it, by 

the ninth month we will be ‘pulling the plug’ and that is the end of it. Ofcom kept 

repeating this message to us and they mentioned that the legislation needs to 

go through parliament and there is no mechanism for continuing the project and 

so on. I sat there and took all of this in and thought, ‘well okay, it is nine months, 

we will compromise in the interest of getting Cambridge a small-scale DAB 

multiplex and we will let UKRD, and I also got UKRD to cover some of our 

licence costs. Therefore, I charged them through my own company a 

consultancy fee to sort out all of the logistics. In fact, I did all of the rigging for 

them as well, so I rigged the aerials at both sites. So actually, what I charged 

UKRD for £500 was neither here nor there.  

 

We were relatively happy. UKRD put the application together and listed all of the 

radio stations that were interested in becoming involved and I believe they got 

Gaydio and Chris Country on-board as well and they applied, and the licence 

was awarded, which was great news.  

 

Coming to the point now, we were a bit disappointed when Ofcom announced 

that the licence would be extended for two years. UKRD contacted us and said 

that they need to cover their costs in operating the multiplex, at which point I 

was absolutely livid because Tony had not charged UKRD anything for the 

transmitter site at Wandlebury. Tony was charging UKRD the electricity 

consumption costs, as we have got a meter on the supply and we were 

changing the actual electricity consumption for the transmitter at Gog Magog. 

We did not charge UKRD for the transmission from our OLEM site, and we had 

completed all of the installation on both transmission sites. So, when they 

contacted us and said we would like a financial contribution towards the 

operating costs it did not make sense. They did come back to us very quickly 

and they said that we understand that we have a very special working 

relationship with Cambridge 105 so there is something that we can probably do 
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on that front and that is it. We have left it at that. I imagine for the next couple of 

years we will probably just carry on as we are. Whether Tony chooses to charge 

UKRD commercial rent or not, I do not know.  

 

I think it would be interesting for other small-scale multiplex operators to speak 

to UKRD to find out what their impression of small-scale DAB is, because I think 

it would be somewhat different to ours’. For us, I think small-scale DAB has 

been a benefit. Certainly, given that we have not really incurred any significant 

costs. We have had to pay for the DSPS (digital sound programme service) 

licence and we have had to pay PPL. However, the overall costs are nothing 

really because we received a contribution from UKRD for our side of the deal, so 

probably for the nine months overall, I think the overall cost was £350 or so and 

a lot of time. 

 

The small-scale DAB trial has increased our coverage because of the main DAB 

transmitter at Wandlebury, it has considerably increased our reach. Our FM 

signal is fairly restricted because it is not a great deal of power and because it is 

not a great deal of power we have had to locate it fairly centrally in Cambridge, 

which is in a bit of a dip anyway. Therefore, the small-scale DAB trial has 

considerably improved our coverage, both out to towards Healey, Royston and 

Newmarket and across to Huntingdon, it is good. So, I think for us the small-

scale DAB trial has been quite beneficial. From a technical side of things, the 

on-channel repeater has been a disaster, as it does not appear to work as far as 

I can tell. 

 

We would not want to burden Cambridge 105 with all of the setup costs for the 

small-scale DAB project, but I would be happy to form another company and 

fund it. Had we known that at the beginning, I think our outlook would have been 

slightly different. What has happened has happened. What I hope, and I did 

communicate this, because the CMA (Community Media Association) had a 

meeting with Ofcom and they did ask for questions to be submitted, so I did 

submit a set of questions. I think my main concern at the moment is that they 

‘rubber stamp’ all of the people who currently hold the small-scale DAB licences 

and convert them into full-time licences. 

 

It will be interesting to see what happens at the two-year point. I am going to 

kick up a fuss if Ofcom do not open applications for the local licence because I 

think we would have been misled. For us, it would be unfortunate. UKRD are 

great to work with and we have a good relationship with Star Radio, but I think it 

would be disappointing if the local multiplex is actually owned and run by a large 

national commercial radio group, who also already run commercial multiplexes. 

They already have a share in commercial multiplexes elsewhere. So, I do not 

believe that is really in our interests, and I am not sure if it is in Cambridge’s 

interest. I do not think they can add any extra value for us. The thing is they do 

not have any technical staff here really. 

 

For us, there were not setup costs because Ofcom supplied all of the 

equipment. The cost of purchasing the equipment, I would probably say 
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comparatively DAB is still more expensive compared to FM. A 100-watt FM 

transmitter is fairly cheap. A 100-watt DAB transmitter is somewhat more 

expensive. 

 

It is difficult to gauge how many listeners we have who are listening on DAB, 

because have not conducted any listening surveys. People are listening on 

DAB, but I get the impression that it is probably similar numbers to those who 

are listening online. FM by far is still the most popular medium. When the FM 

transmitter goes off, we receive several calls. There is a lower amount of calls 

when the streaming or DAB goes off. 

 

From the listener’s perspective, there is probably not a lot of difference between 

FM and DAB. I think DAB is something that has been forced on us slightly. If you 

look at new cars or if you go to most supermarkets, predominately, a lot of them 

are DAB radios. So, in order to maintain our listeners, I guess we have to have a 

presence on DAB. 

 

I have heard it said that the FM performance on DAB radio receivers is not as 

good as a dedicated FM radio. There are no technical reasons why it should not 

be as good. If I take the radio receiver in my car as an example, it appears to 

perform better on DAB than it does on FM. With a weak FM signal, compared to 

a weak DAB signal, DAB sounds better, but just in terms of reception quality.  

 

If you sit and listen to our off-air DAB signal and compare it to our off-air FM 

signal, on a high-quality DAB receiver and a high-quality FM receiver, I would 

probably say that there is very little in it, bearing in mind that we are currently 

broadcasting at 192 kilobits per second. However, as of next week [17th June 

2016] we will be broadcasting Cambridge 105 at 128 kilobits per second. The 

reason for the change is because the multiplex operator wants to put more 

channels on the multiplex. So, they have reduced our broadcasting bandwidth to 

allow for this. 

 

We are licensed for 25 watts vertical radiation and 25 watts horizontal radiation 

on FM. For DAB we are licensed at 100 watts, for each of the two transmitters, 

but from two separate locations. One of those locations is the same as the 

transmitter site, which is located in central Cambridge. The other DAB 

transmission site, which is also 100 watts, is located outside Cambridge. In 

terms of reach into the surrounding villages, DAB has increased our coverage. 

 

We have to get onto DAB. I do not think we have any choice. Certainly, in 

Cambridge, we often get asked the question, ‘where can I find you on DAB?’ 

And the answer would always be, ‘we are not on DAB’. I think people get 

confused between different technologies. I have noticed now, a lot of the time, 

that people do not refer to DAB anymore, they refer to ‘digital radio’, and that 

encompasses streaming, DAB and lots of other different technologies, so to say 

that we are on digital radio, that encompasses DAB as well. 
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I think DAB will become increasingly popular. If only because the availability of 

standard radios, both portable radios and radios that are fitted into cars, they all 

are DAB capable, but I think it is a short to medium term prospect. I think longer 

term, and which is more important, is online streaming. Certainly, for the 

medium to long term, FM is still going to remain relevant. 

 

There is a limited amount of spare capacity on the multiplex and the licensing 

costs need to be factored in. At the moment, PRS (Performing Rights Society) 

do not charge us any additional costs for broadcasting on DAB, as long as we 

simulcast our FM output. If we change our output on DAB, then we start to incur 

costs with PRS and possibly the costs with PPL (Phonographic Performance 

Limited) would also change. We could run DAB as a separate broadcast service, 

however, we would incur additional costs. We also probably would not get the 

relief that we currently get as a community broadcaster. That would be 

something we would need to discuss with the licensing authority (Ofcom). We 

would very much like to start up another DAB service. It has been talked about 

quite a lot; whether that is ‘re-spinning’ our existing content or broadcasting new 

content. 

 

I do not think online streaming poses a threat to DAB. Online use in cars is not 

particularly popular or prevalent at the moment, but I think it will become more 

and more popular, partly because of the interactive nature as well. You can do 

an awful lot with a two-way connection that you simply cannot do with a normal 

broadcast signal. However, FM has proven itself to be a reliable and cost-

effective medium. 

 

One of the problems with DAB is that it is a very old technology. It is also 

disappointing that we are stuck with DAB and there does not appear to be any 

great moves towards DAB+. That is one of the problems with being one of the 

‘early adopters’ of this technology. FM has a clear advantage over AM. I think 

the advantages of DAB compared to FM are not quite so clear. Most people do 

not care about the delivery method, as it is not relevant to them. 

 

Some of the material that Cambridge 105 play out on the system is that the 

original source bitrate was fairly low, but the majority of people do not appear to 

notice it. I am not convinced that everyone can identify a low bitrate piece of 

audio. Some people actually think it sounds better because that is what they are 

used to listening to. 

 

We operate all of our transmission sites ourselves, if we did not do that, we 

would not be able to financially exist, and it would not be viable.” 

 

1.22. Tony Moorey 

 

Group Content Director of Magic and Absolute Radio, Bauer Media 

 

Date recorded: 27th September 2017 
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“Digital radio is a significant part of Absolute Radio’s history in the past decade 

and Magic is expanding in a similar fashion. Absolute Radio has always seen 

digital as a massive opportunity. The history of the rollout of the decades and 

the audience that have come to us for that is testament to that. On Magic it is 

such an amazingly loved brand, that taking the same approach seems to be a 

massive opportunity for us. 

 

When the second national commercial multiplex launched we launched Magic 

Chilled, Magic Soul and we have a ‘pop-up’ short term, temporary Magic 

Christmas DAB station on the way too, so DAB is growing. We like to 

experiment. We are radio enthusiasts and we love the idea of someone coming 

up with the idea of doing an ‘Abba’ station, and all ‘Abba’ station, why not do it? 

DAB offers that opportunity. One of the statistics I love the most is Absolute 80s 

and Magic Chilled, in each case, from the moment the idea first cropped up for 

that sort of station, it was broadcasting six weeks later. It is being able to move 

fast like that, is exciting. There is a mix. Magic Chilled is unashamedly a 

‘soundtrack’ station in terms of the soundtrack to your day. The presenters are 

there to add companionship, but actually the music is at the forefront. Mellow 

Magic is similar, but we still have highlight programmes on Mellow. We have 

Fran Godfrey doing an amazing live breakfast show. We have programmes from 

the likes of Ruthie Henshall and John Hannah at the weekend and on Mellow 

Magic we cover events such as the Olivier Awards and Magic at the Musicals, 

are full live concerts. There is a mix of content on the stations. 

 

I am very excited about launch of Magic Christmas. It is something we have 

wanted to do for quite a long time. If Global can take a leaf out of our books with 

Absolute 80s then why not us from theirs with Christmas.” (Clarkson 2017) 

 

1.23. Anonymous listener comment 

 

17th November 2017 

 

“If it was not for DAB/DAB+ I would not be able to listen to Jazz FM Stereo or 

Premier Praise or even LBC in Yorkshire. In fact, I listened to LBC via DAB, 

rather than BBC Radio 4 or 5 Live, and I was therefore not surprised at the 

result of the EU referendum, or at Donald Trump’s victory in the US presidential 

election. I look forward to rollout of the licensing of small-scale DAB/DAB+ into 

areas such as rural and coastal Yorkshire so that small community & 

commercial stations can be able to afford DAB transmission as small stations 

are already able to do in Norwich and Plymouth [sic].” 

 

“The forced transition is very expensive, it implicitly causes a shutdown of small 

local radio broadcasters, and also forces everyone to buy new equipment in cars 

and home. DAB receivers consume more power, which limits the use in small 

battery driven devices. The sound quality, which was supposedly a selling point, 

is bad. Due to the cost of the [broadcasting] equipment, many channels share 
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the bandwidth, which means the sound quality suffers. The DAB frequencies are 

higher, which means the range of the signals are lower, which in turn means you 

need numerous transmitters to cover the same area as one FM transmitter.” 

(Offerdal, November 2017) 
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APPENDIX THREE 

Survey forms 

 
1.1. Example of the pilot survey form 

Thank you for agreeing to complete this anonymous survey. My name is 

Jonathan Marsh and I am researching digital radio broadcasting as a part of my 

Professional Doctorate. 

 

Please give your age   (Hearing and age are related and are important to 

this survey). 

 

Please tick the boxes below to indicate which piece of audio is the best 

quality. 

 

Audio clip A Audio clip B I can’t tell the 
difference 

   

Audio clip C Audio clip D I can’t tell the 
difference 

   

Audio clip E Audio clip F I can’t tell the 
difference 

   

Audio clip G Audio clip H I can’t tell the 
difference 

   

Audio clip I Audio clip J I can’t tell the 
difference 
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Which is most important to you as a radio listener?  

Please rank the following in order of importance  

1 represents the highest importance 

4 represents the lowest importance 

 

 

Good radio presenters 

 

Good audio quality 

 

Good choice of radio stations 

 

Good selection of music 

 

Thank you for completing this survey. The information and answers you have 

provided will remain anonymous and will greatly assist in this piece of research. 
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1.2. Example of the final survey form that was used in the research 

Thank you for agreeing to complete this anonymous survey.  

 

1. Please give your age    (Hearing and age are related and are 

important to this survey). 

 

2. Please rate your hearing:  Poor  Good  Excellent  

 

3. Please state any hearing impairments you have (e.g. hearing aid) 

     

 

4. Please tick the boxes below to indicate which piece of audio is the 

best quality. 

 

Clip A Clip B No difference Comment 

    

Clip C Clip D No difference Comment 

    

Clip E Clip F No difference Comment 

    

Clip G Clip H No difference Comment 

    

Clip I Clip J No difference Comment 

    

Clip K Clip L No difference Comment 

    

Clip M Clip N No difference Comment 

    

Clip O Clip P No difference Comment 
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5. Which is most important to you as a radio listener? 

Please order the following in order of importance from 1 to 4 

1 represents the highest importance 

4 represents the lowest importance 

 

Thank you for completing this survey. The information and answers you have 

provided will remain anonymous and will greatly assist in this piece of research. 

 

 

 

Good radio 
presenters 

Good audio 
quality 

Good choice of 
radio stations 

Good selection of 
music 
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APPENDIX FOUR 

Photographs of small-scale DAB 

multiplex equipment 

 
1.1. Introduction 

These photographs are for research purposes to provide a visual aid of the 

small-scale multiplex equipment. The photographs were taken as part of the 

fieldwork research and site visits to view the multiplex equipment. Permission 

was granted from the relevant multiplex operators during the time of visit for 

private access under supervised conditions to view and photograph the 

equipment while operating. The research candidate took the following 

photographs. 

 

1.2. Photographs of the Norwich small-scale multiplex 

These two photographs show the Norwich small-scale multiplex transmission 

equipment, which is located in a secure room at the top of Markham Tower, 

Bowers Avenue, NR3 2PX and provides small-scale DAB coverage across most 

parts of Norwich city centre with some surrounding communities. 

Figure 13: Photograph of Norwich small-scale DAB multiplex system showing the rack mounted 

transmission equipment (7th April 2017) 
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Figure 14: Photograph of Norwich small-scale DAB multiplex system showing rack mounted 
transmission equipment (7th April 2016) 
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1.3. Photographs of the Cambridge small-scale multiplex 

The three photographs in this section show the Cambridge small-scale multiplex 

equipment, which provides small-scale DAB coverage across most parts of 

Cambridge city centre with some surrounding communities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Photograph of rack mounted up-link equipment at Cambridge 105 (10th June 2016) 

 

 

The photograph (above) of the rack mounted uplink equipment is located at 

Cambridge 105, 23-25 Gwydir Street, CB1 2LG. This equipment monitors the 

output and provides an up-linking facility to the DAB multiplex, which is located 

in the clock tower area of ‘Our Lady and the English Martyrs Church’ on Hills 

Road, CB2 1JR. 
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Figure 16: Photograph of Cambridge small-scale multiplex system showing the rack mounted 
transmission equipment (10th June 2016) 
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Figure 17: Photograph of the frequency mask filter from the Cambridge small-scale multiplex (10th 

Jun 2016) 
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APPENDIX FIVE 

DAB multiplex details 

 
1.1. Introduction 

Below is a tabulated list of radio stations that broadcast on DAB in the United 

Kingdom. The data includes frequency, capacity and multiplex details. The 

information is correct as of January 2019 and is subject to change. The 

tabulated lists are arranged in the sub-headed sections, which include national, 

regional and small-scale multiplexes. Referring to the tabulated data below, the 

‘service’ denotes the specific radio or data service carried (broadcast) on the 

multiplex. ‘Bitrate format’ denotes the specific data amount(s) for each service. 

The ‘PI code’ refers to the programme identifier code for the service 

identification of the original signal, which is linked to the Radio Data System 

(RDS). (DCMS, 2013) The ‘format genre’ refers to the overall generic output for 

each service carried on any given multiplex. This information is intended for 

reference use only. (Wohnort 2019) 

 

1.2. National UK digital audio broadcasting multiplexes 

BBC National DAB 
DAB Band III 
Block 12B: 225.648 MHz 
Allotment: G_90001 UK BBC 
Operator: BBC 
Multiple national transmission sites 
On-air: 27th September 1995 
 
The BBC multiplex is dynamic. Typical configurations are shown. Other 
configurations may appear from time to time. (Wohnort 2019) 
 

Service  Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

BBC Radio 1 112-128 kbps joint stereo C221 Popular & specialist 
music 

BBC Radio 1Xtra 112-128 kbps joint stereo C22A Urban music 

BBC Radio 2  112-128 kbps joint stereo C222 Popular music 

BBC Radio 3 160-192 kbps stereo / joint stereo C223 Classical music & 
culture 

BBC Radio 4 80-128 kbps mono / joint stereo C224 Varied speech 

BBC Radio 4 Extra 80 kbps mono C22C Varied speech 

BBC Radio 5 Live 64-80 kbps mono C225 News and sport 

BBC Radio 5 Live Sports Extra 64-80 kbps mono C228 News and sport (temp.) 

BBC Radio 6 Music 112-128 kbps joint stereo C22B Popular & specialist 
music 

BBC Asian Network  64 kbps mono C236 Music and speech 
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BBC World Service 64 kbps mono C238 Varied speech 

 
Digital One (Also referred to as National 1) 
DAB Band III 
England, Wales & Northern Ireland Block 11D 222.064 MHz 
Allotment: G_60001 England I 
Allotment: G_60002 Wales I 
Scotland: Block 12A: 223.936 MHz 
Allotment: G_60011 Scotland I 
Ensemble label: Digital 1 Network 
Operator: Digital One (Arqiva) 
Multiple national transmission sites 
On-air: 28th March 1999 
 

Service  Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Absolute Radio  80 kbps mono C1C0 Popular music 

Absolute Radio 90s 80 kbps mono CAC2 Popular music 

Capital UK 80 kbps mono C5DA Popular music 

Capital XTRA 112 kbps joint stereo C37B Popular music 

Classic FM 128 kbps joint stereo C2A1 Classical music 

Heart Extra 80 kbps mono CFD1 Popular music 

Heart 80s 80 kbps mono C1DC Popular music 

Kiss 80 kbps mono C5C0 Popular music 

LBC  64 kbps mono LSF C0C2 Varied speech 

Magic  80 kbps mono C0C6 Popular music 

Radio X 80 kbps mono C4CD Popular music 

Smooth Extra 80 kbps mono C6C0 Easy listening music 

TalkSPORT 64 kbps mono LSF C0C0 Varied speech and 
sport 

UBC 1 64 kbps mono LSF C4CA Religion 

INRIX UK TPEG 16 kbps E1C000BA Packet data 

 

 
National 2 
DAB+ Band III 
Block 11A: 216.928 MHz 
Allotments:  
G_60004 England II  G_60032 Isle of Man II  G_60005 
Wales II 
G_60022 Northern Ireland II G_60012 Scotland II 
Ensemble label: SDL National 
Operator: Sound Digital (Arqiva/Bauer/UTV) 
45 UK transmission sites providing 73 to 75 per cent UK household coverage 
and 63 to 65 per cent major UK road coverage. 
On-air: Services launched on February 29th and multiplex launched on March 1st 
2016. 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Absolute Radio 80s 80 kbps mono C8D8 Popular 80s music 
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Forces Radio BFBS 24 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C5E0 News and music 

Fun Kids UK 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFD8 Children’s programmes 

Heat Radio 80 kbps mono C6D8 Popular music 

Jack Radio (UK) 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAE0 Jazz music 

Jazz FM Stereo 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD7 Jazz music 

Kisstory 80 kbps mono C4D8 Popular music 

Magic Chilled 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED7 Easy listening music 

Mellow Magic 80 kbps mono C5D8 Easy listening music 

Panjab Radio  56 kbps mono LSF CED8 Culture 

Planet Rock  80 kbps mono C7D8 Rock music 

Premier Christian 64 kbps mono LSF CCD8 Religion 

Premier Praise 64 kbps mono LSF CDD8 Religion 

Sunrise Radio UK 64 kbps mono LSF C9D8 Popular music 

TalkRADIO 64 kbps mono LSF C0D8 News 

TalkSPORT 2 64 kbps mono LSF C1D8 Sport 

UCB 2 64 kbps mono LSF CBD8 Religion 

Union Jack 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7FF Popular music 

Virgin Anthems 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C3D8 Popular music 

Virgin Chilled 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C3D8 Popular music 

Virgin Radio 80 kbps mono C3D8 Popular music 

 

1.3. Regional UK digital audio broadcasting multiplexes 

London 1 
DAB Band III 
Block 12C: 227.360 MHz 
Allotment: G_50012 London III (sic) 
Operator: CE Digital 
Sites: Croydon, Alexandra Palace, Bluebell Hill, BT Tower, Guildford, Hemel 
Hempstead, Hungry Hill, Leatherhead Stoke d’Abernon, Reigate, Wrotham, 
Zouches Farm. 
On-air: May 2000 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Absolute Radio 112 kbps joint stereo C4B4 Popular music 

Capital London 128 kbps joint stereo C479 Popular music 

Gold 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D3 Popular retro music 

Greatest Hits 112 kbps joint stereo C0E5 Popular music 

Heart London 128 kbps joint stereo C460 Popular music 

Kiss 112 kbps joint stereo C483 Popular music 

Kiss Fresh 80 kbps mono CDD1 Popular music 

Magic Soul  80 kbps mono C3D9 Popular music 

Magic London 112 kbps joint stereo C788 Popular music 

Smooth London 128 kbps joint stereo C787 Easy listening 
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London 2 
DAB Band III 
Block 12A: 223.936 MHz 
Allotment: G_50010 London I (sic) 
Operator: Switch Digital 
Sites: Alexandra Palace, Arkley, Bluebell Hill, BT Tower, Colindale House, 
Crystal Palace, Guildford, Harrow Weald, Hemel Hempstead, Hungry Hill, 
Leatherhead Stoke d’Abernon, Mount Vernon, Reigate, Richmond Hill, Shooters 
Hill, Staines, Wrotham, Zouches Farm. 
On-air: July 2000 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Adventist Radio  80 kbps mono  CBDE Religion 

Asian FX Radio  32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD7 Varied speech and music 

Baikal Radio  80 kbps mono C3E0 Varied speech 

BBC Radio London  128 kbps joint stereo CC31 Varied speech and music 

Chris Country 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2D4 Country music 

Fix Radio 64 kbps mono LSF CDDA Popular music & speech 

Hits Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C5E3 Popular music 

Jazz FM 80 kbps mono CDD0 Jazz music 

LBC London News 64 kbps mono LSF C5C2 News and varied speech 

Mi-Soul  64 kbps mono LSF C7CD Popular music 

Nation Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D9 Popular music 

Panda Radio 64 kbps mono LSF CCC0 Varied speech 

Sout Al Khaleej 64 kbps mono LSF CFC1 Varied speech 

talkSPORT London 64 kbps mono LSF C4CE Sport and varied speech 

The Arrow  128 kbps joint stereo CDC6 Rock music 

88.3 Centreforce 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D9 Popular music 

 

 
London 3 
DAB Band III 
Block 11B: 218.640 MHz 
Allotment: G_50011 London II (sic) 
Operator: The Digital Radio Group (London) 
Sites: Alexandra Palace, Bluebell Hill (S), Brookmans Park, BT Tower, 
Chepping Wycombe, Croydon, Guildford, Hemel Hempstead (BT Bedmont), 
Leatherhead Stoke d’Abernon, Reigate, Wrotham, Zouches Farm. 
On-air: January 2002 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Absolute Classic Rock 64 kbps mono LSF C7C9 Rock music 

Athavan Radio 64 kbps mono LSF C4DC Varied speech  

Bloomberg Radio 64 kbps mono LSF C1DB Finance and news speech  

Chill 64 kbps mono  C1C3 Easy listening music 

Dilse Radio 64 kbps mono CECD Varied speech 

Gaydio 80 kbps mono C9C9 Varied speech and popular music 
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GN Radio UK 64 kbps mono CCD0 Varied speech 

IBC Tamil 64 kbps mono LSF C8C1 Varied speech 

Love Sport 80 kbps mono C7E0 Sport 

Lyca Radio 1458 64 kbps mono CECE Varied speech 

Matryoshka Radio 112 kbps joint stereo CFD6 Popular music 

Polish Radio London 96 kbps mono C1D0 Popular music 

Premier Gospel Radio 80 kbps mono C9C8 Varied speech 

Rathergood Radio  64 kbps mono LSF G5E4 Popular music 

Voice of Islam 64 kbps mono LSF C6D7 Varied speech and religion 

 

 
Central Scotland 1 
DAB Band III 
Block 11D: 222.064 MHz 
Allotment: G_50051 Central Scotland 
Operator: Switch Digital (Scotland) 
Sites: KirkO’Shotts, Craigkelly, Gleniffer Braes, Braid Hills, Darvel and Earls Hill. 
On-air: June 2001 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

103.1 Central FM 80 kbps mono C0C3 Popular music 

BBC RNan Gaidheal 128 kbps joint stereo C336 Varied speech 

GO Radio Glasgow 128 kbps joint stereo C3DC Popular music 

Rocksport Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C4E0 Varied speech 

Soct Sun80s 128 kbps joint stereo C3DF Popular music 

Soct Sun Gr8s 128 kbps joint stereo CBDF Retro music 

Soct Sun Hits 128 kbps joint stereo C7DF Popular music 

TalkSPORT Scot 64 kbps mono LSF C5CE Sport 

 

 

1.4. Localised small-scale digital audio broadcasting multiplexes 

“In June 2015 [the Office of Communications, Ofcom] awarded ten short-term 

trial licences for multiplexes to test a new software defined approach to DAB 

transmission. These multiplexes are all now broadcasting.” (Ofcom 2016) 

 

Below are listings of UK radio stations that participated in Ofcom’s small-scale 

DAB transmission tests and trials. The list includes frequency, capacity and 

multiplexer details. The UK regulator, Ofcom, occasionally grants licences for 

testing and development. These tests have previously occurred in London and 

Cambridge. Unlike the current mini-multiplexer trials, any audio content is for 

engineering purposes and is not intended for public consumption. Data correct 

as of June 2016, subject to change. (Wohnort 2016) 

 

Aldershot mini-multiplex 
DAB Band III 
Block 8A: 195.936 MHz 
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Operator: BFBS Aldershot 
Trial Type: Single transmitter (currently not covering Aldershot) 
Site: BFBS Aldershot (100 watts), Winston Churchill School Woking  
On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Angel Vintage 64 kbps mono LSF CDC2 Popular retro music 

BFBS Aldershot 128 kbps joint stereo C691 Popular music 

BFBS Beats 128 kbps joint stereo CED6 Popular music 

BFBS Gurkha 128 kbps joint stereo C2FC Popular music 

Brooklands Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9E6 Popular music 

Radio Caroline 128 kbps joint stereo C6D6 Popular music 

Radio Woking 128 kbps joint stereo C5D6  Popular music 

The Breeze 128 kbps joint stereo C9DB Popular music 

Weather24/7Radio  32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CADC Weather 

 

 
 
Birmingham mini-multiplex 
DAB+ Band III 
Block 9A: 202.928 MHz 
Operator: Switch Radio 
Trial Type: Single transmitter 
Site: Castle Vale 
On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

45 Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCE0 Culture 

Ambur Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C089 Other music 

Angel Vintage 64 kbps mono LSF CDC2 Popular retro music 

Big City Radio 80 kbps mono C8D5 Varied speech 

Black Country 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD5 Popular music 

Gaydio 80 kbps mono C897 Popular music 

Gorgeous FM 48 DAB mono C7DE Popular music 

London Greek Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C092 Varied speech 

Like Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED5 Varied speech 

Radio Caroline 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Popular retro music 

Radio Central 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C0DB Other music 

Radio Sangam 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C09C Other music 

Solar Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED4 Popular music 

Starpoint Soul 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C1D5 Soul music 

Switch Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CF8A Popular music 

The Beat 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCDD Popular music 

Touch 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C59A Popular music 

Unity FM 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 C096 Varied speech 
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Brighton and Hove mini-multiplex 
DAB+ Band III 
Block 9A: 202.928 MHz 
Operator: Brighton and Hove Radio 
Trial Type: Single transmitter 
Site: Sussex Heights 
On-air: July 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

1BTN 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C5D7 Popular music 

Angel Vintage 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CDC2 Popular retro music 

Cyber Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Easy listening 

Gaydio  64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C4D0 Popular music 

Mi-Soul 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7D7 Popular music 

NME 1 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCD4 Rock music 

Platform B 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9D6 Popular music 

Radio Caroline 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Popular retro music 

Radio Reverb 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C091 Varied speech 

Resonance 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D4 Culture 

Solar Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED4 Popular music 

The Beat 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCDD  Popular music 

Totally Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD4 Other music 

Trickstar 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C5DB Popular music 

URF 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9D4 Popular music 

 

 
Bristol mini-multiplex 
DAB Band III 
Block 9A 
Frequency: 202.928 MHz 
Operator: Celador Radio 
Trial Type: Single transmitter 
Site: County Gates 
On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Angel Vintage 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CDC2 Popular retro music 

BFBS Gurkha 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C4D6 News and information 

BCFM 128 kbps joint stereo C6D4 Popular music 

Bradley Stoke 128 kbps joint stereo C987 Popular music 

Cyber Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Popular music 

Cyber Rock 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2E0 Rock music 

Hub Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C4D4 Popular music 

Resonance Extra 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C081 Culture 
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Sam FM 128 kbps joint stereo CF92 Rock music 

Somer Valley 128 kbps joint stereo C081 Popular music 

The Breeze 128 kbps joint stereo C3BB Popular music 

Ujima Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C080 Popular music 

EPG 8 kbps E1C000D4 Packet data 

 

 
Cambridge mini-multiplex 
DAB Band III 
Block 7D 
Frequency: 194.064 MHz 
Operator: UKRD 
Trial Type: On-channel repeater 
Sites: Hills Road and Gog Magog, Cambridge 
On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Angel Vintage 64 kbps mono LSF CDC2 Popular retro music 

Black Cat Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CF9D Popular music 

Cambridge 105 128 kbps joint stereo C791 Varied speech & popular 
music 

Chris Country 128 kbps joint stereo CCC4 Country music 

Crackers Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDE3 Popular music 

Cyber Gold 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8E3 Retro music 

Cyber Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Retro music 

Cyber Rock 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C1E0 Rock music 

Gaydio 128 kbps joint stereo C1D4 Popular music 

HCR104FM 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CA8A Varied speech 

Resonance Extra 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D4 Culture 

Star Radio 128 kbps joint stereo C38B Popular music 

Visitor Radio 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 C4E4 Travel information 

Zack FM 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C084 Popular music 

 

 
Glasgow mini-multiplex 
DAB Band III 
Block 10B 
Frequency: 211.648 MHz 
Operator: Nation Digital Investments Ltd. 
Trial Type: SFN (Single Frequency Network) 
Site: Cathkin Braes 
On-air: November 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

45 Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9E4 Retro music 

Angel Vintage 24 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CDC2 Retro music 

Celtic Music 95FM 24 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CD89 Celtic music 
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Chris Country 128 kbps DAB+ stereo AAC-LC CCC4 Country music 

Crackers Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDE3 Popular music 

Cyber Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Popular music 

Delite Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD4 Music 

Gaydio 80 kbps Mono C897 Popular music 

London Greek Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C092 Music 

Matryoshka Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFD6 Popular music 

Mi-Soul 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7CD Popular music 

Nation Radio 112 kbps Stereo C454 Popular music 

Paisley FM 24 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CBE4 Popular music 

Pride Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7E4 Music 

Radio Caroline 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Popular retro music 

Radio Sangam 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C09C Music 

Sunrise Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CECB Culture 

United DJs 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2DD Popular music 

Visitor Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8E4 Visitor information 

Your Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFD5 Popular music 

 

 
London Mini-multiplex 
DAB Band III 
Block 9A 
Frequency: 202.928 MHz 
Operator: U.DAB 
Trial Type: SFN (Single Frequency Network) 
Sites: Southwood Park Highgate and Honor Oak Park 
On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Angel Vintage 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CBDB Retro music 

Delite Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD4 Popular music 

London Greek Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C092 Music 

LBR Digital 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C4DD Religion 

NME 1 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCD4 Popular music 

NuSound Radio 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C091 Varied speech 

Radio Caroline 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Retro music 

Rainbow Radio 64 kbps mono C7D9 Culture 

Reprezent 128 kbps Stereo CF84 Popular music 

Resonance 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD6 Culture 

Resonance Extra 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D4 Culture 

Rinse FM 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CD90 Popular music 

Solar Radio 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED4 Popular music 

The Beat London 32 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFE3 Popular music 

Zone 1 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8DB Popular music 
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Manchester Mini-multiplex 
DAB+ Band III 
Block 10B 
Frequency: 211.648 MHz 
Operator: Niocast Digital 
Trial Type: Single transmitter 
Site: Manchester One 
On-air: August 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Chris Country 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2D4 Country music 

Delite Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD4 Music 

Fix Radio 64 kbps mono LSF C897 Popular music 

Gaydio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C987 Popular music 

Heritage Radio 48 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 C2DA Religion 

Imagine Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C590 Popular music 

London Geek Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C092 Culture 

Love 80s MCR  48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C9D9 Music 

Max 80s 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C0D5 Music 

MCR Live 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D7 Popular music 

Mi-Soul Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C7CD Music 

Radio Dead 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CEDC Popular music 

Radio Diamond 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CEDD Music 

Radio Sangam 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C09C Music 

Revolution 96.2 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C49A Popular music 

Sunrise Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CECB Culture 

Trafford Sound 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CFDD Popular music 

Unity Radio 48 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CE8A Music 

Vita Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C0DD Popular music 

XS Manchester 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCB2 Rock music 

 

 
Norwich Mini-multiplex 
DAB+ Band III 
Block 9A 
Frequency: 202.928 MHz 
Operator: Future Digital Norfolk 
Trial Type: Single transmitter 
Site: Markham Tower  
On-air: September 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

45 Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCE0 Rock music 

Angel Vintage 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 CDC2 Retro music 

Cambridge 105 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C791 Music & speech 
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Chris Country 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCC4 Country music 

Classical 1 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2DC Classical music 

Crackers Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CDE3 Music 

Cyber Gold 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8E3 Retro music 

Cyber Radio 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C2CB Popular music 

Cyber Rock 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C1E0 Rock music 

Future Radio 160 kbps Stereo CBD6 Music & speech 

NME 1 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CCD4 Music 

NME 2 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6E0 Music 

Panda Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C1DF Varied speech 

Radio Caroline 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Retro music 

Radio Norwich 128 kbps Stereo CDB7 Popular music 

Resonance Extra 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 C8D4 Culture 

Solar Radio 48 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CED4 Popular music 

Totally Radio 64 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v1 CAD4 Varied speech 

Weather 24/7 Radio 32 kbps DAB+ mono HE-AAC v1 C9DD Weather 

Zack FM 40 kbps DAB+ stereo HE-AAC v2 CBD9 Popular music 

 

 
Portsmouth Mini-multiplex 
DAB+ Band III 
Block 7D 
Frequency: 194.064 MHz 
Operator: Angel Radio 
Trial Type: Single transmitter 
Site: Fort Widley (200W) (migrated from Highbury College in January 2016) 
On-air: August 2015 (licensed until March 2020) 
 

Service Bitrate format PI code Format genre 

Atmosphere Radio 64 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v1 C7D5 Popular music 

Awaaz FM Radio 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CDC5 Culture 

BFBS Portsmouth 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C9D7 Popular music 

Chris Country 56 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v1 CCC4 Country music 

Delite Radio 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD4 Music 

Express FM 112 kbps Stereo  CA94 Popular music 

Flash 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CADA Rock music 

Gaydio 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C9C9 Music 

Metal Mayhem Radio  48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CFDC Rock music 

Radio Caroline 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C6D6 Retro music 

Sam FM 112 kbps Stereo CCD6 Rock music 

Skylab Radio 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C3DD Music 

Startpoint Soul 32 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C1D5 Music 

The Breeze 112 kbps Stereo C6BA Popular music 

Totally Radio 64 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CAD4 Music 
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United DJs 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 C2DD Popular music 

Test channel 64 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v1 CCD3 Weather 

100% Dragon Hits 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CECF Popular music 

100% Whatever 48 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v2 CDD6 Popular music 

60s 64 kbps DAB+ Stereo HE-AAC v1 CAD3 Retro music 
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APPENDIX SIX 

RS1 form 

 
UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE 

Form RS1 – Professional Doctorate 

 

PART ONE (completed by the candidate) 

 

Application for Programme Approval 

(Please see the Notes of Guidance for the completion of RS1) 

 

1. The Applicant 

 

1.1 Registration number: 0503226 

 

1.2 Name: Jonathan Marsh 

 

1.3 Research Institute: Research Institute for Media, Arts and 

Performance (RIMAP) 

 

1.4 Title of Professional Doctorate: Professional Doctorate in 

Journalism, Media, Cinema and Television 

 

1.5 Mode of study: part time 

 

1.6 Particulars of any scholarship or other award held in 

connection with the proposed researched programme: 

Scholarship/fee-waiver from the University of Bedfordshire 

(Department of Journalism and Communications) 

 

2. Name of Collaborating Establishment(s) 

University of Bedfordshire, community radio organisations and 

stations, the Office of Communications (Ofcom), the Department for 

Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, individual stakeholders (listeners 

and industry representatives). 
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3. Ethical Issues 

Please complete and append the RS1 (Ethics Approval Form), 

which has been signed off by the Research Institute Ethics 

Committee. (Please note that no application for Programme 

approval will be forwarded to the URC until ethical approval has 

been granted). 2 

 

4. Title of research proposal 

Exploring small-scale digital audio broadcasting in the United 

Kingdom. 

 

5. The Report (up to, but not exceeding 5,000 words – excluding 

bibliography) 

A full report should be appended as a separate document to the form 

(pages should be numbered and your name and submission date 

must appear on each page using the following headings: 

 

5.1 Aim(s) and main objectives of the investigation 

5.2 Proposed plan of work and time plan (including its 

relationship to previous work) 

5.3 Details of facilities available for the investigation at 

collaborating establishments (place of practice) 

5.4 Bibliography 

 

6. Word length of report (excluding bibliography and appendices) 

4,512 words in total (excluding bibliography and appendices) 

 

7. Statement by the applicant: 

 

7.1 I wish to apply for Programme Approval on the basis of the 

proposals given in this application. 

 

7.2 I confirm that the particulars given in Sections 1- 6 are 

correct. 

 

7.3 I understand that, except with the specific permission of the 

University of Bedfordshire I may not, during the period of my 

registration, be a candidate for an award of another 

university/or for another award of the University of 

Bedfordshire. 

 

7.4 I understand that, except with the specific permission of the 

University of Bedfordshire, I must prepare and defend my 

thesis in English. 

 
2 The RS1 of students requiring NHS ethical approval may be forwarded to URC prior to the 
approval being granted, however no data collection may take place until ethical approval has been 
granted and the RGS has been informed.  
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7.5 I confirm that I have read the University's current Research 

Degree Regulations for the Award of Research Degrees, the 

Research Degrees Handbook and the Guidance Notes prior 

to completing this form. 

 

Signed:  

(Candidate) 
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UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE 

Form RS1 – Professional Doctorate 

 

PART TWO (completed by the Director of Studies) 

 

Application for Programme Approval 

(Please see the Notes of Guidance for the completion of RS1) 

 

1. The Applicant 

 

1.1 Registration number: 0503226 

 

1.2 Name: Jonathan Marsh 

 

2. Supervisory Team (please complete fully, including the section on 
supervisory experience) 
 

2.1 Director of Studies (include name, qualifications, post held and 

place of work, and forward CV where appropriate – please see 

guidelines- to the Research Student Administrator, max 4 

pages): 

 

Dr Gavin Stewart PhD 
Principal Lecturer Media Arts  
University of Bedfordshire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Please note that when calculating current supervision, you should only include 

those students that have had their RS1 approved by the URC. Do not include the 

student that this form relates to. 

  

0 PhD (inc Prof Doctorates) 

Previously supervised (successfully completed supervision) as a 

second supervisor: 

0 MSc/MA by Research 2 MPhil 

0 PhD (inc Prof Doctorates) 

Previously supervised (successfully completed supervision) as a 

first supervisor/Director of Studies: 

0 MSc/MA by Research 0 MPhil 

3 PhD (inc Prof Doctorates) 

Currently second supervisor for: 

0 MSc/MA by Research 0 MPhil 

1 PhD (inc Prof Doctorates) 

Currently Director of Studies for: 

0 MSc/MA by Research 0 MPhil 

Experience of supervision of registered2 research degree candidates (complete as applicable): 
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1. Second Supervisor (include name, qualifications, post held and place 

of work, and forward CV where appropriate – please see guidelines- 

to the Research Student Administrator, max 4 pages): 

 

 

 

2. Planned frequency of contact between candidate and supervisory 

team (please see guidelines): 

 

 

3. Health and Safety Issues 

 

3.1 The following health and safety issues have been given due 

consideration (please make a note of the issues considered): 

 

3.2 There are no health and safety issues associated with this project 

 

 
Signed:  

(Director of Studies) 

Date: 13th May 2014 

 

  

Mr Lawrie Hallett  
Senior Lecturer in Radio 
Department of Journalism & Communications - Creative Arts Technologies and 
Science 
Room A315, Park Square, Luton 

0 PhD (inc Prof Doctorates) 
Currently Director of Studies for: 

0 MSc/MA by Research 0 MPhil 

Experience of supervision of registered research degree candidates (complete as 
applicable): 

0 PhD (inc Prof Doctorates) 

Previously supervised (successfully completed supervision) 

as a second supervisor: 

0 MSc/MA by Research 0 MPhil 

0 PhD (inc Prof Doctorates) 

Previously supervised (successfully completed supervision) 

as a first supervisor/Director of Studies: 

0 MSc/MA by Research 0 MPhil 

0 PhD (inc Prof Doctorates) 

Currently second supervisor for: 
0 MSc/MA by Research 0 MPhil 
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4. Training and Development 

 

4.1 We confirm that we have undertaken a ‘training needs analysis’ with 

the student and attach the form to this document. 

 

 
Signed:  

(Director of Studies) 

Date: 13th May 2014 

 

For International Students only: 
 

4.2 Confirmation that the student undertook the Password diagnostic 
English test and has now passed at a level of 6 or above. To be 
confirmed by the RGS office with a stamp. 

 

 

5. Recommendation by the Supervisor 

 

We support this application and believe that the applicant has the potential 
to successfully complete the programme of work proposed. 

 
We confirm that we have read University's current Research Degree 
Regulations for the Award of Research Degrees and the Research 
Degrees Handbook. 
 
We recommend that this applicant be registered as a candidate for a 

research degree. 

 

 

Signed:  Date: 13th May 2014 

(Director of Studies) 

 

 

Signed:  Date: 14th May 2014 

(Second Supervisor) 

 

 

Signed:
     

 Date: 16th May 2014 

(Programme Director) 

 

 

(Electronic signatures acceptable) 

 

Notes: 

Approved by RDC: Date Approved by RI: 16/05/14 

Date RS1 Submitted: 14/05/2014 

For Office Use Only 
 

Date Registered: 01/Oct/2012 
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APPENDIX SEVEN 

Research ethics scrutiny 

 
UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE 

Research Ethics Scrutiny (Annex to RS1 form) 

 

SECTION A To be completed by the candidate 

 

Registration number: 0503226 

Candidate: Jonathan Marsh 

 

Degree of: Professional Doctorate in Journalism, Media, Cinema and Television 

 

Research Institute:  

Research Institute for Media, Arts and Performance (RIMAP)  

 

Research Topic: The development of future of DAB Radio in the United Kingdom  

 

External Funding: Not applicable 

 

The candidate is required to summarise in the box below the ethical issues 

involved in the research proposal and how they will be addressed. In any 

proposal involving human participants the following should be provided: 

 

• clear explanation of how informed consent will be obtained, 

• how will confidentiality and anonymity be observed, 

• how will the nature of the research, its purpose and the means of 

dissemination of the outcomes be communicated to participants, 

• how personal data will be stored and secured 

• if participants are being placed under any form of stress (physical or 

mental) identify what steps are being taken to minimise risk 

 

If protocols are being used that have already received University Research 

Ethics Committee (UREC) ethical approval, then please specify. Roles of any 

collaborating institutions should be clearly identified. Reference should be made 

to the appropriate professional body code of practice. 
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All research will be conducted in accordance to The British Sociological 

Society's Statement of Ethical Practice. 

 

Informed consent will be obtained in writing prior to the commencing the 

research using a written consent form, which will advise participants of the 

scope of the research, how I plan to disseminate my research. For example, in 

the form of my written thesis dissertation and the fact that I will send the 

participants a written copy of my research. I shall fully inform any participant, 

individual and/or organisation regarding the purpose, methods and intended 

possible uses of the research, what their participation in the research entails and 

what risks, if any, are involved. 

 

Consenting research participants will participate in a voluntary way, free from 

any coercion. There will be no bribery and/or no corruption. There will be no 

monetary and/or financial benefits and/or capital gain for participating in any 

research data methods, surveys and/or questionnaires. Therefore, no money or 

financial legal tender will exchange between any parties including individual 

participants and/or organisations. The collation, use and presentation of 

research data will be independent and free from any political influence/interest, 

free from conflicts of interest and partiality. 

Questionnaires and/or surveys will only be conducted where appropriate and 

applicable, in which it is the only effective manner to accurately ascertain 

information and statistical research data. All information and data collated from 

such questionnaires and/or surveys, will be stored, used and applied in 

accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). Therefore, all information and 

research data held will be securely stored and destroyed once no longer 

required. 

 

All questionnaires and/or surveys will only involve consenting adults, over the 

age of 18 years and above. No questionnaires and/or surveys will involve 

adults who are in any vulnerable situation including health conditions. 

Questionnaires and/or surveys will be directed and conducted with the public 

and official representatives of related organisations, only if the individuals and 

official representatives consent and agree with how their information will be 

held and used. 

 

All information and research data will be used anonymously and where 

appropriate. Therefore, identifiable names of any individuals will not appear in 

any written thesis report and/or findings. However, where appropriate, genders 

and/or age groups, may appear alongside any relevant statistical research 

information and/or data. The confidentiality of information supplied by research 

subjects and the anonymity of respondents will be respected, used and 

stored/held appropriately in accordance to the Data Protection Act (1998) and 

the Human Rights Act (1998). 
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All consenting participants and/or organisations will adhere to both the Health 

and Safety at Work Act (1974) and the Management of Health and Safety at 

Work Regulations (1999). 

 

The Freedom of Information Act (2000) will apply if appropriate freedom of 

information requests are submitted to establish and underpin research work. 

 

All research data will be collated and used accurately and where appropriate, 

this will include using research data honestly, fairly, objectively, and responsibly. 

All research data will be used in accordance with relevant and current 

disciplines, laws, legislations, regulations and standards. For example, the Data 

Protection Act (1998), the Human Rights Act (1998), the Statistics and 

Registration Services Act (2007), the Freedom of Information Act (2000) along 

with the Health and Safety at Work Act (1974) and the Management of Health 

and Safety at Work Regulations (1999). 

 

British Sociological Association (March 2002, Appendix updated May 2004) 

Statement of Ethical Practice 

Available at: http://www.britsoc.co.uk/media/27107/StatementofEthicalPractice.pdf  

[Accessed: 12th February 2014] 

 

Gov.UK (18th December 2013) How to make a freedom of information (FOI) 

request  

Available at:  

https://www.gov.uk/make-a-freedom-of-information-request/the-freedom-of-

information-act  

[Accessed: 12th February 2014] 

 

The Research Ethics Guide Book (Unknown) A Resource for Social Scientists 

Available at: http://www.ethicsguidebook.ac.uk/Key-ethics-principles-15  

[Accessed: 12th February 2014] 

 

UK Data Archive (2014) Ethical Legal Legislation 

Available at:  

http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/create-manage/consent-ethics/legal?index=1  

[Accessed: 12th February 2014] 

 

University of Bedfordshire (March 2011) Research Ethics Committee: Ethical 

Procedures, Good Research and Research Misconduct 

Available at:  

http://www.beds.ac.uk/data/assets/pdf_file/0004/43951/EthicsGoodResPract-and-

ResMisconduct.pdf 

[Accessed: 12th February 2014] 

 

  

http://www.britsoc.co.uk/media/27107/StatementofEthicalPractice.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/make-a-freedom-of-information-request/the-freedom-of-information-act
https://www.gov.uk/make-a-freedom-of-information-request/the-freedom-of-information-act
http://www.ethicsguidebook.ac.uk/Key-ethics-principles-15
http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/create-manage/consent-ethics/legal?index=1
http://www.beds.ac.uk/data/assets/pdf_file/0004/43951/EthicsGoodResPract-and-
http://www.beds.ac.uk/data/assets/pdf_file/0004/43951/EthicsGoodResPract-and-
http://www.beds.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/43951/EthicsGoodResPract-and-ResMisconduct.pdf
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Answer the following question by deleting as appropriate: 

 

1. Does the study involve vulnerable participants or those unable to give 

informed consent (e.g. children, people with learning disabilities, your 

own students)? 

No 

 

If YES: Have/will Researchers be CRB checked? 

Yes No 

 

2. Will the study require permission of a gatekeeper for access to 

participants (e.g. schools, self-help groups, residential homes)? 

No 

 

3. Will it be necessary for participants to be involved without consent (e.g. 

covert observation in non-public places)? 

No 

 

4. Will the study involve sensitive topics (e.g. sexual activity, substance 

abuse)? 

No 

 

5. Will blood or tissue samples be taken from participants? 

No 

 

6. Will the research involve intrusive interventions (e.g. drugs, hypnosis, 

physical exercise)?  

No 

 

7. Will financial or other inducements be offered to participants (except 

reasonable expenses)?  

No 

 

8. Will the research investigate any aspect of illegal activity? 

No 

 

9. Will participants be stressed beyond what is normal for them? 

No 

 

10. Will the study involve participants from the NHS (e.g. patients) or 

participants who fall under the requirements of the Mental Capacity Act 

2005? 

No 

 

If you have answered yes to any of the above questions or if you consider that 

there are other significant ethical issues, then details should be included in your 

summary above. If you have answered yes to question one, then a clear 

justification for the importance of the research must be provided. 
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*Please note if the answer to Question 10 is yes then the proposal should be 

submitted through NHS research ethics approval procedures to the 

appropriate NRES. The UREC should be informed of the outcome. 

 

Checklist of documents, which should be included: 

 

Project proposal (with details of methodology) & source 

of funding 

Please refer to RS1 

Methodology 

Outline 

Documentation seeking informed consent (if appropriate) Not applicable 

Information sheet for participants (if appropriate) Not applicable 

Questionnaire (if appropriate) Not applicable 

 

 
 

This form together with a copy of the research proposal should be submitted to 

the Research Institute Director for consideration by the Research Institute Ethics 

Committee/Panel. 

 

Note you cannot commence collection of research data until this form has been 

approved. 

 

SECTION B To be completed by the Research Institute Ethics Committee: 

 

Comments: 

 

 

Approved 

 

Signature Chair of Research Institute Ethics Committee: 

Date: 03/06/14 

 

This form should then be filed with the RS1 form 

 

  

Signature of Director of Studies: Date: 22/01/14 
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If in the judgement of the committee there are significant ethical issues for which 

there is not agreed practice, then further ethical consideration is required before 

approval can be given and the proposal with the committee’s comments should 

be forwarded to the secretary of the UREC for consideration. 

 

 

There are significant ethical issues, which require further guidance 

 

Signature Chair of Research Institute Ethics Committee: 

 

Date: 

 

This form together with the recommendation and a copy of the research 

proposal should then be submitted to the University Research Ethics 

Committee. 
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